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We and third parties, such as our customers, partners and service providers, use cookies and similar technologies (cookies) to provide our services and secure our services to understand and improve their performance, and to display relevant ads (including job ads). You can change your cookie options and revoke your consent in settings at any time. March
19, 2009 at 9:32 PM EDT - Updated June 16 at 1:55 PM WBTV News, Raycom Media Station, committed to a broad candidate recruitment publishing program in our ongoing efforts to represent our diverse community. As part of this effort, we encourage qualified community organizations to be part of the full-time job notification mailing list. If your
organization is interested in being part of this list and you distribute job information or can provide references as part of your regular activities, we would like to hear from you, then we will notify you of each full-time opening and ask you to advise people to consider it. Send your request to: WBTV News/Human Resources Coordinator Skip to Content News
Director: Experience Alex De Leon Explains: Excellent. I would say even the best boss I've ever had. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: educated, open to creative control, plus, more fun comments: working at this station is an incredibly personal growth experience. Most journalists and producers are fresh from college, but the
veterinarians in the newsroom are there to help you grow. Alex's been my news director for two of the last three years there. He constantly challenged me and believed in my ability. In addition, the newsroom has many opportunities to be promoted. The staff became a family, it was not the same as what I experienced elsewhere, so special. The negative
comments left here came from the same people who were fired for throwing tantrum and handling attacks. This newsroom is where you want to start your career. Director: CJ Hoyt It started at the start of a massive outbreak that prevented him from getting to know the team. He didn't try to stay in his office and send an email. While working for WXIN, this
person has experience: sexual harassment, a toxic work environment as a whole. Female journalists are treated poorly by upper management. The management problem is on the same page. Morality has been very low since the merger of Nexstar, many have left behind. This person describes the overall newsroom environment as: organized, studied,
negative, toxic, additional comments: good stations, overall first. One of the best still has potential, but it takes a lot of work. I need a news director who knows what they're doing. People who don't work for the company, but the station news director: veteran Lissa Hamblen explains: Good experience and comfortable. This person describes the newsroom
environment as a whole: educational arrangements are open to creative control, more positive and enjoyable reviews: this is a great station to work on. Your colleagues are your friends. It's a stressful job, but the news director, asst news director and assigned editor do everything they can to make it easier for you. This is a great place to live, learn and build a
strong reel, even though the #2 station is more like it than rumors about a toxic working environment. #1Station Reporter: Veteran Mel Watson explains: Toxic while working for WTVG. Constant negative feedback, no talking training on your back set to fail, then blame it for the general incompetence, the index finger constantly playing favorites, not
communication, especially expectations. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: no negative deal is more toxic: everyone hates their job but can't get out because of their promises. It's a heritage station that veteran journalists do next to no jobs and others have to pick up the slack. Recently, the station received the first MMJs and they
have been constantly berated due to the worst stories and held to impossible standards. Every time you start to feel confident, someone cuts you down. There are too many bosses, all have different expectations, where nothing is clearly conveyed. Working here was the worst experience of my life. Most people who work here are lazy and incompetent and
they make life very difficult for MMJs. He doesn't know what he's doing and plays favorites. He praised those willing to work overtime without a premium. But if you ignore him, he will ignore you, so that is a good thing. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: disorganized, open to creative control, more opinions: very disorganized, but
you get a lot of creative freedom. The administration never hated the idea that I threw. I wouldn't recommend this station just because the deal will realize that there are some awesome employees (people who can't pull their weight) and instead fix them just by talking about them with others. Choosing my favorite journalist didn't protect me when I was
sexually harassed, expecting me to work free (on an hourly wage) because the station doesn't give me overtime anymore. While working for the WNCT, this person has experience: sexual harassment, a toxic work environment as a whole. When I was sexually harassed via email by the audience, I was reprimanded by the news director for responding and
standing up for himself. For the audience in a negative way, and actually I said I brought [harassment] to myself because of what I was wearing. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: three months to work at the station, they said they would no longer pay overtime, but we were still
instructed to work part-time. We don't get paid for those hours, even on hourly pay. News directors adore journalists who don't struggle with this and often praise them while tearing up other journalists. I am an MMJ in the office, an hour and a half from the main station and have never received a response from the main station unless it is negative. I was also
blamed for not choosing an unpaid work meeting held at the weekend at the main station. I quit my job after 8 months because it took such a toll on my mental health that I lost nearly 30 pounds. When I resigned, they threatened to let me pay my full contract, even if North Carolina had a law. I was told to offer my proposal to get out of my contract. The news
director also threatened to take me to court if the offer wasn't high enough and said I wouldn't lose because I didn't have enough money to fight Nexstar. He's great. While working for WAPT, this person has experience: sexual harassment, a toxic work environment as a whole. If you're young and want the opportunity to make a difference elsewhere, ND
doesn't create opportunities for everyone and talks about how great he is. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more negative comments are toxic: the only thing this station does is anchor them from other stations. in this market. Director: Randy Bain Experience Explained: Pleasant, but seems to play favorites while working for
KTBS. Some managers are anti-Hispanic and racist quite frankly. One manager once said, We're in America. After he confirmed his name, Hespanic was pronounced the wrong way. Similar racist attitudes among older and present journalists Male managers prefer whites more than poc, with only one full-time photographer, unlike the journalist/MMJ
competition, often covering 2-5 stories in a day. Instead of hiring the right number of employees to get the job done, the manager simply puts too much workload on the staff. They push more content for broadcasts and online platforms, without considering the impact on underpayment. Overworked employees If you want to work tirelessly without paying
overtime or comp time to work here. If you are allergic to toxic environments, do yourself a great favor and use it elsewhere. One positive comment: There is no contract for most MMJs, which means you can walk away after a few months, which is what many people do. Those who still complain all the time that they are suffering at work and try to find a way
to leave. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: additional negative disorganized comments are toxic: HR. That doesn't exist very well. The staff were very friendly and helpful. The station has been 2-3 years old for a reason. She plays hard favorites. She can cut the throat a lot if you are not on her good side. While working for KVOA,
this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. The assistant news director fears ND and will throw journalists under the bus in a heartbeat to make themselves look better, ND is also very difficult for women and their appearance. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: Toxic Negative News Director: Rhonda Lavelle
Experience Explain: Awe full, toxins, belittling while working for WXYZ This person has experienced: an overall toxic working environment, Rhonda tells and screams or writes constant passive aggressive emails. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized and toxic negative comments: you just do what you say. Director:
Chris Henao This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: disorganized. Open to creativity, control more commentary: KHOU newsroom is not toxic. It's just a mess, a lack of leadership and a lack of structure. The management team is very green and the ep timesheet is forged daylight for many manufacturers to get rid of the overtime they
worked properly. Unfortunately, because KHOU used to be a heritage station and heritage in the market. Reporter: Veteran Elbert Tucker explained: Scarce, while working for WKRN, this person experienced: Morale at the station was very low, ND seemed bitter and rarely praised the hard work done in the newsroom, but he complained with everyone's
efforts. The station was severely affected. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: negative comments are toxic: avoid all costs. Director: Amy Sullivan In peak While working for KGBT/KVEO, this person has experience: a toxic work environment as a whole, this person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more
disorganized comments, more toxic: terrible. A. Everyone is expected to serve two duties. If you are an anchor, you produce If you're a producer, you're producing 2 shows, if you're an MMJ, you're making a hit for both stations (duopoly), there's a lack of action when it comes to breaking news. We always have short-term employees. The news director is a
producer, not a leader, and the way she carries herself makes it clear. There's no real leader here, everybody's just coasting. We can't even look at the anchors for real advice because they are the same age as MMJs and manufacturers. Reporter: Mitch Davis, Mitch is an interesting man. He's a great salesman and make sure he talks about all these things
he's going to do for you and then never follow. He plays favorites, talks down to and attenuates new journalists almost every day on the morning phone. He'll never get behind you either. He hands a lot when it comes to operating a newsroom and spends most of the day up in his office. While working for WKBN, this person has experience: racial
discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. What I need to say is look at the BIOS station site. Nowadays, there is only one person of color working, not only in the newsroom, but the whole station. This is not a friendly place for any race, many racial comments are made over time by many members of staff, and it is a very right-leaning atmosphere.
This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: organize, no mess, remove toxic, toxic, additional comments: no scheduled schedule, unless you are the main anchor or weather. Some days you will be closed Monday, Tuesday, other days, you will be closed Thursday, Friday, which makes you work 8-9 days in a row. You can also work night
shifts and then morning shifts the next day with less than 8 hours in between. The housing situation for leaving the state employment is also terrible, Youngstown is pretty much a warzone, so you have to be careful with where you live. The only good manager is Jason Winkler, he truly cares about your well-being and takes things seriously. Others are
mediocre at best. Please don't let Mitch fool you here with so many empty promises. The management of COVID-19 is less than spectacular, they have revealed many employees and will not tell them just to be warned. Reporter: Steve Buer hands a lot out. While working for KNPG, this person has experienced: sexual harassment, gender discrimination, a
toxic work environment as a whole. They are desperate for someone they won't shoot anyone. Human resources complaints lead to conversations, so nothing is put on the record. They are hybrid stations, so you have to work for paper as well and there aren't enough people to make things run smoothly. They do not pay overtime and repay the legal amount
for mileage. This person explains The newsroom environment is: no organized, negative, toxic comment more: the city itself is very toxic. I see a lot of journalists leaving the industry because they become discouraged here. Director: Sarah Truitt Experience Explain: A flexible creative feedback consultant, while working for WMDT, this person has experience:
sexual harassment, one of the station's previous employees sexually harassed almost all journalists, often through social media DMs. No one talks until the employee leaves the new job. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more educational reviews: This is a great station to get started. You can try your hand on almost anything and
get an experience that covers what interests you. If you're fascinated by the topic, you may be able to cover it. Heavy workload, but prepare you for a higher move in the top 50 markets. Most of the journalists are out of college. You can grow here and learn a lot if you have an open mind and a positive attitude. The device is not reliable and annoying to
manage at times. The station does not have a lot of money to do the work, which explains equipment and low salaries. This series is a virtual/completely green screen. Reporter: The current news director is a good guy. News share - Producers and anchors work out of South Bend, but photo journalists and others based in Toledo, the newsroom environment
in Toledo, is overall exciting and non-toxic. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: education, exposure to creative control, plus, more fun comments: sometimes things are disorganized, but overall it's not a bad place to work. Reporter: Chad Mahoney, Chad Mahoney and GM Carlos Fernandez create an undeniably toxic work
environment that spreads across the entire news department. While working for WGEM, this person has experience: a toxic work environment as a whole, this person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: unorganized, unorganized, toxic: disorganized communication, poor communication, and highly negative communication. The treatment of
females is scary and degrading. This is supposed to be a station that works with photographers/journalists to expand their skills, but only about 2% of photographers/journalists move to other stations, in fact most of the photogs/journalists working there never continue in the news business. The irony is that it should be a starting point for a new generation of
journalists. But no one has ever walked down that career path. Chad Mahoney is vulgar, degrading, sexual and inhibiting all kinds of creativity, not a good place for journalists to grow up. Look elsewhere! Director: Brad Ginsberg Experience Explain: Toxic is not supported while working for KNOE, this person has experienced: racial discrimination, a toxic work
environment as a whole. A journalist who wants to excel in this industry... I suggest you run far from this station, Brad Ginsburg. As a news director and newsroom, it is often severely affected. Brad rewarded moderate white women in the newsroom with opportunities because of the grace and gags, concerns and needs of other employees. He helps his
favorite employees feel as if they have more power in this newsroom than they do. This is his first position as a leader and it shows. There is not enough equipment for all journalists. This is not an environment where you should go if you want to feel supported and growing. This person describes the overall newsroom environment as: unorganized, negative,
toxic while working for WTAJ. The station is very neat and there is a huge lack of communication. Workload is more valuable than people's, and even the quality of the job (that's probably what Nexstar is), employees are undervalued until they threaten to leave (because fewer employees mean less content). Some people get away without a job, while others
are expected to give 4-5 stories. It should make you wonder when you have two producers resign after less than three weeks and two photographers resign after just a few months (with most shrinking newsrooms wanting to leave as well). The general manager is respectable and takes care of his staff, however, not directly related to daily newsroom
activities. While working for KWES, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. Seeing colleagues do it with each other Especially seeing a manager do it with the staff.......favoritism is dangerous........ This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: you can find something
much better, then the drama:...... Can't say that I expect so much from a small dma that everyone is dating and having sex. Explained: Horror While working for WVIT, this person has experience: the overall toxic work environment, Janet hundley makes stupid decisions (when she does at all). She plays favorites and has a career history of prosecution and
tank station ratings: more unorganized comments. MORE: CAT Assistant editor managing nd ep all useless and inexperienced, even gm is in her first gm job. A wonderful station in a single tank and now micro-managed by managing director: Jesse O'Neil Experience. Explain: Vulgar, full of self-inexperienced, while working for KOAT, this person has
experience: a toxic work environment as a whole. I won't be here too long, but I'll chime in to help others in pain. If you come here as a manager, you probably like it, because now they have three times the number of people who did what they did two years ago. The crew on the field had the worst. We never know who is being overlooked, which suggests
that anyone who will be in touch during the new ND day has more time to stop since he started than we all have this year. He took control and had trouble struggling green newsroom and when I called the station to talk to him about leaving, he was always gm not interested. She allowed the news director to shoot a single producer with experience and not
destroy the crew on the field. @Hearst don't care about their people, not at this station, but managers working at home all the time and even nd favorite producers are small, and I know people who have a positive year with their deals are starting to look. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, toxic
negatives: the station works nothing but inconsistent management. It seems to favor green manufacturer employees. Some people have a good attitude. Others are allowed to be nasty, then the crew gets in trouble, if they respond back after constant bs from the booth. The staff were very friendly and helpful. Experienced adults who run the store with
respect and don't treat hard-working people with threats, and ,,,, about three times the number of people for every job unless we're always scraped to get it. Talented leadership is more attentive about quality and not just getting in the air, but when we're communicating with multiple managers, everyone tells you things all day long, it's hard to make quality
anything and make the channel. The news director who verbally abused and worst, in fact, the worst leader I've ever worked for. He pushes his agenda, he makes you feel stupid, he believes you say you're not important to the audience, no news decisions, while working for WAAY this person has experience: a toxic work environment as a whole, you'll go
into this place and want to leave your first day. Matt Stein is a problem. He always is, and will until he is fired. He's a liar, a manipulatist, someone who doesn't know what to lead. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: he will make you feel unimportant, countless people have left the
business after working for him. Director: Nicole Hoganson Nicole was a well-budgeted journalist when she was a news director for Scripps. She had no experience in upper management before becoming news director. She had trouble finding points in morning meetings and story assignments. She had an understanding problem when She also demonstrated
the favor of a few people and beat others. She's the most toxic and incompetent news director I've ever worked for. While working for WPTV, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. Most people are good people at this station. Everyone is bound to share a deal. Toxic handling and overwhelming workloads A lot of overtime at this
station, whether you're ready for it or not. MMJs open multiple packages/VOSOTs for return to the show in general, with several studios or newsrooms hits every day. When paired with two photographers, and sometimes even three packages, it is expected to have live hits in multiple shows. It can feel like a sweat shop sometimes. This person describes the
newsroom environment as a whole: more negative comments are toxic: many are not at this station. The management has pushed a number of talented employees to contract and leave the business. There's a new GM there too, but this station has been bought and sold many times over the last couple of years and no one can do more than buy new vehicles
and cameras. The buildings are disgusting and fall and on the hilltop, so the trip to work sucks unless you live there too. There are people who want to do a good job, but in my experience they have never had enough support. Reporter: The experience Brad Ginsburg explains: scary, toxic. While working for KNOE, this person has experience: an overall toxic
working environment. All negative comments about this station are correct. Management does not communicate well with employees, and this newsroom is run by incompetent management, a toxic work environment. This newsroom is often severely affected by people resigning. News director Brad Ginsburg. No experience and it shows. He does not know
how to communicate with employees and does not treat all employees equally. He also burned a bridge with a number of important names across the city, running away, describing the newsroom environment as a whole: a disorganized, toxic news director: The Matt Stein Experience. Explained: This lil-person demanding and fun study describes the overall
newsroom environment: the study organizers are open to creative control, more opinions: Ya'll WAAY is a mess before Matt gets there. The news director before he was a witch. I learned a lot to work there. Every manager wants journalists to do a good job. They won't let the stories about you. If they're not good, I have a better 100x and better yall cuz I listen
to Matt, Rachel and Reagan. They don't always agree with what I want, but they listen and change their minds. Director: Jenelle Shrine I work with Jenelle. She chooses favorites depending on who kisses her in the back. If you stand up for yourself, you will be thrown out. She chooses whoever she likes best for her station promotion, not by charisma. She
allows those with the most experience to bully others below them. When she says to you that it's wrong, it's often rude and reaches out to pray for her new station while working for KPLC. If you are black and stand up for yourself, expect your problems to be thrown away. Jennell is mostly rude, he hardly speaks if she doesn't like you. Head anchors are
allowed to talk crazy with new ones. Get out as fast as you can. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: educational arrangements, exposure to creative control, negative and toxic news director: Jess O'Neill. While working for KOAT, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. If you have another chance, As I sit
in a much bigger market, I now have KOAT Asst current ND Melissa Williams to thank, when my old friend is still stuck in that place, showing me a picture of her grand Emmy win that she posted of herself this week, current and former employees like Barf. Just know it's clear evidence how this newsroom works. Come here to work your butt off, verbally
abused by management. They take credit for all her tihng and her constant lies. Here in my current news room, they were nominated for Emmy news too, and it credits the STAFF station....not only did some loser managers just yell at people and nobody listened that night, we put on a winning show. The next emmy (I included) Melissa Williams admitted to
herself for the Emmy news and took her only by herself, not the employee, not the KOAT team, all the news items for the staff. Inflated egos and resentments have destroyed that place. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negatives are toxic: I go so not to work with the new ND, but there are many good
friends left at the station. This is not your typical Hearst-run station. I heard that they kept a place with more managers, but then burned journalists, and sometimes only 1 journalist a day, warned the news director:? The overall newsroom environment is: no organizing, education, negative, toxic news director: Josh Dee Josh is a nightmare to work with. It's
like a mean kid in high school choosing to do it out of town. He would ask things as one way, then complain when it didn't look right (even if it was what he asked for). If you're not okay with being called a curse behind your face and don't work for him, and if you're not okay with him, of course talking about meaningful private meetings for him and HR doesn't
work for this guy. I don't know who had a stroke and hired a 28-year-old former anchor... But it was the wrong decision and he created the most toxic work environment. While working for News15, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. No one is professional. Anchors are talking about people while their mic is hot. If they don't like you,
they will spread to higher ups to get you removed. There is absolutely no room for growth at this station, because whatever role you place, you will not do it properly. You will always be talked about even when you work well. People who don't work are always better treated because they are in the crowd, and everything you say is criticized or mocked in front
of others. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: I don't want this job against my worst enemy. I'm writing this to remind others that this is not the station you need to live in. AllenMedia must control people or clean the house. Nothing you can get from here is worth a night without sleep,
wondering if it makes an miserable run. If you don't like high school, it's far away. The Ethics Committee must look seriously at managing most anchor news directors and health inspectors need to condemn the building. Reporter: Tia Streeter Tia is amazing. She is a great boss who cares so much about her team. This person explains the newsroom
environment as a whole: a fun positive study, more comments: K-x News is in Bismarck, N.D. For young journalists, this is a wonderful startup market. I have friends at my station and race. While winter in North Dakota is tough, it's a great job. I am an MMJ/weekend anchor when I leave the K-X, I am still in touch with the news director as she has become a
mentor for me in my next job. Starting a salary for an MMJ out of college is great, about $32K, if you want to be in a place that invests in you and teaches you a true narrative, don't go through Bismarck, I can't say things good enough. Reporter: Josh, good, terrible. He loves drama and has favorites. He won't help you grow, not genuine. Luckily, I'm off his



radar. I feel bad for someone who never did. While working for KADN, this person has experience: a toxic job as a whole. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, more toxic: the assistant news director was like a family. I love the space and Acadiana has become my home. Reporter: Matt Stein, it's the
worst place ever to work. While working for WAAY, this person has experience: racial discrimination, gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole, it's worrying to know that Matt Stein really looked at these things (I know that because he pulled a reporter into his office to ask them about these rankings) and was writing a good review by himself.
The honest truth is that this will be a daunting task for you. You will cry and hate every second and blame yourself for being stupid to accept his offer. He manages and promotes a toxic environment according to its objectives. In fact, he was fired from his job at WREG (Memphis) before coming to WAAY to create a toxic environment. The station has been
warned by email by staff. WREG (before he started at WAAY) that he would create a toxic environment. This is known by senior executives as well as human resources and general managers. Within a few months (YES MONTHS) of his arrival, nearly 14 quits (many broke their contracts, including members of the management). Don't believe anything that
portrays WAAY as anything but a scary place to work, they will believe you pull you down and leave you in your own tears just for their enjoyment. To keep it simple, most people break their promises here. If you have your own ideas at this station and dare to say he will separate you and make your work experience into life. Don't work here! I hope I don't
type this stuff. I wish I could be honest, along with many others, had a pleasant experience here, but knowing that Stein was trying to deal with people who viewed this disgusting site and I have to say something. I just wish someone would take care of me before I get there. You can do better. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole:
more disorganized, negative, toxic comments: Matt Stein is racist, homophobic and transgender and should not be hired. He has at least one complaint filed against him for what is said above, and more likely, if he does not instill fear in his staff. Reporter: David Lee verbally abused, put me down, mocked me, made me deteriorate, expelled good people. Any
push means he doesn't like you and he won't make your time there easy, not politely not knowing what he's talking about at half-time when it comes to stacking and producing shows targeting me clearly and some staff while intending to clean the house. It's a nightmare to work for him. There was anxiety during the show waiting for an email he would send to
talk to me about. There's a lot more to say, but you get a jist of it. He's a formidable leader, which isn't what he deserves to be. All Did I mention the 30-plus jobs he had? While working for WFRV, this person has experience: gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. See the paragraph above about my boss. This person describes the
newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: do not work here. People who pay too little as well. They ran on the skeleton crew to save the quick buck. People have three different positions and don't get extra money. Director: Marybeth Jacoby Experience Explain: Well, this person describes the newsroom environment
as a whole: additional comments that are not organized: just like any task you do. I'm happy with my two years at WVLT, the people who work there are amazing. There has been a high rate flip in manufacturers and journalists. There are plenty of people who will guide you if you are willing to ask for help from them. Managers are not on the same page, which
makes things difficult, but forces you to get better freely. If you're looking to be with a photographer often, that won't happen here. If you're willing to catch it every day, come up with the idea that you'll succeed, just be prepared for everything. You can leave here a better journalist if you find the right person to mentor you and push you in the building. Director:
Curtis Jackson. Not useful to growth. No one cares and likes morman people or other LDS people only. While working for KIFI/KIDK, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. A very violent person in the office. General wet for colleagues to say badly of others. Reporters are angry if others have a better story at the top. Discrimination
against women is very common. People are told that the place of the woman is in the house where they live and no one listens to the woman's opinion because it is not right. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: the general manager will not hire enough staff. They work two stations on a
skeleton crew and will make journalists cover up 3 stories a day. While working for WJXT, this person has experience: a toxic work environment as a whole. I would walk into the bathroom to find the manufacturer crying. Some morning show anchors are always complete idiots. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more negative
comments are toxic: it's a good (paid) internship program, you have the opportunity to experience all the changes, record, stand up and learn from talented people in the big market. I didn't even know how toxic the working environment was until I got a journalistic job. It's real. My first time elsewhere. Reporter: Brian Gregory, experience explained: Awesome
while working for KDVR. The news director had his favorites who were allowed to do what they wanted and scary as they wanted, and he turned blind. If you're not your favorite, Yes, sir. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more toxic negative reviews: they don't tell anyone that there are COVID cases in the building. When you go to
deal with concerns, they are swept under the carpet, for months the producers work at home, with a few selectors coming into the building for the entire show booth. It means they no longer have to produce and have to watch the same show 6 times a day, as the producers are lazy and just drag one story, crash and all from one show to another. The
administration will not work with anchors that ask some producers to work on their shows. Laziness won hard work, not the news director: the veteran Ryan Hazelwood explained: Scary, while working for KOAA. I was verbally harassed every day by the production manager/director. She blames her mistakes on me all the time. Every day you curse me. This
person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negatives, toxic: I'll try something new, the dress is amazing, but if he doesn't like it, he'll yell at you. He and the production manager were an old high school friend, I would call her out about her mistake, and he sat me down in his office and tried to close me by putting his
elbow on his desk and leaning towards me and threatening me by doing what she said and having a number of animations per show. Overall poisoning, unpleasant and very scary communication. Reporter: Veteran Jess O'Neill explains: Negative emotions, while working for KOAT, this person has experienced: the overall toxic work environment. Sadly,
everything written is true. GM has sat in her office for many years, telling different stories of employees and dumb players. They refuse to hire anyone with no experience anymore, so if you're interested in doing real news, don't come here. We've been hit on all the big stories and the managers don't want to hear it. They blamed the crew for their noise
concerns. The manufacturer is fresh from school or has no newsroom experience. Some are trying, others have a sinister and nasty attitude towards journalists, and managers blame the crew instead. Until @hearst decide to hire a good manager who actually takes care of it and listens to those who try to make things better, people will throw a towel #hearst
#koat this person explains the overall newsroom environment: more unorganized comments, negative toxicity: legal claims are in the works of a variety of current/former employees, and they shoot the only good producers we have. She was respected and was 1,000 times better than our non-existent EP, but the station allowed managers to work from home
where they didn't do anything. However, she has been ultimatum to work in the newsroom despite concerns from COVID or has been heard. To take care of the employees. There's one example of what really means: the experience Jesse O'Neill explains: disrespectful, condescending, disrespectful. While working for KOAT, this person has experience: a
toxic work environment as a whole. There is a lot of hope with the new ND start and this guy has been here for 2 months and decided that he wants to play boss for the first time in his career and costs the station a good man. Sadly, the final poster is correct in every number. Reporters need help. The manager misunderstands them and makes them come
out as unkilled. Most nights we call from the field and rarely have people on the assigned table. We get a beat in a lot of stories. Well, GM spent more time lying to employees and pretending she didn't know what was going on in the newsroom in the last two years. The revolving door is fixed 2 pkgs per day for journalists because we don't have staff, but this
station is one step away from what went wrong because the 22-year-old producer was forced into a position of disregard @Hearst might be good in other places, but looking even more to quit and retire soon (with a contract). This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized reviews, negative, toxic: only one experienced
producer is fired for work from home. She was uncomfortable with the lack of caution from Covid. She was made from home as a journalist, she was the only one who knew how to communicate with the field crew. So now we've left the newsroom recently at the college level, this place is like a market 140. They're their station employees, just look at the
product, they have more than one journalist making the whole list, and they need a fact checker because here the manager is pathetic and inappropriate and will lie to help himself. Press Director: Barb Roethler, Barb Roethler It's the worst thing in the news, if not the entire media business. This woman doesn't care about the only person who works for her. I
don't work here anymore, but stumbled on the site and had to give my informed comments. She's not enough to work for someone who's weathered the 30+ years left and so morning anchor. I mention that there is only one person of color in the air @NABJ? While working for WILX, this person has experience: a toxic work environment as a whole, this
person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more unorganized comments, removes more toxic: the quality on the site is not good at the moment. Glad I wasn't there. Multiple typos or mistakes in every article She doesn't get a candidate because of low pay or blindness to good candidates. The people in the newsroom are very good. They just
have to stay quiet all day because she's in your office. Apparently, Roethler went on a two-week vacation on Election Day. The experience is described as: toxic, negative, neglected, disrespectful, miserable. While working for WJCL, this person has experience: racial discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. It was clearly written by a manager or
anchor trying to save a face for this toxic and failed news station. This is how low they are to keep people on their team. Believe in your guts and, more importantly, believe in negative reviews because they are written by people who work as MMJs under the leadership of Eric Walters, unlike the ones who write positive reviews. Everybody, i' Work elsewhere
There are many stations to choose from. Reporter: Barb Rothler scary. She manages, conniving, Send a blank email and expect you to guess what she wants. Ask you if you knock on someone's door for scoring. Ethics out the window for her. She doesn't really care, gets everything in writing and starts saving everything because she'll do the same for you
and keep it ready whenever she feels like you. While working for WILX, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. Not open to creative control, you are not allowed to tell her or EP Jeff no Jeff also has anger issues. If he has a bad day, everyone must have a bad day. She will also email millions in one day and add your daily tasks as she
pleases randomly and for a reason. She's still out early almost every day and has good luck on the job. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: toxic negative comments: Don't go, news director: Jess O'Neill's experience explains: Overwhelming – not ready. While working for KOAT, this person has experience: an overall toxic working
environment. Leadership from Jess to Melissa Williams sets the tone of the overall incompetence, no EP support. There is no training or growth for green producers who were brought in without prior experience and can't booth their performances confidently the new GM doesn't exist. The rumor is that she was a once solid newsroom leader, but as a ghost
who only cares about the direct problems that affect her, KOAT is crushed every day in coverage. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more negative comments are toxic: reporters are green as producers and are expected to replace the two-day pkg without editorial guidance and are burdened with manipulation when something
goes wrong. Director: Brian Gregory, Experience explains: absolutely vulgar and unprofessional. While working for KDVR, this person has experience: a toxic working environment overall, Brian. It's a disgrace to the news business. He is a formidable communicator with a terrible attitude and does not have any business to manage news stations. This person
described the newsroom environment as a whole: more negative comments were toxic: Brian Gregory, a spokesman for The New Press. It's a joke, of course, and encapsulates everything that's wrong with the news business. Director: Rod Jackson Experience Explain: Positive but micromanaged while working for WOWK this person has experience: there
are many things to like about the station and not like a lot. The weather is top notch and there are crops of promising young journalists. The station has a foundation built on the mud though. People rarely news directors are smart carer, but change direction due to overall miscommunication or in his whim. Your thoughts are heard, but rarely follow, and you are
forced to deal with situations where there is no input or you hear second hand from others. Many young people at the station, so loads of cliques and gossip. Sales are creatively bankrupt and interfere with large amounts of content on the web. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more unorganized comments, more toxic negative
studies: do your research. The newsroom is a revolving door of management and personality. The news director is a clever caretaker, but he is the longest-lasting ND and he has been there for a year. Reporter: Jesse O'Neill, be careful before taking the job here while working for KOAT. Thank God I left when I did. I have the pleasure of working with the
worst managers on TV news. Now I'm in a bigger market, I see how people should be treated, and how real managers know how to run a real newsroom. Laughing today that the newsroom shared with the former KOAT'ers that Melissa Williams was the most clueless and disgusting person I worked with, boasting that she was nominated for an emmy on a
night that we all watched her do nothing but verbal abuse against the on-field staff, Greg Shepherd was fired because he allowed his lying manager to destroy that place and they were still there. Ask past or present employees what an incompetent manager is like. Employees use heat instead of problems that never happen. I heard it's no better than a new
ND. Be careful before working there doing your homework. The station has the least number of reporters on the market. The new ND fixed revolving door sounds like an inexperienced thug who says something really risky to the law with employees. I know a few people are ready to bolt on the support of lawyers, and there are a lot of good people, but no
one's been left with green pastures. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: disorganized, negative, toxic previous news director: Gary Kanofsky. The experience explains: Scary. Current News Director: Katie Farritor While working for RFD-TV, this person has experience: Harassment of an overall toxic working environment The general
news experience as a woman on camera is rarely called into the news director's office, but if ever comments about looking pretty. I don't like that dress with you, etc. we always do it in every meeting. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized, toxic negative comments: Patrick Gottsch. Owning an RFD-TV, he lives in
Omaha, but the station is located in Nashville, you rarely see him, but he decides irrationally crazy over the phone (often screaming at the top of his lungs for no reason). The news director there, when I was hired, Gary Kanofsky never had, lived in New York and flew on occasion. Totally disconnected from the broadcast and wants to sit around and talk about
his glory days (which lie, by the way). While we should be working on making the news better. Current news director Katie Farritor is a formidable human being, not a good producer, and throws many people under the bus to promote it with lies. She told the deal manager that aerial talent like me and a few great producers and editors said something bad
about it. We know business and play games, and don't say bad things in front of people like her, knowing what you're going to do. She did and they believed her up, she went into the company and all of us she lied about were released within a few months – if not a direct result of her lies (so now I don't mind posting this thing in public). I personally was left
behind when Verizon ditched this so-called rural network and they released 40% of the employees in the meeting. This is an insult because we researched and done our work as journalists doing learning about farming and inner-country America for the job, but Patrick Gottsch and his daughter Raquel (just as scary) truly discriminate against people, not
farms. Life goes on and I laugh with a colleague who I've been in touch with RFD-TV now (we actually work there?!), but I want to warn others in case they're considering working there. Especially now Katie Farritter is the director of news. If you are a true journalist, don't be tempted when they tell you it's a job. It's not a real news network, and the company
has no debt, it's only a matter of time for them to fold completely. Even the worst of the local news stations don't match the madness of RFD-TV News Director: Marybeth Jacoby Experience. Explain: Minimal This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more reviews of unorganized education: overall, this station helps shape me as a
journalist, who I am today and prepare me for my next job. There are so many talents and you Need to find the right counselor to help guide you. However, the management is very disorganized and does not always have the idea of using a solution. But they want to focus on the negatives, which can hinder your progress. While negative, this forced me to be
more independent in my work. Press Director: Chad Mahoney Experience Explained: Toxic, Controlled, BACKSTABBING, LIAR While working for WGEM, this person has experienced: sexual harassment, racial discrimination, gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. The toxic environment at WGEM and its news director is controlled after
seeing real comments from former news directors who have posted fake reviews on this site like, seriously? This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: just a terrible news director. Do all you can to stay away from this place, you will regret it. Director: Callie Starr Callie runs the news
department as a Democrat. She is fair and willing to listen to the concerns of others. You won't find a better news director in the market. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: organized, educated, open to creative control, plus, more fun comments: I've been at WRCB for five years and some of my best memories were made at the
station. I started my role there as a producer at 5pm and at that time Callie Starnes was assistant news director. She taught me a lot about compiling stories, judging, multitasking news, and how to find a solution when the story falls down. Soon she moved to the news director role and I switched to a senior producer. I stayed at the station for a long time
because of the management and the way we covered the story. We always take a compassionate path and Callie listens to everyone's opinions before making a firm decision. I grew up in a role I never thought I could do because of Callie. If you are lucky enough to work here using the opportunity you will make long friends and Callie will make you grow as a
person on your way to the top. Director: Chad Mahoney This place has and will continue to be a toxic working environment. Chad Mahoney is a miserable man who brings negativity into the workplace, which then spills over to his employees. While working for WGEM, this person has experience: sexual harassment, a toxic work environment as a whole. I'm
not someone who's going to talk about these things, but the more I think about it, the more I realize that people should know what they're doing. Also, I feel like I've been quiet for long enough. Under the leadership of Chad Mahoney, there is no pressure to speak. There are intimidations and bullying associated with those who do Mahoney will make you feel
like he is on your team, but secondly you are concerned about how to handle something, he will turn on you and use that for taking advantage of you. He's a hole. Resist each other and encourage them to tattle-tale each other instead of working out on their own. He also encourages employees not to socialize outside of work, and how can they build a good
team? Especially when a lot of journalists move to this city without knowing anyone. There is also the idea of good ol boys, where men talk about women in sometimes deteriorating terms in front of female employees, and women feel they can't go ahead to express their concerns. Even the general manager hears that if you don't like it, go out. Talk about a
friendly, educational and fun experience. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more negative comments are toxic: Chad Mahoney and a team of executives who stifle creativity. This is touted as a place where new journalists can come to grow, except that's the farthest thing from the truth. If it doesn't do that, People are treated like
property rather than real people who are real people and who have real feelings. I'm very discouraged from working at this station, it sucks life out of you. This place has and will continue to be a toxic working environment. Chad Mahoney is a miserable man who brings negativity into the workplace, which then spills over to his employees. While working for
WGEM, this person has experience: gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. Negative comments about women, women are often overlooked or laughed off. It's a society. A good ole boy, who doesn't have a girl in a leadership position, wonder why? You are encouraged to tattle a tale with employees instead of working out like an adult,
which becomes a mess, a mess, a mess, a mess, a mess. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: negative comments are toxic: creative control is suppressed. This station is mainly composed of new journalists/manufacturers. They like to hire young women that they can intimidate and harass until they fall into line. If you don't like it,
go out, which he's got a lot of verbs on. Leadership is toxic. This may be a great station, but leadership doesn't see itself as a problem. They see employees as a problem - which is why they have a high turnover rate with employees. A sad, pathetic and draining place. Don't work here – they'll suck your life. Director: Chad Mahoney Experience Explain: Well.
He's an unreasonable news director. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: organize additional studies. Higher standards compared to other small markets where there are no suggestions or directions you can get forex for live photography creative control not so much but you will adjust actively engaging management and will trigger
errors and things you can do better at rubbing some of the other journalists the wrong way, used to do what they want. There is a small clique among journalists and former air men who maintain group chats and gossip about team members and news directors. If you get a job there, focus on your job, not be friends with your colleagues. Director: Brian
Gregory is far away. This is a toxic and cancerous environment. The news director is a controlling dictator who shouldn't be in much business at a station the top 20 adversaries have repelled a very good ability to take his favorite pet from Kansas, don't go at all. Scary place. Reporter: Jenna Huff Experience Explain: Confused, irritated, depressed, while
working for WGXA, this person has experienced: an overall toxic work environment. As a news director, Jenna is highly competitive and wants the station as a whole to do well. That's where the positives stop. She made a false promise to me and I can only do 20% is I was promised. She made false promises to all new employment and would stab journalists
on a regular basis, but there was absolutely horrific communication between executives and newsroom employees. I really remind everyone who considers working here. I saw a group of bright new hires coming in during my time and they were thrown bs immediately. Reporters must You won't get real forex, but maybe twice during your contract. This person
explains the newsroom environment as a whole: no organize, positive, fun, negative, toxic, additional comments: This is the most confusing internship experience of my life, and I would not recommend working here unless it is the only place where you can get an internship. Sinclair has a lot of rules about what an intern can and can't do, and a news director
will help you do things only when it's convenient for her. In the end, you have to go behind the management to do what you do to tell you you can, in fact, do that just to tell them to stop doing it because It's against the rules, you won't have your work in the air, and if you write for the web, your name is not allowed to be on the line. Director: Kevin Brennan
While working for WSAV, this person has experience: racial discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. We're the only station on the market that doesn't keep journalists going. Every day or respond to breaking news. The assigned editors are disorganized to the point where we miss so many stories in our market. This person explains the newsroom
environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negatives, toxic: most of the stories we cover should be on Facebook, a lot of content is not real news. Director: Jon Levy I love working with Jon. He was kind and understandable and allowed me to experiment with different ideas. I have a lot of respect for him. This person explains the newsroom
environment as a whole: the study is open to more creative control: every station has a problem. While I feel overwhelmed, sometimes I treasure all the treasures I learn at TV20, I work with amazing people who are still good friends of mine today. I can do what I want creatively and achieve something I can't go to a bigger station. I am grateful to the station
and everyone there forever. While working for WPMT, this person has experience: the overall toxic work environment should have a place for scoring for the entire station, not just the news department. If you come to the station with experience, life at the station will try to cut you down like they are the only ones who know everything. They don't want you to
succeed and they envy you if you're not part of their inner circle. Training is a joke and if you don't keep up with what they think is enough time, then the general manager. It starts to harass you so you don't succeed, then if you don't leave yourself, you'll be out the door. Obviously from the start that management plays favorites, so if you have any honesty and
feel yourself worth staying away from this loser station, because they will cut you down and try to break your soul. I regret the day I took the job 100% but I survived &amp; was very happy to get out of that horrible environment. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more negative comments are toxic: management needs all updates
for any upcoming updates, but good managers will run away rather than deal with unprofessional environments and playgrounds. Reporter: Ryan Hazelwood is overwhelmingly positive, supportive, open to ideas. Be willing to give you any resources you need. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: organized, educated, positive, fun,
more opinion: a great place to work. Everyone supports each other and everyone comes back. Management is easy to access and understand what employees have to go through each day. It is recommended to apply here if there is a job available. Director: Chad Mahoney Experience Explain: Toxic. Worst moment For WGEM, this person has experience:
sexual harassment, racial discrimination, gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole, Chad Mahoney is a bad leader, not only does he create a growing environment of colleagues who turn their backs on one another, he also constantly trashes and bashs the city and the area in which he lives has chosen to work and choose to put the
newsroom in. He said directly, like downtown Quincy, was a dump. Nothing more than $700/month, the constant rejection and B.S. from him is what pushed 99% of his employees away and left the news industry all together. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: the disorganized news director removed the poison: Chad Mahoney.
The worst/human news director in the history of the world. Handling, lying, and CONNIVING are just awesome ones overall. He doesn't trust any staff and tries to control everyone 24 hours a day, calling himself a family man, but sitting at home all night waiting to catch Micka and what the newsroom might miss while working for WGEM This person has
experienced: sexual discrimination, toxic work environment overall, GOOD OLD BOY ATOMOSPHERE SEXUAL JOKES. Males get more progressive. The most toxic job made my COWOKERS work at an all-time high, as chad mahoney, this person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: toxic negative comments: Don't work here. The
administration doesn't know how to run the newsroom. While working for WNKY, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. The newsroom has a short staff on a continuous basis. The management has no clue how the news works, GM is a sales woman and will convince you it's great, beware it's not! You can have a doctor's note and
they will still ask you to come in. You may have a holiday, but good luck getting approved. Many times you are stuck with your personal driving. Volunteer events are essential &amp; happen every weekend, you won't have a fock, you'll be asked to do at least pkg &amp; 2 vosots per day. The management is not very professional and the talk is bad about
their staff with other employees. Don't sign here, you'll be overworked and underpaid. This is where the dream of the news is dead. They shoot the staff constantly, it's a revolving door. Please do yourself a favor and avoid this place. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: not working here.
He has favorites, but tries to take care of everyone. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: additional unorganized comments: GM There is a lot of control over creative services. The new creative services boss also controls the freak. Reporter: Chad Hypes's experience explained. While working for KTVL, this person has experience: an
overall toxic work environment. This station is a scam, all full of internal politics and fake butt kissing. Good people either get bored and left or be let go. Imperfect from top to bottom, the station doesn't care about your development or your reels and cares only about your own best interests. Chad means good, but still fails his staff. A good man, a scary boss,
can be rude at times, but the truth suggests that he might be bored with the station. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: untidy comments, negative, toxic: it may have potential, but it won't deliver on the commitment to the staff, as the station operates. Don't work here. The turnover is incredibly high and you'll see why you've been
warned! She's not a leader and chooses favorites who kiss goodbye. She is not responsible for any of her mistakes and will blame her staff because this is the default market and they will not stand for themselves. I've seen many of my former colleagues included with psychotic symptoms rather than the stress that this station has put us through. She jumped
on the boat as soon as she was able to destroy another station. While working for KPLC, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. There is no real leadership in this newsroom. There's no constructive criticism, only criticism will break you down, as the only TV news station on the market doesn't have a motive when it comes to
storytelling. The next market often beats us in breaking news in our own areas. Management never cares unless you are fond of this place, quickly wear you down. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a disorganized, negative and toxic news director: Eric Walters. Very bad The weakest and most fake manager I've ever had -
bullying and exploding with a fragile ego and not being able to handle personalities in the newsroom. While working for WBTW, this person experienced: gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole, Eric Walters was one of the great old boys. He treats women as objects of disrespect to young people because he sees them as a threat and is a
total nightmare to work for. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: no organized negatives, more toxic comments: comments from June 23rd are a shill clear pay, and I think it's pretty pathetic that gm currently pays someone to try to cover for the fact that he runs a toxic station full of gossip, a sneering manager who can't handle hard
personalities and who doesn't play fair- what's OK for the favorites isn't ok for everyone. There is also a senior producer famous for The problem with people taking the bathroom like this is primary school and pushing people to their breaking point while trying to play prey when they stand for themselves. Standing up for yourself here is frowned up and will get
you a hard sign in a hurry. They will make sure to stack the deck with you so you fail or quit. I feel sorry for anyone who had to work under Eric Walters (and I understand that he left the station months ago). I don't want this place against my worst enemies. Reporter: Warren Stewart is terrible. We were warned before he arrived and it was worse than we
expected. Let's just say that one year after he jumped on board, more than 20 people were fired, pushed out or walked because it was so bad. While working for WEVV, this person has experience: gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. Five years after the station's launch, it loops around the drain and it's all the fault of Warren Stewart
and Eric Stremming (station managers... What a joke). If I didn't have an ovary, I might have a chance to hear it. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: unorganized, positive, fun, negative, more toxic comments: my colleagues are wonderful. The management gave the really good thing, falling in part because they were too proud to
admit that they didn't know everything. Director: Brad Myers Experience This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: education is open to creative control, more positive and enjoyable comments: WECT. As a land of opportunity, you'll try something new and you'll go as far as your own ambitions take you. I stepped up through the rankings at
record time - starting my career in the morning manufacturer industry and flying the main flagship news three years later. Things are quite difficult for everyone due to recent staff cuts, but managers do a good job of boosting morale. You can feel comfortable going to see him with everything and he always realizes a good job. If you are a toxic person who is
not a player in the team, you will not have a good experience. But if you like to have fun, be yourself and be creative with the great people to become your second family, WECT is the place for you. Director: Bending Experience Gail explains: Confused while working for WJZ This person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. The news director is
easy to approach and very good. But I think she's out of the loop about how negative the environment is. She supports new ideas, but no one really tries because creativity is shut down, and the general argument from the deal is: This is how we've always done it. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: no defragmentation. More toxic
comments: This station has a good reputation, but working under the management team is extremely toxic. This place will suck creativity out of your soul and vent any passion you have for journalism. You have been constantly notified of everything that is wrong and never gave any direction about what is right. I've been in the news for 6 years and have
never experienced it in a more negative environment. Small management will damage your mind. You produce to please, the management does not send information to the audience. Things do it because it's the way we've always done it. We recommend that you run stories that are aired multiple times instead of new content. I often hear management
openly berate other employees and complain about journalists behind their scenes. The only time I heard an assistant news director said that a good show was after the news was preempted due to a special report from the network. The deal makes it clear who their favourites are, and while I certainly respect seniority, I respect hard work and more
compassion. If you choose to work here, I hope you understand the disaster you are embarking on. I recommend setting your expectations ridiculously low by using the station for a reputation as a gold seal in your résumé and knowing that there is a better chance that you will get more value. The only advantage of this station is employee benefits - you get 3
weeks vacation time, 8 days of sick time, 10 paid comp days and 3 private days. Explain: The best first-time reporting job I can ask for. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: educational organizers are open to creative control, plus more fun: they work hard to help you grow as a journalist, and I truly believe that I won't be where I am
today without them. They are very good about giving advice, advice and constructive criticism. They always cheered me on and made me feel grateful. Director: Greg Shieferstein explains the experience: cruel. Lack of any understanding while working for KRNV this person has experienced: sexual harassment, gender discrimination, a toxic work
environment as a whole. Moronic is twitchy and plain and just doesn't deserve the position of news director. He pretends to know what he's doing and it's painfully clear that he doesn't have a business in this business. His sexual harassment complaints are between 5 and 10, and he still works there, while others leave much less. I've watched him stare at
women while they're walking away. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: Greg transforms a thriving newsroom into a highly toxic environment. The morning show at 6 a.m. tank within 6 months of him takes over. He is a complete and ridiculous disaster. He is protected by a good ol boy
system. It will happen to him no matter how many claims he articulates. While he was there, avoid this station at all costs. People are going out in droves and not being replaced quickly. Reporter: Veteran Greg Scheiferstein explaining: Well. He's very assigned a job, but overall he seems to be a good guy. This person explains the newsroom environment as
a whole: organize more educational opinions: there are a lot of changes here: sometimes people don't like being asked to do things that many of us do in other markets, or even in college for a long time, so some people aren't happy, but we've got it easier than people in other markets. I used to work in worse places. Reporter: Veteran Mike Truett explains:
Aweful certainly, while working for wics, this person has experienced: sexual harassment, racial discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. Unlike other stations I worked for, many years ago, it was a good startup market, but when Mike came in it bumped in and burned Sinclair as a GOP-funded company, pushing their agenda in every story Mike
was a puppet, yes, a man, he made many gross and sexual comments about female employees, and when referred to hiring a new anchor. Like saying that no one cares what she wears because Who wants you to cover up? Mike yelled at reporters until they cried, hardly letting Photogs and reporters work together demanding extra hours while depriving
them of overtime. One colleague was threatened because he was a single mother and he couldn't care for it less, even if the employee left it for her own safety, he would ruin her reputation for being. Resignation This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: this used to be a great starting
station, but Mike and Sinclair buried it. A lot of hard-working people are there, which is good and just wants to do a good job, but corporate aggression and small management are killing it. Avoid this place until Mike and Sinclair leave the press director: Brian Gregory Bryan was aggressive and treated employees like trash, while working for KDVR.
Management is reluctant to listen to opinions and questionable editorial decisions. The news director shouted openly at staff in the newsroom or by phone/email when things weren't done the way he thought he should do. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: there are great journalists in
this building, but it's the way of a news director or a highway. If you don't suck him, you'll be treated like garbage. News Director: Veteran Barb Roethler explains: In addition to being unprofessional while working for WILX, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment, a great place to make skin sticky. Overall, it's The environment maintained
by the news director is nothing nasty. I can't imagine that other stations existed at passive aggressive emails, unrealistic expectations, little time to conduct non-existent communications, etc. allowed to happen as long as they were with the current news director. The management at the top is quite obedient or blind with high turnover and lack of drive that this
station produces. Not to mention the disregard for journalists' time, especially God forbid, if they have to use overtime to achieve what is set for them. Does not work for WILX if you have other offers take it away! This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: the best advice I can give is this. If you
want to work at WILX, the only thing you'll check is Barb Rotheler. Reporter: If so, don't take it. Director: Dave Kaplar Experience Explain: Positive, while working for WOWT, this person has experience: sexual harassment, some comments under comments coming from only one person. When the person is corrected, the person will be removed. This person
describes the newsroom environment as a whole: education is open to creative control, additional opinions: if you want to go far and get attention and help from management, you need to show that you are worth the help. Careless workers don't get the extra help that people who go the extra mile get. Communication may be better, but it does not harm my
daily tasks. News Director: Rich Kurz Experience While working for KOIN this person has experienced: sexual harassment, sexual discrimination, an overall toxic work environment, threatening one of our reporters enough for her to get full out of her new contract. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments,
negative, toxic: stay away, use it as a last resort, be the first Portland station to fold the warranty.* News Director: Stephen Crews He is a local who has for decades, if the experience generally cares about the product. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: education is open to more creative control: the old news director is a problem,
but now things have improved significantly. The expectation is the package and vosot separately every day, so you have to be comfortable running around quite a bit. The community is great and loves this #1 station. Upon departure, I'm glad I started here. The overall newsroom environment, for example: no organized, negative, toxic, more comment: Mark
Krathum is tone deaf and racist news director. He's very hard for African-American journalists compared to other races. He was burned and needed to retire. He doesn't care about the quality of the story, but it's a quota, since NBC drew relevance several years ago, the station was pressed to fill all his news with its content. When a journalist does not pass
three mandatory stories a day, he writes. He likes to shout doors, slam and kick garbage containers in his office. Journalists are literally working down on the ground every day. This station is so toxic that a junior journalist can easily lose his passion for television news. The assigned editor is unprofessional and likes to shout and shout. The news director and
editor assigned are both thugs. Their lack of professionalism is why they have both been stuck at the same small station for more than 20 years. Warning: Find another default market, please go somewhere else. You've been warned, director of news: Jerry Giesler Experience. Explain: Ed effective as an instigator while working for WJFW This person has
experience: an overall toxic working environment. The management system here has one clear agenda: to get a good score. If they get that, they have very little concern for the well-being and personal success of the employees. The news director has leadership/management and very few employees constantly suspect that he said anything to them in
intimate meetings because he would return to his words many times. If you want 'creative freedom', that's very easy to access because again, ND is not an initiative, but that being said to be frustrating because you will feel that you are not growing or learning with a lack of constructive criticism, a responsibility to produce products and good resources to
match the skills that prepare you for the job#2 this person explains the overall newsroom environment: more disorganized, negative, toxic: being #3 in this market has fewer resources and staff than other stations. In this market, absolutely. It is very easy to feel irritated, especially since the station is away from the other two stations. The hiring process is very
slow here as well, so the newsroom feels inefficient and inefficient. If you come here, you will have a cheap cost of living and friendly people in the community. Be prepared to find a mentor in your own time and challenge yourself because it relies on management in any form. In the building for help won't make you anywhere. Delgado rules with an iron fist
and does not like to question. He rarely works all week and is well known for forcing people to work overtime without paying them and shouting all the time at the newsroom for hours. Just as a car salesman, Delgado presents himself as a mentor and someone who truly cares about you, but in reality he can take care of his colleagues less. Sioux City is a
great startup market, but KCAU does not allow new hires to get the opportunity to seize other stations while working for KCAU. When I was there, the news director at the time (Heather Voudrie) wasn't a great leader. She would talk to her staff and yell at them sometimes. She's got an obituary, never knowing her emotions. Never work for someone better.
There have been human resources complaints of the organization by many employees and nothing has happened. GM at the time seemed to ignore the news. Anchors are great and willing to help young journalists get better. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: I heard that they had
invested money and made improvements. Management has also changed. Director: Ryan Webb Ryan is honest, approachable and wants to see his employees grow truly. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: no education management, exposure to creative control plus more fun: choosing to work for WBTW is the best decision I can
make for my young career as a journalist. It's important to note that most of these comments come from people who work/work in the office (Florence), and most never complete a full two-year contract or just arrive at the station. It's an adaptation. I think it's unfair to judge the station by your first few months/first year. In addition, you need to be very
disciplined and disciplined to work in any office in the market. Ryan new ND just arrived a few months ago and is making great changes and making great changes and giving more suggestions than previous ND, Steve EP is great in giving feedback and will spend time sitting down with you and explaining what you can do better / What you do well/ What you
do well, it's hard to find that in IMO a small market, some people are sensitive to constructive feedback, but that's the only way you'll grow up at WBTW. If you work hard and love reporting through what's truly good and bad, you'll excel at WBTW and your hard work will pay off. In addition, a few fixes continue. The investigators - Steve used to work in
Charlotte, and Ryan had just come from Nashville, so perhaps the latest investigators probably didn't realize it when they identified this as the first market of most people. A lot of people at WBTW have experience that you can learn. There are also two photograms located in Myrtle Beach and one in Florence. There were times when I told the manager Matt
that I didn't feel comfortable being alone and he gave me a shot to look alive. Of course, this station has a bad day, but please don't let these negative reviews ruin this for you. I promise you that if you work hard and have a good attitude, you will be happy at WBTW News Director: Susan Farley She likes men and doesn't know how news operations work,
since it's a small market, it's a blind person who brings blind people while working for WVII/WFVX. Sexual harassment in the workplace is ignored. The management doesn't know what the real news should look like, Farley doesn't know how to do most of what she expects from her employees. Men are treated more fairly. I was informed that my advice was
incorrect due to my age and because of asking questions. Destroy power Expect some stretching and no feedback. This place has killed all my passion for journalism. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: don't work here unless you hate yourself. Reporter: Bridget Foster, it's terrible.
She's not involved in any journalists. She's also very new to being a news director and it shows every day. While working for Spectrum, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. I still wonder who the boss is and I've worked here for two years. It's a hot expression and everyone knows. This person describes the newsroom environment
as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: for anyone considering spectrum news in Raleigh, don't! It is a station like Jesus, Mary and Joseph! They hire incompetent people, the decision is terrible. The administration is a tragedy. No one ever communicates with each other, but they sit next to each other in the same room. They can't be fully
staffed and because journalists are overworked and underpaid and miserable. I hate my job 30 days after I start and count down every day until my contract ends. I've never experienced clutter, confusion and bad effort from the station ever. They need to shoot everyone in management, pick up skilled staff and just start over. This station got me and many
others out of business, director: Jerry Seinfeld. Howard, i'm Experience He was a controller while working for KDRV. For most of my time at KDRV I worked under Ashley Hall. She was scary and created the most toxic work environment for everyone. When Jerry started, everyone hoped things would change. Anyway, they don't! He would rather gaslighting
all the staff when he first started. He promised all these changes and did not follow with them. The station has been affected by more than 10 people for more than a year. He and Mark do not value their team and put their employees in ongoing unsafe situations. When employees come to them with an unsafe feeling, they ignore and claim that that is part of
the job. When employees arrive at them with real concerns about their own deteriorating mental health because of their own work, they don't care. Every MMJ is forced to cover many stories on its own every day, which is good at other stations that cater to you and give you time for lunch breaks. Imagine covering two separate stories in the morning and then
being sent to a wildfire and working 15 hours a day without lunch breaks, then managing to yell at you for going to overtime and refusing to pay you for that overtime, even if they are the ones who make you work overtime by overworking, that's what the day in life is like at KDRV, you pay too much, work too hard, put in an unsafe situation, and nobody cares
about you. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: I feel bad for anyone who still works at KDRV, everyone is burned and unhappy. They are all looking for a way out of their contract, but there is no money to break their contract because KDRV doesn't pay their employees hardly anything.
Most importantly, a lot of people leave the industry completely as a direct result of what KDRV puts them through, even if it's a last resort, it doesn't work here, news director: Allison Gibson's experience explains: it's not the best, good, but not the least good leader. While working for KWWL, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment.
All the staff were crazy about the manager, the scary was ... so accurate. Almost every day, journalists need their MMJ stories because the station refuses to hire more photographers. Sometimes journalists have to live in dangerous areas on their own, which is unacceptable. Manufacturers are treated like dirt and sometimes have to produce more than one
item in a day as normal. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: no organizing, exposure to negative creative control, additional negative comments: you should not choose where to work and count down the days until your contract is up. I feel like i' I'm in a legal prison working there. Die to get out as fast as you can. Their old news
director, Shane Moreland, is scary to his staff and out of his way to make people feel like crap. When Shane left, people were thrilled to have a new news director. Personally, I like Allison, but that's because I'm more focused on retaining staff than anything else, including growth. It's sad when a few months in people realize that they want Shane over her
because of how awesome the leader and decision-maker she is, she will harp on in little detail about the story/news without looking at the big picture most of the time. Employees need to do more (write stories/ create more news) because Allison can hardly hire anyone. She doesn't have the knack of getting excited candidates to say yes to accepting
positions and a three-year contract. No thanks, extend the time the current staff added will have to pick up. If you're a journalist looking for a job out of college, I understand why this station sounds as captivating as the top 100 markets, but you should consider it elsewhere, including KCRG, their main competitor. This is not the best market to grow and
receive feedback. In addition, their IT team is paranoid about possible viruses and blocks dozens of essential websites that make your job 10 times more difficult (like Dropbox and Gmail... yes GMAIL!), so enjoy trying to get your job done easily. In addition, enjoy high deductible health insurance that won't cover prescriptions at most other companies,
avoiding KWWL and Quincy like an epidemic. He is a good boss and regularly meets with everyone to check in personally and professionally. Lots of good advice. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: no organizing, education, plus, more fun reviews: a good market to start on. All the journalists left her after two years to the high
market. Reporter: Veteran Janice Gin explains: Scary while working for KITV, this person has experienced: racial discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. This station is run by bullying. The news director at the time, Mike Darrah, created a toxic work environment by encouraging people to get back to work. Tattle with one another for everything
and create an environment of mistrust. This man has no clue how to be a good leader. There have been rampant murmurs, gossip, bullying, cruelty and bad mouths - and the news director encouraged him to call it to the bottom of things, the thugs there ran the place and threatened everyone and fled because they grew up in Hawaii, which made them
superior to others, they created an atmosphere full of fear and rejection, and it couldn't. Enough that tattle tells back support about the smallest events. Inappropriate language and actions and sexual harassment were overlooked. A group of working girls is the worst and endearing to tear down the newer girls until they recruit them to behave like women who
are meant to fit in and continue the cycle of rejection. Again, this was supported by the news director because he loved having a little spy. His out there is tattling with other employees, often making things up and exaggerating in the process. His spies are scouring people's social media to find out what to report about employees. Hands out may be a little too
handy. He's not as bad as someone will tell you that no one knows what the whole job is all about, but there's his strange habit of rubbing people the wrong way while working for WJAC. It was Sinclair, but they avoided sinclair style at worst. They run to work, but local news isn't influenced by it at all (most viewers think WJAC is liberal). If it has a spark of
positivity, there will be many advantages. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: no organized education, exposure to creative control, plus fun, negative, toxic additional comments: again, it's your typical small station. Young groups are having fun but hate being in a small town and think they are the next big thing. Veterans who range
from mentors to/never are stations have a long history of making good people (and even good ones only because they look great). Enter the big league market. If you're a picker, you'll do it your best. If you like big things in life... Maybe find a new career! Press Director: Barb Roethler It's weird and very aggressive while working for WILX. Most of the
comments below are accurate. Barb has decided enough good news and doesn't get in the way in the story, but the good lord. She's a profound villain. Turnover at WILX over the past 8 months or as INSANE even by TV standards The anchor and found the release go just because Barb felt like it. People have families, but they don't care. She will kick you to
the curb. You won't do what you tell you to get hired, and you'll be paid too little and pursue lsj and WLNS stories, and then photograms shoot mostly live and they seem like their boss. Minimal advice and suggestions for sub100 This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized reviews, more toxic negative studies: you can do
better. Director: Frank Wolpicella I've never met Frank because I'm in the morning, but in talking to him it's positive. Some say he is a little too much, telling people what they already know and judging the strange news. I hope he finally makes the newsroom better. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: organize, unorganized, open
education, creative control, more positive reviews, fun: KOKI Overall, it's a great place for me to work. I am very happy My last shop was terrible under staff, no resources and meant people. I left the industry all together and KOKI bought me back fox 23 no drama. If someone doesn't like someone, they leave it at the door. Now there are always negative parts
to the newsroom and small but growing nags at the station will prevent them from being completely the first, kotv very strong. But we've chipped in the leadership they have. They beat us in a little bit more staff and longer talent. I'll suspend my review, but I see a few bad reviews and want to share my own experiences as a producer and a little bit about the
experience of journalists as well. It's very true that hard-working journalists at FOX 23 are sometimes too hard. Night and weekend reporters (except) two PKG must be replaced separately by the end of 90 (21:00 am to 10:30 pm) or early 90 (5pm to 6.30pm) on weekdays, two different PKG weekends at 5 and 9 or Saturdays or 5 and 9 or 10 on Sundays.
Most journalists have to work in the MMJ, some mostly trained. If you want forex, the deal is good about making you one, if you work in the morning, you get one almost always. Reporters are also allowed to take live photos in safe places. I saw this quote in a FOX 23 review that trickled down to producers with the same attitude when talking to journalists and
photographers. They worry about live images and content only. Your safety or you feel comfortable is after thinking. I want to get that word out, that's not true. In the morning and on weekends, we pay attention to journalists and forex, we want them to be safe and comfortable. Same for ordinary midday and 10pm producers, with producers 5pm, 6pm and
21:00 a.m., weekdays are that way, even if they are cool, weird and self-conscious only. They were never a problem for me, but the rare time I saw them, they ignored me. Some producers only work at FOX 23, so they don't know how bad other places are. We love crime at FOX 23 and it's a little grating, but we also have fluffy problems, sometimes too much
as well. We skipped more important stories sometimes and it irritated me. Benevolent, they do their job and it's very positive. The journalist is different, I'm close to someone who likes some stations, as you can see in other reviews, Jade, we don't employ a lot of experience anymore, but it's a problem at all tulsa stations, some newer people fly and others
aren't ready but survive. Morning reporters made nine live hits of the same story (unless submitted to breaking news). Each day and open a different story for midday. The weekend morning journalist did a few hits, but later opened PKG, Clay Londy (there since 2004, we launched in 2002), kind, helpful, funny and market aware, I've never worked with him,
but saw him and shae rozzi (the main anchor) (there since 2013). She cares about the station, it's very positive and happy to be around both Clay and Shae writing scripts as needed, and they really care about the product, Lynn (weekend evening) is sweet as well, Tiffany (noon anchor) loud and crazy with a golden heart (Naomi's weekend morning anchor),
cool and calm. A good sense of humor, but not scripted and checking his script too late on the show, sometimes confusing. She cares about the news on a daily basis and has a lot of experience, but she's very tired, wanting what she wants to add as soon as she says it. A lot of fluffy pet projects and fun to make yourself a story can mean journalists and
producers if you don't like anything. I'm used to you at the end of the day. At this point, but not a big fan. On the bright side, she will do rewriting if necessary, and they are strong. The wonderful writer she is, I'll get the biggest problem in a few seconds. But I really like Tulsa, it's one of the lowest-valuation news markets in the country. Lots of news here,
beautiful city and good weather. Good market to cover weather stories after storms Now, for turnover, we had a few layoffs from COX after the Coronavirus hit, but we had quite good staff except in the morning, five hours and we went down to a single manufacturer and ep sometimes only. Monday and Tuesday, 2 manufacturers and AP and EP Wednesday
and Thursday, 3 manufacturers and AP and EP. For the rest, we have a 5:00 p.m. producer, 6 p.m., a 21:00 p.m. producer and a 10 p.m. producer, two AP producers and four fillings, one of whom stuck to morning three days a week (and a weekend morning). The other three did it on the weekend evening. A benevolent sports team, I came to FOX 23 on the
advice of someone who had a similar experience coming at me. The weather team is fantastic, James, Michael, Laura and Mike are all happy and kind. Some say fox 23 has a bad turnover and we have something, but every station in Tulsa does a few people make them. Here we are no worse than other stations in Tulsa, there is it worse than we do, COX
(even after selling to Apollo) is one of the better companies. The benefits are better than many stores, especially when compared to Sinclair, a lot of editorial freedom to cover what we need. Now, for the part, that will put us in second place, the manager. Frank is still new and gets a lot of ideas from Magid (which COX loves) some good people. He has just
experienced having a hard time putting them in place. Some confusing ideas, the old Tina ND is very hands off and Frank is completely opposite Greg as a managing editor (in normal terms, an ND assistant), he's good to me, but not everyone is a fan. Leslie (ep at night) hired me and gave me a shot, and I always thanked me, not always judging the best
news and confusing us often. She means good Marti (morning EP). She was kind and supportive, she was willing to listen. She is ready for her role sometimes. She could be late and disappear when we need her. She gave a good suggestion, but has been taken over the smallest thing and scared Michelle. Change the script, but forget to tell the anchor.
Communication is a struggle at FOX 23, some people don't communicate at all, some people are too much, and with others lacking information. There is confusion about who seized on the day or who reported it at times. I feel like I'm paying too little for market size, but I came to the station to bump the wages right. Overall, I'm very happy at FOX 23, I know



others don't, but some people never work elsewhere or in toxic newsrooms like I have KOKI, there are toxic people and pieces with it, but most people are kind and helpful and want you to do well. Overall, it's a good station that hopefully will be even better. Just watch out around, I recommend coming to FOX 23 to start or continue your career. While working
for WECT, this person has experience: gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole, you are protected from developing your career due to your age and gender. You'll talk to everyone for the same reason, but the administration will deny that they did it. The newsroom is negative and everyone complains all the time. This person describes the
newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized, negative comments are toxic: if you don't like to stand up for yourself and your work constantly, you won't survive working here, but if a moderate textured story is something, you'll be alright. All good journalists leave it at once, and there have been several bad hire choices since then. You have also
never been appreciatively appreciated or accepted for your work and/or effort. If you win, the station will receive all the credits. Reporter: The experience Barb Roethler explained: Scary. Unpleasant Moody,i'm sorry. Good mood. Connell, just a bad-and-miserable human being. While working for WJCL, this person has experience: a toxic work environment
as a whole, Barb is the worst person I've ever worked for. She promised many young journalists that we would get our chance to seize on some sports reports what we wanted. Nothing happens, she's lying to bring you in, but when you come in you know it's all a lie, it's a crap show. My dress was reviewed by her and EP Jeff Proctor, who is the worst human
of all time. This guy shouldn't be allowed to work in the newsroom. He made my female colleagues cry because he would yell at them for the officers not to answer the call, something out of their control. This is what happens all the time. He followed me into the room where we had our camera and threatened to fight me because we had more words than
paint my suit. I can't believe it. This guy definitely has bipolar disorder. He also took the journalist's keyboard and slammed it on his desk in front of him, the keys flying everywhere, all because of his script. This is the best part of this in front of Barb's office, Barb never said anything about Jeff's tantrums, so good luck to go to her LOL. Also, be prepared to
see Barb/Jeff play favorites, they have one journalist. And by following her, she just sat at the station all day and used the remaining stock pictures every time she pushed the story out while we were all salaming to change things every day. When I look back, I think all my friends do, but I won't recommend this place to my worst enemies. This person
describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: again, I will not recommend this place to my worst enemies. This place really destroyed all my views on the local news. All local news stations are running down crap, you get money like crap, but I hope good things outweigh badly, but not at WILX wilx
experience, all this is very sad because I'm a Lansing and go to MSU it's just a huge eye opener #FireProctor news director: Barb Roethler. She does not qualify for the position. Base everything out of her emotions rather than what's best for. This individual company explains the newsroom environment as a whole: organize, unregulated, remove toxic news
director: Greg Schieferstein Run as fast and as far as you can, while the others in this building are amazing. Greg's the worst person I've ever met. He had multiple sexual harassment against him and was still there. While working for KRNV, this person has experience: sexual harassment, a toxic work environment as a whole. If you're a woman, be careful.
Greg is openly investigating you and making inappropriate comments about how you look. This person explains The newsroom environment is: no organizing, education, negative, toxic, additional comments: it is a work experience there, that's for sure. Director: Frank Jones If you're a man, come to work here. If you're a female journalist, stay away. He,
along with other managers, respect men's opinions and work more than women's work. He will lie to you and will give you a finger so that he can say he did something for you, but you will be stuck while working for WWBT. Men can ask what they want in the newsroom and be heard. Women are seen as arguments and claims. This person described the
newsroom environment as a whole: a disorganized news director, minus the poison: Jim Campagna. I have a love/hate relationship with Jim. He may be a little irritated and doesn't want respect from his newsroom – he can be the butt of so many jokes. My big problem with him is the way he treats men to women. He often watches male journalists as
material. Lead Story While women are more health/educational journalists, I've always felt care... While working for WSYR, this person has experience: gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. I feel like a woman that I have to work every day to prove that I can make the news harder. My male colleague will walk in and immediately assign
a popular story. Of course, there is an old school with the feeling of a new school at the station that leads to some toxicity, but it's also great. Some anchor photographers and some managers have been in the newsroom for decades. Some offer many amazing lessons and take care of you really, while others resent the changes in the industry and take it away
with you. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: no negative education management toxic news director: Scott Atkinson. Scott has an incredible news decision. He is willing to teach and work with individual journalists. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: education, exposure to creative control, plus, more fun
comments: If you're just out of college, you want to work here. This station will make you better. The newsroom is full of news veterans and wonderful teachers. Nd really cares about your mental health and works to make sure you have a good work/personal balance. I can't say enough about this station. Director: Andy Paras He's not bad, but some
employment isn't good. While working for WFFT, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. It was great to work here at first, but they started expecting you to do things that weren't your job and not pay you for extra work. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized, negative reviews are toxic: it's
okay for the place to start, but I won't work here for more than a year. It weighs. About Mental Health There are many things to do, such as managing listening to employees. Director: Mike Tomko He's a terrible mentor. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: this station is seven miles from
the organization's Sinclair HQ and is heavily controlled by those in the organization. It's a testing ground for projects across the group, which may well be good, but there are too many chefs in the kitchen - and no one will stand up to the objectification of the organization and sound if something doesn't work and harms local products. The news director is
completely spineless and spends most of his time in gm's office with very little transparency and unease emanating from. When I was there, some journalists had an awesome clique and - if she didn't like you - you were either always in the dog house and/or b) forced out. To be honest, I'm gone because you can't get me to work. Her husband works at the
organization and she is best friends with the head of the organization's news division. I may stick it out, but the nail in the coffin is when I'm encouraged to give it to the corporate PAC. I find it understandable. Reporter: Veteran CJ Hoyt explains: No involvement, no interest but no one else than anchor, while working for WXIN. Talk about a toxic working
environment. Management does not pay attention to any employee. Morale is at an all-time low. All I hear is a misery complaint from a colleague. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more toxic negative reviews: low pay, poor health coverage, toxic environment. Director: Jay Kwontaninz He's probably a schizophrenic. Photo Hated
and pushed all the vets out when he came in. It seems to believe that TV doesn't matter, which is a bad look for the TV news director. While working for WJHL, this person has experience: the overall toxic work environment, Josh Smith as bully, he will intimidate you and have a cache there to track down, Jay is worthless, and they lose all the good staff after
his reign begins. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a more disorganized comment, a toxic negative: I almost left the industry after working at this station. I feel terrible for the fresh faces who come here and get this as the first taste of the newsroom. While working for KOKI, this person has experience: an overall toxic work
environment. If you go out on the field, you work like a dog. Management takes pride in the difficulty of working with the crew, who trickle down to producers with the same attitude when talking to journalists and photographers. They worry about live images and content only. Your safety or you're comfortable is after thinking. Reporters need to change two.
Date stories are often associated with certain types of crimes. Reports of arrests and reservations are their bread and butter. Journalists interested in doing real journalism should go somewhere else. But if you come down to turn and burn, this is your place. Take live photos on their own and expect to make them creative, engaging. When a problem arises
due to the crazy workload, the person will feel that they are in trouble. That's not the case because so many journalists left to go to bigger markets and better stations. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: classified negative studies are toxic, additional comments: this station organizes and studies as negatively as possible. If you
suck, manage and do what they say without question, you'll be alright here. Director: Valerie Sullivan She was very nice, but didn't stand up for her staff. She plays favorites and lets GM call shots while working for WVNS. The station was particularly toxic due to a lack of leadership in management, and general manager Al Sandubrae al-Al used every
opportunity to cut off his newsroom management and tear up growing journalists. This environment may be a good place for young journalists to grow. Harass journalists and producers and belittles them in front of an audience. It's not a healthy environment. If you want to be quickly burned in the news, here is the station for you. This person describes the
newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized reviews, negative, toxic: many journalists and producers leave the station with a sour taste in their mouths due to GM's behavior and treatment, it could be a wonderful place if some of the leaders step away. I wouldn't recommend this station to young journalists. How to poison too much Reporter: Darrell
Leez-Adams rarely works with Darrell EP and Asst. My main person now describes the newsroom environment as a whole: educational arrangements, exposure to creative control plus fun, more opinions: Waterman is the most managed station I've ever worked for. You're going to be the one to take it Find opinions, speak your thoughts, reach management
about higher mobility. You may be surprised at what they are willing to let you do! Reporter: Veteran Tom Henderson explains: Chaotic while working for WTVC, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. Tom's vast knowledge of the news industry is overshadowed by a heated mood and authoritarian leadership. He does not trust his
staff and promotes cultural finger pointing and scapegoating him out of contact with the events of his own newsroom. The man knows a good story and will leave a solid gem along the way. Just get ready for the assassination of some characters. The overall newsroom environment, for example: No organized, negative, toxic, additional comments: managing
editor and anchor, Latricia Thomas. Also an experienced journalist with a lot to offer. Instead of doing well in her speech to help develop a rookie journalist, she used her powers in the newsroom to crush the creativity and patronize the lower-level staff. She was involved in office politics, sometimes unemployed, to catch mistakes before broadcasting, she
became a struggle with everything from forex to web staff. She just has too much on her plate and will throw you under the moving bus to save the face. You will walk out of this station, a steady journalist with thick skin and seems to be a good psychologist on the speed dial. Keep everything in writing. Human Resources may be copied in any email to you,
director: Heather Corson She didn't know how to run the newsroom. The only reason she got the job was because the dictator wanted a puppet in the newsroom while working for KTWO. There have been numerous complaints of sexual harassment without a response from management. This place is quite a rush in the dark ages where women are seen as
objects. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: not working here. The central executive and news director is ruby, the spine that the cow that damaged owner Mark Nalbone, his job is to ruin your life. This place should be inspected for a lot of draft and moral spoiled contact. Reporter: Matt
Stein experience Explain: Terrible putting you down constantly has never been a positive. While working for WAAY, this person has experience: gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. The staff at WAAY are composed of mostly women and I think ND did so for a purpose because he could intimidate them. He doesn't allow female
journalists to wear what they want, meaning many colors in the air, patterns, long earrings/dangling bell sleeves, you name it, he doesn't like it. He's going to call people out in front of everyone and change people. He used to say there was a homeless look, and he wasn't trying to be funny. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more
disorganized comments, negative, toxic: I worked there for a year and a half, and my mental health suffered a lot. I would cry with my parents about how I was treated and how the executives didn't care about any journalists. They worked too hard, everyone was there and didn't give confirmation for it. I never wanted to go to work and when I avoid ND and all
other management like plague. Job managers do not like me since the first day I started and I never gave her a reason not to like me, so she made it very difficult to work. there are The difference between being sensitive and giving helpful advice and just being negative ND never gives helpful criticism, it's always good that you do this wrong and there are no
suggestions on how to do better, even if you seek advice from him. I feel like in the year and a half I was there, I grew up just because of the experienced anchors and journalists who would give me advice and suggestions. The manufacturer has been put on a pedestal because ND used to be one. He pays them more, he protects them and blames
journalists, you can tell that he likes the producers more. Another thing is that journalists rarely get photoks, one of which is already nd angry when a journalist can't stand up or take live photos. He doesn't see him as a problem. I'll add this next thing to journalists/people who need too many cameras and cars and cameras and not enough cars. Journalists will
get everything they need, while sports people will have to pick up leftovers. There's a lot to say, but I'll leave it there. The main issue of this story is not working at WAAY, while Matt Stein is ND News Director: Barb Roethler. She is very knowledgeable, has good experience. She's very easy to say. Never shout or talk to people. She's not pitted against lazy
people or drama. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: educational arrangements, exposure to creative control, more positive and fun comments: I had a great experience. I've learned a lot from executives and people who've been there for a while. I like that the management doesn't put up with the drama. It doesn't matter if they are
journalists, producers, anchors are there for a long time, it doesn't matter. She treats everyone the same and with respect if they do their job. Director: Kyle Fobe While working for WBND, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. Not sure where to start - however, I'll start by saying that all previous reviews are absolutely correct,
ABC57 is a very difficult place to work, whether you're an MMJ producer or an anchor. No overtime, safety is a big problem with journalists who use live images of themselves, have little training/professional development opportunities (such as meetings, suggestions, etc.) and disorganized. There is no standard protocol for breaking news. - It becomes
everyone who does things, gets different information and eventually confuses employees and viewers. Many people get up and quit ( I can think of at least 15 ) over the 2.5 years I was there due to poor morale/toxic work environment. Kyle was a good man and has improved the overall atmosphere of the newsroom, but his news decisions are awesome. My
impression is that he focuses on stories to get clicks/likes and volumes rather than quality journalism between MMJs. Coverage is responsible for many VOSOTs and PKGs, often in stories that don't give viewers real news value. While the previous ND was scary in the way she treated employees, she had to make good news decisions (although sometimes
she had too high standards) that made the station's news different from its competitors. Kyle also has a reputation for having ideas in his head, which may be excellent in theory, but not realistic due to the station/staff restrictions. A few bright spots at this station, they will give you the chance to seize the trip if you work for it, pay and South Bend is a fantastic
city. There are no permanent weekend morning anchors and stations are open to MMJs who want to experience fastening. It's a three-hour show full of so many moving pieces, so when it's understood, you're ready to deal with other ABC57/Weigel news, also sending MMJs to cover big stories — during my time, MMJs went to LA for Dancing with the Stars,
almost all Democratic debates/first few rounds of the National Championship primaries and so on, although I'd say I thought it was more highlighted by the ND earlier. I'm not sure if Kyle's going to keep it. South Bend / Michigan is full of cool restaurants/bars, outdoor activities (45 minutes from Lake Michigan), festivals and so on, it's a small town, but you
won't get bored. It's also a great news city, which means there are many things to cover. Overall, this place is difficult and will destroy you - I've been warned it's going to be like a boot camp and it's as if you feel you can handle it/ It's your only option, great to use it. It will help you go to your next station. Most journalists/producers have entered the top 40
markets after ABC57, but just as the reviews mentioned, it doesn't have to be this difficult/might have a better chance. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a disorganized news director, minus the poison: Joe Inderhees. I can't wait to get out of there. While working for WTLV/WJXX, this person has experience: racial discrimination, a
toxic work environment as a whole. News director Joe Inderhees appears to have a minority employment problem. The air capabilities of all the remaining minorities have been replaced by non-minorities. Racial inequality was also evident during news coverage, stories that occurred in predominantly white neighbors were more protected than the areas where
African Americans lived. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: the first issue with coastal news was to deal with the challenge. And failed to challenge. This leads to the third station in almost every story and plays catch-up every day. Reporter: Open, he's shady, just got a command from
the organization. No one in this position has a voice. Some people receive special treatment, which leads to tenderness and poor treatment around. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: a negative and toxic news director: Tom Henderson. Tom's a very nice guy. He is very persuasive when he needs something and will promise you
for the future. But don't hold on to them. Tom is a little old fashioned and disagrees with most of the new journalist's stories, unless it involves being dirty and calling the city's great man, but not really opening his newsroom while working for WTVC. Where do I start? Channel 9 News thrives on one thing, and that gets juicy stories. There are people who make
the newsroom toxic, and unfortunately it is the person responsible for Latricia T. (5,5:30 anchor and editorial management), she is condescending and vulgar 0 sympathy comes from the person who was paid to reporters, consultants and MMJs. She uses all your scripts and makes them her own. Don't expect to do or write something you're passionate about.
She will read it, break it and throw it out, then force you to read and claim what she writes is your own. She didn't change things because they weren't really right, or because it sounded weird, she changed it because she wanted it to be her writing. She didn't give praise or praise when she deserved one of the journalists, and when she felt it was forced by
her. When you present the concept of the subject, she will make sure you feel ignorant, even speaking out loud. She speaks to her staff as if they were all in preschool when she tries to get her point across. If you get something done all day in time or early on it won't be good enough, she'll expect you to get more and more demanding things that just can't be
done 45 minutes before the show. She wants you to write not one but 2 different stories for 5&amp;6 news actors, she must approve your writing thing for 5 before you can emit and edit your package in time to broadcast at 5, and then when you finish with you have to write 6 and get approval in time to sound and edit before 6 starts, and that is if you are
lucky and not selected to be 5 and 5:30, she believes that both packages must be different, but do not care if it makes your job harder or not. You also need to post to Media three times a day, at least start your web story before the show, and if you don't expect passive aggressive messages from her. She is a very rude and honest manager, as long as she
works there with power under her belt, there will be no journalists left there without a run (unless you are a favorite). She ignored journalists, photographers and staff at Channel 9, I watched journalists working under her for four years on their last day at Channel 9, walked out the door and Latricia didn't look at the direction of the journalist. The next manager
there, previously the producer, was promoted as the assigned task manager, Shannen S. Shes was generally rude, but had a good day with her. By her personally, it was only her in the newsroom, she was pleasant to be around, but influenced by Latricia overall, the newsroom was just a story about shooting deaths, car wrecks, car scandals in the city and
anything really negative. They don't like happy stories. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized reviews, toxic negatives: photographers, manufacturers, human resources, sales teams, engineers and all others are excellent. Others try to work as a team and they a lot love what they do. If you are in the sales, you will
like it there, everyone always smiles across the hall. All the other anchors are very useful and sweet, Kim Chapman (anchor) is the kindest and sweetest person at Channel 9 and if you need real help and advice, she is the woman to ask! News Director: Bryan McGruder Experience Explain: Well, at first sour later on. While working for WZTV, this person has
experience: a toxic work environment as a whole, 1) there are some alt-right/KKK rallies, some telling them that I don't feel comfortable/safe many times, but are forced to go 2) the formidable chief photographer of 3) less to no communication between employees of 4) conservative stations/management. This person described the newsroom environment as a
whole: no organized, negative, toxic news director: Darrel Lieze Adams Experience Explain: Very frustrating. While working for WBBH, this person has experience: gender discrimination, gay news director and unregulated gay hire. Actually, it's an open source of community debate. The gay anchor was actually arrested for domestic violence and kept his job
,... Until he was arrested a second time, you could find it. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more negative comments are toxic: management takes credit for all successes and blames all failures on employees. The company also operates in abc affiliates. Both stations should be number #1 and 2, since by far the largest
employees in the market and superior equipment. There are some good ones and the news judgment in general is good. The station also suffers from weak weather. Which holds them. Director: Shauna Ziegler Experience While working for KFOX14 &amp; CBS4, this person experienced: gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. Very
toxic working environment This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a disorganized news director, minus the poison: Bryan Queen Experience. Explain: Indeed, poison, while working for WHP, this person has experience: the overall toxic work environment, this person describes the overall newsroom environment: more unorganized
comments, removes more toxic: don't come here, go somewhere else. They are all over the place. Not worth working here, director: Brian Queen Bryan is a party nightmare. He has no leadership skills, constantly disappoints his staff, supports openly undocumented men, no communication skills, just wants to cover national news and weather, and facilities in
a particularly negative and toxic work environment. While working for WHP, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. Over the course of two years, Bryan Queen at the station left more than 40 people. Some are left without another job lined up, and some have families to give, which speaks volumes. People after people go to our GM,
HR, Corporate and every time they are told to suck it up or that they are too sensitive. Bryan put his staff down constantly, never gave positive feedback, did not understand that the good news was not able to make eye contact or hold a conversation. I'd rather be a homeless person than ever worked under his leadership at this station again. This person
describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: if you're thinking about working here, I'll encourage you to run fast in the opposite direction. Director: Veteran Brian Queen explains: Toxic. The work environment is awesome. While working for WHP, this person has experience: a toxic work environment as a
whole. There is no suggestion, just harsh criticism. No manager stands for the right thing. Complaints against senior executives have gone unanswered a little camaraderie as the job loads up and people look to get out of their contracts first. A little promotion inside. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments,
negative, toxic: stay away under this leadership. Ineligible, man, lack of basic communication skills, set up a team for failure, not positive leadership, and create a toxic work environment. While working for WHP, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. Management is completely unprofessional and lacks all leadership skills. The
station's turnover rate is incredible and constant. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: no defragmentation. Toxic News Director: Morgan Schaab is young and can't make sound decisions that reflect the newsroom and her entire community. While working for WAND, this person has experience: racial discrimination, a toxic work
environment as a whole. Oh my! Where do I start? First of all, if you're thinking of working here, please run the other direction (and quickly) you won't get a sense of companionship from the main anchor, you won't get the support of your news director and you won't do the job you think you'll be there. I can't even explain how this newsroom is not managed on
top of the fact that most staff straight out of college, cameras and tripods are harder than any of them I've ever experienced. I understand that this is a tough industry and we have to get what we can get sometimes, but if you don't straight out of college, believe me – you can do better here. I'll end this by saying that the main female anchor at night is a thug
who can barely pass block A without stumbling around himself. If you want this market, I'll do WCIA. So if you're an incoming anchor, that's what to watch out for. Reporter: Jeff Houston, he's an idiot. He likes to bully people and try to rule with fear tactics. I can't wait to leave while working for WBMA. You can't thrive in an environment that brings you back. I
know I mean better. This place strangles your ability. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: I was very happy to leave this place. I can't wait to bloom in my next role. Reporter: Jeff Houston, I don't want to bash him. That translates into a terrible mgr, very little sympathy and a lot like a
meaningful woman from high school, gossip and play favorites. While working for WBMA, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. The big turnover - a disrespectful manager - focused on little things rather than a comprehensive issue - the ND region is a former news director from previous work. His unscrupulous morality and
uncomfortable convos with women are often evident when he is in town. Sinclair's entire executive board will all be talking about leaving their wives to visit their girlfriends in bham disgusting, where the ND region once let me do a fashion show studio for him before I could report on the morning show. He chose the dress he wanted me to wear and how he
wanted my hair. It makes me feel bad. This person explains overall. The environment is: negative, more toxic comments: it is not like this ex ND, Garry, is fair and hard working. He works at the table in a constantly broken situation like snow. He will fill in the show if someone's child is sick. He will listen and consider other ideas. He wasn't perfect, but it set the
tone for the whole operation. When he left, The newsroom fell somewhat. A friend of mine who still works there insists it's not going to heal. A lot of people leave the biz, quit without work, lined up and crying in the parking lot. There's no way to live. I've never regretted coming out once. Reporter: Jeff Houston, he's the worst man I've ever worked for.
Obviously, there is no major OCD defragmentation on the little things, unable to communicate effectively with employees. He was a kid who was bullied in high school and now took it out with others because he had some power while working for WBMA. The deal consists of bullying GM, The ND and HR, all teaming up to bully you HR. You're going to be on
the side of the station no matter what, even if you go to her first. She turned around and blamed you. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: avoid all costs. I worked here in manufacturing many years ago under different management. I love it. I'm back as a producer, and it's not the same
station. Everybody miserable, everybody! I'm the fourth producer to resign in the last two months, and four are looking to resign as soon as possible. Reporter: The Jefferson Houston experience explained: a scary boss. It's the worst I've ever had. While working for the WBMA, this person has experience: sexual harassment, racial discrimination, a toxic work
environment as a whole. I was constantly harassed by other colleagues. When I reported that I was being seen as a non-team player, I immediately reported it over and over and had nothing to do about it until I was finally demoted. News director's motto for leadership: I like to inspire with fear, and if someone like you does a bad job. This person describes
the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: avoid, if at all possible. If you are in favorites, you will be constantly bullied by management. There has been a complete turnover in the newsroom in less than two years, and turnover continues. Director: Eric Walters While working for WBTW, this person has experience:
racial discrimination, toxic work environment as a whole, WBTW is not the station you want! Do not ignore negative comments from this station, because you will find yourself suffering during the period of your contract. The administration has failed many times, but is too proud to accept it. You don't get enough money to deal with unmanaged toxins. That
calls itself News 13, and management doesn't put your safety first. You will work too hard unnecessarily and you will not have a voice to say about how to do things, don't dare have any new ideas or advice on how to improve how news coverage is, because you will be seen as a problem and managing to make your job a living nightmare. This station does
an awesome job in covering the news fairly, so if you have any ethics. This is not the place you want. There are too many people who have never worked in another market or only worked in a small market, so they have an attitude, that's how it always works. You won't be treated with respect at WBTW - especially if you're a person of color; we've all seen
unfair treatment too many times. The station has only one photographer in the main location on Myrtle Beach and one in florence offices. They were not pushed to work hard, so they got away with making excuses to be lazy. In other words, don't think you'll work with them on a story or shoot live. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole:
more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: you may love the space, but you will leave bed every day to such a scary workplace. Others in the market know that the staff have been treated horribly and quite sadly. If you want to come to Myrtle Beach, sign up with other stations. Holly and her management team play favorites and create a toxic work
environment. While working for KMGH, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. Holly and her news assistant play favorites. For how well-respected Holly was in the television industry, she obeyed a toxic working environment in the newsroom, created by her executive officers. In the past three years, many leading journalists have
departed due to this issue, gerardo Lopez, an assistant news director, spends more time managing employees than actually doing work. I wouldn't be surprised if more departures happened because of his poor management skills. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a disorganized news director, minus the poison: The Holly Gauntt
Experience. While working for KMGH, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. The news director plays favorites with some people and targets others as it is one of the worst working environments. Lack of focus is dizzying. Some former employees are grateful to keep the newsroom and promote creativity and growth, and the news
director will tell you that she does, but it is always a lip service. And who you don't do. Too many top photographers, journalists and producers leave it because of that. Some people even get out of business, which is really annoying. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: unorganized, open to negative creative control, toxic, more
negative comments: many news directors working in the trenches are good people who work their butts out. Reporter: Chuck Malden, Chuck is the overall director of good news. Unfortunately, he was unable to run the newsroom because the VP of content controlled everything while working for KOTV. By people who have been news for decades, the
damage that has occurred during the ND period is irreparable. Chuck Maulden is now the director of good news, but it's not allowed to make big decisions because the VP of content controls everything, the VP's content is very disliked throughout the newsroom, how he treats and talks to people. He has a reputation for playing favourites and giving
promotions to people who certainly don't deserve it, while the candidates deserve to fall by the wayside. He also hired friends from outside the company to fill the position when there are already many qualified candidates under his roof. The ones you work with directly are overall excellent, even managers, but again, they all fall under the VP's thumb in recent
years, all journalists are forced to switch to MMJs, including adding special shows and doubling everyone's workload. No one seems to care about quality anymore. It's sad to see what used to be an astonishing station fall into ruins because of poor leadership. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: additional unorganized comments:
Neogiate outs of the public. in your contract. Director: Barb Rotheler She was fired from all Detroit stations for a reason, while working for WILX. The lack of leadership and vision for the product results in knee-jerk reactions. Every day by constantly chasing paper or the number one station in the city. This person described the newsroom environment as a
whole: more disorganized comments, negative toxic: WILX Still making news for FOX stations on the market, however, FOX products have a series of anchors of their own (but use WILX reporters for all content). Quite new to her position, so look for advice from the news director. It's no coincidence that more than 40 people have left since Barb took over
several years ago, but despite the management/organization's refusal to do anything about it, it's not a coincidence. Overall, it's The atmosphere is not positive. The pay is also very low at the station for journalists, producers and forex. If you promise anything in the interview process, accept it in writing. Barb has a reputation for being dishonest with new hires
about actual job duties (something that promises can or won't happen). Director: Barb Roethler I've learned a lot. She has a lot of previous experience, so she is helpful. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: education is open to creative control, plus more fun: I learned a lot there. I've been getting started with not much experience and
I've been getting tons. All the anchors are experienced, EP and News directors both work with new employees and teach them a lot. I'm moving forward to a bigger market from there. Reporter: Barb Rothler scary. She doesn't care about her staff, but she's ND. She's lying all the time. She hired her friends and didn't work hard. She leaves the door early
every day and promises to empty while working for WILX. People in the building are nice people, but they treat their employees badly. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a disorganized news director, minus the poison: Randy Bain. I like Randy, good guy. He's just a MESSENGER of GM, which is a nightmare, while working for
KTBS. Select stations and select those who receive help and who are not. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: not working here. Director: Randy Bain Good man, one of the best overall bosses I've ever had. Indeed, he truly cares about his employees. This person describes the
newsroom environment as a whole: no deal is open to creative control, more opinions: it seems to be too low and slightly less structured than other stations due to private management. Anchors are well treated, not a scary place to work, but understaffing can put too much stress on employees to pick up the slack. Director: Jenna Huff News Manager: Kerri
Copello Discouraged, depressed, drained, stressed, small drama, unpleasant. Poor leadership while working for WFXL, this person has experience: a toxic work environment as a whole. The news director is Jenna Huff, who works out of the station hub in Macon. The staff saw her about once a quarter and had a conference call with her about once a month,
if not less. Jenna cared very little about the day-to-day operations and would bring any problems in the station to the Kerri staff news manager in Albany because of the lack of better explanation reported to news manager Kerri Copello. And the work they do. She has no experience as a leader and is incredibly qualified to be responsible for news operations
or staff. She was quick to point the finger at her employees openly in front of other employees, even though she was utterly wrong, often due to Kerri's inability to communicate clearly, or she lacked focus. She was never responsible for her own actions or her own mistakes. It's always the team's fault. When her employees make mistakes (which everyone
does often), they're not going to be the only one. She called them openly again in front of other employees, pushing morale among the news team down to the ground, Kerri holding personal condolences to her subordinates and not treating them fairly. When the audience made negative comments to reporters, Kerri did little to stand up for her staff. She was
happy to watch her employees fail and did nothing to support them. Kerri's passion is meteorological, so she has very little experience in setting up news. It is up to colleagues to criticize, edit, train and support each other. They're alone. If anyone has a problem with the fix in Avid, Kerri will not be able to help because she is the only person in the station who
is allowed to continue edius, even after the station fully switches to Avid. Colleagues were forced to train each other in the new editing software after Kerri returned from full training without available information to guide MMJs. She often disappears in the best news car and can not be seen for several hours at a time. The remaining MMJs now wonder if their
package script is approved or leave them unaware that they will cover any stories for that day, let alone if breaking news occurs when she is away, since WFXL's position is the second place far away on the market, Kerri will receive 99% of the breaking news stories from the leading stations on the market. Reporters called the scene or went on fire or robbed
for hours, if not the day after the top station broke the news. She once asked me to download the mobile app of other stations so I could see their breaking news alert and send MMJ to the scene when she wasn't in the office. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: additional disorganized comments, negative, toxic: I was lucky enough
to get rid of my position by Sinclair Broadcasting abruptly through my two-year contract, along with a news director who had been there for decades. I feel bad for leaving friends and colleagues behind in that environment and having the guilt of survivors. Get out of bed and go to bed. Every day is difficult and depressing. The passion for producing quality
news is rare because Kerri makes employees just want to put their eight hours on and get out as soon as possible, counting the number of days left on their contracts. When a problem arises between Kerri or Jenna, the station/HR manager will not stand for GM employees, which is centered at WACH in South Carolina (5 hours), is better understanding and
supporting employees than anyone who works in albany offices. Whenever I have a problem, I feel that GM is the best person to talk about what I see in the station. Employees are well paid compared to other stations in the market, but higher wages are not worth the mental exhaustion to work in that environment. News Director: Jenna Huff News Manager:
Kerri Copello Experience with Jenna Explain: Indifference- not seeing much. While working for Fox 31, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. The toxic work environment was led by news manager Kerri Copello, who works every day for the station. She makes every journalist miserable. This person described the newsroom
environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, toxic negatives: news manager Kerri Copello was one of the things to watch out for. She works daily, not as a news director. She will lie to you a scam and will be sure to throw you under the bus. She would tell one reporter that one thing, and the other one was different. When the upper management
cracked down on her, she covered herself with more lies. She takes the station bus out for 3 hours, breaks lunch with her friends and doesn't seem to care if another journalist wants a car for work or not. Kerri finds time to come in and see what you do before the deadline and will change your whole day and force you to work your whole story again at the last
minute. She is a professional who comes in one hour late every day and will make you wait for her to start your day. She's the reason why the station is in a bad position. Kerri also made the story in favor of her friends in the community. If one of her friends had an event that wasn't really worth the news, Kerri would force a journalist to cover up just because
she was friends with that person. She also does this to gain power and influence. Finally, Kerri has zero news experience - she's a weather woman and they make her news manager. She didn't know what the real news was, and her decision made the station look silly compared to our competition. Kerri creates a horrible and toxic news environment, and you
can't fully understand how scary it is until you work for her. Not recommended News Director: Jenna Huff News Manager: Kerri Copello Jenna is highly competitive and a great leader. She expects the best from everyone, as long as you give it all, you'll respect her. Bring a story to the table to bring this news. Describe the overall newsroom environment as:
Additional unorganized comments: WFXL But that's been worse since it was bought by Sinclair, and now it's become a satellite station, many of them were placed in 2016, and now a single news (10 p.m weekdays) is seized from Macon at the station's Sinclair studio there. The station has three or four journalists covering a large geographical area. I have a
lot of live shots, but that was years ago... Now you may not get any live shooting experience or very little. Also, years ago, it was great, because almost all journalists at least had the opportunity to fill the anchor. It's not the station I recommend unless things change. Reporter: Jenna Huff News Manager: Kerri Copello hardly works with her (Jenna) because
she's a news director at another station and is in Macon. Kerri News Manager, Copello is the person to go, not the best work environment, especially for the first job, when you try to learn, hardly get any direction, while working for WFXL, this person has experience: the overall toxic work environment, this person explains the overall newsroom environment,
saying: no organized exposure to more toxic negative creative controls: no weekend show, so you get the weekend automatically, no photographer, barely in the field. Satellite stations as well. Reporter: Jenna Huff while working for WGXA, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. There is no open communication between journalists
and management. If the work is felt through, the reporter is prompted to figure it out, but the management feels frustrated when the task is not completed properly. There are security concerns for journalists. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: additional reviews that are disorganized, negative, more toxic: the overall toxic and
disorganized work environment. Reporter: Jenna Huff, the director of the news agency who handled the scam and was very aggressive. While working for WGXA, this person has experience: the overall toxic working environment, the station has a lot of potential, but it has never had a sense of direction when it comes to the types of stories to cover and miss
the mark, mainly compared to heritage stations on the market. She pits reporters against one another in negative competitions, makes false promises and creates a hostile work environment. She developed The leadership team of Yes Men, including executive producers who don't have a clue what she's doing and is very lazy. Ep is Jenna's right hand and
agrees with everything Jenna says and does as if she doesn't have her brain. The news assistant director has a good attitude, but there are too many dramas and freaks about everything. She has more EP roles than a real EP who doesn't know how to lead a newsroom. The editor commissioned a former producer at the station seemed to hate his job and
was miserable. He talks to employees like they are the scum of the world and will not help in researching the search for contacts he is useless. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: untidy comments, negative, toxic: everything is mandated by Sinclair. When I first started working at WGXA I liked it, but then I saw a place for what it was,
they took my photographer away and made me cover the story in the ghetto alone. Women can't even wear their shoulders off because Jenna says so, without real reason why. Glad I came out when I had the opportunity through the station company's higher motion program, not in HD format, and soon to be 2018 News Director: Allison Gibson Very bad No
social skills. Do not know how to talk to her own staff. While working for KWWL, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. You get little to no feedback to improve as a journalist. There is no appreciation for the staff here. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more unorganized comments: you are better than
100% to work at two other stations on the market, and you get better money. Director: Allison Gibson Experience Explained: This new person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more open to comments about creative control: This station is a really good startup market for me. I love Cedar Valley so much and I meet a lot of people in the
community that I feel so focused on me and the stories I tell. I've had friends all my life here, the anchors are great. The evening anchor Abby really cares about this community, managing to change the lot from 2018 to 2019. I was given the opportunity to try to seize it here, but Quincy's contract was long, and i finally decided that I wanted to focus on
reporting/mmjing in big cities, news director: veteran Allison Gibson explained: Scary while working for KWWL. Does not work here. Yes, this is a great market to work on. You better work at his KCRG station #1. The leadership at this station has decreased significantly under the ND if you want to sign a long-term contract and then count down miserably until
you're done. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: disorganized news director, minus toxic: Allison Gibson, Shane Moreland. Before her experience, she explained: Well, this person described the newsroom environment as a whole: education. Comment: Shane Moreland is a wonderful news director who has the opportunity with new
journalists and works with them to help them grow. He was very straightforward and for those willing to listen rather than get it protected, pay for them as journalists. When Shane left Allison, Gibson came in. She is very kind and willing to listen and hear you out if you ever have concerns. There are a lot of people at the station, including principal anchor Ron
Steele, who has been there for more than 40 years, I look back on my time at KWWL with great memories and thanks to the experienced news director: Allison Gibson, shortly before her Shane Moreland. This year alone (2018) the number of air capabilities leaving the station, most of them finding ways out of their contract. It says something about the station
when they lose a meeting with an anchor and several journalists in a short time. I think a lot of people resigned after former ND Shane Moreland left because they had gone through a lot of disrespect, verbal harassment and disrespect from him. They finally feel free. ND Allison Gibson is currently quite a bad situation to deal with, but she hasn't made things
any better like some people hoped. Not sure what happened, but the administration has not filled most of those positions, even if it's been months. The station likes to put in front like it is a friendly environment, friendly ,good Iowa'. Few are kind, but there are some very negative, miserable behind that there is nothing better than plotting with someone else.
You think the focus is news? While working for KWWL, this person has experience: racial discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole, this person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: a disorganized news director, minus toxic: Cathie Batbie-Loucks. She can be a very ordinary person and fail to listen for reasons. However, she was fair
and meant her decision was good. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a positive and fun news director: Cathie Batbie-Loucks. Enjoy my time there. She has worked in the market for many years and knows what the audience wants to see. It's a laid-back environment, but you have to be motivated to work. There is great content in
this market. It's up to you how you want to combine stories. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: exposure to creative control, plus, more fun comments: Some angry stations are hiring kids out of college, but it's not an exception, it becomes a rule. If you have the opportunity to work at this station straight out of school, it is a great
opportunity. Cathay can be difficult, but she's fair. Show yourself to work on time, get ready to work and drive far and leave your personal drama at the door. Cathay is willing to take risks with people who may not deserve them. It is a relaxing environment and you can gather wonderful tapes because there are so many. They've improved the newsroom in
recent years. The chief photographer has nowhere to be found and is well known as a bully. GM is a very laid-back good guy, but he is all business. Bottom line, if you work hard, you are creative and you are positive. Cathie will love and help you. Director: Cathie Batbie-Loucks While working for KVOA, this person has experience: an overall toxic work
environment, this person describes the overall newsroom environment as: organized, negative, toxic while working for WATE. The reporter had an affair with the former news director and he was fired. Several complaints from many people in the same reporter caused a toxic work environment, nothing was done by HR, and she was still there. Poor general
manager Coby Cooper didn't listen to the concerns. People feel unsafe at work about toxic employees. Glad I left, leaving you there. For those considering it, think again. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: Toxic Negative News Director: Chris Best Experience Explain: Horror, while working for WKRG, this person has experienced:
sexual harassment, racial discrimination, gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. Get a job there because of the market size and close to the beach. While I learned something, I didn't get a chance, I was told that I would get it. The new director has a very threatening management model that creates an overall hostile work environment.
Then when it comes to you, he blames you for being negative, or saying, maybe this isn't for you. You should work in the lower market before signing with Chris Best or WKRG, this person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, more toxic negatives: run! Everyone is overworked, and the newsroom is an understaffed
way, the only advantage is the assistant news director, whom the news director says he almost didn't hire because of him. I've never been a manager before. At the same time, nd is the first ND, what he is interested in is clicking on the victim and the video. There is no narrative. There's no journalist's back when he makes them take responsibility. It's a really
toxic environment. A lot of people are going out and out of the station, but everyone who goes out is problematic. The news director is nice and easy to talk with. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more educational comments: This station is not perfect but without a job. I disagree with previous rankings that this is a toxic work
environment. Your attitude at work plays an important role both here and in life. I enjoy my job and I find that if you show the initiative as a team player, ask for help when you need it and don't expect to have everything given to you. Silver plates you can learn a lot here. Colleagues are very nice people. They take care of each other and be friends and hang
out at work. While working for WCTV, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. The working environment is draining. Morale is low due to the temporary nature of market size. The anchors are great at what they do, but how everyone works makes it difficult to live. Scheduling is scary and littered with mistakes, not a place with the
best resources for you to grow, number one in the market, but the lack of real competitive forces, panic to go overboard with story ideas, great people, but overwork and underpaid. Management must work in the organization... This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a disorganized news director, minus the poison: Angela Green
Experience. Explain: Scary while working for WFXG This person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. News directors are cursing employees who regularly have a mental breakdown in front of employees and send berating emails to employees, lack respect for employees and vice versa. This person described the newsroom environment as
a whole: a disorganized news director removed the poison: Lorra Lynch Jones Lorra. He's one of the best news directors in the South. There's a reason people choose to stay at the station for a career, and they bring talent from good schools (like Columbia). They also send their employees to big markets such as Miami (Karli Barnett) and Hunter Williams
(KVUE Austin). She is aware of the hard work and it shows when the ability jumps to the higher mark after departure. This person explains the overall newsroom environment: organize a positive study, more fun comments: If you want to work in Macon, you have to work for 13WMAZ, the station has double digits over the other two competitors. The slogan is
straight from the heart, and Lorra runs her newsroom by this. Her talent often goes to the leading market after a few years of hard work and TEGNA invests in their employees. The station retains a lot of talent that decides to stay in Macon. The community always puts it first, and the news is always correct. News of other stations is almost impossible to catch.
Their series is obsolete, and journalists don't have the talent and resources that WMAZ does, the news director: Jamie Justice wants a news director who's been in her office all day? You found the right place while working for WSYX. Everyone's miserable. The turnover is terrible. GM cheaper cheap, useless HR And pay too little explains the overall
environment. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: open to creative control, negative, toxic additional reviews: it could be a great station where the exchange, management and relocation of wage scales should have been fined 5-10 years ago. Very few minorities at stations and weekends work the most. The morning show is all
white. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: there was no organizing, exposure to news directors, creative control: Jamie Justice, she was Asst. Play favorites hardly ever come out of her office. While working for WSYX, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. Criticism of the deal tends to be frustrating, not
constructive, and there are many! I've seen News Ops manager Matt openly mock The Fokes for an interview and tell others that you need to see this: This person described the overall newsroom environment as: disorganized, negative, toxic news director: Justice Jamie's experience explained: Well, she's fair. Don't expect to make the money you should
make, work hard, pay less, news director: Jamie Justice Experience explains: Awesome! This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: educational, positive, more fun comments: great stations. Jamie Justice is the director of good news. She is fair, understandable and wants to succeed. I recommend working at WSYX this person explain the
newsroom environment as a whole: organized, negative, toxic, more opinion: this station has some good people working there, starting with anchors. Reporters are usually sent alone to remote locations for more than an hour without mobile phone service at any time of the day/night. A little sympathy from the management. Communication in the newsroom is
not always good. Shift priorities and scheduling are random (sometimes given to newer employees who work at stations longer). High turnover at this station. Most air capabilities are out when their contracts are up. Director: Vicki Bradley Experience Explain: The worst news director you've ever had while working for WTXL, this person has experience: an
overall toxic work environment. The news director and management, this is why I left the station was bought by a new company (Scripps) old news shot. And bring ten times worse. Vicky plays clear favorites, doesn't know how to lead the newsroom and talks to everyone like they are below her. A few people after I left. Everyone there talks about wanting to
leave, but afraid to break their promises. The news director has no experience and has settled bad news. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: they have to hire a whole new employee to try to kick in. Toxic environment, but workload and attitude to journalists unchanged (more quality
content) Things don't seem to change there. Reporter: Veteran Geoff Roth explaining: Awkward. It doesn't seem to care about the health or safety of the employees. While working for KMTV, this person has experience: sexual harassment, a toxic work environment as a whole. Do not take employee complaints seriously. Claims to be watching, but didn't do
anything. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: If you want to cover real news, don't work here. Jay's the worst boss I've ever had. I've never come across a bigger who doesn't understand why most people hate him on the rare occasions he says he'll look in every direction except you.
Just do the odd finish on top of treating most employees like garbage. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: the director of negative and toxic news: the experience, Ernesto Romero explained: terrible. Living a crazy life, resentment. While working for KYMA/KSWT/KECY, this person has experience: an overall toxic working
environment. Serious management can't take care of you less, you're constantly being blamed and criticized. If you want to know how severe depression feels, work here. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negatives, toxic: management reduces great stories because they don't want to pee public
bodies in the city. The city knew this and felt they had KYMA wrapped around their fingers. Director: Megan Lewis Meghan is trying to turn this station around, she has an overall understanding and wants to be the best for individual individuals. She expects a good product and pushes you to get that. Meghan was one of the only great experiences I worked for
the station, while working for KFBB. There is a serious lack of resources beyond the initial market battle. They don't have a fock. They are behind our competitors in almost everything and it is not close. There is no budget on the content you want. It's a negative work environment as a whole and often tense and dramatic throughout the newsroom. Someone
who's been at the station for a while. No one wants to be in a small market, but no one in particular wants to be in this. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: the more disorganized comments, the negative is toxic: the payout is hardly livable (as in you qualify for food stamps), and the city is scary. If you don't have anything else, The
community and people are really good outside the real station. If you have any other offers, I'll choose those offers through KFBB News Director: Experience Megan Lewis explains: Challenging but positive. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: no organized education plus fun, more comments: Don't understand me wrong, working
here is not easy. It's a small market and we're behind the ratings by far, but most people who work there truly care about jobs and products. Megan Lewis may have dominated her needs a little, but generally makes sense and cares about her staff. She can be a perfectionist, but helps a lot of journalists/producers whenever we want. Most newsroom dramas
come from journalists who spend too much time together outside the job. Cowless is a family-owned company, but sometimes it feels like they've forgotten their Montana station. Communication is not always great and shows in our products. Reporter: Meghan Lewis is a hard-crossed, disorganized trough that constantly tries to prove herself for unknown
reasons. While working for KFBB, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. I was constantly pushed beyond the limits that humans could achieve. In my first day* I've been instructed to change PKG and VOSOT in separate threads, apart from mmjing live shot. I'm in my second market now and know it's generally not acceptable to miss
a slot. But this is my first day. There was no photographer, so I was completely single, my ND told me that if I missed the slot again, I couldn't live for the rest of my two-year contract. She added: 'Some people can't cope with the pressure, that's my first day, and it's getting worse from there. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: the
more disorganized comments were toxic: I worked too hard and paid too little. Understand or expect in the first market, but this station is limited. Your resources are intense and hardly ever support the staff you always feel drained. Once, I told my ND that I didn't feel safe to live in one place (there were many reasons: it was on a busy street without shoulders,
we didn't give any vests - even after I asked them and it was dark). ND also answered my concerns. I don't care. In addition, managing to play favorites is very clear within the first 15 minutes you step into the newsroom. Their retention rate is terrible. But they are reluctant to make changes to improve that score. I would say that the people of Montana and the
treasure state are beautiful, although my experience with KFBB is negative, but people and places are almost made for it. I recommend working at cowles montana media! competitor: Phillip Ohnemus While working for KULR, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. I've been contacted for a news producer position, Mr. Phillip



Ohnemus.com on a regular basis and unhappy that KULR did not receive an Emmy award this year. This news director has insulted aspiring junior candidates as journalists/multimedia journalists (MMJ) recently, Mr. Phillip O'Nemus has contacted me for a job interview at KULR and said he doesn't want introverted, awkward, loner, shy, and wallflower people
in his newsroom and in the journalism industry. When I told Mr. Phillip O'Nemus that my real journalist's efforts were to become a multimedia journalist (MMJ), Mr. Phillip O'Nemus said that news producers could not be multimedia journalists (MMJ) and would not succeed in this joint venture at his station. Phillip O'Nemus also felt that I wasn't singing enough
to engage with anything in his newsroom and that kulr-8 and that I was just an uncomfortable person, loner, wallflower, as it was known as a visual business, but it didn't make beginner candidates feel discouraged by them. Not pretty, ugly, and not pretty enough. Mr. Phillip Ohnemus does not truly understand or know any beginner job candidate. Kulr-8 and
its affiliates across Montana, KFBB, KWYB, KTMF and Cowless Montana Media Co., Ltd. (Cowless Media Co.) must give all candidates the opportunity to learn all roles in the newsroom, regardless of any news position that the applicant has hired, and to prove the news director (Mr. Phillip Ohnemus) if a junior producer candidate wants to be an MMJ in a
beginner's market station. Don't discourage beginner candidates from telling them that they can't do anything and can't succeed in anything, especially in market start-up stations. Help them as a journalist/MMJ, especially if producing a newscast is not what he wants to do for the rest of their entire TV news career. Help the initial news producers who want to
be mmjs truly as MMJs, there are top-level news producers out there who don't want to be producers throughout their lives and have no desire for newsroom management. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: organize, unregulated, open education, creative control, plus fun, negative, toxic news director: Joe Inderhees. I'm not a fan.
He always believed in the staff and was the last person to know in the newsroom. I'm not a fan of his shouting competition in the newsroom with management/anchors, while working for WTLV/WJXX this person has experience: a toxic work environment as a whole. Managing the newsroom was never on the same page, which caused a lot of confusion.
Hostility is constantly expressed. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: unorganized, open to negative creative control, toxic, more toxic: unfortunately, the station appears to have fallen off a cliff in the last couple of years. Finally, in the air and at the bottom of the barrel for digital. The fact that more than a dozen officers in the
newsroom have left the station should tell you something. Press Release: Robert Davidson Robert is a wonderful ND in the work for a start-up in the TV business. He is always ready to talk and can be difficult at times, but wants what is best for the journalist and his team. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: organized positive, fun,
more comments: This is a direct response to the review from March 10, 2020: Please do not use what he says is true, WCBI is a great place to work for starting in the industry. Gm is actually a great person and the experience that this former employee described was wrong. You have many opportunities to learn from good people, but also to learn for
yourself, you make mistakes and they accept that, so it supports the environment of experimentation and effort. Overall, WCBI is a great place to start your career and it will be more in your future wherever you decide to go next. Director: Kristen Shill Experience While working for WQOW, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. This
station poisoned the previous news director, Dan Shillinger, the worst. The administration here is a sub-topic, turning around it quickly and they promote people blindly without proper experience. Do yourself a favor and skip the application here. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: additional unorganized comments: people resign or
be fired quickly. Director: Jon Levy Levy Lack of leadership and management skills Too busy to be. 1 year ago Instead of being a boss. Ignore whoever is a member of the newsroom unless they are. His best friend, he's not very professional. While working for WCJB, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. A newsroom that is
unhealthy and very toxic, the deal is the worst thing by far. If you want to feel irrational, become my guest and join the crew! This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: this site is here to be honest, and it says someone took it to lie about the reality of the station. This place is !!!! toxic. Many
journalists and producers experience terrible anxiety and stress on a daily basis. All the management is doing is complaining rather than helping. The news director was terrible and showed no favours. It's a scary place to work. Director: Jon Levy Experience Explain: Disobedience is believed to have been a favorite while working for WCJB. Management has
favorites and if you're not one of the favorites or not in the clique with their favorites, you'll feel the burn. Favourites are given continuous stop time, protected in arguments, representing the station in the event, while others do not. You can try to stand up for yourself and others, but it won't work in your favor, you're always being dubbed a problem and
something to say about how to run a place, but in my opinion the change never happens without someone standing up and saying something. Also, when it comes to your health and mental health, it is not important for management because they do not have enough staff to cover in case you do not have. They will ask you to work with influenza pneumonia,
even if you are in hospital, they will ask when you will return as soon as possible. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: everything is disorganized and management, there is no interest in you in mind. If you work here, be sure to negotiate for what you want. Don't trust them to honor your
words because ND will open up to you very quickly. Many people are unhappy here and will leave after just a month to a year at the station. These are not employees, but they are employees who deserve better and want to go somewhere they can learn and be treated equally. It's the number one station, but there are only two stations on the market,
including the college stations that we're still competing with, you'll learn in some ways, but you'll be alone, Paige Beck and David Snyder are the best, and will have your attention in mind. As the main anchor, they will try to fight things by managing, teaching you and trying to help you, but overall most people are not happy at the station. I recommend You
have more questions to access to forex manufacturers and former reporters on LinkedIN, Facebook, Twitter, they can provide more information about the place to help make your decision. While working for WFFT, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. This station is famous all over the country and bad. While attending the
workshop, I will introduce myself and my station, more than half of the answers are. The web address on the welcome mat will take you to another station in the market. If you want to learn all the work in the station, this is the place to work. There are no photographers on staff, so the journalist photographed all the local stories. Reporters filled the drugs in the
control room. Management doesn't understand how much the job is worth. People in small markets make more. A good place to learn, but please note that all air staff have been hired less than three years ago. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: you learn to be effective, which will
help in the future. Reporter: Veteran Jay Horowitz explaining: High expectations have a lot to learn. Hand in hand This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: additional unclassified comments: news products published on Youtube, but our daily audience is larger than the washington post's circulation, and we only publish original reporting.
All employees work from home, not for people who can't motivate themselves. I think there's a lot of growth potential, but I have to deal with the stigma of non-traditional media, which is very real and that's something I didn't expect when I accepted it. We published at www.youtube.com/realworldpolice News Director: Rubén Olague Experience Explain: Scary
while working for EstrellaTV This person has experienced: racial discrimination. Gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole, this person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: negative, toxic host and managing editor: The John Bachman Experience. Explained: Poor while working for Newsmax TV This person has experience: an
overall toxic work environment, this person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: Unorganized news director: Alison Coe Alison Not a supportive news director. She is not very organized and in contact with the staff when they do something that is not her favorite. She definitely chooses her favorites, so if you're not one of them, good luck. This
person described the newsroom environment as a whole: no organizing, exposure to creative control, minus, toxic news director: Rod Peterson Experience. Explain: Overall, positive. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: no education organizing, exposure to creative control plus more fun: overall, this is a great station to work. There
are a lot of MMJs, you never take live photos by yourself, and if you like photographers for whatever reason, they always do everything in their power to make it happen. Our newsrooms are much fewer people than our competitors, so sometimes it feels like we're trying to do just as much resources. However, the management is aware of the hard work, and
ultimately if you try your best to cover what you can do, that's all they ask for. News director Rod Peterson worked hard to make the organization happy, which can be frustrating at times, but more than that, he has the joy of the staff at heart. He always focuses on making time for the family to make sure your time off/weekend is used to unplug, etc. if you are
sick or have a family emergency. Anchors are wonderful and willing to work with you on stories, reviews and more. While working for KIMT, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment, the management at KIMT expects that journalists will not spend personal sick days or holidays. They pile up workloads and expect us not to get overtime.
The news director is not very professional. They will talk to everyone about you and how you are in trouble here without coming directly to you. There is no room for growth. This is a small market, which means most people go straight out of college or in their first TV job. They use it to their advantage by making you feel that you are not successful outside of
KIMT, the news director has only worked at KIMT for 20+ years. If you're trying to suggest doing something different, a new way to approach the story. She'll try to embarrass you in front of everyone during the field meeting. The station is undergoing a transition of coverage from Primary Iowa to Rochester, Minnesota. Management (news director, hr news
content manager, etc.) all live in Mason City, Iowa, which means they don't know what's going on across the border. They don't understand how far some areas come from each other and expect journalists to be able to do two live stories about two different stories on two different sides of the state. They also rely heavily on journalists as content managers
and know that every incident in the area means that if a journalist calls sick or is on holiday and we miss a story, they blame the journalist and it's not a lack of understanding of themselves. Many reporters cry, experience anxiety attacks and even break out into severe rashes because of how disorganized and toxic the newsroom is. This is not a place where
you can grow and thank you for your experience. For those who want to come to KIMT, you will regret your decision within 3 !!!!. This station is the worst newsroom I've ever been in. This person described the newsroom as a whole. A: Unmanaged, deleted, toxic, additional comments: Awesome administrative staff. Director: Jaime Copley This person
describes the newsroom environment as a whole: education, exposure to creative control, plus, more fun comments: This station feels like another round of college. You will learn a lot, especially from George and corporate consultants. The KIMT team is a fun bunch. If you treat management like a customer and can swallow your pride, you will do well.
Reporter: Veteran Jamie Copley explaining: Disaster poisoning works to tear you down rather than build you up. While working for KIMT, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. News director Jamie Copley created a very toxic work environment. You never know which Jamie you'll get each day. One day she went out in the
newsroom, played music and danced, the next she was throwing things. Across the room and screaming. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negatives, toxic: I didn't want the experience I had with anyone. Luckily, I had a mentor there who was awesome, looked out for me, helped me grow and
helped me honestly. News director Jamie Copley and general manager Steve Martinson were terrible at work. They don't care about the mental or physical health of their employees at all, they'll work more hard working than they can on an eight-hour working day, but have trouble actually clocking in those overtime hours. They abuse their salaried
employees. For example, they have a brief employee in the weather department and make meteorologists work 6 days a week for several months with the promise of getting that time back. Not to mention when meteorologists start complaining about work, they have inexperienced anchors, weather-making weather! It's really embarrassing, they still feel that
local sport doesn't matter once. Copley had anger management issues and it was clear that she brought her home life into work and brought it out with her staff. Her best friend is one of the anchors and she lets her get away without doing anything while pushing the job to other employees. There is no perfect newsroom, but I honestly believe that this is one
of the worst. Content Director: Experience Adam Miller explains: Underestimating, unwanted and disposable. While working for WKYC, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. Those people are the only ones who matter to the news director. He plays favorites and is interested in getting to know you if you have aerial talent and if you
suck him. Most of the The time spent behind closed doors or in meetings where management speaks negatively about employees. If you want a comment, you will only get it when it is deleted and comes in the form of passive aggressive emails. Those who work outside the camera or behind the camera are not prioritised or valuable. The standard is not the
same for all employees. But management claims there is no budget for them, but they add new employment, mostly as a sticking point at an alarming rate. You might like WKYC if you're a well-known anchor, otherwise you won't matter. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: The Director of Negative And Toxic News: Joe Inderhees.
He's bipolar. He's got a temperament to determine what kind of day you're going to have. He lied to people to sign the contract. Make sure that everything you ask is written in your contract. While working for WTLV/WJXX, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. The newsroom is very toxic due to its handling. They were never on
the same page and caused confusion and frustration. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more negative comments are toxic: don't expect it to increase when negotiating. They provide only anchors and seasoned employees for good wage increases. Everyone doesn't matter. Reporter: Megan Harris, Megan Justice, but it takes
time to warm up with people. When she's comfortable with you, However, if she is uncomfortable with you, she can make you feel awkward. While working for WTLV/WJXX, this person has experience: racial discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. My negative experience was with a colleague who seemed determined to drag the station's morale
down. It's like a club. Good boy. I noticed that some people are not as welcome as others. Things have changed significantly in the last year or so with new management, including Meghan Markle. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: organized, unregulated, educated, open to creative control, plus, more fun comments: the
newsroom is toxic but the new mgmt has changed that. Morale here is getting better every day. Sometimes we can't organize and workloads don't spread evenly. It's as if we're alive for it, Mgmt seems lively as well. I love about mh our newsroom is so fun, we have table tennis and other games in the newsroom! It helps alleviate the stress of the day to get
the game in this creative love station. The motto is basically go for it. The idea is not too crazy. We tend to have more numbers in the story and sometimes miss out because we have one crew or just an MMJ on the scene when there are two crew (no MMJ) or more on the scene. So the playground is not in the field, you will find yourself running like a chicken
with your head cut out trying to keep up with the race. If I had one piece of advice on management/organization, it would be enough staff for your station! Overall, I would recommend this station. If you are lonely or antisocial, this is not a newsroom for you. We are in transition, but heading in the right direction. Director: Robert Davidson Robert is a great news
director. He knows about the news business. He wants to see his journalists grow and his doors are always open. You can approach him with anything and he understands it. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: no education organizing, exposure to creative control, plus more fun, more comments: sometimes things can get a little
organized, which causes a lack of communication, but overall this is a really good newsroom, great producers and great writers. This is a great market and tv station for beginners who are just entering the business and looking for the perfect craft and go to the next market. News Director: Veteran Robert Davidson explains: Scary and misguided general
managers as well. While working for WCBI, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. The Deole boys will overturn any positive progress towards a better future, and if you raise your voice about what they are pushing you out the door. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, toxic
negatives: the general manager is a thug and a tyrant and disproportionate of employees. When an employee tells him they're flying out to a new job, GM tells the employee, I hope you don't get it. He's got a lot of emotion and micromanagem, it's not a good starting point. Director: Greg Scheiferstein Experience Explain: A real nightmare while working for
KRNV this person has experienced: sexual harassment, racial discrimination, gender discrimination, an overall toxic work environment. Inexperienced employees are often raised and promoted. You won't be promoted if you're not from the Midwest, or at least Ohio, in terms of news director. Hire someone he feels comfortable with. This is a dead station with
many favors. The most unprofessional work environment I've ever worked for. Culture is worse than high school, you don't matter, your career doesn't matter, you're encouraged to apply for a position, but then you go through it. He refuses to hire internally unless you show sexual interest in him. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole:
more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: that's a good thing that all young children get big wig names, but they will bump and burn later. With This Guy, News Director: Experience April Samp explains: Driven to set the plan effectively. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: education is open to creative control, more opinions: a
great place to learn from award-winning and award-winning storytellers. The news director: April Samp explains: Revenge inconsistency, while working for WOI-TV. Her personal life is a disaster, and each day depends on her tinder date from the night before. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: no organizing, education, exposure
to creative control, more opinions: stations have been bought and sold many times now, there have been many GMs in recent years and a total lack of oversight to hold April accountable. Reporter: April Samp while working for WOI-TV, this person has experience: the overall toxic working environment, as long as April Samp is ND WOI-TV, do not work there!
She will promise you many things during the interview process, but all is scam journalist who receives photogram contracts for live photography, is sent to breaking news and other regular live images (alone). This station is terrible. Journalists, forex and editors have decided to leave early. There are a lot of cluttered newsrooms. But this is one of the worst
rooms ND can't run for a powerful editorial meeting, she'll lash you when you expect the least, even if ND has her mind scarcely existing – she has her EP getting all her slack (which is why her EP is miserable). This station is the last station on the market, which is why the newsroom is so toxic. People in the community and from the competition do not use
WOI journalists, serious photogs, very careful about using or receiving calls from ND – she may look good, but when she locks you in, you will be drunk. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a disorganized news director, a toxic negative: April Samp, she went all the big things, but it was hard to judge her emotions. This person
explains the newsroom environment as a whole: no organizing, exposure to creative control, more opinions: there are talented and wonderful people who work here. Director: John Walton Experience Explain: Amazing, thoughtful, personal, down to earth, understanding This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: no organized, positive,
more fun comments: it's a great place for a medium or default market. It's up and down, but I admire the people here, it's family. Everyone there wants to see you do better. For what you lack audiences, resources sometimes compensate people with. Personality Director: John Walton Amazing guy. Wanting to do what's best for others in the community won't
throw you in a bad spot. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a disorganized, positive and fun news director: Carrie Hofmann. I enjoyed my time more at the station when she took office in January. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: no organized education plus fun, more comments: this station is going
through a lot of changes, but in my eyes they are all positive. The group of people working in the newsroom are now all positive and excited to see the station continue to improve. We just launched a new app and a new website, including just 1 million monthly views for the first time, there's a lot of great new things going on here and I'm excited to see where
it goes. Director: John Haferkamp He was nice, made nasty jokes at times, but overall seemed to heed his staff. Never had any trouble stopping or anything. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: educational arrangements, exposure to creative control, plus fun, more fun: this is a great first station to work, and I think everyone should
ignore negative scrutiny by reporters. The negative scrutiny makes some good points, but mostly false WSBT lacks air diversity, but then again it is Indiana. We have a very diverse group of people working behind the scenes, but I suspect that (they)*** ever care to meet them (people who write negative reviews) being fired because (they) continue to share
confidential details about our daily news operations on public social media (of them) and criticize us openly in detail on those platforms if we don't like (their) thoughts that day (they). Also refuse to criticize and will get offended when (their) script changes. I also see (they) reject those edits and their (noise) pkg with (their). The original script several times
(they) will miss the point of the story constantly or force the corners that weren't there (this person) ever been sent to cover the Capitol about gun violence and come back with a lovely story about a kid who asks the mayor his (their) favorite food. The shooter has nothing to do with their (race) (this person), it's just bad staff and the illusion (this person) has
been a lot of warnings and opportunities to improve and manage the extra time and resources to work with (them) even though (this person) always thinks everyone goes out (they). Our news directors are not shady at all or discreet about the performance issues (of this person) and (they). I would consider him one of the better bosses in this industry. We just
don't like his famous Black Friday live shots because he made the wrong side of the mall. He's still riding that gimmick for going. It's been three years. Most people are friends with him and he regularly goes out drinking with WSBT employees***Pronouns have been changed to hide the identity of previous reviewers. Director: John Haferkamp Excellent, he is
a great boss and really attentive to his staff. I miss working for him, but he's trying to get into Sinclair and lose his positive outlook. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: organized, educated, open to creative control, plus, more fun comments: This is a wonderful first station to work on. I personally believe that their products are better
than many of the top 20 markets. They go beyond that to train you and work with you to prepare for a big market event. Executive producer Jim Pinkerton is the best EP I've ever worked for. He sat down with all the producers and reporters for three long personal training sessions a year. He's really aiming for you to continue working and mentoring you. Now I
know everything he's ever taught me is right and I've never seen any other EP in my career with the knowledge he has. This station is almost perfect, except it is owned by Sinclair as a journalist, this will not affect you, but as a producer or anchor, this is a completely spiritual, crushing and ethical repugnant. Sinclair also has low wages, so the people who
replace these tenant journalists are children directly from college (the only ones willing to accept wages and contracts). This finally led me to resign. I want to work and learn from experienced journalists. Many people have incredibly false or misleading information. These are not conservative pieces, they actively promote malicious conspiracy theories. I
always advise journalists to watch the rest of the show where they are so they know what they're representing. I will try my best to write an introduction for these stories that alleviate their damage. Many journalists have been running as journalists, expelled from Fox News for sexual harassment. As an anchor, you will be forced to read the intro, or worse,
forced to star in p.o.w style promotions with fake news. All news staff (journalists, producers, management) must sign a contract. I have a family friend who is a corporate contract lawyer and his direct words about my contract are: This is worse than slavery. In general, the contract is poorly written and forces you to sign all your rights while granting more
rights to the company. At present, all contracts have negative opposition to speaking about the company, but I am one of the last few who have not yet yet promised a waiver. The right to sue in court and instead order the mediation process. You are not allowed to choose a mediation or location. If you lose mediation, you are forced to pay all of Sinclair's legal
costs. You are not allowed to resign, but they can fire you at any time. At the end of the day, it's a great place to learn and get started, but not everywhere you want to hang around for too long. I love working there and thinking about everyone. It's a big step in a big market that doesn't have to rush or force you to sign a one-sided contract, writing badly. News
Director: Veteran Tom Lewis explains: Hell on earth while working for WWMB This person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. This station will make you a worse journalist and you will be struggling to survive. News director Tom Lewis has been voted the second worst person in tv news on FTV Live in 2019 and is nicknamed Tom Lucifer. For
some reason. He told me he didn't understand social media. So he doesn't believe in this. He hired his friend's son as an evening producer and gave her special treatment. He won't hire you if you're a man or if you're not white. There is no oversight, feedback or training and if I make a little mistake Tom Lewis will scream at me. Market 156 (or whatever) is
where you go to learn and make mistakes. Lewis didn't watch the news. Panama City is also a scary place to live, and after hurricane rents doubled, while salaries remained the same. It's almost impossible to work for WMBB and pay rent. I still never knew what we were doing in scoring, I felt I was lying. All the equipment is very old and constantly broken
down. The turnover rate here is actually worse than fast food restaurants. Fortunately, Tom Lewis has no clue about the contract and allows you to leave you easily if you are a woman or read and be aware of all the pitfalls and vulnerabilities. As a producer, I found that I had been signed a contract for a journalist, making it inaccurate. When I left, Tom Lewis
threatened me and then badly mouthed me with everyone in the newsroom. They believed him and it created a very toxic work environment over the last two weeks. He also told me that he would put me on the blacklist so that I would never work at Nexstar again. This is illegal and let's be realistic if I'm good enough and apply for a job at Nexstar station in
the top 20 markets, they won't care what Tom Lewis thinks. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: it doesn't hire very few diverse male journalists. There is no position for anyone to be promoted. Wal-Mart pays a much higher salary. Reporter: 23 or less, director: Tim Maestas He took his
hand out and did your job. This person The overall newsroom environment is: no defragmentation, education, open to creative control, plus, more fun comments: KOB is a wonderful place to get your feet wet in the top 50 market. From the blossoming film industry to the horrific crime problem, you will not fight the story field in Albuquerque. You'll be working
long hours, having enough breaking news on your wheel in a month to keep you alive, and maybe in a movie at some point (hey, breaking bad) overall, it's a good place to be. While working for WXYZ, this person experienced: a toxic work environment overall, Rhonda yelled at people all the time. She talks to everybody. Act like they're stupid. You can't think
for yourself. She thinks she's the only one who knows everything. When she started, just about every manager, producer and in person gotten out. Now, after a few years, her own people resigned, the station used to be number 1, now it's a distant number 3, this person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: disorganized, negative, toxic, more
opinion: it's an unhappy newsroom and general manager Mike Murri is just useless and doing what he can to protect Rhonda because they've been prosecuted. Ask anyone. Director: Kent Harrell Experience Explain: Lie gossip while working for WDJT This person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. When ratings are poor, they try to destroy
their reputation. They retaliate against employees who want respect t this person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more unorganized comments: the landlord is absent. Chicago owns and ignores the community. GM and former news director Tracy Davis like others to make themselves look good and deflect blame. News Director: Veteran Alex
De Leon explains: An unprofessional and toxic environment. While working for WTVO, this person has experience: a toxic work environment as a whole. This is the most unprofessional and toxic environment I've ever worked for. One of the reviews here explains why. There are very bad management, unprofessional staff and inappropriate comments made
at work every day. People at the station don't take the industry seriously. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized, negative reviews are toxic: this station desperately needs a new deal. The current employee lacks the integrity of the journal, and more than 12 employees who work in the newsroom are left within a one-
year time frame. This is the most toxic environment I've ever experienced. The management shoots their best employees who work hard to the above. Other than that, and always do the right thing while treating the problem creators, that does not cause any problems. In addition to the issue, news director: Rhonda LaVelle The most evil person I've ever
worked with. I worked with five news directors there. She screamed, shouted at all the people, while working for WXYZ. The director of the scary news, who only cares about copying the race, general manager Mike Merrill is just as bad. He liked his boy club and only hired him. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized
comments, negative, toxic: it's sad to see what used to be a wonderful station being dug into the ground by both. Do not work here. News Director: Mandi Mendoza Experience Explain: Clever, open, but too promising. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: no education organizing, exposure to creative control plus fun, more opinions:
hiring children, continuous training. Director: Liz Grey-Godbout A lot of people on this site claim that their news director is the worst. I'm going to put the money in Liz's name. This woman is the queen of double standards, which only provokes anger throughout the newsroom. Her decision when it comes to judging the news is rarely a good idea, and she is
quick to insult even the most experienced and hard-working staff. My funniest day working for her was the day I knew I wouldn't see her or when she wasn't around while working for WTIC. It's as if the management group has created an environment where very few people want to keep working. Unsurprisingly, there has been a lot of turnover for what is
considered a leading market, with 50 or more journalists and producers leaving behind since the current management group took over (closing in three years), with the right number of jobs to be found at stations in the same market, only to escape. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: I've
worked elsewhere in the TV industry for more than a year now and want to time myself away from WTIC so that I can rate the station with a level head, but every interaction with a former colleague/who is still working there always leads them to say one of two things: it's good that you leave here, or I can't wait to leave this place. However, those responsible
have turned them into anything but a dream destination. Press Director: Jack The experience explains: scary while working for KENS, this person has experienced: sexual harassment, gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. Do not know how to deal with people positively and pose a threat to employees, especially women. This person
described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negatives, toxic: I agree with other reviews, my time at the station is terrible, ND has a terrible personality and doesn't know anything about how to get the best out of the people under him and almost no one signs again after their first contract. HR's nightmare is waiting to
happen because he treats people, but Tegna won't do anything until someone dares to sue. I understand that a long-term operations manager recently retired, mostly due to ND, and I heard that another long-time manager might do the same soon for the same reason. Avoid the place, because even if the news director makes it seem like the newsroom is a
happy family, he will open you behind closed doors, especially when your contract is up. Reporter: Experience, Kendra Martinez explains: terrifying poisoning while working for KSBY. Dedicated newsroom staff are driven and hard-working, but management creates a toxic environment. Journalists and photographers are often sent to chase wild goose and
rarely get the chance to follow stories that matter to them. Producers are left in the dark and constantly lose stories without getting up from the news director. The only time an employee gets feedback from a news director is when they say they're doing a bad job. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments,
negative, toxic: communication is lacking. Some employees are pleasing and others are miserable. Time closing requests are not answered for several weeks/months and the schedule is always changed without notice or communication. Wages are hardly a living wage for journalists/producers for a long time, and those who start here make less than a bag
of groceries. High turnover here, Director: Bryan McGruder A good man, choosing his story is hard to understand. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more unorganized comments: people are good people, but choosing stories and little rules is constantly crushing. A lot of storytelling, a little frustration. Director: Sheryl Barnhouse
Very good to work with and very open for new ideas as well as making sure everyone has the resources they need. One of the best news directors I've worked under. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: educational organizers are open to creative control, more positive reviews, fun: WTVR is an incredible station to work. I just came
here 7. And I've learned more about reporting, writing, photography than I have elsewhere. If you want to grow up to be a great storyteller, MMJ and journalists as a whole come here! Director: Jay Webb It is satisfying to work with him. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: a further review of unregulated education: WHSV It's a great
starting market station and a great place to create contacts, learn the ropes of being an MMJ and be totally independent. The station is up and down like any other station, but the upcoming Director: Greg Shepperd Experience While working for KOAT this person has experience: the overall toxic working environment this person describes the newsroom
environment as a whole: no more unorganized comments: no organizing, does not start descibe it. The biggest problem is that Greg is not so much, but the manager he allowed to destroy this place. This ongoing joke when we were on the field was don't call Melissa Williams, an ND assistant, after 5:10 a.m. because she left the building she was doing.
Ignore her, pretend to lie and spend hours approving our script, then we have a problem with the lost channel. The station has added a lot of news and people who are not qualified enough and nobody cares what's going on on TV. Just fill up the time, last year was the worst thing this time when the right place to work. No longer, and there is no indication that
it will be better. Managers just lied to hide their own hides and newsrooms were left clean and were blamed for what shouldn't have happened. People just burn and leave. Miserable place to work if you're really interested in a journalist. Oh, and their big solution to hiring fiasco is to hire people with no real manufacturing experience. The place is a mess, stay
away now, director: Kevin Daniels. He's a good guy, assistant news director is one of the problems while working for WGHP. I just wrote now because the people I know are looking at the station and I want to put this thing out there, WGHP has an amazing news product. The audience loves this station. They were the first to have an ongoing story because of
the hard-working staff and resources available (drones, photographers, lots of live equipment), but when Lori Denberg became assistant news director a couple of years ago, he replaced Eric Olsen (who was a great manager). The morale of this station is downhill. It used to be the best place to work. Everyone works together. People are happy and have no
problem working for a long time because everyone believes in it. Now Laurie has changed it. She shouted at everyone, managed to send nasty emails to journalists and photographers for the whole station to be seen taking pride in making people cry and micro-mansion everything. In the past year or two, they have about 10 people leaving because of her.
One talented journalist has And she left because she couldn't take Laurie's bullying. Kevin did a great job. He takes the time to coach you and work with you to make the best of it. I don't understand how he let people like Laurie beat the most talented people in the business. Many of those who left recently left the business altogether because their mental
health and motivation were destroyed by her. Everyone's miserable. The producer cried. Reporters were crying. The photographer is ready to walk out the door. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: negative education arrangements are more toxic: you'll learn a lot if you can deal with an assistant news director. It will be a good
learning experience and you will become a better journalist if you can withstand her toxicity. Press Director: Alex De Leon, a very good working environment. The only bad check was from a diva anchor who was fired after a brief tenure, which took place at other stations where she had worked in the past. She didn't like her friends in the newsroom and often
threw emotional tantrums and cussed out the news director and general manager, then complained of a toxic and unprofessional work environment, which must be what she saw in the mirror, because that's not what the rest of the newsroom experience is. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: organized, educated, open to creative
control, plus, more fun comments: very good stations to start your career, plenty of opportunities for growth. There is a powerhouse of experience among the best evening teams in the business. This is not a newsroom for those interested. Associated Press director Ernesto Romero explained: Abhorrent and unprofessional while working for
KYMA/KSWT/KECY. For him, there's no boundaries. Messages and emails in the morning and late at night. He's always lost in the newsroom, you're wrong, but he's not. Can't decide quickly and time more than not play favorites. The chief executive also turned blind to his appalling behavior, but the ratings and web views were always well done, so he got
credit (someone in the deal).** The worst two years of my life. Don't even think about asking your device to be fixed (when it's usually cracked) or you'll get all the blame. Very cluttered. If you are considerate, independent and do not pay attention to the drama he created, you will succeed. Otherwise, this newsroom is absolutely toxic. This person describes
the newsroom environment as a whole: unorganized, negative, toxic. Comment: Can't say anything positive about this newsroom except the tight relationships made with others in the newsroom, but there are some with important egos – they are even more fueled by news directors. Everyone says it's not a competition, but you'll find yourself competing and
fighting for the highest story and coverage. Typically, the agenda/plan for news for big events (the president's visit to the press conference) is a last-minute broadcast, this station has NBC, CBS, ABC, Telemundo and FOX all under the same roof, but all the company's resources will go into NBC's 5 and 6 p.m. shows. Not worth it for how long you will catch
your butt to work. **The person's job title has been removed due to defamation claims from the accused. Reporter: Ernesto Romero Abhorrent. Afraid to work and my skin will crawl when he walks through the door. While working for KYMA/KSWT/KECY, this person has experienced: sexual harassment, gender discrimination, an overall toxic work
environment. I'm at the end of sexual harassment by (someone in charge)** It's not during working hours, but it seems to affect me during working hours (it's combustible, not considered a story, etc.), he'll scold you for the smallest thing. Also, you have to call that seemingly 24/7, he will constantly message you about everything and everything - when it can
be sent by email, mostly laid back, but slightly laid back too, where you will get advice or leadership. Spend a lot of time off and handing tasks to other big egos in this newsroom, and the ego of a journalist is getting bigger because he chooses favorites. Even if you believe you work harder than others, you will miss the big story because you are not his
favorite. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, toxic negatives: avoid this station if you try to break into the business. The newsroom is home to ABC, NBC, FOX, CBS and Telemundo, all under the same roof with one news director. Nd has only worked at KYMA (NBC), so expect all company resources
to be put to that show (5&amp;6). In addition, senior executives do not take your concerns seriously. Avoid like an epidemic, you won't be happy**The person's job title has been removed due to defamation claims from the accused. Director: Shawnda Adams While working for KOCO, this person has experience: gender discrimination, a toxic work
environment as a whole. Former news director resigned. After someone filed a complaint with the organization's HUMAN RESOURCES department, some of them were favored by others. Standard holiday policy double during sweeping surprise stations Prosecuted for racial discrimination. A toxic culture in the sales department, too. Everything starts at the
top. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, toxic negatives: The new news director is trying to change the culture. GM plays silly about not knowing about what goes on there. But it all started at the top, the news director: there is currently no, in general fashion, the lifetime of the news director here is no
more than two years old. One year earlier, Warren Stewart lasted a year and a half (should be faster because he was delusional) while working for KJRH. Anyone who leaves this station as a journalist, anchor, producer, director, photog, etc. will go one to do bigger and better things. These people literally pulled themselves, then some. The manager, on the
other hand, will run this place down to the ground. It's hard to tell whether cruel morale is a corporate fault, but the station, in my humble opinion, will remain a formidable work environment as long as GM Amy Calvert continues to act as the boss. Has anyone found out how strange she gets on TV? She seems to be focusing on VOSOT or PKG every week.
I've never seen GM put her face on TV, let alone as often as she does. I've heard from the producers the dominant part of These Amys is the Need to Run. I hope that before you accept a job offer from this station, you will get the opportunity to read this review. You may get buyer's remorse. Everyone I know of it escapes from this insincere infrastructure,
telling me it's like weight being lifted off their shoulders. Every department has at least 2 short staff, so if you want to work too hard for the least livable wages, this job is for you, but hey, at least the ratings are good...wait.....my mistake....they die every day just like in it is a good day if the morning post 0.2 sometimes, as fluke, one of the evening shows will
finish at 2 or even 1. The last time I heard (since I didn't work there anymore) There are 1 producer scribbles and booths both 2 and a half morning shows. I believe that 10pm producers are usually producers who have already done it in previous shows as well, that's outrageous. They will tell you that overtime is an option, but the manager will. Go backwards
to prevent approval. A few years ago, when Warren Stewart was our station manager, we had a lot of overtime since he fired the production manager at the same time as another news director resigned. But then Warren certainly made a studio update. He had to lose some budget from nowhere because the organization didn't send any money for any such
improvements to every credit card that every manager had, and then out of our blue overtime was cut. The amazing thing is that after reno our ranking jumps from the last to.....last place Wah. Another thing you may find is that if you stay there long enough, eventually you will make a little more money through fundraising every year. That's very common, but
as soon as bosses notice that you're making more money than your less experienced friends, they'll train you out of there in a fake way to make room for a budget. I've seen it happen. Obviously, one person can't criticize management and restrictions. On the budget side, he was the head of meteorology. I don't know how much it's true, but I hear that he has
(if not many) friends at the corporate level at Scripps, that wouldn't bother me much if he didn't have the worst work ethic of anyone I've ever worked with. He was at the station where I worked directly with people with corresponding problems. He was drunk with producers and directors alike during the show all the time. Sometimes I'll stop myself and think,
hey, I think it's been a whole week since our Chief Met didn't do anything to make me worse. It's like a clock, but as soon as I thought he was doing something stupid in the air, He'll say, um, a bunch and put more turkey graphics than the Wednesday before Thanksgiving instead of Thursday in an extended forecast graphic. At least once a day, he wasn't
ready for his first wx hit, even though we typed him a rundown and told him the point of emptiness when he came up. That kind of thing, however, he can't touch - completely doom free. The better meteorologist than him at the station has resigned from the real injustice of having a buffalo as the face of the division wx a long story short, you may make good
friends all the way, but you won't make money and you will suffer. Don't work here, director: Greg Shepperd Experience Explain: Nightmare While working for KOAT, this person has experience: sexual harassment, racial discrimination, gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. There is a constant verbal and physical change between
employees at KOAT, a well-known director slapping his fist on the table when someone in the production made a mistake during a live show. The man was upset about two months ago and freed the employee. The change of people has caused another officer to panic. Last week, I walked in to the desk editor, assigning only two people. It is also ongoing.
With photographers losing their coolness while covering stories - throwing keys at journalists throwing serious door gear slamming, it is known at KOAT that if you report any workplace abuse, the deal will retaliate against the victim. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negatives, toxic: there aren't
enough people working here for the number of items we have. There are rumors that they are prepared to give anchors to morning show journalists that they hire straight out of college because they know they can take advantage of her, which means many more qualified employees will be cheated. It's another big problem here at KOAT, please send help,
but not hearst company because they won't do anything! While working for KOAT, this person has experience: there is no perfect newsroom, and this room is not a problem, but reading these reviews, most people who work here can remember the voices of the reviewers, especially those who seem to prefer to write reviews than they prefer to write new
content for the list. Again, this newsroom isn't perfect, but there are a number of bad apples that like to put all the places down and write reviews on forums like this and junk blogs like FTV Live and then complain that we don't have enough staff. Maybe if they stop writing crappy reviews and discourage people from applying - we can get a full staff so people
don't have to work with bones. There are more amazing people than not, but there are a few who still bring the whole place down. How could everything get better? Get rid of those bad apples. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more toxic negative reviews: negative/toxic, since a few jerks are mentioned above. Press Director:
John Ehrhart John is new to the area and has big market expectations as far as the quality of work is concerned. But be aware of the challenges of working in a small market. His criticism is difficult, but mostly fair and well-intentioned, even if they come out in the wrong way from time to time. He cares more about the video and the look of the product than
anything, along with good writing. While working for WDTV, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. Excuses for handling in appropriate behavior and not knowing how to identify good abilities. The action that can be fired is brushed aside and the employee's concerns are not serious. There has been a large exodus of good staff due
to the toxic work environment created by executive favorites. Nothing will change or change. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: organized, unregulated, educated, open to creative control, positive, fun, negative, toxic comments more: good staff are truly good people. It's a young newsroom, but... Don't know how to squash a toxic
attitude and allow the best staff to walk out the door. Nothing will change until the administration stops ignoring their biggest problems that scare people into coming to work and pushing good people away from the industry. Director: John Ehrhart The news director has no sense of management or people's skills. He never stood up for his employees, was
aggressive and had unrealistic expectations of how the ncwv news cycle worked while working for WDTV. Good staff are beaten down and exploited, while others are praised for doing nothing wrong and completely toxic to the work environment. Discouragement and not a good place to be mental health is not a priority here. Use it somewhere else if you want
a successful place to learn and grow. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: disorganized, negative, toxic news director: Shawn Venhaus Classic, yes, man, it feels like he didn't think before giving an assignment to hear him make a journalist feel uncomfortable just overall, lower than the average news director. While working for
KFDA, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. The deal really changed the other cheek with the situation going on in the news. My boss who takes care of me and the rest of the people in my position, I feel disobeyed what's going on, and more importantly, what is our goal? Our primetime female anchor's particular ability was
burned several times and, as a result, all her disappointment came out on the production staff. She needs more help, but obviously didn't get it. Some journalists and others get forwards for other positions because they want to stay in the house and are just lazy at times. Have I learned a lot since I'm here? Yes, do I enjoy working here every day? My only day
was when I took a photo, which was rare. I've done it more in my old schedule, now I hardly do it. I want to do it more and journalists want me, but because this station has cut many positions and forced everyone to do millions of things, the quality of the work I feel has been hit. Don't stay here too long because I didn't plan it. This person described the
newsroom environment as a whole: a disorganized, negative and toxic news director: Adam Henning. Adam's a formidable manager. He doesn't know how to treat people or speak to people. He made a bad decision when it came to judging his news. Is it his way or the highway? He doesn't need information from anyone, general manager Michelle Harper.
Let him escape with the murder. While working for WHBQ, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. The environment is !!! toxic. Everyone hates their jobs. People hate coming to work. Most people have little money, overwork and are treated poorly. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: unorganized, negative,
Read more: A scary place to work while working for WDAY This person has experienced: gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. The management of the current station is extremely toxic. Don't let the family own it and Station 1 tricked you! Yes, there are hard-working and caring people who work here, but many are under the radar of
the executive eye. If you are a man, you should suck up to hardcore management or otherwise you will be the only place holder until the end of your contract. If you are a woman ready to show legs to the boss! Promote and give women what they want if and only if they look the part in the eyes of the executives! Seriously, if you want to sell yourself as a
prostitute without being one, then work here. If you pride yourself on being honest without looking, then look the other way and don't waste time here. They need to do a full sweep of the station management and start again in order to move forward, and again, if you are a man or a woman who is quite interesting, you are just ready for the ride. Only women
who qualify as secret victories have been progressed, and it shows the sight and reputation of the station. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized, toxic negative comments: intense management requirements and ethical overhauls. Director: Jennifer Dale Experience Explain that: Scary. She's a little manipulated and
that's why the whole newsroom wants to leave. While working for WCSC, this person has experience: a toxic work environment as a whole, ND talking to people, calling them out in front of colleagues for things she considers trash issues, talking to her staff, their friends, and much more. My former colleague is the best person in the world and the station itself
is good at work, but the toxicity she put into the work environment causes a lot of anxiety and fear. Being called stupid on a daily basis is never the way everyone should live. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a disorganized news director, minus the poison: Maggie H. Maggie. That's good, but play favourites and definitely panic.
While working for WIFR, this person has experience: the overall toxic work environment, ND treats me okay, but it only takes a single day to notice that she has her favorites. She was also very alarmed for the little events, the rest of the staff thought they were better than everyone else. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: additional
comments that are not organized: not worth... Anchors will not leave impossible to move up. Reporter: Andy Pederson's experience explains: Absolutely horrific work – the worst job while working for KTVE/KARD. I was sexually and verbally harassed by (someone to manipulate)** It was my first job out of college and I thought it was normal to have an older
white man staring at my butt constantly, commenting on the tights I was wearing and even going through me to 'casually' touch my butt. He has a very specific type. After he hired me, he hired a skinny and brown woman as if he had a genre. He married my son and preyed on me all the time. I had to go to Corporate to report him because my HR
representative at the time wouldn't do anything about it. The organization brushed it under the carpet, despite the fact that I had about 4-5 instances as evidence. When he wasn't preying on me for sex, If you go to myarklamiss.com you will notice that only 4 men work at the station and the rest are women... This person described the newsroom environment
as a whole: more disorganized comments, negatives, toxic: I finally transferred it to another station and didn't want to look back again. But don't work there if you're a woman. You run the risk of working with a sexual predator and will have little control over your situation. **The person's job title has been removed due to defamation claims from the accused.
Director: Scott Pickie Picky has his favorites. You're always wrong no matter what happens. No suggestions have ever been given. Like I said, if you're on his good side, there's no problem. While working for KOSA, this person has experience: the overall toxic work environment KOSA is the default market and they advertise like this, but the way Pickey treats
you, it's not worth working there. GM Don Davis is worse than that. It's all about the bottom line and cares about the product only, not the person. He's the reason there's a human resources problem at the station. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: organized, positive, fun, negative, toxic, additional comments: the people you work
with are excellent, managing problems. Reporter: Tai Takahashi tai is a good but very passive person while working for WJTV. The last dead station on the market, and there is a clear reason why, ranked third out of three stations, there is a tedious idea of refusing to change. Employees overwork, underpaid and unused, are still a great place to gain
experience and grow. Don't expect to enjoy doing it. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: no negative studies are organized, more toxic comments: a lazy and very old-fashioned primary anchor that has been there forever. Outdated presentations, young producers lack passion or drive. This station is run by an assigned manager
who has a bad attitude and very toxic management skills. Uncontrollable passive leadership Newsroom, but it's a great opportunity to learn. The market itself will teach you, not the station, and if you do it, Director: Ernesto Romero While working for KYMA/KSWT/KECY, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. A very toxic
environment to work ND play favorites, employees do not conclude, have a large ego/disrespect each other. Very high turnover rate FOX/ABC/CBS/NBC/Telemundo affiliates are all under the same roof. It's a shame because it's a great community with so much story potential. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a disorganized
news director, minus the poison: Liz Haltiwanger. Speaking negatively to people is completely absent and impossible to hold on to, while working for KKTV, this person has experience: a toxic work environment as a whole. Most of my problems came from the news department and the top management of GM/ND was completely missing and nothing could be
done around the station. Anchors and EPs talk about people as if they are not human. I've heard a lot of sexual and racist comments from both news anchors and engineers. But I've never felt targeted. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: unorganized, open to negative creative control, toxic, more toxic comments: less pay than
other stations in the market, and the frightening benefits are generally useless. Employees for a long time seem blind to issues such as benefits and ridicule anyone who leaves their careers/lives. Most younger journalists and producers are understanding and supportive. There are double standards depending on how important people (anchors/EPs) like you
are. The biggest advantage is the creative flexibility we get. Reporter: Veteran Andrea Stahlman explaining: Terrible. She was never there and when she did nothing. While working for WLKY, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. Everyone has to try to get out. They don't believe in mental health and threaten prosecution all the time.
You almost feel like you're in high school again. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: The director of negative and toxic news: Jerry Howard Jerry. A wonderful leader who truly treats his employees as if they are important. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: education, exposure to creative control, plus,
more fun comments: This station used to be the most toxic work environment I've ever worked in. That was before our new news director. Jerry took it. Jerry's god sent to this station. The former news director. Ashley Hall ran the station to the ground. She deteriorated the toxic deal and was not a leader in any capacity while she was a news director, people
constantly breaking promises in order to get out and save their sanity. Those who stay through their contracts are very honest about their intention to leave, but in her last 6 months at the station she did not employ a single new one. - Out of our station, 8 people briefly, all in position on the air. Jerry is working hard to rebuild the station, basically from the
ground up. Jerry saved lives. He was kind, kind, helpful, very helpful and knowledgeable. He has a tough road ahead of him, but he is doing everything he can to build a station and people completely degraded by Ashley. Jerry's motto is take care of it a lot, it shows, and it shows. He brings a positive attitude to the newsroom every day and encourages and
elevates. Under Jerry's leadership, this newsroom is transforming into a place that supports their employees and understands the pressures this work brings. I worked under Ashley for two years and was ready to leave, but because she announced that she was leaving, I decided to stay and give Jerry a chance. - I'm glad I did. I absolutely enjoyed working
under Jerry. He is a breath of fresh air for the newsroom that gets gas. Press Release: Phillip Hickman Personally, he cares about his staff. Sometimes to the point where they are not as disciplined as they should be. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: no organizing, education, exposure to creative control, plus, more fun
comments: overall can be a mess, but a wonderful place to start. A lot of people who will be friends for the rest of their lives pay rough, but it's more business than this station. Reporter: Veteran Eric Walters explains: Toxic while working for WBTW, this person has experience: racial discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. I would not recommend
the station to my worst enemies. If you are considering a job here, prepare for the worst. It's very chaotic and management doesn't know how to communicate and treat their employees. Prepare to work on a day when you don't have a deadline, prepare your story to change just to accommodate your favorite employees. If you ask for a holiday, the assistant
news director (Donald) will do her best to break your plan. Their agenda is more important to them than your health. There are also no constructive suggestions. The news director should talk to you every six months about your progress, but it never happens. If you don't get the story before the competition station (where there are employees who have been



there for more than +20 years), you'll be able to find a way to get the story. They'll talk to you. You will also be sent to a dangerous area where a shooting/murder occurred in the middle of the night, even if the police are no longer there. Your safety is not a concern. This station... The only good thing I have to say is that the community they cover is fantastic. I
built a wonderful relationship with someone who was very welcoming. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: additional, untidy, negative comments are toxic: please don't make the same mistake I made. Before taking the job, I read negative reviews about RateMyStation, but I still decided to move on. The worst mistake I could make in
my life. Everything that the last journalist wrote was true, and I know how hard it is. You don't want to get a job and find yourself paying a buying fee later. They will try hard to make finding your next job difficult. If you take the job, make sure you update your reel frequently when you decide to go out too. Good luck, Press Director: Veteran Cj Hoyt explains:
Bad while working for WHTM, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. We have an arrogant photographer who thinks he's because he has emmys and hits in the intern (you have to see it really convincing). This individual MMJ university describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized, toxic negative comments: a
group of working lives here. Harrisburg is a formidable city to continue overall work. Director: Maggie Hradecky Explains: Miserable While working for WIFR, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. The deal is a joke here. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negatives, toxic:
all places have pros and cons, but other stations in the city do not leave here for reasons ND is controlling, playing favorites and changing between her emotions throughout the day, victims of others just trying to work. You can learn a lot here if you work with and next to the right people. But wages are pathetic, but they spend billions to buy other companies.
They need to re-evaluate the news director and find someone who can make it less like working on a tornado that never stops spinning. Director: Greg Shepperd Experience Explained: The newsroom has a problem because of his ND assistant while working for KOAT. I just left after so many others in 2019, some people worked hard there, and all the
miserable ND people, his best friends and assistant news directors treat people like dirt and she is CLUELESS, the joke that works in the newsroom is how Melissa Williams will know there's a problem and she's out early every day. Which manager walked out at 4:30 a.m. or 5:15 a.m. during a news broadcast, how about helping producers who just produced
3 dhows in one day? No, no, she's doing her nude minumum and Greg. Take care, they'll tell you how much you suck in your job. Not sure if they were hired specifically, new GM Melissa told employees that she was making changes, which seemed unprofessional on her part. But she's also a joke. More people leave it under her watch over the next 2 years
that I'm here, they add more news, won't hire any experienced people, everyone is looking to get out and fight the contract if they have to do it, stay away until Hearst comes in and brings GM and talented people to the news department. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, toxic negatives: hearing
corporate human resources, visiting the station and interviewing most staff a few months ago, including me, before I left. She asked a lot – why hiring an experienced new EP resigned after 3 weeks of work, and why I, although the station rarely brings job applicants, even though many people are applying. He also asked about the overall perception of the
new GM, which allowed newsrooms to suffer throughout the year and as a result lost many good ones. She added the news, ignoring that employees would put on good shows throughout the day, as a lot of people still leave. The year 2020 will be worse if they don't get to act together and start treating people who get the news on the air like they appreciate.
Pay attention to HEARST News Director: Greg Sheppard Experience Explained: So-so while working for KOAT, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. Greg isn't as important as his incompetent Asst. When she decided to come to work all day, she made a terrible decision and set up a station for an ongoing prosecution. She spends
forever approving the script, and then when she turns something completely wrong, which almost every day she does not accept and blames another journalist or manager. They don't care when the audience calls about these big mistakes to get the prosecution station. Journalists and producers don't know what she does on a daily basis. She sat in her
office with the door closed. Greg won't admit that she's a big liability because they're personal friends. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a more disorganized comment: @hearst care that this station for more than a month, there is no light around the station for the 3am crew or the night crew, the parking lot is black, the staff are
left to walk in and out, afraid. Dozens of employees have expressed concern to the manager. They're just saying they're doing it. This station has a lot of calls to the police about drunk, and armed people just walk into the property and they think it's okay not to put fire or find other solutions. Temporary. This place is a great place 6 months ago, it was terrible.
Reporter: Mark Krathum has my ups and He can come out as a good person, but there are moments of him. Sometimes his needs and expectations are unrealistic and unreasonable. While working for WDVM, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. The newsroom as a whole is very toxic. If you're exploring a station, most people
will say they don't like working at WDVM, the news department focuses on story quotas, which sometimes don't always work or make sense. They will give you an hour's drive for the big story, but will still expect you to turn vosot on a separate story. You need to find and present your own story. If you have problems meeting quotas However, most of the work
comes from people who are willing to be interviewed on camera, which is never taken into account when they write to you for missing quotas. In addition, assigned editors and executive producers are also thugs. They were yelling at people and not encouraging people. The assigned editor has anger management issues and has crossed the line several
times, talking to employees. The news director never corrected the problem properly. Stations are sometimes overworked, which is very unethical. For example, they will have 4 journalists .m cover delayed and live stories. The same reporter also had to change the pkg, keeping them beyond their shifts. Overall, it .m's a very stressful job with low wages.
Managing at the station makes things more stressful. Working at the station will make you want to go publicity. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more unorganized comments: it was a starting station near the D.C region. If you have been hired to work at WDVM for 1 year and try to get out. It's not a good job unless you're a full-
time anchor. Director: Diana Castillo Experience Explain: Amazing Mentors This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: the study is open to creative control plus more fun: this is the best startup market ever. Within a month of living here, Sousse feels at home. All the staff are very friendly and helpful. Can everyone help you in some capacity
if you have questions. Diana sat down with you and criticized what you wanted to go. She loves it when you have creativity that affects our audience. If you second guess your live shot? Just do better the next day. Make a mistake? Do you affect someone's life today? Yes, this is a feature that drives the market and people like good and positive stories.
Breaking news doesn't happen very often when it gives everything you have. This is a station where you can shine, grow, learn and move up. Family-friendly newsroom, news director: Alex De Leon, Alex truly cares about him. During my interview, he promised to get me ready for my next job. A year later, I landed in the top 40. This person described the
newsroom environment as a whole: a positive study, fun news director: Rick Moll Experience. Explain: Nice Guy, TERRIBLE MANAGER while working for WSLS, this person has experience: gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. Loyalty is priceless, but for whatever reason the news director doesn't like you, you'll be demoted to
someone he likes. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, toxic negatives: producers were up college and had no field experience, but they controlled the newsroom, reporters and anchors who ran the business for more than 5 years were not respected, and their story pitch was thrown away because the
23-year-old producer didn't like them. There is no team here, if the producers don't get what they want, the crew is often liked and reprimanded by the news director. Loyalty and hard work are not rewarded. New employees are getting important shifts and greed. No matter how hard they work or how long they are, they will be demoted in favor of executives
who favor people, and then it's justified by saying it's too bad and excused that no other employee has ever heard of it. There is zero chance for a breakthrough in the newsroom, you may apply for a job, but the management will not accept your application and will put you in the same position. The majority of employed are young women (aged 22-28) white
and blonde. Showing problematic behavior (showing late, bad attitudes, helping other employees) does not solve the problem. We have heard employees for years asking them to stop at weekends and replace them with new employees, but management won't move anyone because they want new hires to be happy. Director: Greg Shepperd Experience
Explained: So-so while working for KOAT, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. The biggest problem is the expecially assistant manager ND that is a mixture of clues and just doesn't care. She rarely had or was out during our afternoon news because producers needed help and journalists were asking for script approval or
assignments. She says one thing throws you under the bus if her boss wants it a different way. The stations in the last 6 months have ignored the facts at all. All managers were going in different directons and forgetting safety, not @hearst their staff walked in and out at 11pm in complete darkness because no one cared that the entire parking lot fire was
destroyed for a month. The station has a lot of problems with the madman in the accommodation. The police took hours to arrive and they felt it was ok not to light a fire in the area. No security, the manager said it would be fixed eventually. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: unorganized news director: Tom Lewis Tom Lewis is
tough when he wants to, but also the best boss I've ever had. He cares about his employees as people and helps them jump to the next market. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: education, exposure to creative control, plus, more fun comments: WMBB is a wonderful startup market with surprising, great amount of breaking news
to cover. You learn a lot at this station, and with the change after Hurricane Michael, the newsroom environment has improved. The staff is friendly and only wants you to succeed. This station breaks the race in breaking news and tracking important stories. It's a clear number 1, Tom Lewis is a great boss to work for. While some people have negative
comments about his leadership, I have had a lot of positive experiences and learned a lot from him. I highly recommend working at this station, especially if you are just starting out. Reporter: Veteran Eric Walters explains: Toxic while working for WBTW, this person has experience: racial discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. Negative working
environment This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more unorganized comments, more toxic deletions: if you want to fail; They act like the last station in this DMA, preparing to do extra work besides mmj people hate this station. Contact past and current employees and do your homework before signing on to this awesome station.
Reporter: Roger Gray's experience explained: The worst supervisor I've ever had while working for KVII, this person has experienced: gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole, Roger Gray has no business in charge of any news department. His behavior towards his staff was inappropriate, unprofessional, and completely changed the
morality of the newsroom. We went from winning in the market – hardly keeping our heads above water due to the lack of overall leadership. He was able to accidentally reply to an email insulting employees in front of their colleagues. He slept in the office, constantly trying to hold on even though he didn't have a business behind the desk, and treated
women like second-class citizens. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: by hiring Roger Gray, Guyanne Taylor (GM) alone dropped all the momentum this station gained as a market leader. I loved working here legally when I was first hired. Previously, ND encouraged creativity, pushed
us to win and gave us high standards. Guyanne pushed her out of the door. And this is She's got a The main talented newsroom, Amarillo, called it quits because Roger Gray had transformed the news department into an environment I didn't want in my worst enemy. Thank you for leaving, Director: Doris Lewis Experience Explain: Not a good woman, a brief
and dumb conversation lacking ethics and understanding, while working for KTNV. No one is happy bringing inexperienced people and bad corporate decisions to put the station in the last place. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized, negative comments are more toxic: no one in their mind will work there. Unless
you want to be treated like a robot and let go for no reason whatsoever. Director: Rick Erbach Experience Explained: Toxic, Micromanaging, While working for WGNO, this person has experience: a toxic work environment as a whole, you know, do what you love and you won't have to work in your life? I went into the TV business to do that. I lost my passion
at WGNO, the manager turned my passion into a job I was very depressed at working there. I left the station with a more talented manager who truly cares about your growth and development. I have that passion back. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: I'll avoid this station until ND
Rick Erbach and GM John Cruse disappear. Most days, the morning show was rated 0.0 and the hash mark, you know it's not good if the manager celebrates with a cake, if one show wins one station in 3, it may take years to undo the damage that Rick and John did to the station just to his #3, but Nexstar just took over, so maybe there's hope. News
Director: Veteran Geoffrey Roth explains: Not helpful or reliable. Try to make everyone mmj with their mobile phone. While working for KMTV, this person has experience: gender discrimination, this person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: additional, unorganized comments: mass circulation. More people resigned and were fired. Much worse
in the past year. Reporter: Sally Ramirez is definitely the best news director in the business. She believes in her team and opens up every opportunity to create better journalists and people. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: organize, embrace creative control, plus fun. It's a unique place. The newsroom is fun to be in. People like
to work here, director of news: Rick Erbach Experience Explain: Accessible but lacking This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more unorganized comments, more toxic removals: Most people who work here really hate working here, and would rather be at another New Orleans station with a talented manager. There is a lack of
visibility and that leads to a power vacuum (e.g. AM EP sleep and technical director AM leading to editorial meetings), most employees are very excited that Nexstar will eventually take over and install talented managers. Director: Brad Ginsberg Experience Explain: Scary while working for KNOE, this person has experienced: gender discrimination, a toxic
work environment as a whole. Brad kept his newsroom very much to save money to look good in the eyes of the organization. Meteorologists work too hard, just like the rest of the staff, but during severe weather there are only 2 meet on staff and we work 6-7 days a week to sleep very little. He would promise things constantly to separate individuals, but then
turn around and recant the order. He was clearly intimidated by women and rarely looked them in the eye. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, toxic negatives: Brad Ginsberg and Laura Long, the station manager, were struggling to keep the station afloat. More than 25 people have left due to their
poor management. They are severely underpaid and their employees, and because of being constantly short employees, all their employees work very hard. I was hired for a weekend meet, but was working all day, weekends and mornings to meet, but didn't get paid such a price. When I asked for a little money, I laughed out of the room essentially. On my
last day there, I was told that I didn't have enough experience or good enough to be a morning meteorologist, but they obviously didn't rush to find out what they saw as having met. The chief meteorologist, who has been with the station for many years, was forced to leave primarily because he had extended his PTO and Comp days and they refused to pay
him on the day he worked. Brad is forcing whoever he hires to sign before they arrive at the station because no one wants to stay when they arrive, until the current deal is evicted from the station. Director: Diana Castillo Diana is an amazing ND! She was very involved in the newsroom and with her staff. We are the smartest smallest staff on the market, and
Diana also easily seized on the best ND evening news on the market. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: education, exposure to creative control, plus, more fun comments: KMEG is a CBS affiliate in Sioux City, Iowa and part of a duopoly with KPTH FOX 44, collectively known as Siouxland News. The news director is Diana Castillo,
and she also serves as an anchor 17 .m. She is heavily involved in daily activities in the newsroom and works to keep everyone in control of the creativity of employees and opportunities to branch apart them. Job description, if the person chooses, morale at the station is mostly positive and all the staff are friends outside the newsroom as well! One
complaint about this station is that they were constantly being made too little. This is not necessarily the fault of executives, but rather the Sinclair Broadcast Group, since Sioux City is one of their small markets. They often make hiring freezes on management, leading to everyone working long hours. Overall, this is a great station for the latest graduates to
keep feet wet, plenty of opportunities for liveshots and creativity! Also, when you are ready to move up, Diana will do everything she can to help you get to your next market. Highly recommend this station! Director: Brian Neal Experience Explain: Below average, while working for WLEX, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. This
station is under new management and has undergone many changes, not necessarily better. First, the news director does not know how to manipulate people, bad behavior is rewarded, while hard-working employees can't take a break. The first time the assistant news director was a good person, butnalso couldn't handle people and didn't like confrontation.
Many complained, people handled rubbish, talking behind the scenes of other employees. Green journalists, producers and photographers are hired, but nothing is done to help them learn the environment, sink or swim. A lot of people have been evacuated. The selection of some stories has been updated due to the station purchased by Scripps and there
are many photographers here for stations of this size. There are also a lot of shows and live potential, that's the main positive. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: unmanageable exposure to negative creative control, more toxic comments: if you're new to business and looking to learn, don't come here. If you're somewhere between
looking to climb the stairs, pick up your reel and go out. Director: Jacque Harms Experience Explain: Amazing. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: educational arrangements, exposure to creative control plus fun, more comments: This station is truly diamond in the rough. Reporter: Paul Alexander is a dinosaur. A weak man who can
not make eye contact, he is lying and cannot be trusted. While working for KRIS, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. I know Scripps is a solid company with excellent stations, but recently KRIS TV has come nothing more than hooterville station in the backwoods of the back city of the Gulf of Mexico in Texas, where the new grand
get their first job was met with almost dead in their final job. The first day on the job I got my camera and it was. They just got it back refurbished and they never checked it out before I started my job. The key red flag provides a cheap mobile camera with many settings that the chief photographer has a hard time finding out. With a tripod with a locked handle
and a pad that doesn't lock the camera, the mic sticks where the cube falls continuously. lav mike with xlr cable made permanently stuck. The problem continues with the camera chief photographer, who is a bad photographer who has not been fixed, which continues to shoot like a market. 1,029 non-market 129 with 17 years in business felt threatened by me
(and the only one who didn't applaud when my name was announced among the new employees in the conference I blame me as a user error and will not fix it when it is a previous user error and the negligence of the device. I've never worked with a journalist and sent out a rollover shoot and something stupid novelty that I asked if I could change into an
anchor suit and fall down. After watching a lot of company videos, including all kinds of harassment, I reported the chief photographer engineer who didn't want to intimidate Glares to the H.R. company since the station's H.R. manager was in Tucson, where KGUN TV never reached out by phone or email and reached me in the days after I left. Most cars I
have to drive will fail safety checks with poor breaks, bad broken windshields, flat tires, check engine lights and catalytic converters out. When I brought this to a few people I was asked, did you tell (chief photographer) Mike? I said yes, he walked away from me. What I can say to every station is Fredo, this person explains the newsroom environment as a
whole: more toxic negative comments: get an email from news director Paul Alexander to call chief photographer Mike Salazar ASAP, they are ready to continue work. When I talked to Mike, I asked what the shift was. He told me it came at 2 p.m. or at 4:00 a.m. Monday to Friday. He asked if there were any shifts I couldn't work for? I said I'm not going to
work a 4:00 a.m. shift. The next day I drove four hours for an interview. When I walked into the interview, I was immediately hired immediately. Paul didn't make eye contact with me, and that was a sign of weakness and someone you can't trust. In interviews, they never gave me a job description. I told them I wanted to help elevate the product and mentor
younger journalists. Paul asked, what shifts did you work for you? I said I wouldn't do an early morning shift at 4 am and I wouldn't work all night and weekend. I'll only work Monday to Friday and this is a deal breaker for me and I want quality of life to meet people and have girlfriends. I'll be here early, late for breaking news. Through background checks, I
emailed Paul needing to know about the shift before I reported to work on Monday. I had a bad experience where I appeared for a job, didn't know the shift and got a shift, I wasn't happy or promised to change and didn't get it written and there was no change when I walked into the door. He wouldn't answer questions and offered me a job without telling me
my shift. I made it clear what shifts I would only work on. My job offer letter has no shifts and I call and send an email. H.R. business partner Katie Ford, who works at KGUN in Tucson, has never been held accountable and lacks diligence. Finally, when I spoke to her on the first day, she told me that we were handing people according to our business needs. I
told her that nothing was assigned and reiterated what I told Paul and Mike on the phone, and in my interview, this was a deal for me. This doesn't feel H.C.chic says, then you have to make real hard decisions when they assign your shift if you want to stay or not. I said I never changed into writing, and if I didn't work daylight, I would resign. Two weeks later,
after 4pm, Mike called me and said, Paul, your schedule and schedule changed. I asked what it was like, and he wouldn't tell me. When I came back from my Vosot after 5:10 p.m., I went into Paul's office to record a conversation. I said I need to talk to you about my schedule. He laughed, I don't know. I don't know how to answer that question, that's your
schedule. I said I don't know what the schedule is. Paul said, Okay, good, if you're going to come out later. Mike came back at 6:20 p.m., and I recorded a conversation saying paul's schedule was going to be a 4:00 to one morning shift. I resigned immediately without prior notice, with no intention of returning and driving four hours back home. Called E.W.
Scripps the next day, reported my problem and I was told to call to call sick. The worthless and unprofessional Katie Ford girl who did nothing contacted me about my problem the day before and had no clue where I was leaving. I call or send sick emails using 3 sick days of my company, I accumulate to get paid for a week, write a two-week notice and don't
have to go back. Any new hire won't get a job if you don't have what you want to write, like your shift, and if you go to work there, be smart like me and save your conversations. Reporter: Alex de Leon, I don't know enough about what he's doing and really wants to help new employees. My writing skills improved with his help. This person describes the
newsroom environment as a whole: the study is open to creative control, more positive and enjoyable opinions: there is a lot of space for growth. There's a laid-back atmosphere all over the newsroom, but when it's down to business - everyone's been in the zone, it's been here for a couple of years. Team News Director: Steve Cohen Experience Explain:
Negative, while working for KUSI, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. No communication, any biased, close, outdated, reluctant to try something new, this person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: a disorganized news director, a toxic negative: The Matt McConico Experience. Explain: Scary, he is a thug who does
not have any news while working for WPMT. GM bullying is intimidating and generally threatens employees to do things. He forces people to do their jobs before their lives, forcing deadlines, retreating, leaving our job descriptions, and even if we have other plans we are forced to cancel or our jobs are threatened, ND is no better than he acts like he knows
what he is doing, but no. He's going to make a false excuse why we're doing this, even if it doesn't work and fails horribly. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: not working here, applying it elsewhere, it's not worth it. If you don't want to suffer, don't work here. Explain: Scary while working
for KNOE, this person has experienced: sexual harassment, racial discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. He was clearly turned on by an attractive white woman and held on to a pedestal in the newsroom. As a caucasian cis when he refers to a black employee as My brother or my sista, the whole newsroom crying. This person described the
newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: Brad Ginsberg. It's one of the most toxic news directors I've ever known. Micro Manager to Hide He'll tell you one thing and do one thing. Promise you that someone's job is still working there, even if they don't go. His favorite game is to pit the staff against others. He would pull
you into a private meeting and give you a little information about another employee who put them in a negative light, and then he did the same thing with that employee. If he's mad at you, He's an absolute monster about time, don't think about asking for time, even if you work six days a week, in the last 25 years out of this station because of Brad Ginsburg
until he's far away. Director: Lon Lucas He's fine... While working for WEEK, this person has experience: a toxic work environment overall, some companies and managers are okay... Many managers, though, have fewer skills in their jobs than college graduates. Sometimes you are blamed for endless mistakes and bad decisions. There is no standard of how
to do things ... especially disciplinary action varies from employee to employee. It's also, do what I say, not what I say. Of course This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: no management, education, exposure to negative creative control, more toxic comments: HR. Play favorites and if you're not, people won't listen to your side. If you
stand up for yourself, it is disrespectful. They also asked women about their cycles, which I was surprised didn't end up with prosecution. Also, if you don't clock out during breaks, you are a criminal. Director: Stephanie Hedrick Experience Explained: toxic, micromanages, While working for the KWQC, this person experienced: racial discrimination, a toxic
work environment as a whole. The station seeks to create a positive work culture, but it promotes rejection and management pits team members against each other. The morality of the newsroom is very low. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized, negative comments are more toxic: the station lacks leadership in the
news director, who rarely participates in day-to-day operations. She spends most of her time in GM's offices or out of the building. Everything she says is made up of lies, she tells people one thing and does the opposite, never follows. The main talent has been there for a long time, but the reversal is very high. The administration will try to turn it around as a
result of personal or family reasons when it is a really toxic and low morality. Reporter: Veteran Matt Waggoner explains: Okay, while working for WXIN, this person has experience: this toxic work environment as a whole, this person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized, toxic negative comments: management takes us out one
by one in mass shooting incidents... At least two dozen shots were fired in eight hours. Watch out for this newsroom... In fact, avoid the Nexstar newsroom altogether. Reporter: Jon Levy. Take care of the staff and do our best to understand each personal situation. While working for WCJB, this person experienced: negative comments as disgruntled
employees at the station were working to get rid of it. This station is a great place for the first working experience. Yes, pay isn't always good, but you have plenty of space to grow and learn, so if you have a good attitude and want to take advantage of all the opportunities that come your way, this is a great place. This person explains the newsroom
environment as a whole: education is open to more creative control, more opinions: great strides into the larger market. The administration will cancel what they are doing to help you with personal matters. Works alongside 3 separate large markets in the state. Director: Tina Commodore She is great at work by hand and so you do your job. This person
explains the newsroom environment as a whole: exposure to creative control plus fun, more comments: overall morale at this station is great. I love working. News Director: Veteran Jay Quaintance explains: Worst boss I've ever had While working for WJHL, this person has experience: a toxic work environment overall, Jay and his new assistant news
director, Britt Stack, as a joke. If you're wondering if you should come here or not, don't. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: I hate every day, managing to be funny, they are so understaffed, but they refuse to hire anyone except digital journalists only. Director: Sean McNamara He's
brand new. No judgment. Indeed, just being hired by GM while working for WDAF, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. People gossip and complain non-stop. Random people were fired. People are being pushed out with performance improvement plans. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more
disorganized comments, negative, toxic: mixed management. There are good managers and satanic spawning. Director: Phil Buehler Help his political correctness affect coverage. I believe he's the smartest guy in the room. Get the tip of the chair and kick box in the newsroom while cussing up the storm. This person describes the newsroom environment as
a whole: unmanaged, negative, toxic, more opinion: stress is handled horribly by management apart from the assistant news director. Claim for any reason, and you will be guilty over it. Reporter: Mark Krathum, the experience explained: Scary while working for WDVM. The assigned editor is a scary human being who is rude to everyone and is a snake. He
pretends that he is in your corner, then goes behind you to talk nd is diffuse and also delusional. Actually, GM isn't too bad from my experience. This is a terrible budget station, hardly any live images (not reading the prompt, I mean REAL LIVE SHOTS), only one digital person, no real assigned desk, no police scanner, only one executive producer who is
also assistant news director. There is no room for creative growth, they are stuck in doing things. In ancient times (not winning an Emmy in a year), ND was quite strange and suspicious of everything, even if there was no need either. Oh, and the pictures from the studio look like college kids projects. What does the director have the ability to focus on? They
are embarrassing, but for some reason this station believes they are part of the DC media market when they don't really. Looks like a 125 market or worse, good luck! This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: Nope....I'm just saying that if you're going to get this, you get it. Get in and get out.
News soon Experience Tom Yazwinski explains: Tyrant Tom – the worst man I've ever met. While working for KEPR, this person has experience: sexual harassment, gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. Want to know what it's like to go down that down. Welcome to KEPR, the most degrading and unhealthy negative news
environment you've ever encountered. Every other station on the market will earn more money than every journalist at KEPR, if you accidentally leave the phone charger in the ND car, it rips your head off, calls you a fool and cuss you out. I have experienced a lot of positive newsroom environments and know that this is a bad environment. It's really funny.
This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: the more untidy comments are toxic: don't work here, stay away from Tom the Tyrant, get a job at McDonald's. Director: Crysty Vaughan While working for WOLO, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. Who does the manager show favor in? There are times when
stories can be covered, but nope... come to sit on our butts and let other stations beat us like they usually do. Even if you go further than that, it won't be appreciated, but you will definitely get called out for something you didn't do, even if it was once. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: unmanageable, negative, toxic, more comment:
Please do not expect to make a pleasant wage anyway... Crysty has no desire to be a news director, she lacks management skills. She's kind of letting the assistant director call the shots. God forbid you present a good story, their 'news judgment' will say that's not a story, but you'll see the same story you threw on a rival station. I think WOLO enjoys #3, they
follow behind others and don't own those real corporate stories. Please don't expect to be criticized for the good work you do as well. The staff is very amazing, most have raw talent and great ideas, but are in the wrong station to show if the company brings in a new deal, then it will be potent, but as of now. Now....no! Other look at the news director: Sara
Howard, i'm The experience explains: Sara Ok, GM sucks while working for WTVQ. If ever there was a place where inmates ran asylum, this is it. Serial agitators are not selected. News directors were left powerless because of cheap general managers who succeeded in getting rid of talented and promising news directors. If there is anyone who keeps this
place together, it is a long-term manufacturer or main anchor for a long time. If you have a choice between getting a job at a #1ในตลาด 130 station and taking a job in the 130 market or studying at a graduate level, this person will be able to get a job at the station. The overall newsroom environment is: no defragmentation, education, negative, toxic
additional reviews: this station has potential. But the long timer that makes life in Lexington deserves better. They love the station. Reporter: Sarah Gray's experience explained: Well. She promised a lot and delivered a little. While working for WSAW, this person has experience: the overall toxic working environment, WSAW suffers from bloated egos. It's fun
to see bright-eyed young journalists come in, and a year later they're seriously considering whether they've made the right career path just because expectations are exceptionally high. But there is no support to reach them by the team. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: organize, no negative mess, toxic, more comment: boiling it
down WSAW is unusual, it provides an opportunity to those who seek them, but there is no thing to a place where someone tries to 'end up'. GM only treats the sales team well because it is his background and cannot understand or ignore the rest of the building's needs. In fact, the buildings they occupy are truly crumbling, but who cares since sales are well
done? News over work and understaffed, and promotions //creative services are always on the line. In fact, there was a bomb threat at the station and no one told those in the creative service to come back when it was safe to do so. No one is thinking of letting the whole department know GM is often awarded by the organization for being the cheapest
running station. This is not a good thing for your employees and you need to be aware of this. It is not recommended to expect your employees to give you the best job. But it does not provide tools for them to do so. I'm not saying you need a new camera, a new car or a new computer (which is what you have). You have to give your employees a pleasant
wage and support them in the project so that they grow and feel that the work they are doing is appreciated. How could you do this? Hire someone who cares, instead of GM, who can see cash cows walking around instead of people, and acknowledge the fact that negative attitudes from staying mainstream and new talent affect everyone in the building. If
someone can't and won't do what their job wants them to do, then they have to let go. Yes, it's hard to find someone who will come out in the middle of nowhere in Wisconsin, but if you treat your staff well, then a lot of people want to work for you instead of scraping the bottom of the tank. For a positive result: for those who work hard and learn from their
mistakes, WSAW can provide a stepping stone for a rounded news person. If you can look through all the crap floating around, you will find that working hard at the beginner station will give you the tools to succeed, but the negative thing can no longer be overlooked. Director: John Haferkamp Experience Explain: Shady lying while working for WSBT This
person has experience: racial discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. I think W in WSBT stands for WHITE - often said by a black South Bend audience. With the city's demographics, you'd think the newsroom would reflect that, but they did everything to travel for hours (like Michigan) to tell stories that didn't affect people of color as opposed to
talking to people in their own backyard. TEAM HATES RIVAL WNDU ANCHOR, Joshua Short, who is a black man who went viral in 2017 for his Black Friday clip. They are upset just because they are hardly #1 anymore, since WNDU is associated with their diverse team coverage and personality in the air. Editorial meetings often take bashing competitors
to punch journalists' heads, not to anger them even outside their working hours. John Hafercamp is a shady liar who ignores the success or well-being of his journalists. When asked questions in advance about performance, he tells them they are doing okay while planning their dismissal behind the scenes. He forced his team to create a situation where there
was no evidence to rid himself of the ability to stand up to him, but when there were every couple of years, they were treated horribly. He prides himself on operating a mid-market teaching station for fresh students from college, but only allows counseling for his favorite children. The administration followed his lead in teasing about immigration and people.
Their only audience is older white conservatives. It's Indiana, so it makes sense, but in the future their #1 will certainly be implemented. They are the opposite of new talents, better than their favorite talents. Never get any chance at the anchor table unless you're a favorite. This station is perfect if you're a young white journalist whose only ambition is to jump
to the Indianapolis market. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative toxicity: honestly, go to WNDU, if you want a positively entertaining environment where you don't resist your colleagues by managing, don't go to WSBT, the only good thing about the station is the look of the products in the air and
the cute dogs that come on the morning show, but even they bark at the team, make sense to the evil wildlife. Reporter: Kevin King, Kevin King is the director of the easy-to-use news. If you do what you have to do and change a good story, don't upset people, but you want to see all the hard news. Time is easy to say when you're having a hard time, but be
prepared to see what's changing if you're in trouble. In general, GM will do everything because he has to go through him. While working for KSFY, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. This place is integrated with #3 station in the market and a disorganized mess from the start. This person describes the newsroom environment as a
whole: additional, disorganized, negative comments are toxic: if you are not a favorite in the newsroom, do not expect any help with anything. Basically, you're alone all the time you're working. Need help shooting something you can hardly access the three forexs they have. The only time you are advised is if they think what should be done differently. All
scripts must be checked before editing. If they don't like it, expect them to turn into their own words. Favorites are selected in the newsroom, so expect a bad deal about you behind your back. If you do well, they will make you feel like you are not. You will drive up to three hours for the story by yourself and come back. Everyone is face-to-face each week, so
expect to be dragged by GM, he never gathers stories or treads in front of the camera, but thinks he knows what makes a good journalist. The newsroom may have all the full positions here and there. But it was severely affected. If you are interviewing, they will build this place because it is a new building with good technology. You get a penny paid to work
here, so don't expect financial stability. Do not allow overtime here and you will be asked to change your schedule and continue to change the story in less time. If you have mental health problems, this place will make it worse. Overall, Sioux Falls is a cool place if you don't like doing anything and like to live a small life. They're going to say it's an upcoming
city, which it is, but it won't change sometimes. People of color? Expect to feel out of place. The people who work there aren't bad at all, but managing to make life more difficult. Start somewhere else! Reporter: Mark Krathum is a news director who I believe truly wants to support young journalists. However, the idea was out of step with GM, Andy Wyatt, who
agreed that WDVM could compete with the real DC station. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: no negative education management, more toxic comments: the newsroom is chaotic with high staff turnover, lack of general direction and insufficient attention or resources to many local bureaus, despite the case that Nexstar is the first
local news company, the separation between ND and GM in terms of what the station should be least disappointed to say the least. An area that makes it difficult to imagine things will stretch until GM or ND caves to another is a fact that eventually hurts both employees and spectators. I would say that ND makes an effort to get the fresh experience of a
journalist as well as producing and seizing experience as he realizes that these things are important for people to move forward and rise. In contrast, some reporters said he was trying to undermine their efforts to land at other stations. In an effort to get them to re-sign. Director: Matt Wagner Apparently, while working for WXIN, this person has experience:
sexual harassment, a toxic work environment as a whole. People hate each other and stay there. Implications for sick calls I have seen women directly being treated differently than men. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, toxic negatives: Duopoly with wttv news director: Jack Acosta Experience
Explain: A clueless, while working for KENS, this person has experienced: sexual harassment, racial discrimination, an overall toxic work environment. When you meet a news director, he stares at you hard in a very creepy way. Very uncomfortable and I hate to have to go into his office alone Tegna HR is useless because they also have another department
boss who maintains his job after a big investigation. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: unorganized, open to creative control, plus fun, negative, toxic additional comments: ND rules by chaos, which are sometimes fun, but make journalists crazy and unhappy. There is no consistency with the news because of what he likes to
change on a daily basis. No philosophy or vision, I'm not sure why Tegna kept him there. He really deceived them. He boasted about the number of tight wads he was, and it was demonstrated by how many journalists did not live through the first contract. He will sleep with your face and deny it altogether. Turnovers are always at KENS, so be careful and ask
around before signing with that guy. Glad I moved on. Reporter: The experience Jeff Harris explains: thoughtful, curious. Good people push you to the best in an encouraging way. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: organized a positive study, funny, more opinion: this place was awesome under the last news director, but the time
was different here. Photographers are amazing and have a lot of value in storytelling. This place was amazing under Jeff Harris. He treats his staff fairly and also pays more attention to investigative journalism than gimmicks for ratings. We have the best content and news environment in the market hands down. Reporter: Matt Stein experience Explained: He
was a strange man at the time. For WAAY, this person has experience: a toxic work environment as a whole. Dead stations in the market are hardly resourced. The administration expects a lot with very little resources to give to journalists. Of course, everyone has a pitch, but it would be nice if a journalist had ever been assigned a story, a reporter (MMJ)
expected to pitch and open two packages per day, which is a lot. Especially without photos or giving stories. I work at other stations, assigning stories to reporters who are expected to open two packages per day. A manager supports a journalist who gets all the sales opportunities in the story. There is also no fodgen at this station. I'm still working here, but
plan to leave soon. He knows what we need to be successful. Sometimes it's hard to read and stand up, but his team's overall support is hard to read. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: no education management, exposure to creative control, plus more fun: the station is in recovery after years of poor management and poor
decision-making. The new management at the station is breathing new life into older products, including more community activities, more investigative consumer action stories and cosmetic changes such as new kits and graphics. The station is struggling to be the first to break the news and fight against the organization as a whole. While ratings have been
improved with new management and better decision-making, the market is highly competitive and no one station does better than any other station. In the demographic, it seems to be more headed than Indians and different ideas about what it should be. They need to be better organized to manage news assignments and expectations, and replace a few
bad or lazy eggs to get back on track for greatness. She's an evil, vindictive and evil woman who scares everyone who works under her job. While working for WRDW/WAGT, this person has experience: gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. News directors choose favorites and are better known for being more prejudiced towards
women than men in the newsroom. She destroys the careers of those who try to break their promises to escape from her demeanor, often cold, unfriendly and disgusting. She's been acting as news director for three decades, beyond me, because the newsroom itself has a reputation for high turnover and low morale. This person describes the newsroom
environment as a whole: more disorganized, negative comments are more toxic: this station is a disposable fire, and they are known to suck young people out of college into promises they can't leave. The atmosphere is cat and clumsy and morale is lower than ever. Avoid Total cost Reporter: Ed Reams's experience explained: Rough while working for
WKOW This person has experienced: gender discrimination, toxic work environment as a whole, this person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more toxic negative comments: Plan to stop for two years. Director: Matt Stein He offered higher salaries of MMJ men while working for WAAY. This station lacks a lot of resources. Please note that this
station does not have a fodog because Heartland Media does not believe in having a foc, everyone is an MMJ except 4 anchors. Obviously, this station is struggling financially because all the other stations in Huntsville have multiple shots, but this station does not. If this is your first station out of college, there is very little space for growth because you will be
an MMJ for 3 years before you are considered an anchor. The station also has a 3-year contract for the MMJ, which is a large red flag. No one wants to be in the starting market for 3 years. Black people's speeches didn't last long at the station. It's relevant. Journalists and all black anchors within the last 5 years at this station have never been on their full
promise. If you are considering this station, you must first visit before you sign a contract to make sure it suits you, and this individual company describes the overall newsroom environment: additional reviews that are disorganized, negative, toxic: visit the station before signing the contract. Reporter: Greg Shepard, Greg Shepherd, a freak in the control who
doesn't know the news. He is a deceitful micromanger without real skills. While working for KOAT, this person has experience: sexual harassment, racial discrimination, gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole, KOAT is the most toxic workplace I've ever encountered. They don't take your concerns seriously. Employees with allergies are
constantly questioned and blamed there for their severity. Despite efforts to alleviate the situation by leaving microwaves and refrigerators, staff had to leave the station due to an allergic reaction and managed to step in and fill out all the news. White men in the newsroom are constantly targeted, and our concerns are frequently ignored. Management did not
take appropriate steps to ensure that their employees suffer from medical conditions. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negatives, toxic: the problem got much worse, many times people had walked out in the middle of the shift, let the rest of us work more. It was a problem for months and the new
general manager didn't help the problem. Help yourself, heartache and drama, and avoid it at all. Reporter: Roger Gray while working for KVII, this person has experience: gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. Women are not allowed to have their own ideas in Sinclair. Whether that or not you are considered a boss or not, The common
way that women are treated by companies like that. I'm talking about the organization and Guyane Taylor, but don't even let me start with that guy Cory Bayle, too chicken to talk to other people, and then the others, this person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: Guyanne. I don't care about anyone
but yourself. I know a lot of people leave this station because of you. She serves to understand and advocate, but when it comes to what she tells the organization, it's a whole new narrative. The newsroom was led by people who didn't know how to run the newsroom. Glad I wasn't there anymore. Director: Darrell Leez-Adams Outstanding Journalist The best
connected news director I've ever worked with. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: organized a positive study, fun news director: Matt Templman Experience. Explain: Very toxic, run fast while working for KEZI. Very bad deal! You don't want to work here! This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a disorganized
news director removed the poison: Kay Norred, Kay Norred, and The Associated Press. It's the worst person I've ever known. While working for WFXR, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. I'll start with a few simple words: Don't work at this station! Never work with or for Kay Nord! It's plain and really simple. Imagine your worst
day at work and endless multiplication. You will come close to what it is like to work for this place day in and day out. My best day at this station was my last day when I walked out the door of the fire. Kay Norred is a walking definition of psychopath and narcissist, she acts all as good and sweet as it can on the surface and will stab you directly in the back as
soon as you turn around. She doesn't take into account your life or time outside of work hours. She expects you to work like a brainwashing robot. If she says jumping, you should ask if you can leave her Team A as soon as possible. You call a sick person and she will feel guilty for getting you on the call. She then makes sure that everyone in the building
knows you are not trustworthy because you spend the day sick. This is just the beginning of a very long rap sheet of trouble that almost everyone at the station has with her. I don't want to waste too much time talking about the littering fire at GM, the only logical string of words you'll hear out of her mouth is, from that point of view, and for that matter, Of the
time she didn't use it properly! She knows about all the problems people have with ND and doesn't do anything about it. She swept a lot of HR complaints under the carpet that she could easily be sued for poor Nexstar. The boss hates a morning guy who has a burning passion and believe me, you will hear him openly talk about it all the time. He had two
great meteorologists leave the station because they couldn't stand for him anymore. If you are a meteorologist looking for a job, you are better to predict for a small football league than work for John and the station. I'll close with these words again: Don't work at this station! This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized
comments, negative, toxic: I know it's easy to think that someone might exaggerate their experience. For the sake of your career, you will regret doing simple research, it doesn't take long for you to understand that WFXR is not the place you want. Reporter: Dan Fabrizio ND is small and uninteresting, takes a little indifference to his thoughts as a personal
challenge to his reputation and station in his short-term position. While working for WAVE, this person has experience: the overall toxic working environment, MMJs are not encouraged to do anything other than trace nd's line of quality reporting, whether those ideas are realistic or safe. Any comments other than it is unpleasant and the staff often feel
uncomfortable speaking up. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: organize, unregulated, toxic, this person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more educational comments: I learned a lot during the time I was there. The production crew was excellent to work with, they helped prepare me for the labor force. Director:
Brooke Rothenberg Experience Explain: It's very hard the way you have to kiss them to get what you want. While working for News 12, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. The workplace as a whole needs a lot of work to do. Many managers do not know how to talk to their employees. Sometimes they treat them because they are
better than them and should feel lucky to have worked at this station. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more unorganized comments, removes more toxic: working there as a freelance sucker, because you are not frequently called. In addition, a very small space to grow if you want to be a journalist or anchor. It's easy for you to
be an assigned editor or producer, but you have to watch your back. They always look to make sure you don't make mistakes. They will mock you behind your back to other discouraging employees. News director Brooke's assistant couldn't reach what she claimed to be. In addition, some colleagues are rude and feel because they are there longer that they
can talk to you. Totally unacceptable. A good place if you want to experience it, but don't stay there for a long time. Some anchors must be replaced. Don't represent a good network or community. Press Director: Mike Mickle, general manager and news director, showed a very poor leadership. The news director is hardly ever in his newsroom and spends
more time with outside duties than his news. While working for WHBF, this person has experience: gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. This is a toxic work environment, especially for women. Men are promoted and adored more than women, even if they are unqualified and even senior. This person describes the newsroom
environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: this is a very toxic work environment. There are very few resources, journalists overwork and very little paid. Journalists are not trained and have no suggestions, so there is no chance to grow. There is little to no leadership in this newsroom, and those responsible do not take the best
interests of their team or the future of the station to heart. Avoid this station altogether. Director: Victoria Specco Victoria is one of the most incredible bosses you've ever worked with. She is the leader of the team and creates an amazing newsroom environment. She will be very encouraging but fair and use you against your strengths while developing your
weaknesses. If you're hired in the Florence Office, Tony is equally amazing at work. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: educational, positive, fun, more comments: This is probably one of the best stations to start your career if you get a chance or make a bigger jump to the market if you come from a small station. The culture is
incredible, the team is friendly. Everyone tries hard to produce the best news possible, and when they move on, it's a very large market. Oh, and you can't beat the beach! Reporter: Lauren Weppler and Anthony Knopps, Anthony is good enough but quite lazy to deal with problems and often through duty with Lauren. While working for WTOL, this person has
experience: an overall toxic working environment. The newsroom is full of gossip, backbiting, and selfishness. The producer is rude, aggressive and very crass - one producer refuses to be wrong or accepts it, and is often known to complain or email management about someone she feels guilty of. Very clique-oriented newsroom EP often chases breaking
news with questionable judgments (empty house fires, Crashes, theft of Grab &amp; Go gas stations) A female anchor who is puzzled by ego problems who loves to deceive people through group emails. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: not a good market in general, Toledo is
gloomy, dangerous and cold. Explained: Scary, not feeling worth, not feeling like a journalist, there is no real help to be better. Just overrall is not a good place to work while working for WBND. It doesn't matter if you're not from an area or region, they expect you to change the field that is only hard news. Feel anxious when writing packages or Raggedy
device VOSOTs and you will be blamed if there is anything wrong with it, even if it is already rough. It's just a very stressful environment. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: I had not listened to previous comments. They're right. I should go with my other options, but I'm chasing a little
money and regret. Now I'm afraid to sign up for another station or even guess twice as a journalist. Protect your mind and happiness!! Reporter: Scott Lawrence Scott is a very nice guy, but completely unfit as a news director. He is bound by his desire to stick his fingers in prime-time news. What he did was write, edit and research for the 6pm show, other
shows didn't matter, and if you work for 6, expect to want to strangle him to tell you what you need to put in the news. If you work for another show, expect no help and zero fucks, so on how to take your live shot away or something else. My show went black because of master control one day and he told me that the show was great! He didn't even watch it.
He's busy with everything about 6, he doesn't stand for toxicity in the newsroom. He feared anchors, so now they are divas in small markets with big market ideas and run newsrooms. They worked there and he allowed it. While working for KFDM, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. I was bullied because I had knowledge, the
anchor disagreed with me just because the EP liked me and they had a bad professional relationship. I was screaming at once to quietly concentrate on other producers that I didn't care about the Kardashians and wanted to focus on the real news that went on in my news. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: No organized negative
studies, more toxic comments: Fuck 'em. My HR manager said. I'm wise to leave, they're in transition when I start, so I didn't sign a contract. She said thank God I wasn't happy that I had the courage to leave. She apologised and said she was trying to correct a negative and toxic environment. Director: Jon Levy While working for WCJB, this person has
experience: an overall toxic work environment. Toxic newsroom with pathetic excuses for manipulation This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, more toxic negatives: the story is all true, you don't want to work here!! Director: Morgan Schabb Experience Explain: hard work, micromanager, Unpredictable
While working for WAND, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. You can tell that everyone is burned and tired of being a microman. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: unorganized, open to negative creative control, more toxic comments: ND You tell me that morality is high, but I see the completely
opposite things during my time there. One goes for saying that whatever the point is, it will be wrong no matter what - yikes if someone calls to get sick or take a holiday, the station is not prepared. I saw journalists and volkswagens as producers. It made me re-evaluate my career path. But luckily I was interned at another station and made me feel better
about the industry. News Director: Kelley Dickens Experience Explain: Scary while working for WBND, this person has experienced: gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. Unsafe, cruel and deplorable working conditions, questionable journal ethics, disrespect of employees, unpaid overtime, inflexible, inconsistent schedules, bad
benefits, poor working relationships within the market, a formidable reputation within the market, many employees develop mental health concerns and good health. On the bright side, you will learn a lot and make some friends. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: no negative studies are organized, additional toxic comments: do not
be fooled by market size. Start at a station that caters to journalism and staff. Director: Maggie Hradecky I had a good relationship with her, but overall she was chaotic and disorganized. While working for WIFR, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. There is a panicked culture inside the newsroom, clear favorites and many false
promises. Management is a lazy mess and there is no clear direction for the future of the station. Many journalists and photographers left because of poor management and management, bent backwards for those who performed poorly. While the MMJ is encouraged to be creative and corporate stories, which rarely happens because of ND, she is a
controlling freak and does not trust the majority of the reporting team. Not considered and she hands MMJ a story she likes instead. The quality of the content is average, but very little is original/not from the press release. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negatives, toxic: the market gives the MMJ a



great start, a great experience in covering breaking news, crime, and learning all aspects of newsrooms. The station employs an anchor of more than 15 years of veterans, many of whom aren't retiring/retiring soon, so moving up is not an option here. When I came to KPLC I thought I was done with the finished news, but Jennell brought me back in, gave me
every opportunity and helped me excel. You won't feel uncomfortable or in a bad situation, you'll get plenty of creative freedom with your story, and ND is very hands-on to help you the best you can be. Director: Jenelle Shrine Great boss! She's a very nice, upbeat, very nice person. Energetic, and makes the newsroom environment friendly. This person
described the newsroom environment as a whole: positive education, more fun, comments: Can't choose a better starting point for my career. There is no other station there, so it helps you become more creative and try new things. There are so many turnovers, you will find a lot of people while there. The local community and staff are excellent and often
easy to work with. No perfect station, but I was very happy to start in Lake Charles. Director: Marybeth Jacoby Experience This person has experience: the overall toxic working environment, WVLT goes for about 4 months without ND, after the last one is fired because they want to make sure the next person is perfect. They chose the worst ND and the
person who would fill this role by choosing Marybeth Jacoby, I never felt beaten to someone. You can give all of you with this task or lazy and you will continue to be treated the same. It's really sad because this station has great journalists and anchors and the market is great, but the deal is terrible. A lot of people left their contracts early on while I was there
and couldn't manage. / Don't care. They don't see the problem as part of the problem. Management is about ego as well. When it comes to scheduling, it doesn't make sense. They seem to say that we're going to make everyone's lives worse, including our own, and they choose that. This place is a sinking ship that you should do everything to avoid. I
promise you your happiness means more. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a disorganized news director removing the poison: The Jack Acosta/Deborah Knapp Experience Explained: Toxic discrimination while working for KENS This person has experienced: racial discrimination, gender discrimination, toxic work environment
overall, KENS is not a good place for poc. Creativity and strong personality are not welcome, falling into a row, as he tells the staff, I control your destiny. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more toxic negative comments: ratings are an illusion. Now That Nexstar Has Taken Over Just Waiting. Never around in the last few months a
series of horrific employments and brought down the moral seriousness of the newsroom. While working for KGAN/KFXA, this person has experience: a toxic work environment as a whole, as with many newsrooms, they have very short staff, but many better employees are doing the work that others should do. It is also irresponsible. If the anchor changes
the script and makes the script invalid, it will always be the fault of others. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized, negative reviews are toxic: while there have been a lot of bad employment in recent months, there are still very talented people who deserve more credit. Fortunately, the news director wasn't there at the
moment. Reporter: Anthony Knopps and Lauren Weppler Experience explained: negative. The problem never manages. Toxic working environment While working for WTOL, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. Ongoing management does not deal with serious problems. Some of the problems are illegal. Tell them to spend the
day comps instead of giving overtime, which is also illegal. You are in the good grace of the administration if you do not stand up for yourself and allow yourself to walk through. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: under paid reporters. Journalists who have been there for three years will
be paid less than many. College people, newsrooms crawling with drama, gossip, backstabbing and lying, news director: Dave Ciliberti. The worst experience of my entire career was Narcissistic, spine, corporate child ass. While working for WCMH, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. This person describes the newsroom
environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: you get what you pay for. People who don't have too much experience who shouldn't work in the top 40 markets, Nexstar cares. And political posts. Big Jay here is a big joke. Reporter: Darrell Adams has a lot of comments. Good journalists get photographers every day and lots of live
experiences. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: organize positive studies, enjoy more comments: Our chief photographer is an NPPA god and holds regular workshops. Explain: Scary while working for KVUE This person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. Management doesn't get it. The news director really has no
business in the deal. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: disorganized, negative, toxic news director: Iain Munro. Led by intimidation when he felt he lost control. Praise and promotion of confidence are very rare and offensive. While working for KRQE, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. The air in this
newsroom is very thick with gossip, disgust and negativity that it can be cut with a knife. Employees who should* be newsroom leaders, such as experienced talents and longtime producers/managers, ND does nothing to reduce their inappropriate behavior (and have joined it, FYI) legitimate concerns from MMJs about how they are being treated are ignored.
No wonder many coming MMJs are dipping out of their contracts sooner! Tragic. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, toxic deletions: editorial meetings give mmjs anxiety, you never know how the mood manager/producer/anchor will be different each day, mmjs are often told to leave the meeting and 'go
around' for the story because the pitch is severely criticized, then MMJs won't do anything until the manager finds the story they like and the assignment, which is usually in the 11th hour, many times you don't know what you show until just one or two hours before the deadline. There is no encouraging creativity coupled with the absurd passion of managing
to get MOS for every #Unorganized story. You can definitely grow here. You will develop good critical thinking skills and learn how to dig up information. Because if you don't, you'll become one of the 'newsroom leaders' who speak openly, badly, news director: veteran Josh White explains: Mixed while working for KAIT. My time here is mixed. Work in
production and newsroom should have resigned several times, but I'm working to get out. The place has fallen over the years, losing two prominent anchors in less than a year. While most newsrooms treat each other like a family, there is a bounty. - Gossip among high school colleagues is a lot like Nd. Think of the former employer who runs the blog as an
important competition, despite many of our imitators. He also made me cut the last story of a journalist on her last day and then immediately fired her behind closed doors, but the entire newsroom testified. For this reason, I rejected several full-time offers from him and made him an arm length while I changed my career. Yes, turnover happens everywhere,
but we lose all journalists and have to start from scratch. New journalists are hired after they have to learn right away. Lost both sports anchors, so we don't have sports on air for two weeks. Forget about that. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: organize toxic negative studies, more comments: If you want to start your jump, don't do
it here. Most new hires capture the personality of the boss and then start counting down the days until their contract expires. If you are not fired on your last day or are abused, it is considered a victory. This place used to be fun, but it has fallen heavily in the last 12-18 months in terms of personnel. Many people don't want to deal with bipolar of depressed ND
up and down personality (which he confesses to fight). I used to sympathize with it, but I'm not anymore. I hope it recovers, but I probably won't be around for it. Director: Shawn Wainwright Sean is a news director just because he's a GM's right person. He doesn't have real qualifications for the position. His news decision is ok, but his ability to act as a
manager does not exist. He is not a clueless spine and cannot cope with any difficult situations. in an appropriate manner. When he finds out he's wrong, I'm not sure there's one person in the newsroom who doesn't have a pile of HR complaints against him or respects him at all. While working for KFDA, this person has experienced: sexual harassment,
racial discrimination, gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. Shawn hired only female journalists because he thought he could walk around them and liked watching them. He was encouraged by the deal. A good ol child who is incompetent from top to bottom who turns blind into ridiculous behavior that happens in the newsroom. There
have been incidents of one employee sexually harassing and even stalking another employee. - They call it hearsay and brush it under the carpet and act like it doesn't matter, even if law enforcement is involved. This is just one example of the dangerous and inappropriate actions they allow to go into that building. In terms of real news, you get the minimum
in terms of resources. When I say minimum, I mean you're having a good day if the device people don't get through your pocket for no obvious reason and screw it up altogether. Setting up your camera Other stations on the market will send 2 journalists and 2 photo journalists for a large breaking news event, KFDA will send a band of men and wonder why
they won. This often results in Shawn shouting pointlessly and telling hard-working and talented people that they are awesome at their job. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, more toxic: the redeeming quality of the newsroom is the ability to learn from Walt Howard, their longtime anchor, looking for a
young journalist to make the best of his ability. Still, Walt's presence and help can only be great. Amarillo is a great place to work and live, just don't do it here. News Director: Rich Kurz Experience Explain: The worst is truly While working for KOIN, this person has experience: sexual harassment, gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole.
The Professional Center has no personal responsibility. It doesn't inspire a healthy team environment. It depends on the satisfaction of the co-manager. Yes, his man, Misogynistic (either out of ignorance or just as a scary human being). Criticism is not constructive and does not take any criticism of its own work well at all. Laughing will haunt your nightmare.
This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: in addition to managing the people you work with in the station, it's excellent, and the most professional journalist in the newsroom biz: Warren Stewart. Change his own rules to suit him. While working for WEVV, this person has experience: an
overall toxic working environment. We work together amazingly, but Warren likes to provoke drama because there's nothing else. People leave because he runs away from people with his intimidation attitude and tactics. The stress level in the newsroom is high when he is there and is more productive when he is not. He tried to destroy the station from the
inside. Our scoring is good, but if he keeps it, they will fall. Your opinion about the news or whatever the news must be of him or you are in the wrong. Constant change runs down, sometimes at the last minute. Criticizing the choice of the subject because it is not his idea or giving someone a chance to defend their choice, and if his choice is still wrong. It's
just that he's got the right place to be. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: positive, fun, negative, more toxic comments: no opportunity for creative control. When ND is in a toxic and negative environment and unhealthy, stress in the atmosphere. No one cares about him except the general manager. When ND disappears, the
environment is more positive, more fun, and things run more smoothly and there is less stress in the atmosphere. If this ND To leave or be fired, it will be best for the station because it is the best station to be a part of before his arrival. I hope the new owners will see this and make the right decision so that we can be the best station to work again and make
our rankings soar. News Director: Experience Todd Reed Explains: Vision, Leadership Experience This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: exposure to creative control plus fun more comments: Nexstar Prevent this station from reaching its full potential. However, the station is very creative to get the job done. Power, good people and
the most diverse stations on the market. News Director: Ernesto Romero Experience Explained: Abhorrent, while working for KYMA/KSWT/KECY, this person has experienced: sexual harassment, gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. Unmanaged newsrooms, led by the ND, lack of judgment, news, ego, many newsrooms, no guidance
and a lack of journal integrity. Clicking and viewing this newsroom-driven website is not the quality of the content. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: there are great stories in this market (close to the lettuce capital border of the world, crime, excellent features), but often struggles over
who gets to cover the big stories of the day, ND often plays favorites. If you are not on KYMA (all stations are under the same roof) Don't expect any resources or priorities, KYMA's evening show is the pride and joy of ND News Director: Allison Coe Never got me working for a previous news director. While working for WATE, this person has experience: an
overall toxic working environment. I was in the news - all the emails from the deal embarrassed me instead of talking to me one-on-one about my mistakes. Going to HR about those emails is a joke because men are not trained for human resources-related problems, he makes money. I have posted a colleague insulting things about me on his Facebook and I
found out because his privacy settings weren't so good, and you've walked into the newsroom and you know the staff are talking about you? It's happened a lot. Also, I was constantly overlooked for other occasions. Finally, what keeps me out is (after working there for 2 years). When I learned that my father had been diagnosed with a serious and debilitating
disease, and I told the news director, then he gave me only 1-800 numbers to call, no, I'm sorry, no sympathy, no thanks, what would you expect to treat employees when you couldn't be compassionate when personal news devastated their family? I realized I deserved better, so I left. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a toxic
negative comment: Apply to NBC-Affiliate Don't Come Here, News Director: Galean Stewart, News Producer This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: organized, educated, open to creative control, positive, Read more: Love This Station News Director: Rick Gall Experience Explain: Overall Positive This person explains the newsroom
environment as a whole: organize positive studies, enjoy more opinions: WRAL exudes and demands professionalism, expects creativity to open up ideas during editorial meetings and has some of the best technologies in the world. But it helps people balance their work in life (but don't get me wrong, it can claim a lot) and like families, anchors and journalists
move down from the top 10 markets to work here. Everyone's on board no matter what they do. You have a call back to WRAL, you can consider yourself successful. Reporter: It changes every few months while working for KDLT. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more unorganized comments: people warned me not to come to
this station. I'm not listening... don't make the same mistake. Director: No one is an experience Mike Rausch explains: Worst ever, while working for KRDO, this person has experienced: sexual harassment, gender discrimination, an overall toxic work environment. Good horse riding is all I have to say. Former news director Mike Rasheed was fired, as did
former Assistant News Director Cindy Crawford. Dixon, i'm After the station hired a number of sexual predators, Michael Troy recently released after it emerged that he had previously been arrested for failing to register as a sex offender. In addition, the current executive producer was fired from WKGN for displaying pornographic images to his employees at
a previous job. Bad apples are out in the end, but their time here at KRDO has left a tremendous stain. We have become a laughing stock of epic proportions. Thank you, Mike. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negatives, toxic: hopefully it will be better with the new ND News Director: Sarah Truitt
Experience. Explain: Scary while working for WMDT, this person has experienced: sexual harassment, racial discrimination, gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: unorganized, educated, open to creative control, negative, toxic news director: Hettrick's endurance experience
explains: awesome. She is very entrenched and chooses favorites. She was a cat while working for Western Mass News. The news director will cut you down, constantly believe you and talk to you. She's a cat and a reporter hole to each other. No one supports you and your thoughts. They take care of it. It's very organized as well. This person described the
newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negatives, toxic: I'll stay away, the news director will never leave because she's a close friend to a regional manager, but she's toxic. Director: David Williams He wasn't a news director when I was there. While working for KCBD, this person has experience: a toxic work environment as a
whole, this person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more toxic negative comments: there is a lot of political bias (ultra conservative). Director: Ed Trauschke's experience explains: Awesome. He treats his employees like dirt, not invasive and very misguided. While working for WNCN, this person has experience: sexual harassment, gender
discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. I was sexually harassed by photographers and stations, forcing me to work with him after they had knowledge of the situation. After I filed a complaint, I was informed that I couldn't wear a journalist's uniform and other anchors to wear. This is the most toxic place I've ever worked. I would not recommend
this station to my worst enemies. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a disorganized news director, minus the poison: The Monika Diaz Experience. Explained: Scary, stressed, demeaning, unwilling to compromise, not understand rudeness, take advantage of the willingness of employees and good demeanor. This is the worst job
I've ever had. The overall working environment is toxic and hostile. The staff in the newsroom are rude, rude, offensive and demanding. The station is not working well - and the upper management does not handle complaints and staff concerns well. I have been treated with complete disrespect by the news director and others. The newsroom is incredibly
toxic - the producers with others, it is an extremely scary place to work, and if you are thinking of working there. - I'm going to run the other way. As an enthusiastic young journalist, I walked around and threatened when I wanted to resign. It was an experience that crushed my soul and almost destroyed my television news perception. Awesome management
and many awesome staff. The administration has no clue about the environment in the newsroom and has failed to change hostility and toxicity. Not recommended This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: avoid all costs. Director: Tom Henderson He comes out as a very nice person, but will
ask you to do something that can kill your career without blinking. Don't let him talk to you about that. While working for WTVC, this person has experience: the overall toxic working environment, ND Tom Henderson, is emotionally stable, like a person has. The disorder means you never know what you're going to get. ND Shannon Millsaps often loses what
happens just as well as time and why, which is frustrating because she also runs a desk assignment. Managing editor Latricia Thomas is the most knowledgeable person, but she knows and is not afraid to rub it in your face every day. The confidence and creativity together these three. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more
unorganized comments: Chattanooga is a great city, but as long as the trio are working, things steer clear of WTVC NewsChannel 9 News Director: Jeff Nelson Up and Down. He's a great leader when it comes to calling pictures and making sure everyone understands what to expect from them, but there's a lack of serious transparency and a recurring
favorite play theme, while working for WDAY. It often feels that the concerns and comments will not result in any changes, which is quite disappointing. There is not much grace for mistakes, there is a learning curve almost zero, more than once an employee is fired, with no much indication that there was anything wrong in the first place. People were left
without notice or proper training to improve. I'm always treated quite well, but I noticed that other employees were selected or given less credit than they deserved. I can remember for quite a moment that journalists are offering good ideas just to keep their pitches forward to other journalists who seem to get more opportunities without having to work hard or
keeping their egos in check. This contributes to the competition between the staff and is not done for a great team-oriented environment. Some employees get enough opportunities for training, promotions and privileges, while others are often ignored or need to work during training/meetings with consultants. However, the biggest problem is the lack of
transparency. A lot of lies spread, and it made many employees feel anxious and unsure about their future with the station. There has never been a solid response stream and a lot of ideas were shot down when they were able to move the station forward. Many employees will mention an environment that is more toxic to the owners of communications
forums and GM than news directors - apparently the news director is unable to answer some questions and concerns that employees say. This person The overall newsroom environment such as: organized, educational, negative, toxic additional comments: If you are a woman, expect to be told how to wear your hair, make-up, etc (although this seems pretty
standard with a lot of stations). Be prepared to stand up for yourself when it comes to overtime. The coverage is very saturated in a specific part of the viewing area that upsets viewers and doesn't get the content they deserve. There are very good, kind, loyal, hard-working people who work in this station, but the environment can often pit employees against
each other and keep workers in a difficult spot. All stations are both up and down, but I wouldn't recommend to my friends who work on TV. Director: Greg Retsinas Experience Explain: The jury retired while working for KGW. We're waiting to see what Greg does to this team. He's very sharp. Most of us are breathing relief and passing by. He was all about
himself and threw people constantly under the bus to advance himself. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: open to creative control, more comments: it's always great. We hope Greg can make KGW great again. Director: Sarah Zak Sarah Have a good heart and be open to new ideas. However, my biggest problem with her is the lack
of honesty and honesty. She still can't make a decision and stick to it. I never knew where I stood with her and as an employee it was very frustrating. While working for WFTX, this person has experience: a toxic work environment overall, GM is a small ND manager and nd assistant as his puppet. Burnout is an important factor, whenever employees bring
these concerns to GM management and news directors become defensive. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized, negative, toxic comments: I was a bureau reporter there for three and a half years. Gradually they sent me out of my field to cover the story. When I asked them if I could move to the main station, the
news director never gave a straightforward answer. Whether you're day or night, you'll be expected to shoot two separate lives, write your web story. Vo/sot special for the morning show (pointless) and leave an extensive note for the assigned editors about your story. My biggest beef is the lack of integrity and transparency from management, both the news
director and the assistant news director, operating in a very aggressive manner. Whether it's your first second or third job – I warn you to take extreme precautions while considering this station. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: Unorganized news director: Keith Weiss Experience Explain: A very nice but not very organized man
while working for WCYB. Stay away from him. He will make inappropriate comments about your looks and outfits. He'll also tell a story that he thinks is funny from the old days, but apparently degraded to women and minorities. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: additional unmanaged comments: ND, Keith Weiss is very kind, but
also manages, which you won't see because he's trying to act like your best friend. He will work too hard until you say anything and if you don't say anything he will work, you ragged him very unorganized and did not behave like a boss. He was pushed around by his assigned editors who came from newspapers and treated the TV like a paper. This station is
a traditional station and #1 on the market but hardly holds station #2, WJHL, may take #1 point next year. When a person leaves the station, it can take up to two years for ND to replace them because he drags his feet when hired, which means that the station often has short staff and resources are stressful. I suggest that shadow anchors them are a wealth
of knowledge. This is the 102 market, but WCYB acts like a 152 WJHL market, has better stores, but with a more difficult ND. This is the default market and these issues come with a market of this size, you just have to seize every opportunity you get to get the most out of the ridiculous station. Director: Dan Wilson An awkward person hides in his office and
only spends time talking to his favorites. While working for KPHO/KTVK, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. For those who want to work in Phoenix, I highly recommend not coming to the station. I find it funny that the brand of the two stations is Arizona's family, which is far from true. Last year alone, we lost almost all sports
departments, 3 veteran journalists, forex people and producers that I lost counted. The newsroom is very toxic. Managers like to choose their favorites and give them either a promotion or the best story. If you are not a favorite, the manager will make your life a fire-s failing life. Last year we also replaced veteran journalists for cheaper young talent. Some
hired talents worked in only one market before moving to Phoenix. Many newer capabilities have little to no arizona connection at all, and it shows. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more negative management comments were toxic: since the current deal took control of the newsroom, 3TV has lost its unprecedented spark of a
merger with CBS 5 News, many of us can't catch it right now. There aren't many stations that come together like in our past, ND Dan Wilson likes to leave many employees in the dark when it comes to news/station issues (if employees are fired, open new news, etc.) News Director: Matt He's a good leader who knows the community very well, but you have
to ask for feedback from him often if you want. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: a positive study, more fun comments: You'll learn more at kxii than most places. Anchors will definitely tear up your script and ask a lot of questions, but you quickly learn to be a good journalist and tell a thorough story. It's also a wonderful community
with a growing population (which brings a lot of stories), just 50 minutes from Dallas, and mostly kind, funny and savvy people in the newsroom (except one or two personalities). Ask for feedback, learn everything you can and respect, and you'll learn more than you think for the first job. I recommend working for the K-XII and also a good starting point to jump
higher!! Reporter: The experience Mike Rausch explains: Painful while working for KRDO, this person has experience: the toxic work environment as a whole, Mike Rausch being fired. The more I worked with him, the more I realized that the mind was really unstable and nasty. When he was katu's news director, he filed a police report because the satirical
website made a mockery of one of his reporters. He also filed a hate crime report against the FBI over its jokes, and that's what Rausch has been throughout his career - jokes. Natalie resigned and replaced her with a known sexual predator. There's no way Rausch can't know unless he's very incompetent. Yes, he is, Mike and his men's minions are finally
booted out of KRDO. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more toxic negative comments: working here really damaged my love for the news industry. Reporter: Veteran Mike Rausch explains: The sunken tower of Pisa while working for KRDO. From false allegations to belittling employees and violating the law, Mike Rausch has left
an incredibly stench here at KRDO, the good news is that he was forced to resign recently, Cindy Dixon. He was our useless assistant news director. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more toxic negative comments: The next step is to remove Matthew Selkind... Reporter: None of the news director while working for WBNS this
person has experienced: the overall toxic working environment, meteorologist Ashlee Baracy, is a verbal abuse against employees. This person describes the overall newsroom environment as: a study while working for WFMY. In the corporate center, the manager is the worst. He let his friends do what they wanted and did nothing. If you don't hug, Dude,
you have to take it. A job they didn't do. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: Event News Director: Linda Miele While working for WHDH, this person has experience: a toxic work environment as a whole, WHDH is not interested in doing anything other than what it has always done. That is, if it's flashy, it will go in the air. Of course,
most WHDH stories aired after WBZ and WCVB came to them first, but then news director Linda Miele had the station beat the story into the ground until it felt like WHDH was exclusive. Seriously, what they're interested in is the flashy and glittery WHDH content clinging to hard tabloid fodder that at first it seems like it's a joke. No new idea, Robert Kraft is a
hero, and God forbid you make suggestions to do something different or criticize coverage. This is a company full of lazy, yes, men (and women) who are very comfortable, they would rather trample than uncomfortable. They push talented people and promote dregs just the worst. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a disorganized
news director, a toxic negative: Sean Mahon. He doesn't know how to handle people and doesn't know what's going on. He can be a good man and have a good news decision when he joins. He's too involved. While working for WWTV, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. Everyone is constantly complaining. People talk about
each other behind each other every day. No one has a good attitude, it's not a team atmosphere. Everyone goes out to each other and covers their own butts. People will tear you down and talk about you. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: unorganized, open to negative creative control, more toxic comments: the station is
privately owned, which is good and has great privileges and benefits to work here, such as holidays and overtime. There are some people here, but the general environment is dog-eating and depressed. Reporter: Ernesto Romero's experience explains: Abhorrent while working for KYMA/KSWT/KECY. As a boss, He'll drive you completely crazy. It's terrible
when you're more professional than your own boss, but that's how it works with Ernesto. He was assigned and never participated in a newsroom (unless you counted only ferocious attitudes and criticism, and never made constructive comments as contributing to the newsroom). Of course, play favorites: if you party with him on weekends, he will provide a
better story for coverage. If you are considerate, independent and do not pay attention to the drama he created, you will succeed. Otherwise, this newsroom will push you madly. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: additional disorganized comments, negative, toxic: I really said something positive about this newsroom except I've
made some good friends all my life. The newsroom is full of exotic journalists and it is only even more fueled by the news director. Everyone says it's not a competition, but you'll find yourself competing and fighting for the highest story and coverage. The news director is not new to business, but his decision raises the question that, typically, the agenda/news
plan for big events (the president's visit to the press conference) is a last-minute, very disorganized thing. The station has NBC, CBS, ABC, Telemundo and FOX all under the same roof, but all the company's resources will go into NBC's 5 and 6 p.m. shows if you're not on those lists, don't expect that to be important. Reporter: Curtis Jackson clueless,
abusive, no nose for news, unable to hire someone in punctual form, lack of leadership or writing skills while working for KIFI/KIDK This person has experienced: gender discrimination, toxic work environment overall. What I see is shock and scary to anyone watching from the outside. The morning meeting was toxic and disorganized. News Director (Curtis)
Allow the assigned task manager (Dave) to yell at reporters who throw stories they think are better than lewd ideas at the team. Leaders come up with (if we don't get press releases, then journalists will be gunned down after they have to explain why it's a story). I've seen many people in tears resign before their contracts end. I have seen female
anchors/journalists being treated unfairly (talking to concerns, omissions, etc.), employees complaining that items were stolen, out of camera bags and even desk drawers. When you talk about concerns, the deal pretends to listen, but there's nothing to fix. Senior executives have worked together for decades, and since they are friends and go to the same
church, they vigorously defend each other. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: I recommend staying away from this station. They are not well paid, newsrooms are often understaffed (which means if you are a heavy worker. They'll take advantage of you and make you do more while
allowing others to miss the deadline or not change the story.) Reporter: Shannon Isabelle Shannon was great, but never really involved in the newsroom, while working for the WBRC. I'm a production assistant. Make the minimum wage and have no benefits. All kinds of This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: organized, removed, toxic
news director: Anne Pappe She's an amazing boss. Always look for ways to improve our news and other reports. She brings people to train us regularly and is always looking for improvement. She's the best boss I've ever had. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: organized, educated, positive, more fun comments: working here has
been such a great learning experience - from hands-on to teaching from our seasoned anchor to enthusiasm from management. I like to come to work every day. Director: Adam Bradshaw I was working at the station when Gwyn Bevel was assistant news director and she did so for a terrible experience. She not only controls and tolerates too much, she plays
favorites and will let you know if she disagrees with what you do or not. She seemed to get around her formidable management by blaming others for any failures in the newsroom, while working for KFDX this person experienced: a toxic work environment overall, this person describing the newsroom environment as a whole: more toxic negative comments:
management stuck in the way and clues about what was going on under their noses. Managers, especially Gwyn, are not privy to the fact that the station is the default market as they expect you to have already experienced. Reporter: Anna Velasquez, Anna is the worst manager I've ever had. She did everything she could to bring you out at Lewiston just to
bully you to a level I had never experienced before. Her actions are directly linked to my well-being. While working for KLEW, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. Very toxic working environment Not only is the director a formidable news director in her work, she acts like everyone else. It's a problem and treat them like this. The
newsroom is one of the smallest in the country. The news team consists of a total of 4 people who contribute to the negative environment, since you can't really escape. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, more toxic negatives: as with other reviews mentioned, this is not a market 73!! This very small
city is not designed for people from big cities. I felt the most unhappy during my time in the city, which didn't help in negative situations at work. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: the study is open to more creative controls, more reviews: great management! Director: Migdalia Figueroa If you are not in her clique, you will not be
promoted even if you are talented. While she has to make good news decisions, the newsroom atmosphere is more than a party (for her and her friends) than a professional newsroom where you feel you are working and with a clever person. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: WTVJ It
has a long history in our community and is the first station in Florida. It went from being highly respected and producing quality journalism to hiring young and cheap and eliminating the vast majority of veterans. The clever atmosphere over the years has gifted a lot from the newsroom – there are very few people left with high recognition. Director: Marybeth
Jacoby Well, when she wants to be, but overall, there are strange news judges and not interacting well with employees while working for WVLT. Advice on how to manage falls on deaf ears News directors and general managers disobey many problems there or are unwilling to fix them. The news judgment and allocation of ND resources does not make
sense, and about 17 people have remained in the one year since she took office. But she went with someone who seemed to be ill fit from the trip. ND assistant has zero business in managing newsroom and small management is terrible. In fact, they are increasingly accused of the people it fell on and made them think it was their fault. I always felt that I was
being put in my place while working there and getting stuck creatively every day. Jobs are shoveled with talented employees, making their lives miserable, while incompetent people just coast through. I was lied to and misunderstood a lot when I signed my contract. The newsroom has a short staff all the time, so I often have to work two or three jobs at the
same time, making the quality of them all suffer. Station cars are death traps and it's incredible what happened in 2018 that involved them not leading to prosecution. Everyone is underpaid and overworked. Scheduling is ABSOLUTE NIGHTMARE, I've asked for a one-day holiday about four months in advance and i was told I couldn't have two weeks in
advance. So I called sick for two days instead because I was no longer interested in my job at the time. At that point, you didn't have much time and was a PTO/sick bank combined, so everyone came to work sick and everyone was sick. Health/dental insurance is expensive and not very good. Pros: If you have zero experience, you can go there and learn
because everyone can find a job there. Actually, the 401K is quite good, it's a 3 percent competition. Management experience is quite quick if you want because turnover is very high. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: every newsroom has a problem. But this is the worst job I've ever
had in my life. I'll go back to the newsroom before I used to work, or even go back to the table service before staying at this place. If you're reading a review about this station like I was before I was hired and thinking, of course it's not that bad. Gm should remove the entire newsroom management team and start over. Reporter: Veteran Scott Fitzgerald
explains: Excellent while working for KJRH. If you follow ftv, you know everything about the bad run at this station, it used to be #2 in the market and was handed over to an incompetent ND without a business as a boss. It's toxic and there's been a sign in the newsroom for a number of days since someone resigned (think about the number of days since the
accident signal). After that awesome run we had a great movement for us with the new ND but the corp wanted results and they needed them now just as the tides were changing and the mood finally enjoyed one new ND out and came the most incredible, ever-elegant nutjob newsroom. This guy treats people like playing, belittled, Badgers and angry
journalists and employees Transform photogram into private slavery and bypass thousands of OSHA registers He was notoriously abusive and stabbed in the back at everyone in the newsroom, recording every conversation on their phone, just to protect himself. However, the station is now leading in a better direction. But tired bare-bones employees,
producers and journalists get through nightmares and burn out toxic agents from years of bad management, making it difficult to get new journalists and producers. The tide has changed - but few trumps will have to leap and believe that things will be okay in Tulsa. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: organized, educated, open to
creative control, plus, more fun comments: It's a fun place to work – honestly when you get through bare bones staff we have fun at work. You will be more relaxed and goofy in this place than any other station you will find. News staff are close family of friends and are constantly hanging out at work. It's a good place to have a bad agent from the past.
Reporter: Veteran Susan D'astoli explaining: Ignorance is inappropriate. While working for news, 13 people experienced this: a toxic work environment as a whole. News management has certainly zeroed in on family life. My wife and I have a young son. A medical issue, which requires a sudden call-in so that he can receive the necessary medical attention. I
was notified after missing a few days due to these issues that we want you to stay here. When it comes to my missed days, They also changed my contract from hourly to salary and started working me 65-70 hours a week, up from the 40-45 I worked when I was on an hourly basis, thereby reducing my wages. This person describes the newsroom
environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: God forbid, if you have a young family, you may rarely see them. For local stations 24 hours a day, they constantly send crews all over the state and out of the state to cover stories (couples guarantee this, like the Parkland School shooting), but nothing equals how long you'll spend away
from your family). Favorite stories Among news staff are the exact factors when it comes to news management and reflected on changes to the desired or impossible schedule and some perks. Reporter: Veteran Susan D'Astoli explains: Kind, respectful and holds employees accountable. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole:
educational organizers are open to more opinions on creative control: at News 13, we have 24 hours to spend on locally important stories at other stations. Don't pay attention to crime and national news of the day. If you're trying to learn how to be part of the future where local news is headed, this is a great place to work. While working for WSET, this person
has experience: sexual harassment, a toxic work environment as a whole. This station is why I and many others are out of the news business. When I try to report to the right person, nothing has ever been done to fix or fix the problem. Leadership, lies and their only concern is getting the story. Morale is low and assignments are often unrealistic. My advice is
to avoid this station at all costs. It's not worth it. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: unregulated, negative, toxic news director: Jay Quaintance's experience explained: Well, this person described the newsroom environment as a whole: organized, open to creativity, more control over the comments: High Turnover News Director:
Chad Hypes It was a really good experience. He's open to ideas that are different from the real team. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: no organizing, exposure to creative control plus more fun: This is my favorite job I've ever had. You expect to put in a lot of work, but the news director, gm, and ep when I was there had a great job
of creating a positive, supportive environment that I will always remember to love. Director: Esteban Creste There is a repeat of what his boss told him. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: negative, more toxic, opinion: We want better ratings: We want better ratings , what do we do? New Series Graphics, maybe a new news car, a
reporter on a radio station (who also did badly in the ratings), a new ad on the subway. I know the ratings will rise from that. Please email me. Director: Sarah Zac Efron Sarah has good news and is open to new ideas. However, my biggest problem with her is the lack of honesty and honesty. She still can't make a decision and stick to it. I never knew where I
stood with her and as an employee it was very frustrating. While working for WFTX, this person has experience: the overall toxic working environment WFTX, Fox 4 wants to enema the organization in my nearly 4 years at fox station 4 is in the third general manager when I leave (excluding interim GM), and while it seems normal in some stores, I encounter
problems or low burnout and lack of direction are still there all the time. When I arrived in 2015 as a night journalist, we had 4 photons - one for every journalist. I work in the Collier County Bureau, there are days when I'll turn my back on Fock because I set up my interview very quickly. We'll average 3 live shots a week when I go out in April 2019, we're lucky
to get 3 live shots per month – there's no nook left, no one out to be rehired. Even more insane than that, in the last year and a half at the management station still pulled me out of the office to cover other stories. When I asked if I could stay from the main station, they were bald. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized
comments, more toxic negatives: If you join the ranks of hard-working MMJs at Fox 4, you'll need to shoot two lives watched for 5 and 6 or 10 and 11, make your web write up a new vo/sot cut for the morning show and send an email at the end of the night to the newsroom, update your status. When I started in 2015, the only thing we had to do was package
and web stories like most regular stations. When I was confronted with management about this volume of work, I was informed that most stations wanted their MMJs to do this a lot. My response is that most stations also allow their journalists to do more than one live shot per month. While the workload is hard, it's not why I left. I left because the news director
and assistant news director seemed reluctant or couldn to help me grow and develop as a journalist. They seemed interested in calling me at the office to write a small story. Give me a little. I'm not a saint, but I've been working my tail out there for nearly 4 years. Reporter: Experience Angela Robbins explains: A terrifying experience while working for WCCB.
Change working hours and schedules The Pompie administration is reluctant to listen to the newsroom consensus. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized negative reviews were toxic: when I asked to add them, i offered me 10 cents extra per hour. Director: Mark Kolvecchio He's a good guy. Radio people change
ND but no real experience. He just doesn't know what he doesn't know. While working for KTBY, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. Very disorganized, unstructured, no training, jobs are routinely threatened by ND and GM, they like to write people up. There are too many items. It's the station where you go in and out. This
person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: additional disorganized comments, negative, toxic: If this is the only way to move to Alaska... then take this opportunity... If there's no other way, the news director: Christopher Swop. The news director has never been a problem for me personally. We get along well and have a good relationship. I got
several promotions under him and gave me the opportunity to do what I wanted. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: a positive study, more fun: I'll stay at the station if there's more chance to move into a full-time weather position. My boss has been at the station for about 15 years and mornings have been meeting there for 6 years
and have no plans to leave. The chief will handle your schedule to keep it simple when it comes to making the weather more extreme. News directors excel at managing the flow of newsrooms each day. The ND assistant was a journalist at the station for many years and spent time helping new journalists, but it can be difficult for them. The assigned editors
are very good, with help with story concepts, and the newsroom as a whole is connected to everything that's going on in the community. All photographers are strong and easy to use. The day-to-day producers are also strong and will work with journalists to keep creative with the stories for their shows. The morning team is very strong when it comes to
working as a unit. The night manufacturer is too easy to All the main anchors have been at the station for many years and are understood in the news of the day. There's a big ego with a few old journalists, but it's easy to ignore the newsroom drama. If you're more willing to work with producers and news directors in your story than you' would have an easy
time. It's the number two station that we're pushing hard to overtake the legacy, and that means thinking outside the box. The news director likes the new idea and will give you something to shoot if you throw it well enough. If you want to cover up a crime story, this is the station for you. The assistant director of news focuses on crime stories and PD is great
when it comes to providing information and walking perp overall, I would rate my experience at WCHS very positively. Director: Adam Persh The worst person I've ever worked for while working for KOKH, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. The negative environment blames managers, employees, never owned the part they play.
This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: unorganized, negative, toxic news director: John Stone's experience explained: scary while working for KXAS This person has experienced: sexual harassment, racial discrimination, gender discrimination, toxic work environment as a whole. Toxic environment, uneducated news director,
condescending and verbal abuse managers This person describes the overall environment of the newsroom:: There are good and talented people working here... Unfortunately, the news director and manager are terrible. Managing Editor: Marcus Foster Experience Explained: Excellent This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more
disorganized comments, negatives are toxic: the station is not bad, but the management is bad. Director: Sarah Zak No communication, no trust, no leadership skills, no idea what she is doing. While working for WFTX, this person has experience: a toxic work environment as a whole, low morale. Everyone wants to quit or get a new job because of
management. It's the worst station in the business. A terrible decision. Very short staff. They make a lot of people work overtime. There is no confidence in any leader, including the assistant news director and the delegate table. They don't have a clue. We're the last ones for every breaking news scene. No suggestions, suggestions or training. Everyone's
own. They don't give directions when you do the subject. There are not many live images watching, no chance to grow. Technical problems occur every day to the point where we can't broadcast the news. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized, negative comments are toxic: all managers are relatively new in their
leadership roles and are not working well with all employees. The station has very few people to live after they are hired. Some resigned in mid-shift. She is a good person, but maintains a careless and toxic work environment like most newsrooms. While working for KGO, this person has experience: racial discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole.
While I work there, I have had a lot of toxic experiences, but especially related to the editorial management they hired from Utah, Marcy Young. I'm working shifts with journalists, that's the story I'm adapting to the web. The story is about a push by the NAACP to ban the star-in-tertwined banner because of the racist second verse. Young It's for myself to
comment on everyone in the news room, why they're taking care of no one who's ever been a slave and looking at me. I'm the only African-American woman who worked in the newsroom the whole time I've been hired with KGO for a news station this century to have zero black women working in any part of the day as cruel, but even worse to tolerate such
behavior. I reported the incident, but nothing happened about it. I recently learned that Marci Young is back in Utah teaching journalism at juco local. I hope she doesn't make the students through what I endure. It should also be pleasing that my direct manager is a black man, but unfortunately he is more concerned about keeping his job, then doing the right
thing and protecting another black woman who endures racism at the hands of a white manager. This is the sad reality of many newsrooms. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: Toxic negative news director: Michael Goldrick He doesn't underestimate anything other than money. He ignores the growing diversity of employees or the
preservation or health of the newsroom as a whole. While working for NBC 4, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment, like most newsrooms in America, this one is full of hierarchies, abusive hours, abusive managers, loose tongues and very little diversity outside of talent. This person described the newsroom environment as a
whole: Toxic negative news director: Kelly Boan Passive aggressive leadership that is workaholic promotes a negative environment through poor leadership from top down down. While working for WHNS, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. Where do I start? There are reasons in the last 7 months our two female anchors (morning
and night), 2 anchors/journalists, 2 MMJ and sports anchors all left the station. This place is a breeding ground for toxicity. The problem starts from on the down on the news director with an attitude, her way or the highway. She believes that comparing abilities with each species is successful when it breeds anxiety and lack of confidence. She didn't fix the
problem inherent in the newsroom like a bully she was assigned to run it. I mean, an ND assistant who disrespects everyone in the newsroom with her outsiders and her derogatory words. People are treated like numbers and not people. They say safety is important in the field, but they cause journalists to knock on the door of criminals after they are
released on bond on their own. They hire inexperienced journalists, throw them at wolves and hit them when they screw them up. ND ignores people's families, time or well-being. God forbid you take sick days when you come back, you are treated silently. If you bring a problem or concern to the news director or AND, don't expect a solution. They'll still say,
That's what it is, and buried it. The station should be recorded as about clicking on the victim. When it comes to story options for news Very few organizations or investigative journalists arise, and don't even ask about poor MMJ politics, and journalists who end up covering up big political stories have never had the resources to do so, because station
management hardly listens to the field of stories that are involved in what affects people. It should also be claimed that the only journalist who has ever been a photographer is a morning journalist. MMJ's night uses live images of itself. There are no suggestions, plus or minus, so if you're looking to grow it won't happen here. Just feel the need to write this
after reading a glowing review. Someone wrote on this site. Ask most people who work there or work there, and they will tell you first hand, there are valid reasons FOX Carolina is in the middle of a mass exodus right now. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: Toxic Negative News Director: Experience Matt Templeman explained:
Very toxic. While working for KEZI, this person has experience: racial discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. The management was terrible. Verbal abuse, racial discrimination, email burner to bash newsroom reporters, emails about journalists comparing you to other journalists, threatening to fire you and the toxic environment as a whole. If
you're faced with those things, as I mentioned, the deal won't have your back. They will paint a negative picture about you to the newsroom and threaten you. A terrible station to work. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negatives, toxic: You've been warned. Explain: Truly scary while working for
WFXR, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. No pride, managers thrive in politics and very disorganized gaming. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: other disorganized comments are toxic: here's what you need to know about real stations without going into managers: the station is 4th place and very new
(just a few years old) and is considered a joke by other stations in the market. The fourth idea keeps employees and managers alike from wanting to win. Morale is low because of the sense of absolute setback, even before you add to what toxic management does in place. Also, the talk is real: the station has a two-hour morning news list and one-hour news
programme at 10.m pm, no mid-morning, 4p 5p or 6p. In the evening, however, if you want to get a real-life news experience of what it is like to change the content for multiple news per day. You won't get it at WFXR, other stations have multiple shows and circles running around WFXR, morning reporters will have the closest real-life news experience to
multiple live hits. You won't have a deadline or a chance to live unless you change something for. This is another important experience you need to know: THE VIEW AREA IS EXPANSIVE has five main areas that make up the market: New River Valley (Blacksburg and everything west of it), the 2 .m 016 olympics and the 1970s. Roanoke area, Lynchburg
area, Danville area and Lexington area All other stations have invested heavily to ensure that there are offices in each area to reduce drive/exhaustion time and increase response time. However, WFXR has not fully invested in this idea. This means something for you: if you are a journalist, you will drive a lot, you will be burned from having to drive a lot.
From the manufacturer's point of view: If breaking news happens in any non-Roanoke city, you will win 100% competition because it will take an hour or more to get there while other stations. The office is a few minutes away. The WFXR manager is still talking about getting a Lynchburg office and has hired an NRV office (he mostly does sports though)...
Okay, in the deal: first of all, if you ever think of running at a station where Kay Norred will be your boss: run, don't walk away. However, if that's not an option for you, here's what you can expect. She will not directly with you, passive aggression is her specialty. If there is something she doesn't like about you or thinks you need to improve, she won't tell you
right away. But she will make fun of you or take her time to make passive aggressive comments about you. As soon as you leave the room, she will talk about you with others. There's not a single person at the station that I didn't see her say. She is rolling her eyes constantly and badly mouthing her staff and will let everyone who will listen knowing that she
does not trust her team. She may look sweet and authentic to your face, but never trust her. She will find a way to use what you say to you, whether professional or personal. Indeed, nothing came out of her mouth, honest or genuine (think Regina George from Mean Girls), one colleague saw her tell a reporter that she was doing a good job in her package,
then turned around and told others that she didn't like it very much. So if you're someone who craves honest opinions, you won't get it from her, you'll never know. Believe what she said to you. Big note: She's a sticker about being on time. If you're going to work for you... Remember, it's not late. If you're 1 minute late or even on time (not fast) She will make
you fun in public and talk about you. She doesn't have an off-work life (no pets/children/husbands/family/hobbies, etc.) and it shows because she has zero perspective on what life outside of work is like. She worked long hours, never spent sick days coming on weekends and rarely spent the holidays - which was good because it was her life unless she would
expect the same. She likes to boast about the long hours she's put in. Kay's doing a lot of work... So you're going to be on top of everything, right? No, no, she works 12 hours a day, but somehow still behind the scenes. She rolls her eyes when people ask to talk to her during the day and constantly complain that people are stealing her time. She blames
others for not getting the job done. So when an election, a special event, really rolls things up... The whole plan was incredibly last minute and thrown together. Another important note: She forgot a lot. So if you tell her something, make sure she writes it into her notebook, otherwise it will be like a conversation never happens. Also, if you're looking for a news
director who's willing to jump in the trenches with their team, Kay isn't that. Most newsrooms have many managers to help each day, but at WFXR ND and perhaps the assigned task manager is all we have, but if you dare ask Kay to do something that she believes is under her ND duties, she will tell you a little story about how the pilot does not need to land
the plane to pick up sprite passengers. She likes to play games with people's lives and play politics in the newsroom. She has an A-TEAM that contains a few of her favorites. She also held a secret meeting with these employees and told them that they were chosen not to be hired, but don't be fooled if you do it in this Team A, she will continue to talk badly
about you behind your back, but as an A-Team member, you would expect not to mention her badly and imitate her by working long hours and never complaining. Her entire employment is her friends, aka loyalists from other stations, it's less like working for a news director and so on to work for a cult leader. For those who don't like pretending that they are in
a cult to survive, she is pushing them out of the door by making their lives miserable or demoting them. She likes to say the following all the time: Are you with her or against her? Kay is also very religious and will push God and the Bible down your throat any chance she will receive. You have to talk about prayer. God and the Bible 1,000 times a day if you
know you're religious. Kay told one of the employees that she thought she was a woman who was afraid of God, and that someone like that should not worry about the official job. Even if the person has been promised, She's also terrible at communication. New employment will show out of nowhere without emails from Kay, others will disappear without
words from Kay. The evening anchor team and the morning team were switched without words/explanations from Kay. Chief meteorologist John Carroll is another decision maker in the newsroom. He's also a snake in the grass. He's rolling his eyes behind the news director, constantly making decisions and catching on, adding special shows for really harsh
weather he'll catch on about any decisions that aren't made by him. He rules his weather team with an iron fist (very micromanager?) and talks badly about his weather, the ones who will listen. He would speak openly badly about him in the middle of the newsroom and do everything in his power to make the morning meteorologist crazy. He spoke openly
about wanting people to air the morning, chasing off everyone to listen. John is very similar to Kay that he doesn't have an out-of-work life (no spouse, kids, no hobbies, nothing) and will work long hours and work on weekends, but you should believe that he will tell everyone about how long he works, even if it is voluntary and because he has nothing to go
home. He expects his weather team to be the same. Every time anyone on his team requests a vacation or calls sick, he will complain to everyone to listen and will always remind people that he never takes a holiday. He also hinted that his staff, who spent the day getting sick, were being bullied. In summary, if you're going to spot in the weather team, be
prepared! You've already been warned GM Arika Zink makes zero sense with her decision. She's a good woman but incredibly incompetent. She kept toxic and/or lazy managers around, in and out of the newsroom, attacking the station and Arika staff not only kept them around, but she also defended them. The human resources abuse that occurred at



WFXR was appalling. The station needs a manager to clear the air, be a real leader and leave politics and games at home. Stations need people who want to win and will continue to encourage their employees to improve. Nexstar truly needs to replace GM, ND and all the other department heads that are now available with new energy and proven
leadership, until that happens away from WFXR General Manager: Experience Aaron Ramey explains: Terrible. While working for WBND, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. You're mental health, your physical safety and forget about asking for help or advice to further your career or performance. This person describes the
newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized reviews, negative, toxic: don't work here, South Bend is a wonderful college town and a great place to land as your central market. But I recommend going to other stations instead. It's the closest I'll come to working with dolores Umbridge, a real-life version of Harry Potter. While working for WFXR, this
person has experience: a toxic work environment as a whole. I'll start with a few simple words: Don't work at this station! Never work with or for Kaynor Reid (ND)! Imagine your worst day at work and endless multiplication. You will come close to what it is like to work for this place day in and day out. My best day at this station was my last day when I walked
out the door of the fire. Kay Norred is a walking definition of psychopath and narcissist, she acts all as good and sweet as it can on the surface and will stab you directly in the back as soon as you turn around. She doesn't take into account your life or time outside of work hours. She expects you to work like a brainwashing robot. If she says jumping, you
should ask if you can leave her Team A as soon as possible. You call a sick person and she will feel guilty for getting you on the call. She then makes sure that everyone in the building knows you are not trustworthy because you spend the day sick. This is just the beginning of a very long rap sheet of trouble that almost everyone at the station has with her. I
don't want to waste too much time talking about the littering fire at GM, the only logical string of words you'll hear out of her mouth is, from that point of view, and for that matter, Mostly she didn't use it properly! She knows about all the problems people have with ND and doesn't do anything about it. She swept a lot of HR complaints under the carpet that she
could easily be sued for poor Nexstar. The boss hates a morning guy who has a burning passion and believe me, you will hear him openly talk about it all the time. He had two great meteorologists leave the station because they couldn't stand for him anymore. If you are a meteorologist looking for a job, you are better to predict for a small football league than
work for John and the station. I'll close with these words again: Don't work at this station! This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: I know it's easy to Some may do too much about their experiences at the station. I begged you for the sake of your career. If you do not trust this review, you
should contact any contacts you work with there. They'll tell you the same thing... Director: Jay Webb Jay is one of the best bosses I've ever had. He's fair, he treats everyone with kindness and he puts people first. The newsroom is a healthy atmosphere and he truly cares about his staff. He knows we are a small market and help us grow. This person
explains the newsroom environment as a whole: organize plus fun, more comments: station starts great! Director: Galean Stewart She's fair and stable. She's changed newsrooms and departments around since taking the leadership job in 2017. They change at least two stories a day. Experienced journalists are well respected in the community and are a
home brand for the audience. Otherwise, a good station to work! Reporter: Katherine Bonfield, it's good and bad. She focuses on staying #1 and making sure the station is on top all the time. But at the same time, she doesn't care how she treats people in the process. If you're not one of her favorites, she tells you. While working for WJXT, this person has
experience: an overall toxic working environment. I hate to work every day. I left the news industry after working here because I felt defeated. I finally came back because I knew things needed to change and I couldn't do that from the outside. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: organized, educated, negative, toxic, more opinion: the
overall work at this station teaches you how to push yourself and be competitive. But at the expense of your happiness and sometimes mental health. Director: Shauna Ziegler While working for KFOX, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. I've never worked in a more toxic envy, it's like being back in high school again. Some
colleagues are nasty and rude and will talk on your back. Every day people are in tears because of others. I am in a constant state of anxiety and have been treated horribly by male executive producers. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, toxic negatives: if you want to work at a TV station, please do
not work here. They will destroy you and make you cry, and if you don't fit the mold they have, you, your life will be awesome there. Press Director: Adam Pursch Micro management staff belittles and While working for KOKH, this person has experience: racial discrimination, an overall toxic work environment. I've seen him talk to a black producer as if she's
not there. He's handled too much. The toxic working environment doesn't even explain this newsroom. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: behind the scenes, disorganized. I know the shuffle is less than at some stations, but the fact that the producers and editors assigned hardly talk
and they sit opposite each other speaks a lot. I would not advise anyone to sign up at this station unless there is a change in management. Director: Darrel Lieze-Adams He's fair, honest, has a wonderful new decision and will fight for his staff. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: educational organizers are open to creative control
plus more fun: This station is one of the few people I know left that doesn't make you an anchor/producer or wear multiple hats. If you are a journalist, you are a journalist. If you are an anchor, you are an anchor. The most news stations in Southwest Florida, you get a lot of experience to live. You have to be prepared to hit the ground running. If you are not
prepared or prepared for the challenge, you will not have a pleasant experience. Management is more than willing to work with you if you are willing to work with them. News Director: Perry Boxx Experience Explain: Very knowledgeable and helpful. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: no education management, openness to
creative control news director: David Hughes. He's good enough, but he has questionable morality. He's often frustrated and can't cope with confrontation. He's clearly a favorite player. While working for WDBJ, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. Long hours, poor pay and a lack of appreciation from management contribute to
negative attitudes in the newsroom. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: no organized education, exposure to negative creative control, more toxic comments: there are many wonderful and talented people at the station and better equipment at other stations. There is a strong friendship and a friendly environment among journalists
and producers. The only problem is management. They started hiring inexperienced journalists and producers and not always giving them the tools they needed to get better and always succeed. If you work overtime, you won't be compensated because they will force you to take a awkwardly long lunch break in the middle of another shift. Director: Trav Ruiz
Experience Explained: Scary, rude, bad senior officers. KTAB KRBC This person The overall toxic working environment Senior employees only care about their positions. It regularly suspends promotional products for employees and stores them for themselves. Scheduling problems are ongoing, they have never had enough staff and will schedule multiple
members out at the same time and scramble when they realize their mistakes. Not interested in developing the skills of journalists, they lied to their employees about the information in the contract. The staff are constantly overworked and are highly advised that if you can't finish your story at the time they tell you to do it, then it's not their responsibility to pay
overtime and you shouldn't report it because it's your own fault. The staff worked too hard to the point where I saw many people crying in the newsroom. Never clean station vehicles, they all pretty much smell rotten food in them. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, more toxic deletions: after my
contract ended, the employee refused to call back and assisted me with the new employment, I worked under Ruiz for only one week, and he decided to list my black by lying to the station I signed up with. They pay very little, even for a small market. Very little room for upward movement or cross training. It is continuously important without providing
guidance for improvement. Most devices do not work with engineers who do not know how to fix damaged devices or do not want to fix damaged devices. Example: Use real nickel to adjust one level in the studio camera again. I also like a fixed tripod (tightening simple bolts), and while engineers are explaining how it can't be fixed, I fix it myself. Director:
Rick Moll Super nice people, a bit of a hands-off leader at times. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: unorganized, positive, more fun comments: the station truly cares for staff and fair compensation. Training is an area for improvement, but overall it is a good place to work. Director: Matt Kummer He was very involved during the
meeting and had a more action-free approach during the press conference. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: organized, educated, open to creative control, plus, fun, more comments: This is a wonderful award-winning station to work. There's a very talented team that young journalists can learn. I love working here! Reporter: The
experience Carolyn Mungo explained: Amazing! This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: organized, educated, open to creative control, plus, fun news director: hiring ND: Darryl Huger, End ND: Michael Raffaele Darryl was a wonderful man! Describe the newsroom environment as a whole: additional reviews that are disorganized,
negative, toxic: overall, this station is completely tidy to work: fixing the bay is hardly working or very slow. Tons of internet problems in buildings, stations that eat using FOREVER which are hardly conducive to the flow of breaking news work, cameras are antiquated both for journalists and people in the studio, nothing is fixed in a timely manner, the station
preaches LOCAL but the organization must work making the exact motto, forget about making stories that the community really cares about. Hire fresh kids from college who don't know what they're doing, but they never get feedback, so how do they think it's better? I mean seriously, the list can go on and about short the coming of this station. If you want to
experience getting a job but get the heck out when your contract is up! It's embarrassing that this station is running when it's in the top 100 markets. I work for a starter station in a small market that works better. Don't expect to cover anything other than doom and gloom. Under Michael Rafflele's watch, whatever fun doesn't exist here. The worst thing this
station has hired him. News director Mike Schram explains: Positive and negative. Very mature, calculated and polite but also OCD this person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: organized, educational, positive, fun, negative, toxic comment more: it works like a typical medium station, and the last one on the market. Everyone is overworked in
an inferior newsroom. The newsroom culture should be better sometimes. It is also a great place to work. The news director and GM are great. Reporter: Ike Walker, he's the best news director i've ever had. Of course, he may be an idiot, but he knows his story and runs station #1 in DMA while working for KVLY. If you're not one of the higher favorites... 눇
The room was clean and comfortable This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: organize more comments: I would say that from all the stations I do this job is the only one who has sh*t together. It's the absolute energy home that I probably learned the most from that. They have enough bay fixes, the equipment is fixed in a timely manner.
But it has less staff like other stations. I would say it's a good starting point. It's not the best working environment, but you'll come out of a better journalist because of the experiment. Reporter: Marlene Speas is awesome – I repeat, don't go there unless your last option While working for KTVO, this person has experience: an overall toxic working
environment. Management never takes time to help. Their reporter. It's free for everyone. Assistant News Director Andy Grove was rude and scary for every journalist he met. You don't get any feedback on your work story or know if there's progress? They don't let you live. They expect you to come in after your shift ends, but to cover breaking news (car
accidents). When you're at home after a day of work at dinner with a busy friend, you're not going to be able to do that. Nowhere in the contract it says it wants reporters to call 24/7 every day, every day. You'll be lucky if you get a spot on the morning show because it's the only show that doesn't suck the deal as cleverly as everyone else. This person
described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: I warned you... Director: Scott Elledge Experience Explain: Good news director There's no problem with him. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: organize plus fun, more comments: a good place to start. People talk about each other too
much like they did in high school. There are too many fakes to be honest, only the ones you can trust are yourself. Director: Dave Ciliberti Experience Described: Strange, dishonest, while working for WCMH, this person has experienced: gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. Create a newsroom of fear and mistrust of gut instinct and
local knowledge. Look down at pregnant women or those with young children. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: disproportionate colleagues and backstabbing or self-absorbed completely and/or selfishly. There are a few people who can trust me. The lack of a team environment
under current management from GM down to ND and ND Assistant News Director: Beth Jensen Experience Explain: Toxic, while working for KELO, this person has experience: racial discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. The newsroom is made up of all-white staff. News managers rarely hire people of color, even with a diverse community.
News content reflects that many times there is a lack of diversity or telling only one side of the story. The assigned editor bullied the entire newsroom, despite the fact that he lacked a college degree and had minimal writing skills. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: organize, remove, toxic, more opinion: there is a price to pay as the
number one station on the market, even if wages are good, but the overall work environment is toxic. Director: Victoria Specco Victoria's not your general boss – she's leading the newsroom, she'll challenge you. If you can get good constructive criticism, you will learn and become a better journalist. The newsroom is full of team players and everyone has your
back. It's a great match and a comfortable space to work and creatively. If you have been offered a job here, I recommend getting it. Whether you plan to stay here in the short or long term, you will learn and make great connections that will take you to the place. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: organized a positive study, fun
news director: Ryan Minnaugh Experience. Explain: The worst experience of my career. While working for WFLA, this person has experience: the overall toxic work environment has been routinely called for HR for minor problems... someone said I was useless to the station last week after representing all the companies (Nexstar) at the Winter Olympics.
While working for WPMT, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. A very toxic newsroom. The station is not very good. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a disorganized news director, minus the poison: Mark Farrell Experience. Explain: Positive is very open for creativity and growth opportunities. This
person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: open education, creative control plus fun, more opinions: it's a great starting station that helps you grow and develop. It's close to OKC and Dallas and always allows many news personalities to move to those markets or other big markets! News Director: Val Thompson Experience Explain: Very
positive, very good ND. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: educational arrangements, exposure to creative control plus fun, more fun: a good startup market. But senior executives and colleagues always offer a lot of support on hand and engage the news director, but he is not a small management employee, with very good quality
in the nd.pay as average for a small market in the industry but Cville can be expensive without roommates because I left the station recently being sold by Gray to another company so I don't know the impact of that but overall I really enjoy my time here. She is direct and to the point. There is little training or development of talent, but Robin will give feedback
when asked. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: organized exposure to creative control, more positive and fun comments: there is no MMJ at this station, because the photographer is in the union. Traditional whites. While working for WBBM, this person has experience: racial discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole.
There are times when you become Well, please note that you are the only person of color token in the room, especially when you present a story that is for the minority community to choose to do them if it is a crime story. In the end, Jeff ND was demoted and the president of CBS Chicago stepped down and went to work in communications. They can't keep
anyone on the staff and have consistently turned around. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: Disorganized news director minus toxic: Scott Lawrence Experience Explain: Below average, while working for KFDM, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. The news director lacks leadership and
communication skills. General managers allow individuals in positions of management with long, toxic, negative history in their HR files. The work environment was so toxic that I left after 6 months of bullying, harassment, rejection. Setting up a newsroom for failure It was my third station and I never had a worse experience. This person describes the
newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: you will need all the luck you can get. Director: Dave Kaplar Experience Explain: Great! You want you to grow and achieve your goals. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: educational arrangements, exposure to creative control plus fun, more opinions:
You can be successful or still here. If you indicate that you need help and grow, Director: Dan Boers While working for TV, 8 people have experienced: sexual harassment, racial discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. One of our meteorologists was asked to leave. After nine women in the newsroom complained about sexual harassment,
workplace intimidation and religious discrimination. The encounter was never dismissed, but it gave him 30 days to leave himself. Our weekend night anchor also took part in the claim - a three-day suspension for paying for him. He continued to seize and his behavior did not change. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more
disorganized reviews, more toxic negative studies: This station refuses to search for people of color for talent. I'm a Hispanic woman and work for WOOD on two internships, hired to produce a promotion as a desk assigned, promoted again to Live Desk Reporter Dan Boers, hiring a novice, a white male journalist with no experience reporting in the top 40
markets. The main anchor and our manufacturer were deeply disappointed in his decision. I chose to move out of state to mmj and never look back. News Bob Morford He forgot to change the blame and badly communicate while working for WAFF. Everyone's going out or getting fired. He continued to move on in the aerial capabilities around the station's
very low morale. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: Toxic negative news director: Mitch Davis. He helped me grow as a journalist. However, he plays a lot of news politics. He knows how to let you run around. He also likes to dominate you. He gossiped a lot with the producers as well. While working for WKBN, this person has
experience: racial discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. The working environment is very toxic. They will load a lot of work with you and give you no overtime. They are y'all about you behind your back in the newsroom. You may close Mondays and Tuesdays for a week, then close next Thursday and Friday. You can work from 3 pm to 11pm,
one day, then the next day will run from 10:00 to 18:00. If you're a minority, don't go here. There is no diversity of the newsroom and they do not care. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a disorganized news director, minus the poison: Nicole Ebat Experience. Explain: Great and exciting. While working for KPTM, this person has
experience: Although we are not the highest-ranked market in the area, I can say proudly that this station gives you the opportunity to present a story concept with confidence, grow as a journalist and remain under the #74 market category. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: organize, embrace creative control, plus fun, more
comments: I would say you need to be motivated to try new things and push yourself. It's a great place to experiment, fail or succeed and learn from it. Director: Melissa Cashwell This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a disorganized, positive and fun news director: Alex De Leon. Very bad! A very toxic environment with lazy
employees who lack professionalism. While working for WTVO, this person has experience: gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. Many employees are left due to toxic work environments, many employees are lazy and lack professionalism. This station is poorly managed. I wouldn't recommend this station to journalists who want to
break into the industry. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a disorganized news director, minus the poison: Megan Wolf. She has a favorite and it shows that she interacts with employees and others see it as well. Toxic working environment News director Megan Wolf openly employees when they mess up, but for this that is her
favorite, she praises them and is willing to work with them. Station owner Ken Pustizzi wants to cover the positive news, but the news plus his release means we can't cover student funding to help local families or communities gather to clean up the park. This news is filled with more or less police reports and stories about the local hospital system. The wage
difference was wide, the forecaster, who made $65k, the director made $45k, an anchor who made just two hours of work (despite the full eight hours written on her contract) getting paid $50k a year, while journalists, web producers and PAs made between $11 and $13 per hour. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more
disorganized comments, negative, toxic: the station lacks space for progress, both in its own wage and position, and it is tricky to get. Director: Gerardo Garza While working for KGNS this person has experience: a toxic work environment as a whole, work there is Hale, the news director never appreciates the hard work of the MMJ, nothing makes them
happy, they often tell you how bad you are, rarely, almost never, they say anything positive about your job. The newsroom is full of toxic people who go out to pick you up no matter what happens. Unless you go to a place where they embarrass her and treat you like a slave. This is not the place you want to go. This person describes the newsroom
environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: they do not teach you how to fix or use the camera. You have to learn as you go and don't have to spend time training you. Don't go there, work in an environment that's not worth it. Yes, you learn, but not because of them, it is because of the hard words and dedication you put in your
belongings. Reporter: Veteran Steve Hyvonen explains: F* cluster while working for WXIX This person has experience: gender discrimination, toxic work environment, overall ND &amp; AND play favorites. Good people get out of contract early on, while some of the lazy and disrespectful people exist. This person described the newsroom environment as a
whole: The news director held a toxic negative: The Adam Henning Experience. Explain: Spine While working for WPEC, this person has experience: the overall toxic working environment, Sinclair is well known for spreading propaganda and, no differently, that WPEC must run a piece of the conservative agenda is crammed down your throat. Does anyone
remember all the anchors from Sinclair station that recite the same propaganda? They made journalists do it too. The assignment table was replaced by This means that anyone can be an assigned desk person, which makes the newsroom chaos complete. Also, if you' Inexperienced people provide anchor scanner traffic to fact-based reports without
confirmation. It is also everyone for themselves. If you go out on the field, relay the information back to the newsroom, usually there is an error or miscommunication. You have to call 5 people to make sure everyone is on the same page. Virtually no maintenance of computer equipment stops working regularly and the wireless microphone does not work. You
expect to work of 4 people on a regular basis, poor wages and lower than other stations. If you are in contract and the station achieves the sales goal, you do not receive a bonus. Only employees who are not under contract will receive a bonus, but everyone is involved. A good part of the staff comes from a small Sinclair station and for some this is their first
store. The product is illustrated with badly written and presented stories. Journalists are stretched out very thin because of their workload, sometimes they generate information they can't get. Many journalists and photographers resigned suddenly due to poor working conditions. The news assistant seemed to have a chip on his shoulder because he wasn't
ND, he talked to producers and journalists. If you are an attractive woman or anchor, he may cut you some slack. Creativity is not welcome and is often removed from writing. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: look elsewhere. Explained: Accessible, very sympathetic to his team.
There are hard times to keep cool in big breaking news situations. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: classified negative studies as toxic, more opinion: Most days, the newsroom is a well oiled machine. Everyone knows the assigned task and quickly exits the door. That being said, producers are often at odds with journalists
because there is little understanding between jobs. Good stories are often thrown away for easy gain. Management is often struggling to hire talented employees and turnover rates are very high. Reporter: Julie Flynn experiences Explain: Feeling good news Reasonable and head level This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: no
organizing, exposure to creative control, more opinions: most employees are very talented and talented, but lack a sense of direction. Leadership has a hard time defining roles and often questions whether they are making the right decisions. Most of the staff were very helpful and willing to help each other. Director: Steve Cohen Experience Explain:
Negative, while working for KUSI, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. The station is run and operated by local families in the city. They thrive on the fact that they are free without a network. They force their views too republican on the staff and make them demonstrate this to It's a propaganda station. Cohen did nothing to stop it.
It's a toxic work environment and companies ignore their employees and executive news staff don't do anything to stop it! Over the course of two weeks in March 2019, more than 10 employees were left to find jobs elsewhere, either at other stations in the market or out of business in general. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole:
more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: toxic environments are not worth working under their propaganda. Director: Shannon Maze Isbell Experience Explain: Fair and accessible... It's not related to the daily news... Focusing on her other duties, Asst ND is in every grind. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: organize, embrace
creative control, more positive comments, fun: different changes work differently, but I adore our group of colleagues. We're like a family. Everybody says... Most of them are veterans and work there. The only reason for turnover is rough hours. I suggest working here, there will always be no date, no classification, organizational changes that lead to layoffs.
But this is a place where I feel I can live for decades... Like many of my colleagues, Today it's very rare. Reporter: Bruce Barkley, he's terrible. He treats all journalists and producers like them as children, and news stories are not only not around, but also impossible to get. He will have emotional tantrums in the newsroom. He also prevented me from
broadcasting legitimate stories because it puts the business we advertised with in a bad light, but instead admitted that that's why he tried to make me sound like I was a poor journalist. Anchors, journalists, producers and executive producers all sided with me about broadcasting. He's the only one in trouble. Bruce left some people alone, but chose others. He
shouldn't be in that position. While working for WYFF, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment, it's worth mentioning that he'll send you an email, even call you in his office, warn him of cracking in overtime, but then have an assigment desk call you early and make you stay late for an hour of live photography. He will try to get you in the
coming days and miss an editorial meeting just so you don't have overtime. Everything meets his conditions. Did I mention him badly? This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a disorganized news director, minus the poison: The Morgan Schabb Experience. Explain: Quite negative, while working for WAND, this person has experience:
an overall toxic work environment. News directors always have her favorites, and if you're not one of them, you don't get treatment as well. She's younger, so gossip is always what happens. Not only that, but People in our newsroom, but also people at other stations. I think she tried her best to be a good leader, but because she was younger, there were
tough times. She never opened up about the idea of pushing the envelope. She likes the idea safe and won't upset the audience. There are also many times they will say that we #1 when in fact we are not. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized reviews, toxic negative education: I would say it's a wonderful place to
get an experience, but keep your guard up and don't trust anyone. Everyone is there to gossip, be careful while working for WMC-TV. Assistant News Director Chris Best is bullying and harassing trusted journalists in their guts in difficult situations. He asks you to do something unsafe, ethical or even professional. He often calls and curses journalists out if
their stories aren't as good as the competition. He would lie about his knowledge of the stories and other newsrooms going on. He also started the Biker Dad Facebook page and will be assigned to reporters to cover the events he attended. He would do that to journalists who threw stories near their hearts, but then the field itself. He's live-streaming his bike
to work, only to show why he's late all the time. He created a toxic work environment, shouted at a seasoned and respected journalist who wanted to be someone. The worst part is that he repels good talent. A journalist and anchor with almost all the experience left in his time here. They're fed up with his nonsense and can't get morally. He's the worst person
I've worked for ten years in the news, and he went to his cell to work as a news director. It's funny how thugs like him move on because no one's going to fire them. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: there are wonderful people in the staff who care so much about their work. Seriously,
they fought well. In fact, most people in the newsroom are like a family to each other. I believe that most people have good intentions and want to do a really good job, which is why so many people have lived for so long, and that's why so many people are still there. While working for WSMV, this person has experience: gender discrimination, a toxic work
environment as a whole. Women are told to wear false eyelashes and darken their eyebrows. The news director also physically shamed women who weren't small and promoted women with very little experience if they heated this person to describe the newsroom environment as a whole: no organized, negative, more toxic comments: They have a lawsuit
pending prosecution of them. I've heard mixed reviews about the new deal, but a lot of damage has already been done. Director: Brandon Long He knows a lot about the industry. I can The way he has the potential to teach journalists and anchors a lot, but the way he talks with his people is very generous and he's very sarcastic. It can be found while he's
talking to you. Sometimes it's intimidating to go to him. While working for WMGT, this person has experience: a toxic work environment as a whole. As a small/medium market, most of you may work or 3 people, regardless of wmgt, it lacks care from management. There is not much investment within our employees. We're station 3 in Macon from 3 stations,
there's no drive to win the race. There are also no resources to be the best as well. The device runs down and everything is not your best shots, despite the new things we get. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: the troll rate is very high. We have vacancies that we haven't filled in for
nearly a year. There's no push to try to fill them. While working for WATE, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. The general manager is scary and only business-conscious. Journalists are overworked. Long days, no overtime pay. Poor management, HR people aren't even trained. Regardless of employee concerns. Toxic
relationship between colleagues This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more toxic negative comments: avoid Director: John Haferkamp Experience Explained: Not voluntarily except for scheduling, while working for WNWO, this person has experience: the overall toxic working environment, although WNWO is a Toledo station, but the
news is broadcast from South Bend (WSBT). Not only has the anchor been totally regulated, generally acting as a news director. No teamwork, the former news manager told my reporters of racism and anti-semitism on the Toledo side, I was told that I couldn't report it because they didn't happen to me. On the South Bend side, WSBT seems to be a great
station to work on. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: no negative studies are organized, additional opinions are toxic: it is a newshare carried out out of South Bend. They also performed another newshare for pennsylvania stations. They are all bad on the market and will not get the full attention. Director: Chuck Malden The former
news director has no experience, but he's very bad at communicating and playing blame games instead of being responsible for mismanagement. He's been a director of news rather than real work. His time has resulted in a major shutdown of long-term news personality, staffing and a big reversal. While working for KOTV, this person has experience: race.
The overall toxic working environment The general working environment, just dealing with colleagues, is amazing. Upper management is a problem. They carry out shut-ups and do everything we tell you about the policy. They quickly say you did very well during the inspection, but throughout the year led to any concerns that had ever been brought to light.
This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more negative comments are toxic: your fellow colleagues will be your only economical grace. The rest of the newsroom is full of amazing people, and if you're your favorite executive, you'll be fine, and the city is great and full of news. Explain: Quite fun. This person explains the newsroom
environment as a whole: organized, more educational commentary: the number one station on the market without much competition. It's a fairly good place to work. Reporter: Jennifer Scarborough, she's tough, but fair. I hope she gives you a better suggestion. Years of experience, but she never left the market, so I took some ideas with a grain of salt. This
person described the newsroom environment as a whole: Education News Director: Karen Arisea She is very clever and always looking for a press button, but sometimes immoral. She is also very natural, which is not always a good thing. She appeared randomly with photographs of micromanager people while working for WCSH. Again, she doesn't seem to
have the best morals and often pits the newsroom with someone else. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: unorganized, open to creative control, negative and toxic news director: Dawn Miller. She's not a technical news director. Instead, she is the only news manager and manager at a physical position in the market. She doesn't
have a small deal, but she also lacks important communication skills at times, not the most motivated, and wants the MMJ to do the work she doesn't want (above all, they have to do). This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: additional unorganized comments: it's not where you want to stay for too long. The station is a news share,
which means that all anchors and producers and news directors are in South Bend, Indiana. There are not many suggestions because there are not many leaders who have a way to do it. No veteran journalist or anchor to learn from, on any given day, only a few journalists are scheduled to work, which means that if someone is sick, there is very little content
and slack must be unfairly picked up by whoever is around. Director: Tina Commodore I didn't work with her for a week while working for KOKI. Everyone asked me why I didn't get the job because everyone knew I needed it. They said the current production manager at the time seemed to have only all male employees. This person describes the newsroom
environment as a whole: educational arrangements are open to creative control, plus more fun: overall, it is a very pleasant environment. People are nice people, even if the is beating the fan, it's not toxic. I don't work full-time But the whole drama looked pretty tame and everyone looked very happy. I am honored to work there and I want to go back, but as a
full-time employee, I am honored to work there. Director: Shawn Wainwright Shawn doesn't qualify for his position. He made many female journalists feel uncomfortable and used the f****t in private meetings with employees while working for KFDA. News directors are paying attention to relatively embarrassing new journalists - often making them feel
uncomfortable. Manipulation often allows newsrooms to disagree with the toxic environment as a whole. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, toxic negative studies: managing each other, I can learn a lot of broadcast news. The anchor for a long time was all about writing and forcing me to be a much
better writer and producer. Management and work environment are a big problem, but I'm a better journalist for working here. He uses very little resources and makes respectable news. Expect to work hard and be criticized, but also expect russ to be a contact/mentor for the rest of your career. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole:
more disorganized reviews plus fun: it feels like another two years in college, sometimes MMJ is out of school and living in a college town. Drinking a lot and being able to pick up a little inetheism, at times Lubbock is awesome for piercing outside, it's a weight layer. There's a national story that you can get covered because you're lonely in the middle of
nowhere. Director: Morgan Schaab Experience This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: organized, open to creative control, plus fun, more comments: this is a great store. I like our creative freedom and our room for growth as our ND journalists have high expectations, but are discouraged and attentive at the same time. The production
team may be tired, but it's not the worst. While working for KECI/KTVM/KCFW, this person has experienced: gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. The only place that might be worth working at KTVM is because they have a better assistant news director at Bozeman. And you will be removed from the toxicity center of keci main station
in Missoula. The news director and assistant news director places great importance on men and is difficult for women. Missoula's formidable leadership style and constant gossip about other employees Awesome learning environment and leadership style They tear people down instead of lifting them up and helping them succeed. This person describes the
newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: management needs an overhaul. Ten newsroom employees (about 25) left between early August 2017 and October 2017 — that should be a big red flag. I'm really surprised that this station didn't see a major prosecution. The only positive thing I have to say is that conditions
may change with the transfer of ownership from Bonten Media Group to Sinclair Broadcasting, reporters never thank them, constantly working 10 to 12 hours a day getting calls on their holidays and scorned if they can't do it. It's the most unprofessional work environment I've ever been a part of. The management of the station is no one responsible for
anything. They destroyed my passion for the news industry. I may be a disgruntled ex-employee. But don't think I'm not pulling my weight. I went further than that for this station, maintaining a positive attitude and fulfilling it for everybody. People on the air and behind the scenes position Bottom line doesn't work here. Explain: Unprofessional and toxic. While
working for KUNP, this person has experience: sexual harassment, gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. He is unprofessional, making sexual remarks and advancing his female employees. He used foul language and disrespected his staff. He picks and chooses the news he will broadcast, even if there is news that is important to his
community, if it is not something he personally cares about, it will not be broadcast. His actions are particularly degrading to women. Use any suggestion or suggestion as a personal attack. If you disagree with him on something or pretend that he's right about everything, he'll start making you seem about little things, he's an insecure person who projects
colleagues without respecting them or blocking opportunities for them. It will give you a lot when recruiting you, but will not keep his word when you are hired. The only way he can help you progress or not make working a toxic place for you is if you never stand up for yourself or resist his offending. His experience level also does not help you grow
professionally or improve your craft. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: stay away !!! The English couple is their own in other worlds, but it is a place where all is toxic. People here don't care about you as people who are all business. They are protecting senior staff despite serious
problems and their unprofessional behaviour. Reporter: Jennifer Dodd, she's hardly. When she is and you have a chance to talk to her, she forgets. It makes you wonder if you are an important part of the news team when your own boss forgets your goals, dreams, or any promises she makes. There are times when she pushes journalists to obtain or aerial
information that may have been unethical. As a journalist, as I understand the need to collect and release information first. But I am reluctant to risk the station's reputation and my credibility by doing illegal border things. While working for News 8, this person has experienced: sexual harassment, racial discrimination, gender discrimination, a toxic work
environment as a whole. There are days when I'm surprised I'm still working here, since I've been hired, I've experienced my boss telling me that I'm hard to understand because English is not my first language, even if a colleague says otherwise. - I was threatened by a former colleague for turning his progress down, and it took me years for the station to
terminate him, despite at least five years' worth of reports to him and ignoring the quality of the stories we broadcast every day. Recently, we hired an MMJ that had never reported or shot a story before. When the manager sends you the camera without a battery or tape, the camera is not available. Then tell you to take some pictures... That shows you how
they know about news gathering stories and related tasks in putting good stories together. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized reviews, negative, toxic: there is a lot of potential for this 24-hour format. Director: Darryl Adams If you are one of the favorites, life is not scary, but everyone's expectations are very high.
While working for WBBH, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. Management seeks to promote teamwork by promoting competition. It's not healthy. There's no consideration of my personal life... Working there is seen by executives as a privilege, not a mutually beneficial relationship. This person describes the newsroom
environment as a whole: classified negative studies as toxic. Director: Brad Meyers I worked for the former news director. He left shortly after me, but many executives came from another station. It's a great Ole Boys club and they don't spend good time with new ideas or people. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: organize more
comments: WECT is a great starting station. They take their work seriously, but if you get on the wrong side of the wrong person, you'll regret it. They also have several major floppy versions with aerial capabilities over the last two years. The three best journalists left all within three months of summer 2018, the news director: the veteran Jim Platzer
explained: below average, while working for WJAC, this person has experience: a toxic work environment overall, Platzer rude and disregarding his employees. He called them 'physical' and 'feminine' and disrespected anyone. This is Sinclair Station. The more venom is flowing from the top, the more poisond the director gets, the more rewarding it is. This
person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a disorganized news director, minus the poison: Eric Valadez Experience. Explained: He doesn't know what he's doing. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: no organizing, exposure to creative control, more comments: News 9 is not based on their reputation. I have a hardline
creativity by managing with zero direction. I had a multi-year contract that was terminated without violence, one year after I moved my whole life to Denver. They don't care about anyone, especially if they think you're making too much money. Don't buy hype, 9News isn't what it used to be for talent development. Director: Jennifer Rigby This person describes
the newsroom environment as a whole: educational arrangements, exposure to creative control, more positive reviews, fun: this is a great place to work. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: a positive study, more fun: there are no rules, not jerks, unofficially at this station. If you think the job is underneath you, complaining about all
your colleagues and not the players on the team, you won't be welcome here. I can't work for a better station/company. While working for Spectrum, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. Lack of communication and lack of morale We didn't look at Nielsen's ratings because we barely signed up. This person describes the newsroom
environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: if you can help, don't come to the spectrum. It was a negative experience that drained me and left my career in the wrong direction. It's a 24-hour cable station, which means that only 40% of people can watch us and who often are. Over the weather station unless they check the weather.
In other words, you work for the bones to be seen by small pieces of North Carolina. The charm of being in the top 25 market quickly disappeared when the reality of being an understaffed hit, we hardly ever took a live shot, and we missed many key moments in my time there because we didn't have enough journalists to cover everything. Things This place
is not good when I'm there and I'm afraid things could get worse when a lot of people choose to cut the cord. There are wonderful people here, but being in the top 25 doesn't make up for these complications. Director: Anne Wittenborg While working for KSTP, this person has experience: sexual harassment, racial discrimination, gender discrimination, a toxic
work environment as a whole. I am the only female photog and there is not enough room to put embolization down. The experience explains: Uninvolved / Lost for a long time. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: this station is completely unprofessional. There is a lack of overall interest
in broadcasting by executives and even news directors. There has never been any news conference. No one always presents a bad device story. This leads to an unsupervicing employee: irresponsible, productive employees constantly talking through headsets about unrelated topics, showing suffering. One May Announcer stopped working. Engineers
couldn't find a way out right away, so no one did anything. We went unannounced all summer. It wasn't until about September-ish that it finally got its fix. News Director: Experience Esteban Creste explains: Micro manager while working for WXTV This person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. If there is a long-term strategy, it does not
communicate with employees. Future planning is inconsistent. Employees often tell in the open that they may only engage with advice about stories that should be covered, but not about other areas of the newsroom. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: Toxic negative news director: Amie Hudspeth She's racist to white people. She
didn't train anyone, yelled at/called a stupid worker and pulled your head off you a**everything done in the newsroom was her inspite. No leadership or judgment is good news. While working for KAVU, this person has experience: racial discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. At least 3 white employees resigned while I was there due to
treatment from Amie Hudspeth, other employees resigned because they were too much work and did not. Overtime pay Amie will comment on the talent/reporter who looks to the extent of asking them if they're pregnant and telling them that maybe maybe something to hold on to. One employee works 100 hours during a 2-week period without being paid
overtime. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negatives, toxic: If you want to learn to be a better journalist, don't come here, Newscenter 25 (KAVU) is where dreams are dying. There was also an outbreak of bats that closed the studio for almost a week to clean the air because the talent had been rash
and throat/eyes irritated. Director: Galean Stewart As the first manager (news director) Showing her experience in day-to-day decisions about news coverage, in favor of the show among employees, especially multimedia journalists. It is not a good learning environment for journalists who want to grow in their craft. Find another small market that
management truly cares about and will help you better as a storyteller. While working for WDAM, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. All inexperienced management employees, including gm general managers, are more concerned about advertising (making account holders happy) than community coverage that counts. Expect
small market turnover, especially here, due to managers in the newsroom. Training for employees behind and in front of the camera is not enough. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized, negative comments are toxic: if you're considering hiring at a station, find a previous employer to give you an insight into
newsroom culture. Reporter: The experience Jeff Nelson explains: Not great, while working for WDAY, this person has experience: gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. Favors according to your appearance If you are a beautiful woman in the eyes of a news director, you will get what you want. If you are, you are ready for a ride until
the end of your contract without real progress. In addition, the news director will choose the type of hair style he likes for you after you start. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: unless you like to play mind games with station management, you may want to choose another station.
Everyone is also an hourly, not a salary unless you are in a deal. Reporter: Veteran Jason Pasco explains: Excellent while working for KTVN, this person has experience: the toxic work environment as a whole, ND is amazing, but he chose the formidable executive producer Zac, he was mean, terrible, and set everyone to suffer. He was so bad that the
company sent him to management training in Hope to fix his behavior, it made it worse. Everyone is great, you can move up. If you try to But if Zach doesn't like you, you're nowhere. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: the disorganized news director removes the poison: The experience of Mike Rausch explains:
HAHAHAHAHAHAHA WHILE working for KRDO, this person has experience: The overall toxic working environment, Mike Rausch, is a worthless garbage that is so narcissistic that he failed to see that he came up short. The most glaring example is the hiring of executive producer Matthew Selby, who is a famous sexual predator and was fired for displaying
pornography with his fellow employees. While I believe the new GM Pimentel has made significant improvements, I failed to understand why he continued to hire Rausch, whose one-handed lead morale at the station went to an all-time low. What's more, Rausch has a history of being an unethical journalist with very poor decisions, no one says anything
more than his call to send news drones in the air during wildfires. Of course, many firefighting aircraft were forced to land, which made KRDO indefinite and resulted in one of our manufacturers being laid off. Don't let yourself be a prisoner here. There's a reason why so many people leave, as long as Rausch continues to show, our ratings will continue to
decline. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: a more disorganized, toxic negative comment: Mike Rausch is not the legendary journalist he claims to be, as I have said to him, has a formidable reputation in industry executives, and I have never been unhappy in this business. One of our digital employees left recently due to rausch's
poor treatment, which sounded like 99 percent of all burnout, a former two-year prison sentence, burglary, robbery: an act of unlawful use of property from a person or place by force or harassment of force. In the past, he was involved in drugs, extortion and robbery. Explain: Toxic, while working for WEAR, this person has experienced: racial discrimination,
gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. The only person I've ever met who knows everything about everything and blames others for her mistakes. Meet Sinclair, owner of WEAR ABC, Channel 3 News Director Kimberly Wyatt ND and a completely unprofessional and unprofessional manager, which is why it is laughing stocks all over the
market. I warned you to stay away from here. The most important survival strategy is to get out as fast as you can. The newsroom certainly has no guidance and is run by a group of college graduates. This highly regarded news station, nearly a dozen employees, has left under Wyatt's leadership because everyone is miserable and wants to leave. It's not a
place where you feel comfortable and It feels like you're walking on an eggshell every day. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: a more disorganized review, a toxic negative: if Wyatt wasn't there, it would be a good working environment. Longtime anchors Bob Solarski and Sue Straughn were great for me. Bless their hearts by
dealing with such chaos on a daily basis. I never recommend this station to anyone. No one cares about you as an employee. The station was severely affected. Without constructive criticism, you'll be promised something that won't happen. Why does GM keep ND around believing and lying to her employees is a mystery to me? Maybe if you and minions
don't want to go through this, Yes, ma'am. Maybe the staff will be there for more than 2-3 years and get more viewers than the local newspapers. Director: Emily Adamson She's great. The balanced need of dealing with the needs of the newsroom. She's the one you want in your corner. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more
disorganized comments, plus fun:- Corporate management and governance are quite unregulated. There is a lack of ownership in the operation of the MT partners, which is a very important problem with how often we rely on each other. - There is no discussion about ratings, which does not help drive the competition for third stations on the market. - Poor
pay + brand positive end / SWX sports channel is a great launch point. All sports interested journalists should not look at this opportunity if they are concerned about market size + as the market/station starts excellent for news/sports. Absolutely no industry experience. He doesn't know how to lead or be a boss. While working for WBUP, this person has
experience: an overall toxic work environment. I would not recommend this station to anyone. I was hired under another news director, but unfortunately left because the station did not care about anyone. The news director they hired worked in the main stream and didn't know what he was doing. If you're looking for a place to grow and learn, you're looking
Don't come here! There is no sales department or human resources department. GM does not live in the area and does not know what happened at the station. The news director doesn't even know what you're doing. Some days he won't show up. He could work four hours a day. The newsroom is absolutely unin guided and generally run by a bunch of 23-
year-olds severely affected because everyone is miserable and wants to leave. Creepy engineers live in buildings and showers in the women's bathroom. It's not a place where you feel comfortable and you feel like you're walking on eggshells. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more toxic negative reviews: The news director told
us that we are a tax cut for company owners, you should do an after-school internship and then work here. The only person I've ever met who knows everything about everything and blames others for her mistakes. While working for WTVY, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. The news director talks about others. She makes her
goal to make everyone on the staff suffer all the time. If she wasn't there, it would be a good work environment, GM and the manager was great for me. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: there are talents in the air team and excellent production and engineering staff. Director: Trent
Bailey Experience Explain: Miserable While working for WBUP, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. I would not recommend this station to anyone. No one cares about you as an employee. The station was severely affected and undervalued. There was no constructive criticism. You'll be promised something that won't happen. They
hire people who don't have experience, quantity more than quality. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: not working here. He is beyond the passionate arrogance that wants to push his political ideology over facts. While working for KRDO, this person has experience: the overall toxic
work environment Rausch needs to be replaced. He is an arrogant, self-serving man whose hobby will make everyone's life under his stewardship a drag cow to his extreme alt-right philosophy, and if you don't drag the strings, he will make your life miserable! This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more negative comments are toxic:
there are some good people who work at this new GM station, a mile better than the previous, and try hard to make a difference. If nd and minions Yes, his little guy is gone, the morale of the station is jumping. 10 ratings, director: Jacob Jake Taylor, he became kind and kind, but later became the real Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. He can be nice and funny, then
becomes demanding and violent within a minute. You never know what you're going to get, it's going to be very confusing and stressful. While working for KIMA, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. I was discriminated against with a learning disability. Jake will tell me all the time that I am slow, not fast enough or not making
enough progress. I've always felt targeted. By my hour, I rarely get Working part-time I was instructed to spend sick days as necessary and later criticised that Jake wouldn't be difficult for a journalist if they were late, but I would face the cruelty of it if the show wasn't perfect or something never came in. Most reporters are easy to manage, but they can get
easily overwhelmed if they have to do PKG and VOSOT for several days. Daniel, the director, is very mean and greedy. He would make jokes and snarl if a journalist came late, the rest of the producers were very deceitful and easily angered me. Jake's going to let them tell me a lot of things at one time that they want journalists to hear. But i didn't tell them. I
feel like someone's gossiping about me. I feel like I've never truly fit, and I hardly hear from anyone at KIMA after I'm gone when comparing people kepr is the ones who care. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: organized, unregulated, educated, open to creative control, positive, fun, negative, toxic comment more: we are the
number one dominant, beating the competition combined. I'm always proud of the show. As the only manufacturer in Yakima, I feel that I am doing too much with too little help. It doesn't help us hardly get the news if someone closes, we're fine at full staff and there's a much harder time if people close. If you want to report that KIMA expects to change PKG
and VOSOT for up to two days in Dayside PKG and sometimes VOSOT side nights. We have half our staff here and half in the tri-city. The morning is Tri-Cities seized and weathered, but with journalists Yakima 5 and 6 is a local, all 11pm a week is partially local, but seized and produced from Tri-Cities with journalists, yakima all weekend seized and
produced along with sports in The City Of Tri, but with the Yakima reporter at the weekend, the sport is Yakima based Monday-Friday, but the weekend is tri-city. For production, it's something you wont, but struggling a lot on your own. Jake is an ND/anchor and often ad-lib scripts and sometimes a lot of mania. We also don't have local weather (before tap)
and have to write down the weather floods, and that will be difficult if the weather is boring. Unless the journalist volunteers to take your live shot, you will always be an MMJ with zero forex. Journalists rarely get confiscated and never know how to write scripts to anchors. So I'll have to produce and fill into nd those days. There is zero training for journalists to
be ready to seize. On a good day I love my job and on bad days I cry. I'm proud of the content and almost always be the first. I hate Sinclair having to run 99% of the time. The staff at KEPR is a real pleasure. Easy to handle and Kind of, get to know Bill and Kevin, and you'll never regret it. Kevin was kind and funny and a great complementary director. It's not
the worst newsroom I've ever been in. But I'm happy to be gone. I ended up in the hospital because of the job and management didn't care. The station manager is a hypocrite, he is a good man unless someone lies and he siding with them. I rarely get a lot of praise for criticism instead. I feel like I'm working hard and for hours. My show has strong and
unique content. I'm not allowed to talk to reporters to ask what's going on in the news. I'm number two in command, but it feels like I've been treated like three years old. I would say go to KIMA for the first job only when you have the thickest skin. For Yakima, the overall rent is very spacious, especially if you want to live in the Western Valley, which is the
safest and most convenient. It's much harder to get an apartment in Terrace Heights near the station. Yakima has great shopping and food, but it is a nightlife center. Make sure you go to Tri-Cities to meet kepr staff, Seattle and Portland are not far away and are great to visit if the weather is good. If you can go through Jake's separate personality, KIMA may



be for you, he has to judge the good news and most of the day you get to cover what you want. Sinclair is good at working to remove political BS and you get good health, dental insurance and vision after less than 90 days. If you're a journalist at KIMA, you're probably okay. If you are the only yagima manufacturer, fortunately, you may need it. Have fun if the
backpack fails, the live images die because they are not checked as much as they should. I miss the news sometimes but it's not stress and unnecessary KIMA drama before I leave with KIMA I'm told, maybe the odds are ever in your favor. Press Director: Veteran Mike Mickle explains: Don't decide to blame others for his very egotistical mistakes while
working for WHBF. Everyone seems to be running the necessary minimum, which is why it is laughing stocks throughout the market. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: this must be one of the worst stations to run in the entire country. Director: Kelly Boan Experience Explain: Positive
and confirmed This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: the study is open to creative control, more opinions: Although FOX Carolina often lasts in the air market, stations shine in digital. The crew often destroys the story first and And web teams are often praised by competitors for going the extra mile. This station can be acknowledged to
play with a more conservative appeal by branding. FOX on Facebook (since conservatives on Facebook followed nothing with Fox and News in the same sentence), however, digital is tops in the market and within the company, returning to the air combat, the station is still a relative new kid on the blog, with editorial departments not starting until the early
1990s, with the lack of traditional audiences that rival NBC WYFF has, however, the changes that WHNS dominate digitally and reach out to older audiences on Facebook. The company switches websites to a new platform that is more efficient. Live streams to websites, apps and Facebook or YouTube are special. Web teams have to sell their spirits a little
when they have to make a pointless Canva Facebook poll or when they share videos from other digital outlets, but they just got it done well and went back to making news. Working with field crews is easy, and having a company mobile phone certainly helps what some station groups refuse to offer. From my interactions with colleagues who go into the field,
especially the crew, always have everything they need to get the job done. Some devices are older, but we can turn a foul eye into Meredith for this. One good note is that MMJs are often paired with fations for live hits and more experienced fodes help change PKG in a creative direction. The station also uses video editors for mornings, nights and weekends,
so VOSOTs, video partners and digital requests are all handled by them, while photogs and reporters/MMJs focus on the main story. In addition, seasoned professionals who have worked at the station for a while are often chomping at a bit to teach new techniques and try them as well, and plenty of young guns are looking at. Local management is easy to
get along and easy to find a solution when it comes through. However, as a digital leader expects an email attack, when critical breaking news or extreme weather hits. It may be annoying, but coming from a station where no one seems to give honest care, it is easy to forgive. The deal also appreciates that you have a social life outside the newsroom and
are happy to accommodate almost all timely timely closing requests. They also promote community engagement and have people in the newsroom who give time to local nonprofits. The main concern for this station is the fact that Meredith is one of a small group of stations in the country, with only 15 stations in their portfolio. I would urge Meredith execs to
see the station soon to be up for sale in other markets, as not going ahead with Cox. As an honest mistake we can easily figure out WGCL and WSB in Atlanta, and getting the Cox Station will mean more brothers across the country, including in nearby Charlotte and on the coast of Charleston that can serve as a natural channel for more moving talent, not to
mention an easier regional news connection than trying to hold together an informal agreement with Gray TV station now. In addition, studios are a little outdated, although the introduction of The Big Ass Monitor is a welcome update for better studio photography. Newsroom images are very good, but some better lighting may be suitable for journalists with
darker tones. Of course not, but is it a good place to work? Yes, it is, and you will learn a lot no matter what your job is. It is very easy to fit in with most of the staff and the weekend crew is tightly knit and can be pulled out even the most urgent news situation without the need to call the trooper. Coming here is definitely an improvement during the last gig and
I'm looking forward to more adventures with this team. News Director: Bob Newman Experience Explain: Miserable While working for Spectrum (Central NC), this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. If you want to broadcast with someone who produces sub-standard work without impact, this station is for you. If you want to have not
enough editing software to have at it. You won't get a laptop as well. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: everyone is miserable. No one's even watching. Avoid this place like an epidemic. If you like organizations, check out live photography or breaking news, this is not a place for While
working for Spectrum (Central NC), this person has experience: racial discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole, this person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: unmanageable, remove the toxic news director: Chad Cross Nice guy. Mellow's very talented, not screaming at people and having to judge the good news. This person
describes the newsroom environment as a whole: educational organizers are open to more creative controls: there's a good narrative at KXAN and journalists, producers and very intuitive anchors. There are a few complaints. The payout is not impressive for the market. Top 40 (to be fair, I think all Austin stations pay poorly) The manufacturer's contract is
too long, scheduling is a mess, the desks are sometimes assigned unorganized, and stations hate to be promoted from within. Director: George Davilas No real-life news background, just entertainment. While working for KPNX, this person has experience: this place has lost at least 10 photographers in a year. People are unhappy and don't like the direction
this station is coming in. Forcing photographers to write more, they didn't find the experience. They are willing to pay them to leave alone, misleading them when taken for an interview. They hired a new chief photographer to become a news director in a small market. Two locations in Texas and Idaho who don't know how to run a live truck and have to call a
photographer for help. It's not someone who can lead an employee of a photographer who knows the narrative and will have a hard time getting respect. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: exposure to creative news director: Rick Jacobs Experience. Explain: Incoherent, while working for KGW, this person has experienced: sexual
harassment, a toxic work environment as a whole. Not worth the change, Rick's retired. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: no organized exposure to negative creative control, more toxic comments: the best move this station made is to appoint John Tierney in the interim ND, he's clever, sexy and has the goods to put this station
forward! All hail Tierney! The obscure beard is movin'!!! News Director: Lane Kimble Experience Explain: Super positive, Let's you Follow the stories you present the most and you learn ton this person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: education is open to creative control plus fun, more comments: this station is a truly amazing place to learn. I
have the opportunity to report, produce and anchor during my time here. They let you keep track of the stories you want, which is truly great. They won't deny a live shot either! Northwood of Wisconsin is pretty rural, but with this market story you can't cover anywhere else. It's a great station for those who start their careers looking to be strong and creative
storytellers. Reporter: Len Kimble, a great mentor, learned a lot from him, remembers he said he didn't show up for the story and was willing to let you grow the way you were interested (want to seize more live images or take more live shots? Ask Lane and he might say yes.) He is a good man to start your career under. This person explains the newsroom
environment as a whole: organize, embrace, control, creativity, more fun, positive fun: this is a great place for immediate broadcasters from college to get started. Newsroom culture provides creative support and collaboration. You'll learn tons here and be prepared to move on to your next job after two years. Reporter: Kay Norred, this woman was beaten
while working for WFXR. Every news manager at this station is an incompetent fool, and the organization knows it as well. The best part? They don't care. GM, Erica Sink, should have been fired years ago! In fact, she is not qualified to be a leader or manager of anything. News director Kay Norred made all sorts of plays. She About her employees behind
their backs to other employees and is very vindictive. Oh, she will also keep your grief if you are sick and have to call to work. She will also call and intimidate you and say you are not sick and will not talk to you when you return to work. It's very child-only behavior. In addition, she and the head of meteorology have an out-of-office relationship. The
organization knows that too, but again they don't care, it's disgusting and overall it's an unprofessional place to work. In addition, this place breeds incompetence and things wrong every day, so you'll never move forward here because you're constantly worried about what kind of drama you're going to deal with that day. There was never a plan for the news
because the manager never knew how to plan for the day, and if there was a plan, it never worked so well. This station is full of amateurs. It's been running for 3.5 years and GM will still tend to day and afternoon shows, but don't let her fool you. My colleagues were great and we tried a great show every night. But the deal has been on our way constantly.
The administration never helped us achieve anything. The worst leadership I've ever met. Oh, and the station is DEAD LAST on the market. I love my colleagues when I'm here, but managing to make your life crazy is alive, and above all, this is Nexstar station, so don't expect half the proper compensation. They won't pay half of what you're worth. This
person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: don't come here!! Unemployment is better. Director: Zoltan Csanyi-Salcedo While working for KGBT, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. This place is nothing but a crap show. Management needs to change, especially general
managers. She is nothing but a theatrical seeker, if you are a favorite, then you can get away with murder. The former news director didn't get any better. He will get after everyone at their work accordingly, but people who are often busier or can't even do their job are always praised. They hire people who don't qualify for the job. The station itself is ruled by a
20-year-old underage kid who is a director who is just a high school graduate with no news/production experience that all she does is call sick every week and try to get people into trouble with news directors, assistants and general managers. The good people who work here are treated like crap, but good for them for leaving bigger and better stations. This
person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: this place is not worth working. No one likes to work here, don't expect to put any ideas on it because they won't care about it. They do basic boring performances without interest. On anything. You better go to a rival station. I don't want anyone to work for
this station at all unless you want to be bossed by a child, there's a cluttered and chaotic newsroom. If you want to be lazy and get away with that kind of work, this station is for you. If you want to progress your career and have attentive executives and colleagues, don't come here. News Director: Dan Delgado Experience Explained: Toxic immorality, lack of
basic human rights, while working for KCAU, this person has experience: racial discrimination, an overall toxic work environment. The African-American all-star camera operator was fired because he was late for 15 minutes on the morning show twice in the last two months. This is after almost every other employee is constantly late and receives many
warnings. There were no warnings or markups on the employee record, but he was fired a week after a second African-American worker was hired, so they could also tick the box for having a 'diverse workplace'. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: this is an overall toxic station. I
started at 26,000 as a weekend reporter and meteorologist, Dan Delgado, came into the station as the new news director. After the former news director was fired for being intoxicated in front of a local cinema, he was fired. Dan carried out his authoritative style push and our main anchor, chief meteorologist and athletic director, all remaining within the looks
of the month he joined the staff. I wish I could join them at that time because I was promoted to morning meteorologist after covering the chief for two months. Dan will continue to call me and other workers he doesn't like to get into his office and I am constantly threatening to be fired (although there is no other option for him). This place is funny, and only a
few of the people I work with have completed their contracts. It is standard at KCAU to break your contract first due to illegal activity and all immoral actions used behind the scenes. This station has been severely affected since I got there and it got worse in my two years working there. When I tried to contact our local HR representative about illegal activity,
she did not take any other action other than telling ND what you said immediately, which led to further unfair treatment. The organization's HR department didn't improve because I sent them dozens of emails and voicemails all the time, I was there without a response. Ever since I left, I've been Show KCAU slander my name in a Facebook message to the
audience. What's more, there's nothing to do in Sioux City. It is an industrial area where nothing but a factory and around the main city there is only farmland as far as the eye can see. It's a great city if what you eat is fast food. If you can avoid working for KCAU, I highly recommend it because you will find yourself in need after a few months of constant
squeezing, even if the excellent job will be a consistent result. Reporter: Experience, Frank Jones explains: Excellent! Set expectations, but an understanding of the personal life of employees. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: educational arrangements, exposure to creative control plus fun, more opinions: it's a dream station. I've
wanted to work at a station like this since I started my career, the management has high expectations, but it's very fair and gives constructive feedback. They want you to grow and succeed. They understand the importance of work-life balance. We #1 in the rankings during most of the time. Richmond is a great place to live. Reporter: Veteran Curtis Hancock
explains: Well, very supportive and engaging. Set you up to succeed This person described the overall newsroom environment as: organized, educational, positive, fun news director: Victoria Spechko this person described the overall newsroom environment as: positive, fun news director: Warren Korff while working for WEVV This person experienced: racial
discrimination, toxic work environment overall, this person described the newsroom environment as a whole: unregulated, negative, toxic news director: Rick Jacobs. Experience explains: He, while working for KGW, this person has experience: sexual harassment, racial discrimination, an overall toxic work environment. It's time for him to go. I've heard talk
about possible lawsuits against ND all the time, ND is inappropriate. If you're caught talking badly about him, it's hard to do what he wants. He changes his mind every day. He blames others for his lack of vision. He blames others for bad leadership all the time. He should look at himself in the mirror. This person describes the newsroom environment as a
whole: open to negative creative control, more toxic comments: it used to be a great store. It gradually burns to the ground under a scary and scary leadership. Director: Chad Mahoney Experience While working for WGEM, this person experienced: racial discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. I would avoid working for Chad Mahoney at all
costs. My experience working for WGEM is not good at all. It seems that some of the management is bullying the report for the smallest error. When I was there, And it's bad to talk about journalists and you can hear them through the IFB, just an overall toxic place to work, and Chad Mahoney won't do anything to help. He'll yell at you in front of other
employees. He'll also be angry if you come early to find a story for a morning meeting. Avoid this place like an epidemic. It's also not a good place for minorities, in my opinion. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: avoid this place like your life depends on it. Director: Eric Walters He's
good at working too! This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more positive reviews, fun: it was a fun place for me to work. I really enjoy it and learn something new if you're starting for the first time at MMJ, you'll have to adapt to it. Working at night, sometimes by yourself, is not fun, but if you feel unsafe and explain to the news director
that he will work with you on this. Some people just leave Wbtw and give this station a toxic workplace. These employees are lazy and self-toxic who complain about everyone and everything. If you try your best, you will be rewarded with possible promotions. But if you don't get you, it's better for the next job to come your way! Director: Mike Rausch Mike
has a good journal instinct and can be a mentor if he has time, while working for KRDO. It is absolutely incredible that the station employs sexual predators like Zelkind, men are revoking. He's totally inappropriate. In fact, he had a history of sexual harassment in his previous stations, he was fired. He needs a higher person who is protecting him because he
doesn't know or can't work as an executive producer. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: open to creative control, negative, toxic additional comments: until Zelkind is there, it will not be a good working environment, it will remain toxic. Director: Anthony Knopps While working for WTOL, this person has experience: an overall toxic
working environment. Physically impossible tasks are expected at the same time. The crew's communication problems have never been resolved, depriving the environment for offering solutions or fixing manufacturing faults. The wrong orientation or direction is incomplete and vulgar. Manufacturer's fault blames everyday graphics operators Working off-the-
clock is generally expected that each day will not allow breaks. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: just buy and now hire all the shifts. Director: Jay Quaintance It's really sad that it's scary to work for Jay Quaintance, he gave two people 48 hours to start work that they never did or had
a desire to do, or they were fired. I don't know how to talk to someone else. He can't make eye contact with anyone. He will ruin everything about your show without offering any way to improve before or after all while he looks at everything besides you. Oh, and the schedule came out in one week at a time on Friday, which is an update from Sunday, but
others have to complain that he sent out a timetable on Friday while working for WJHL. Reporter: Mike Rausch, Mike Okay, but executive producer M Zelkind is a nightmare. I'm tired of Zelkind being too much of his horn about anything. While working for KRDO, this person has experience: a toxic work environment as a whole, Zelkind stirring things up,
blowing everything out of proportion. He should learn his work before he tries to tell others what to do. It's funny!!!! This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: open to creative control, negatives, toxic additional comments: not working for Zelkind, Mike is alright, but doesn't understand why he's keeping an incompetent executive producer.
While working for KULR, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. Blaming the victim and disregarding the safety of the employee. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: negative, toxic, additional comments: It will make you work overtime without wages. Do not work for COWLES This person explains the
newsroom environment as a whole: additional unorganized comments, minus toxic: this station is the last in the rankings for a reason. They have two journalists who work there the most and care more about sales and money than the well-being of employees. They pay men more than women, even if we do the same if not much of a job. There is no overtime
and no comp. I also made at least $8,000 less than other sports journalists in the market with less experience than me. When I asked to add them saying they had no money and I should be lucky to still have a job. Director: Scott Atkinson The news director has a great sense of humor and you can learn a lot from his news experience. Very useful with
improving your writing skills. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: a positive study, comedy, more comments: This is a great starting station for those entering the television news career. Management has decades of experience, and while sometimes personality clashes, it's an overall good experience if you work hard and are willing to
learn. It's easy to be friends/ Join with colleagues. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: Additional educational comments: WDTV So far, Adam has helped anchor journalists and producers learn strategies that contribute to our overall success. Adam treats his staff like he's a coach with a manager, which makes people more willing
to learn. There are still some challenges that nature comes with small market stations, such as being in rural areas, occasional technical problems down to the second deadline, and the difficulty of finding stories on certain days, but everyone working together to help each other. This is a great market for recent college graduates, especially as a journalist,
you'll be in a community that treats you like you've been there for years. Some of the challenges that come with being in the small market help you in the long run and you'll learn how to navigate through the obstacles that come your way. You will also learn the important techniques that are likely to be expected from you in the next task you receive. Director
of News: Morgan Schaab Experience Explain: She's fine. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: education, exposure to creative control, plus, more fun comments: for those who collect other departments, remember – those in the glass house... My experience is that everyone works hard. Morgan is great, but she tends to be friends with
everyone, and when you do that, it's hard to bring. Reporter: Veteran Jess Laszewski explains: Not surprising, while working for WJCL, this person has experience: gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. Male managers often make jokes with abusive young women MMJ. Masochistic attitudes from hardened male managers bring down
the empowering feelings of women given by news directors. It's a newsroom full of female-only MMJ. There are two male anchors in the entire news team. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, toxic negatives: the beautiful presence of an art station filled with toxic managers who are small,
unprofessional, and deprive new reporters. Overall lack of organization from management Outsiders can see that they do not know how to make quick decisions or decisions that are beneficial to each newsroom and staff. Often flying by the seats of their pants and without a plan. Alone, this leaves the newsroom constantly trying to catch up to the
competition. Only anchors with experience working with photographers. They're the only ones to catch the pieces. There are only 4 photographers, 1 for 2 mornings during the day, 4 days a week and one for the night, but he usually shoots sports. It doesn't support single live broadcasts, but you see the numbers, you hardly get live images, ND is good and
has vision, not a bad ND, but there are managers who don't respect the MMJ and many young producers. It's really frustrating to see sometimes and happen to you. I'm just wondering how the ND didn't notice or act. If you talk about something, you run the risk of managers treating you worse, as they have to people in the past. Those people do a better job in
the long run. Many new employees have been hired to leave college. Otherwise, you'll be floppy like some people have stations and pretty outfits, but are ready to deal with a lot of ugliness from the manager. They killed aura in the newsroom, too bad because there were so many hard-working talented journalists at WMTV News Director: Experience Mike
Rausch explained: Imagine a gorilla sitting on a crappy baby while working for KRDO. When I first joined KRDO, I was the happiest point of my life. About two weeks in, I'm ready to do seppuku, I've never been pleased at KRDO, I'm not talking about my colleagues. Those guys are great. The news conference was an honest waste of time, you sat down at 9
a.m. and listened to Mike Rausch talk about himself for half an hour. At the same time, precious time is wasted, with not much production. Personally, I skipped many meetings because I couldn't waste 30 minutes when I was on a tight schedule. Talking about your cool at other times, we have work to do. This person describes the newsroom environment as
a whole: open to creative control, negative, toxic additional comments: I would say that we are open to creative control to a certain extent, but not much. Mike ran the boat tight and cut off his staff. He would go behind his staff back to undermine their decision, Rausch had a history of violating journalism principles. He also hired a new executive producer who
was fired earlier because he was a sex offender. In addition, Rausch waited several months to add his name to the site to avoid a backlash. While KRDO has a lot of staff and is quite open to creative control, this is not a good place to work. Mike has destroyed the station's legacy. Director: Morgan Schaab Experience Explain: Hard work, passion, fun. This
person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: organized exposure to creative control plus fun, more comments: Love this station. I feel the newsroom has their together. Morgan operates the station and works hard to ensure that other departments are negative. It doesn't affect her newsroom. Reporter: Kevin King, Kevin King is a very disorganized
news director who plays his favorite newsroom favorites. You can work hard and be a great storyteller and it doesn't matter if he doesn't like you or not. While working for KSFY, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. This place is a complete garbage fire. There are many people who make a poor working environment that just goes
out, but it starts with a deal. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negatives, toxic: it doesn't work for this station, you may be fascinated by the number of open positions, but that's because people are jumping ship, gm news directors and assistant news directors all play favorites, and if you're not their
favorite, don't expect to be treated fairly. When people in the newsroom are their favorites, feel threatened by you, you can expect to pay the price. This newsroom is incredibly organized and inferior. Don't be fooled by new shiny buildings and new equipment, managers ignore you or your safety. If you express concern or suggestions, they act like you're
amazing. You hardly work with photographers as there are only four for the entire station and you can expect to take your own live shot. Jim Berman and Kevin King will bill this place as a great place to work and live, and they will help you grow and learn as a journalist, but if you don't shy away from them in the air, they stop giving feedback after about six
months. - Unless you're gossiping in the newsroom, call a few sick or you're a couple of minutes late to work, then you'll hear about it. Newsroom favorites can get away with murder. - Show up slowly, speak badly about others. Take a long dinner break for several hours because they feel they owe the company - and it won't be blamed —but you will if you
suffer from any mental health problems, depression, anxiety, ADHD, etc. don't work here because they won't care or respect your needs at all. In addition, they pay peanuts and will scare you for overtime even during sweeps and football seasons. If you want to do something special to travel, you should always hope that they will feel generous because they
will always send employees a salary first. News Director: N/A While working for KAAL, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. Management claims to have an open door policy, but when you bring the problem that they cancel and you are a complainant. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: no education
management is open to negative creative control, more toxic comments: the station is in a disorganized state and for as long as I work here. The news director showed the door in December (which hardly loses), but several months later there was not even a replacement. We lack assigned editors, sports directors, journalists and digital marketing. / Web
people When people come in, they tend to be other stations that go through, and it shows the management (especially the former ND) constantly berated the people who work the most and busting their butts for the station while rewarding those who copy/drop rundowns for their news, or never come to the table with a story field. This station is owned by
Hubbard, but despite their deep pockets, everything will work on the cheap. Overall, it's a great place to learn if you're lazy and incompetent, but if you have any drive or instinct, you should stay away, news director: the experience Mike Rausch explains: Scary. This is probably one of the most unprofessional newsrooms I've ever worked with. Excellent staff,
but Mike Rausch is stupid and unreliable. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more negative comments were toxic: our new executive producer was fired from his previous job as WKRN's news director for violating his staff and displaying pornographic images on the station computer. He was a redundant idiot while working for
KGW. No one can trust ND, he's an idiot who changes his mind all the time, and you can't trust him. He's good to you for a while, but turn you on. He's not genuine, and you can't trust what comes out of his mouth. He's a scammer. This place used to work very well. No more This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more toxic negative
comments: some people love it here, most are afraid and will not say anything at all. The boss plays favorites and talks to people. He's not a visionary. He's hacking. News Director: Ashley Hall Condescending, unrealistic, takes fun out of work completely While working for KDRV this person has experience: a toxic work environment overall, ND does not care
about the safety or well-being of her employees. Work with us, not with us. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more toxic negative comments: not a single person here likes nd management to lie and say something / Promise to keep you in the door and work here. Explain: Well, this person explains the newsroom environment as a
whole: more toxic negative comments: I'm not sure why no one talks about this, so I do. I don't know this because of the truth but I believe that's why it's important that we lose a few news directors, one good and the other is not so good. Well, too, GSM doesn't care about journalism ethics. He'll sell it if he can. He marched, hugging the client, every
opportunity he received. It's a great place to learn, and the news people are strong, but GSM must be held in check, but IMHO News Director: Mike Rausch, while working for KRDO, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more toxic negative comments: Is this the best
KRDO that can be done?? The fact that KRDO did not do proper background checks on Mr Zelkind before his employment shows that they are desperate to hire someone. News director: Dear John, a smart news man but quite aloof and doesn't care much. Journalists don't always feel heard. While working for WBOC, this person has experience: an overall
toxic work environment. Journalists have never heard of low morale, I was asked to do suspicious things as a journalist there. Their pair are also surrounded on unethical. They like that you know you are lacking in them and it is very difficult to manage here. Don't get me wrong, it's an amazing station for a small market, but they are very full of themselves as
news managers. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: unorganized news director: Mitch Davis, awesome. I had a thick skin and he cut through it. He treats the main anchor well, but the journalist spends it. You won't approach a scheduled schedule and include your holiday &amp; what shifts do you work? Also, you can get your
schedule week out, so forget about making a plan. Also, if you are looking for someone to give feedback and help you grow, forget it. He just made you tearful, helped him self-help in the mental decay that every journalist had under him while working for WKBN. He's truly making drama in the newsroom. He pits people against each other and creates fights
and hatred. People who have worked there for 30 years say this is the lowest they've ever seen morale. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: no organizing, exposure to creative control, negative and toxic news director: Greg Shepperd Experience. Explain: Terrible. While working for KOAT, this person has experience: an overall
toxic working environment. How many previous complaints can be reflected? Hearst seems to be not interested. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized, negative comments are toxic: if you're looking for a station where you work rather than being unhappy and wanting bosses who enjoy seeing you hate. Then come
down! You are the next contestant of the BIG Prize KOAT, making it the length of your contract without quitting because of the toxicity at Greg Shepper. Director: Kelly Frank Micromanaged To the point where you can't be creative or successful. While working for WTSP, this person has experience: gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole.
The only men hired to be managers by ND created an environment that I was more important than us, all of whom were there before the new deal was thought to be incompetent. Reporter: Dan Delgado applying for a job for KCAU. The current news director and their assistant news director (Andrew Andy Bottger) accused me of a job seeker of declining
entry-level news producer positions due to financial compensation in November 2017 under a former news director at KCAU. I didn't get anything from KCAU at all and Andy didn't interview me for the position, or the former news director never mentioned that Andy was in the interview. The former news director said he didn't allow a top-level producer to be a
television reporter. When informing him of my career aspirations, he continued to interview other candidates and would return to other candidates for the next step in the hiring process. I sent the station in November 2017 tracking/thanking the note for the phone interview and hearing anything from them. Even in the previous incarnation of nexstar career
website, job status is an application received or an application, and the job status has never changed on the website. Dan and Andy just gang up against me and tell me that you can't apply and be considered for any news job, including another news producer position that I recently applied to KCAU because what never happened. IA and Siouxland would be
a good place to live, but not at KCAU for job seekers who sign up to KCAU or other default market stations (or even medium or large market stations), keep your research, keep all contact of the conversations you have with news directors, assistant news directors, producers, executives, and newsroom management personnel, all getting everything in.
Especially offer a job and defend yourself if you come across a TV news station accusing you of falsely finding a job seeker of something you've never done and/or never happened. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a disorganized news director, minus the poison: Jesse Fray. He was a good guy who took care of most of the time
for what journalists went through. He's been a journalist in the past, so he's pushing for the best journalists. He was new to being a news director and it showed when he started out, but at the end of my time he improved. I like that he arranged a meeting with each employee to talk about anything. While working for KSNT/KTKA/KTMJ, this person has
experience: an overall toxic working environment. I'm sure many people will say that working in a small town has nothing to do with poisoning. Some employees don't have a life and take care of what's going on in yours instead. The company through Nexstar and the company is just a headache, just think about it. They need aerial talent to do too many
volunteers in their spare time. Workload increases when we become Nexstar It is PKG, 2 VOSOTs rather than PKG and VOSOT separately differ from that which may be an hour or more out of the way. I would say that I signed with Media General when they were one thing, Nexstar paid employees about 21 to $23,000, so a couple of thousand less than a
former journalist on different contracts. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: no organizing, education, exposure to creative control, negatives, toxic additional comments: you will learn more than you expected. Yes, you will have a miserable life in Topeka, and you might want to quit like any other journalist I worked with at the time,
but looking back, it's worth it. I would recommend: yikes ... Code, yes, but I'm not going to put myself through it again. Director: Janet Handley She just started a few months ago, Rachel Bonilla is AND. She has a great idea and focuses more on creativity and growth. Rachel's only priority is the weather. She's a pleasant person. But she has favorites and is
not afraid to show it. I heard you might be leaving, but if you're still there, While working for WVIT, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. Management teams, especially AND and management editors, are completely dysfunctional. There is almost zero communication with employees on key issues. We have had many people on
maternity leave in the last few months and their replacement was not told until the day before. The manufacturer is on a salary and does not receive overtime, but is forced to continue working 10-12 hours without compensation. Reporters are often asked to stay late and cover other shows, but they are unionized and paid hourly. * Don't use it * Very few
corporate reporting is made here, the story generally involves secondary weather. Breaking news (such as a small car crash) or a copy of what a race or local paper did a few days ago. New ideas or suggestions are often shot down, desk assignments (management editors) and decisions *all* of reporter stories are not trampled and discouraged by weighing
them, just appearing and assigning stories. Be careful when accepting the job here. The only reason it's worth it is because it's O&amp;O and often pays more than competition. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: there is a reason this station suffers in the rankings and is constantly
affected. Reporter: Lisa Chavez, she's a web-making news director. The web is thriving while TV is booming. She's definitely not a favorite player. If you're not from Idaho or plan to live in Idaho forever, you'll be stretched from inner peace while working for KTVB. Retaliation is also common in this newsroom for personal issues. This person describes the
newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: again, unless you plan to stay, Boise forever. It's not worth rooting for your life. Have a better experience elsewhere. Director: Ashley Talley Experience Explain: Create an Education This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: the study was open to creative
control, more comments: I was surprised to read other reviews about this station. I believe Ashley is a great leader and she is very open to feedback from her staff. This is the perfect market if it's your first point and you're looking to get your feet in the door. It is also a great opportunity to grow as a leader in the newsroom if you want to get into management.
You are encouraged to innovate and try new things no matter where you are. There are a lot of people who come with a two-year contract and end up signing an extension, which wouldn't have happened if it was toxic. Ashley is also useful if you want to move on to a bigger market. She seems to want what's best for her employees. I don't know who wrote
other reviews, but I don't think it's right at all. Director: Morgan Schaab Experience Explained: Well, better, well, better, under Vogel, this person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: organized plus more fun comments: I love this station, but Aaron Vogel turned this shop around! Judging the good news, a little emotional. This person describes the
newsroom environment as a whole: no education regulations, more creative control, more opinions: this station organizes chaos, not in a bad way, but always has room for improvement. This station will destroy you and build you back again even stronger. Although sometimes this newsroom can be messy, it's one of the best newsrooms I've seen for a while.
The news director is good at managing and cultivating talent if she's interested in you. Even if you have to be with her about the reviews. She's harsh, but for her to be young, she's smarter than her years. Stand on your floor in a little squabbles and you'll do well here. A great newsroom to work and grow as a journalist, a lot of opportunities to succeed and
grow, you just need to get it. Director: Andy Paras That's great, Andy's a great leader in the newsroom. He used a type of father figure (not in a strange way). He really supports what we want to cover up and listen to us. I grew up a lot in my years here with his support and criticism. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: education is
open to creative control, more positive and fun comments: I'm glad I chose WGFL as my first job. We are owned by Sinclair, but since we are small, they are not really trying to control us, but what comes with the lack of money. The device wasn't very good, but we found a way to make it work. Andy is a great advocate for us in higher management and trying
to make our chances better in any way he can. In the long run, I will use a small market with poor resources every day through toxic newsrooms. I decided to stay and end my two-year contract because I'm very comfortable here. The news director hardly shows up to work, so you get feedback on aerial capabilities, and she always lies your face. While
working for krgv, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. She will tell you that you can grow and become an anchor, but when you sign a contract they do what they want. They tell you that they will let you do Spanish stories as needed, but it is a daily thing working twice for English and Spanish stories. One of the female producers
often shouts and talks the rubbish behind your back. The news assistant is very orderly and just sitting in his office and watching wrestling. He is very clueless and makes news stories harder than it should be, and you can't miss him. A mile away. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: organize, unorganized, negative, toxic, additional
comments: Jenny, the news director, will disappear for several months and show up for a few weeks, then leave again for a few more months. You never get her feedback about your aerial capabilities, and she always lies your face. Director: Morgan Shabab I worked with a lot of news directors and Morgan was the best. She knows her story and is a team
player and the foundation for everyone's success. This person describes the overall newsroom environment: organized, educated, open to creative control, Postive, Fun News Director: Jana Gray Experience. Explain: Well, while working for KNDU, this person has experience: I would say this, everyone's experience is different. While this station is as flawed
as every news room, I have an overall positive time at KNDU, most of whom I can easily get in with other employees, including journalists, anchors and other management, although there are some who are sometimes difficult to work with. But some people aren't there anymore. I would say I hope I can get more feedback from my news director. There were
times when I was able to take a really constructive direction and criticism and it wasn't there. There must be as many positive feedback as telling someone what they've done wrong. Scheduling may start to get a little edgy here and there as well, but it's always figured out in the end. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: positive,
more fun comments: Despite the flaws, I look back on my time at my initial market as a positive one. I get along well with other journalists and we'll all hang out at work. There is no competition between journalists either. Everyone is always willing to help each other. She always stopped what she was doing to go see my script and helped me become a strong
writer. She is the main source of positive feedback about your story in the newsroom. I think your time at this market is what you do it. KnDU has a strong newsroom in the past with hard-working journalists, so it can be easily done again if you're willing to be a team player. You'd also be happy to learn more than one position, since you're often trained to do
weather or anchors, Jana Gray (news director) is incredibly savvy about personal situations, and when I approach her near the end of my contract so that she knows I'm searching for my next job, she's incredibly supportive. Jana respects a hard-working journalist, as long as you show her you are ready to work and put in at that time, you will not have a
problem with her. So, though, other comments Here, given that it is an incredibly toxic newsroom, I did not. It was flawed (there was no perfect newsroom), but based on research while moving to my next market, there was a worse newsroom. My advice takes each review with a grain of salt because everyone has a different experience. Maybe some people
who write negative reviews don't have a good experience because they are not the best employees... What to consider: Ashley Hall While working for KRDV, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. Ashley is not suitable for ND, this station has a lot of new things and will give you a lot of experience, but be prepared to work in a hostile
and negative environment where you are worth nothing. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a negative and toxic news director: Amie Hudspeth. It's the worst nightmare. No leadership or organizational skills. There was no effective criticism, Yeller. Screaming without purpose. Really, no newsroom skills and trying to cover through
berating attitudes and condescending fourth grade students would be an upgrade. If I were a minority or a woman, I might have a chance, but a black female news director has a serious chip on her shoulder about a white man. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative toxic: GM There is no desire
to change things, first time givers beware. Do not jump on the first opportunity, research news director: Veteran Mike Rausch explains: The problem while working for KRDO is this person's experience: an overall toxic work environment. I enjoy my time in the air at this station, but it is very difficult due to the toxic working environment. Mike Rausch pinned the
employee with one another, and it seems to me during the last three years that he intends to make things tense. Why I think he's obsessed with being the center of attention and he makes it very noticeable in the way he treats other Futhermore employees, he runs off other workers that he doesn't bring himself, giving him absolute power over everyone. I
don't recommend working here. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a toxic negative comment: It was trash. He was terrific, intimidating at first and quite rude... Just by his side. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: unmanaged, positive, fun news director: Angela Green, while working for WFXG, this person
experienced: racial discrimination, the toxic work environment as a whole, this person described the newsroom environment as a whole: disorganized, negative, toxic news director: Kyle Fobe over sense, lack of people skills, poor time management, and questionable news. While working for WTAJ, this person has experience: an overall toxic work
environment. Employee scheduling is a problem. They are often surprised when they have a short staff due to several holiday/holiday requests, which are okay, but do not follow up, which creates additional stress to other employees, there is a lot of turnover in the newsroom, which is normal at a market of this size. The news director is from Las Vegas and
often tells exciting stories. The station was on fire by the audience for handling some of his breaking news stories, and it led to several journalists and photographers questioning his decision. There was poor communication with his staff, which led him to make last-minute changes about the show, stories and coverage plans, adding additional stress to the
newsroom. He lacks people skills, conversations/communication with him often leave colleagues/newsroom audiences with bad taste in their mouths. Often he comes out as immature when he talks about the newsroom staff behind them, rather than giving constructive criticism or criticism to employees. This person describes the newsroom environment as a
whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: it's every Nexstar station in the management side with higher ups, so there's no sense of support inside the newsroom. It becomes a station that hires students out of college and throws them on air, whether they feel prepared or not. The lack of leadership often means that more duties fall into the anchor,
trying their best to mentor and give feedback to young journalists, but that makes it more on the anchor sheet, which is already full. They are low-talented, and what is told with new employment as much as job responsibilities is not always true. I was informed that one reporter resigned after a day because they were mistaken during the hiring process, and
another producer said what was told to them at the time of the interview was not the case. Explain: OK, while working for KGW, this person has experience: sexual harassment, racial discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. I personally have no problems with the deal, but have noticed people come and go. I've seen an age where sex abuse and
HR bullying need to be aware of this, the manipulation (the general word – I write about a man only) is generous and rude to people he doesn't like and set them repeatedly for failure, even if they are good employees and good people. It doesn't matter if they are good at their job. I've seen good people push and scary people saved lives. The guy on top is a
scary and scary guy who appears friendly, but actually a first class idiot. I'm surprised that many former employees haven't sued. I'm on the good side of the executive right now and trying to stay off. Radar, but I'm writing this because it's enough. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: open to creative control, negatives, toxic additional
reviews: this is a great station, but the manager doesn't know what works and throws everything at the wall to see what's sticking. Reporter: Veteran Eric Walters explains: Negative, toxic, disrespectful, while working for WBTW, this person has experienced: racial discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. The overall feeling for this newsroom is
toxic. If you work in an office, you are expected to do more with very little resources and certainly no help. In less than two years, five journalists have resigned or been fired, and four are in office. The assistant director of news resigned in October and two bureau reporters resigned for the same reason in November. There is evidence of unequal treatment,
disregard for safety and discrepancies in policy. One of the photographers in the bureau didn't work with journalists. The news director has created a position for a night photographer on Myrtle Beach. But don't do that for the office. We have one office worker (MMJ) and there is a reason I recommend doing research and reaching out to former bureau
reporters before accepting anything. General managers, news directors, delegation managers, executive producers, and even HR are not on your side. Human resources is not a safe space and does not document anything, but rather take the side of WBTW, managers know nothing about the bureau, and often the stories are not reported because they do
not think the news matters. The office will always come second and I have been told by the manager. Overall, it's an unhealthy workspace. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a disorganized news director removed the poison: David Lowell. He may have experience on paper, but he didn't use it in this newsroom. He's just waiting
for the time to retire, and the newsroom is struggling, it's like there's no news director while working for KMID/KPEJ. People will argue with you and try to deal with you. No one cares what's best in your mind. I work a 12-hour shift for 6 weeks and expect to produce 3 hours of content every day. During that time, I covered the vacancy and saw zero
compensation Nexstar paid next to nothing and never let me sign up for health insurance. No one wants to be there. Both general managers say they will fix the problem and never do anything about it. We have zero plans for election night until our web editor is tired of waiting and doing it on his own. The production staff are poorly trained and show constant
clutter. The production manager has no relevant experience and is in a bad mood. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: unorganized, open to negative creative control is toxic, more opinion: Odessa/Midland is a very expensive area to live in because oil and KMID/KPEJ do not pay a living wage. If you don't work in oil, you're drunk. I
went to work there, crashed the director of news: David Lowell. Mike Lee is an idiot, Dave German, a creep, David Lowell, the lazy Doug Faltus, doing terrible things about his staff and has done a lot of production assistance to quit because he let production managers bully people. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: a
disorganized, negative and toxic news director: Warren Korff's experience explains: Okay, not the best ND, but not the worst. Understanding the situation and giving journalists a lot of freedom. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more unorganized comments: a good gig for someone straight out of college, not the worst, but not the
best. Management does not have much experience in their roles, which can sometimes cause problems. Reporter: Rod Jackson, he's acting as if he's bipolar. While working for WBRE, this person has experienced: sexual harassment, sexual discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. There have been several complaints against GM (Bob Bee),
which is now in Harrisburg. Part-time camera performs sexual harassment of half a dozen women before being fired He tried to photograph the woman in the process of dressing up and stripping the shirt. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: Nexstar Purchasing tribune and #1 WNEP as
tributes Many people worry what this will mean for WBRE News Director: Experience Jim Lemon explains: Below average, while working for KEYT KCOY KKFX, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment, hard to progress, and everyone hates being there. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: disorganized. More
toxic comments: Don't suggest people are just starting out in business – many of my colleagues quit the business because of the experience at this station, better for people who know unusual behavior! I read the reviews here and watch out for work at KRDO, I know someone at another station who tells me not to work there, and after I say too much on the
phone on a conducive story, treat me as an option to say to me that they are waiting for other candidates to go back and then criticize my demonstration wheel, I say f these people. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: Toxic News Director: Amy Adams Experience explains: repugnant while working for WOWT This person has
experienced: sexual harassment, racial discrimination, gender discrimination, toxic work environment as a whole. No one is treated fairly. She will run you until your absolute breaking point with zero sympathy for any private life. Outside the event, you'll work morning, noon, evening, overnight in the same week. You're young, you can handle it. This person
described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, toxic negatives: I'd like to start by congratulating Vic (GM) and Amy (ND) first for running that station into the ground and attracting viewers to the race. Every decision is the opposite of what it should be, all employees are left scratching their heads and turning to booze to cope
with them. The environment is so toxic that more than 20 employees are quick within a few months. No one has been hired to replace them. All that responsibility falls on others, and all Amy sends unprofessional emails with the attitude of 7th grade students to those who remain. She is useless and will tell you to go to hr organization as part of the power pack
and help ND and GM screw people out of holiday off and legal solutions such as sexual discrimination and sexual harassment on top of not following Gray's own policies. Press Director: Janis Harper Companies don't care about their employees. Senior executives do not empower news teams and help support toxic staff work for free, making the station a
formidable place to work. There is no room for growth, as it is the only station in the company portfolio, a beautiful place to live, but you will hate your job while working for KTVA. Senior executives do not empower news teams and help support toxic staff work for free, making the station a formidable place to work. There is no room for growth, as it is the only
station in the company portfolio, a beautiful place to live, but you will hate your job. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negatives, toxic: if you pay attention to your work here, do not comment differently from the management team. Director: Eric Walters Do not pay attention, do not give feedback, show
favor. While working for WBTW, this person has experience: racial discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. All black/hispanic racial discrimination and the majority of dark-haired white supremacists have been placed in the office of all It's on the beach. In recent years, five bureau reporters resigned/were fired, and between September and
November 2018, two beach reporters, an assistant news director and two bureau reporters left for a similar reason: ignoring safety and lack of support in the field, you are sent to a notoriously dangerous place by yourself, and you are questioned when you tell the management that you do not feel safe. If you work in an office assuming you won't work with a
photographer, and on a rare occasion he's assigned to work with you (I've been assigned to work with him less than 20 times during my time at News13), he'll excuse why he didn't show up. He would rather cover a pseudo-event or treatment than a court hearing. You're never going to get enough training. Training periods (at least a couple of weeks of
training before you're thrown into a fire) aren't things here. They will tell you that they pay attention to your success here, but their actions and ignore your concerns prove otherwise. The management is full of liars, they will arrange a meeting with you, and when you appear on time, they will tell the boss that you are several hours late. You'll need them to
protect themselves when the management decides to lie to you, and believe me, they are, this person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: not working here. I would recommend this station to my worst enemy or the devil myself. Reporter: David Lowell, David Lowell is a really good person, and I
believe he knows the business. However, the management at the station does not exist. When a problem arises, management (especially the general manager) is quick to fire them out. All departments are toxic. No matter where you go in this station, you're going to have to People claim it's a constructive critique. When they tell you what you're doing wrong,
but in fact KMID/KPEJ is a station full of big egos and small minds, everyone wants you to do what they do, and if it's not done in their way, they'll tell you it's wrong. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more negative comments are toxic: I appreciate the skills and experience I gained during my time at the station, but at the end of
the day the job doesn't pay anyone well enough to deal with everyday stress. Looking for a default market? I would recommend it everywhere, but KMID / KPEJ News Director: Phillip Onemus, I worked under Alan Wagmester. He's a good guy, but he knows everything, always wants to be the smartest person in the room. Talk about all his achievements as a
producer. Now that he's out of business, he's probably able to communicate. While working for KULR, this person has experience: Toxic working environment While I was there, the main male anchor made his female partner very uncomfortable. It puts the newsroom in a strange position because he won't truly talk to her, even if she talks to him. He did this in
front of everyone and was never to blame. She was eventually pushed out of the door. They never let any journalist seize the news while I was there. If they are paying you $10.10 per hour, they should keep you on the table. They chose many times to have sports journalists, news anchors, rather than people in the news department. There is also a
hometown hero who works there, thinking he knows how to do everything. Many of the villagers who work there view people from outside the state as outsiders. Smiling to your face, but of course talking on your back in a Facebook message, they're not the brightest lot. Leave a message. They hired some crazy women to anchor at the weekend, who could
barely put the camera on a tripod. She is useless as a journalist unless she lives and has a photographer. They also launched a state morning show while I was there and poured a lot of resources into it. The former anchor in the market, who is a beauty queen, at one point came to seize it. She is a cat and maintains the main female anchor on a bad
evening. Talk about her clothes and the sponsors she has at the local stores. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negatives, toxic: I'm sure there's not much change besides the manager. The main male anchor is still there and it looks like he'll hit it off nicely with a new female anchor who moves from
morning show to evening. Let's start with that and go. Do not stay in the company and go to KHQ in Spokane. I've heard that it's no better than this, despite a good market jump, paying a terrible price for MMJ leaving Cowless, director: Tom Henderson. A nice person and seemed to be very attentive when you first started, but was in his office a lot and didn't
know what was going on in his newsroom. While working for NewsChannel 9, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. Editorial management is very conducive. She and the lower staff gossip about other employees they can hear. In addition, she and the assigned manager chose favorites and not everyone was given equal
opportunities. For example, favorites get all the breaking news stories of the best photographers. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, more toxic deletions: news directors prefer latricia management editors, and even if 15+ employees leave her for a toxic workplace problem, the problem is ignored. I'm
not going to let my worst enemy work there. Director: Lena Sadiwskyj Experience Explain: Scary, she is a nasty human being. While working for WTVY, this person has experience: overall racial discrimination. Working environment This work environment must be the most unpleasant place I've ever worked. The deal was unusual, unprofessional and very
racist, especially to African-American woman Reginald Jones as an ND assistant, and he was a black coen who didn't stick for anyone or anything and showed great favor. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: this is a market for many. People want to walk in the door, also known as the
default market. However, if you can go somewhere else, you can go somewhere else. You repeat the story every day, there are cases where four journalists do the exact same story. Management thinks that if your child they can talk to you, any kind of approach is unacceptable and unprofessional. The newsroom is a big high school and they don't care
about the staff. This place is amazing, overall, I don't understand how this place still works. Reporter: Veteran Mike Rausch explains: Unprofessional while working for KRDO, this person has experience: the overall toxic work environment, KRDO is not a good place to work. I have been honoured and blessed to work with so many wonderful people in this



industry and from all of them, Mike Rausch is a single-handed manic, they are all self-described professionals who claim to be one of the country's most successful TV news executives. If you're talking about multiple FAA ethics and violations, Rausch is your man. If you want to be in a newsroom free of gossip and other crap that prevents the newsroom from
getting the job done, I recommend finding another place to work. The N.D. assistant is a man, yes, for him, so she won't help you much either. There's a reason there are so many vacancies here - no one wants to live. That's all I have to tell you, but don't get me wrong, there are amazing people here, but if you want to make friends, there is an app for that.
There's no reason you're wasting your time Also, if you apply for a vice-manufacturer position... Just be careful that it's not a permanent position. - You may have been discharged. They won't tell you that during the interview, so be careful. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more negative comments are toxic: I hear the radio ends
are more organized and professional, but the television side is messy. Please don't waste time. I have seen many diligent and hard-working employees come crying because they are sick and tired of being blamed at work by Rausch having to cross the line if your workers don't want to get out of bed in the morning. A news conference in the morning helped in
some ways, but in the end they wasted no time because Rausch would do what he wanted anyway. News director: Veteran Chad Hypes explains: While working for KTVL, this person has experience: a toxic work environment as a whole. Everyone wants to leave, but only a few people have been there for more than a year. It took a couple of months for
journalists and producers to see how the place was organized. Low wages and unprofessional People who have been there for a long time don't really care, and the rookie is tired soon, without constructive criticism. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more unorganized comments: what makes it great is that other journalists who
understand what you're through: Rick Jacobs, he's the worst. He made a lot of promises, lied all the time, he threatened people he didn't like until they resigned. He gave away free holidays like they were candy and forgot that he gave it to you. He blamed others for his shortcomings. While working for KGW, this person has experience: sexual harassment,
racial discrimination, gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. He constantly speaks negatively about women. He claims to be honest, but he often uses other opinions to prove himself, but if you ask the employees who allegedly gave him information, they would swear to their mother, Jacobs Graves, was doing the up. He's a bad
communicator and a kisser. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more toxic negative comments: great people, you'll learn a lot, but watch out for wolves in sheep's clothing. Explain: The strand, while working for WBBJ, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. Stan makes me feel like nothing I'm important to.
He's trying to blame me for something that's not my fault. He would yell at me in front of other employees, it was hard to work for someone who was very negative and always had a wise comment to say. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: not working there as long as he is a news
director. He's an idiot who's got to be fired from his job. Director: Marybeth Jacobi Overall, however, this news director was assigned to take control of a newsroom run by a fired news director in sexual harassment allegations. While working for WVLT, this person has experienced: sexual harassment, a toxic work environment as a whole. Awesome working
environment. Toxic and miserable There is a high turnover in the newsroom, no deal, no experience, and will sell you according to ot's contract or whatever you will get in signing the contract. They are constantly under staff. They pay very low. Management does not pay attention to employees. This show can go on, but I feel compelled to write this review to
remind young people to leave college looking for their first gig or two. Stay away from here and subscribe to nbc affiliates in the city. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: I've done a lot of work at this station for many years, including production and reporting. There are good people here,
but management and wages make everyone miserable. You will get to run through the mud and get the right resources to do your job. They don't care about quality, you just fill in the time between ads. The former news director is highly inappropriate to girls, and if they choose to speak out, they can work on a big case. This record is not from the disgruntled
staff, but the person who escaped from the sinking ship and wants to warn others before signing the dotted line. I gave everything to this place. You can give 110% or 50% and you will get the exact same treatment day in and day out like dirt. Management is just looking for yourself and the entire newsroom is a very ego-driven. Ego thinks they were in New
York when they were in the Central Market, Tennessee, where most viewers don't know their names. The tragic situation for young people who want to get into business doesn't have to be that way, and not at any other station in this market. I recommend applying to nbc affiliate news director: Marybeth Jacobsy Experience. Explain: Toxic, while working for
WVLT, this person has experienced: sexual harassment, sexual discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. The morale and morale of the staff and management is a big problem and will always be until they gut the place from refilling and starting over. I never thought I would say this about the company because it shouldn't have reached this point,
but it's an absolute fact. Those who have been responsible for a while and I believe there is no leadership or compassion for their employees. They will do what they want to do without saying, say they lied and hurt anyone to get there. I read reviews similar to this before taking the job and hopefully I'll be serious with them. I don't think there's a way the place
can be immoral. At the WVLT, I was left with an unfulfilled pledge and took full advantage of it. Please avoid all costs. No work is worth your pleasure. I have moved on from this place and finally found out how the real newsroom should work and how real leadership and support feels. There is no perfect job (even this new position), but WVLT uses all the
different environments that I don't feel should be accepted. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: additional negative cluttered comments are toxic: please consider finding real advice and a strong motivation team. Employees and destroys it, causing even the best employees to escape, and the rest will lose all motivation. Reporter:
Tom Davis this person describing the newsroom environment as a whole: organized, educated, open to creative control, plus, fun news director: Experience Roger Seay explains: It's not good to work for while working for KFVS This person has experienced: sexual harassment, racial discrimination, this person describes the newsroom environment as a
whole: Education, Exposure to Creative Control News Director: Tim Ryan Experience This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: open education, creative control, positive and fun news director: experience Mike Rausch explains: Awesome while working for KRDO. Colleagues are great here, but Mike Rausch is a piece of rubbish, so low
morale that some journalists are physically sick because they don't want to come to work. The line has been crossed. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more toxic negative comments: not working here, we can't bring a new EP, despite the fact that our previous months have left us months. Avoid this storm. Find somewhere sunny,
the news director: His employee Rick Jacobs doesn't respect him. We thought he was knowledgeable, but he spoke to us and threw people under the bus regularly while working for KGW. Women wonder in ND, and they often take notes about what he says. He plays favorites and doesn't try to hide it. He talks to people all the time. This person described the
newsroom environment as a whole: organized, negative, toxic news director: Kimberly Wyatt Kimberly Wyatt is by far worse ND than I've ever worked for. I understand that all stations have problems, but it's different. I want to spare others not to go through the same thing. Our job is tough enough, while working for WEAR this person has experienced: racial
discrimination, gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. Management is not respected or trusted because they have no news or ethical judgment. News director Kimberly Wyatt is disruptive, unprofessional and lacks basic leadership skills. Newsrooms are often in a busy state. The newsroom is run by inexperienced staff and operates like a
small market. Manufacturers and journalists are very green. They have never received any guidance, direction or oversight. Their work has never been adequately inspected before it hits the air. There is no emphasis on accurate journalism or corporate storytelling. The content is powered by clicks and is the Sinclair station, which comes with its own set of
problems. The toxic environment is increasingly strained by the low-lying newsroom and what the little staff they have is walking on eggshells around the new director. Everyone is miserable and frustrated all the time. So the mass exodus of staff has continued since the arrival of Kimberly Wyatt, there has also been little gossip, backstabbing and retaliation in
the newsroom. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: Kimberly Wyatt. See what she wants to see and do not hesitate to open you. She would lie and deal with the situation so that each employee and employee fell for her screws or seemed troubled when her bosses came down on her;
She felt threatened and challenged by anyone who knew more than her, so she turned to attack, belittling and berating staff on a daily basis. She always had something to prove and was in an ongoing battle with the station's long anchors trying to keep the station afloat. Reporter: Veteran Mikel Lauber explains: Well, but the anchor runs a newsroom while
working for KOLN/KGIN. Anchor screams and cuss at you. I cry all the time. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: they made me send me photos of what I was wearing before I came to work because they said the clothes I couldn't wear. Flatter the shape of my body. No one's done a
contract. Everyone resigns or pays so they can leave their contract. Reporter: Veteran Mikel Lauber explains: Good, but anchor control station, while working for KOLN/KGIN, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. Anchors scream at everyone, making me cry constantly. This person describes the newsroom environment as a
whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: no one stays for more than a year. Most journalists break contracts and pay a lot of money just so they can get out. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: the study is open to creative control, more positive and fun comments: I think this is a great station for journalists who have just
left college. The newsroom at WREX pushes you into a better journalist. We need to create original content of organizations, develop sources in our community and veterinary stories every day. Highly recommended, news director: Jana Gray's experience explains: Negative is toxic. While working for kndu, this person has experience: the overall toxic work
environment, KNDU went from being a market station, starting a satisfactory study to a toxic place when Jana Gray took over as news director. There's a mole in the newsroom that reported it to her. Adult Newsroom Regularly berate young journalists, insult them, call them names and curse them. Don't trust anyone in this newsroom other than Tracci Dial
and fresh kids from college, especially management. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more negative comments are toxic: just stay away, there are many better places to start your career in the Northwest: Medford, Eugene, Spokane, Boise, Missoula. Just stay away from KNDU News Director: Jana Gray Experience Explain:
Remove toxic While working for KNDU, this person has experience: the overall toxic work environment, KNDU goes from a good default market station to a truly negative place when Jana Gray takes over as news director. Old newsroom people often berated young journalists, calling them names, swearing at them. Do not trust anyone in the newsroom
except fresh children from college, especially management. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: Toxic negative news director: Chad Mahoney Experience Explain: Difficult yet fair and ethical. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: organize positive studies, fun, more comments: You don't make breaking news
or live images alone if a photographer disappears from the safety studio, it's a big deal. Small market (family-owned) The best situation for mmj it is very structured and they will not allow you to just toss anything in the air ND Chad used to be a journalist/anchor, and if you ask those around you to say the same thing, you will learn a lot and grow as a
journalist. The cost of living is cheap in the area, so I don't have to worry about salary. No perfect station, but Id recommend working here with a journalist in a heartbeat! Director: Dave Busiek This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: organized, educated, open to creative control, plus, more fun comments: KCCI is the leading dog in the
market and it shows. Stations go all out when there's breaking news or big stories, and better products market size will indicate. It's the equivalent of a bigger market station in the Hearst chain, no journalists shooting. The newsroom culture is relaxed, but people take it seriously. If you're a journalist, you'll live a lot, and that's what you do from it. For some, it's
tricky, for others it's an opportunity to be creative or practise. Director: Veteran Victoria Spechko explains: Miracles and education This person describes the overall newsroom environment as: organized, educational, positive, more fun comment: If you want to hit the ground running, this station is for you. Victoria is the great and best news director I've ever
worked for. She's tough, but for good reason. She allowed you to Take a special role if she feels you are capable and always willing to provide help and advice. The newsroom was very friendly and everyone worked together like a family. Sometimes we twitch, but what does the family do? If you get a position here, use it. I don't have any negative comments.
Director: Morgan Schaab Experience Explain: Excellent, team player This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: organized positively, enjoyed while working for kndu. Management does not want to hear concerns and blindness. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more toxic negative comments: scary EP is crazy
and acts like she's in a bigger market. Betraying everyone and threatening people at work. Avoid all costs. Director: Tom Lewis, his nickname is Tom Lucifer. For some reason. He screamed everyone, but especially the journalist. I'm trying to avoid him as much as I can. The man was scary. He also has no clue how to run a news station. He doesn't watch a
single news, never gives a shouting suggestion if you make a mistake. Men are forcing journalists to make stories when their friends when they open a new business or shop. Evasion and relationships with the police are disgusting. They have a weekly section praising police officers just for their work. I felt I became a worse journalist and acted only to correct
the error. Avoid all the cost of this toxic station. Also, if you're a male journalist, don't even sign up. He only hires hot girls. While working for WMBB, this person has experienced: sexual harassment, gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. I want to make it clear that it's not me who has been sexually harassed, but I see it. Former super
meteorologist Jerry Tabbott takes a lap around the newsroom and forces every woman to hug him during the day. No one said it, but they all felt uncomfortable. They just let it happen. He's not there anymore, but just knows that Tom Lewis won't hire a male journalist. He will only hire interesting female journalists. There have been no male journalists for
years. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: this place is the worst. Don't move here just because it's a beach or weather. It's not worth it because this station is so bad. Nexstar is a bad company, they pay the least compared to others, they can hardly afford work equipment, and when
they get paid it is horribly wasted. I really doubt that it's just a bad money laundering scheme. I saw five people making their promises when I was there. The news director hired his friend's son as an evening news producer. She needs a job. She doesn't have the news features. Absolutely the worst. While working for KOAT, this person has experienced:
racial discrimination, gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole, Greg Shepperd and Melissa Williams (ND assistant) are the worst and stupidest managers I've ever worked for. They berate the staff constantly without the need for the absolute smallest thing. They make the work environment a constant enemy that people don't want to come
to work. You can't do well or do anything right for these two. It's damn if you do/damn if you don't. They manage everything to a level where we almost have to give details every time we breathe. They don't talk to each other and Melissa and Greg each tell us the objections to the statement and they each get angry if you do what one says. It seems they treat
minorities worse than others because they seem to have more problems than others. We can't work on any investigative stories because Greg and Melissa are afraid of prosecution, they both don't know what an investigative journalist is. They think a public record request for a crime number is an investigation. Both of these seem to make Hearst believe that
they are the best since the sliced bread they are not these two. Not in the position where they are, Greg and Melissa have to go. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized, negative comments are toxic: don't let Greg and Melissa trick you into coming here. I realized that my interview was all smoke and mirrors when I
started. They lied to me about so many things that got me here. I'm sorry every day. Steer clear of KOAT until Greg Shepperd is gone. Reporter: Morgan Chub, be careful! She plays favorites and talks about people regularly, she is talented but untrustworthy, while working for WAND. This is a gossip station and the gossip boss becomes the news director.
She plays favorites and throws people under the bus regularly! This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more toxic negative comments: over-circulating for a reason. Explain: Scary while working for WAND This person has experience: a toxic work environment as a whole. Can't take a break – disorganized as Hell's favorites often play.
This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: negative venom more comments: Rush !!! News Director: Linda Mee may be one of the worst station managers to work with Make a big deal about small stories. While working for WHDH, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. I worked at WHDH for only 8 months and it
was the most miserable experience I've ever had. Yes, I can't speak for anyone's boss. But mine's the worst. My boss is probably one of the worst-tempered and foul-mouthed people I've ever met. He'll be be sworn in and ashamed of me if I make a mistake. The whole place is orderly, not only with the departments I work in; the chief director, married to a
station manager; part-time staff hardly get extra hours, sexual harassment is a big problem (not that I've had any experience, but hearing stories from colleagues and seeing it with my own eyes). The place is a mess when your weekday morning anchor leaves another station, you know whdh won't last long. This person describes the newsroom environment
as a whole: the additional negative comments are toxic: it is all a mess. It's outdated and hardly works and adheres to the old ways it's full of, yes, men and corrupt politics. I would avoid working at WHDH like an epidemic, it's stressful no matter what department you work in. Reporter: Tom Lewis, if you like your sanity, don't work for Tom Lewis. He keeps
people down, gossips and constantly generates rumors/dramas about journalists. He's in a bad mood all the time. On the edge of losing it to people. The work environment is extremely hostile with daily verbal threats. But the people who worked under him were too afraid to speak because the retaliation would get worse. The other five were out of contract
early in the two years under him, while working for WMBB. You won't hear from him unless you make a mistake and you don't get a comment. But you can get fun to other journalists. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: everyone at most stations works well, people will have your back
when it comes to it. Small and good market to start your career in. Reporter: Veteran Mike Rausch explaining: Mike's OK This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more educational comments: I'm reading some reviews and what a bunch of crock sounds like sour grapes to me. If you're lucky enough to avoid this group, it's a good job to
put some elbow grease to work, and you won't complain about Mike Rausch or anyone else, there won't be enough time it's a newsroom! My advice for the complainant grows! I learned a lot here and from my experience I can move to a bigger station. Cindy, Natalie and other members are useful in their advice. Director: David Lowell I have had a great
experience working for this news station so far. Management is struggling to fill. While working for KMID / KPEJ, this person has experience: a toxic work environment as a whole. There's a lot of pettiness in the newsroom, a lot of gossip, people talking behind each other's back rather than fixing problems on their own. There aren't many people who can
handle criticism when it comes to scripting, it's interesting to see how many people think they have an industry figured out when they get it for just a year or less. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: the additional comments that are not grouped negative are toxic: this is a good starting market, and since the contract is usually 2-3
years, here new people will join the team soon, and the others coming in on their contract will spin off, that's how it goes! Reporter: Veteran Mike Rausch explains: Well, this person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more educational comments: There are some employees who complain and gossip all the time and are very underage. It's like a
high school around them. And this is exhausting. If you ignore this, it is a place of grating to work. Some of your colleagues are great and you help each other. Some season veterans give advice on how to do things better, sometimes it's chaotic, but what the newsroom doesn't. I like the place, it is useful, good news director and a good human resources
woman who cares. So all in all, I recommend KRDO, it's better than most stations. But Mike Rausch and Cindy Dixon are very generous and dangerous to the team. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more toxic negative comments: don't come here until Mike and Cindy are booted. Reporter: Kimberly Wyatt, chaos is very hostile.
Workers who did not meet expectations would receive special treatment, while workers who exceeded expectations were shunned for questioning decisions. She makes it feel more like a drama than a newsroom. Potential new candidates should think twice. While working for WEAR, this person has experience: sexual harassment, racial discrimination, a
toxic work environment as a whole. Employees who share the same competition with the news director will receive special treatment. For example, a 4pm manufacturer does not have enough experience to work in the mid-market and makes constant mistakes. But there has never been discipline for mistakes in the air. While other hard-working employees
made minor mistakes, they were written to not go to meetings before their shifts. Gay employees are mocking their faces The new director hit the staff during the meeting to find out, this person described the newsroom as a whole. A: Unmanageable, negative, toxic comment more: It's not good enough that Sinclair owns this station, but having to deal with the
ongoing stress of this station is severe. Anyone looking for a job here should find somewhere else. Reporter: Veteran Mike Rausch explains: Wasting time while working for KRDO, this person has experience: a toxic work environment as a whole. I'm a person for a few words, so I'll make it fast. The newsroom was incredibly divided. Mike has created a
friendly work environment since he spent more than a couple of years. I don't even know why Cindy has nothing other than acting as Mike's side. Many employees were brought to tears by the way Mike treated them, and if you do basic research, he has a long history of treating his people like dirt. This person described the newsroom environment as a
whole: more negative comments were toxic: I had worked for several news stations, some good, bad. This is the worst. It has nothing to do with the quality of personnel, but morale is declining and for a reason. That's a recipe for failure. We should encourage people to be better off not depriving them of the domino effect. Reporter: Nic Moye's experience
explained: It's not helpful, disappointing, frustrating, while working for KTVZ, this person has experienced: gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. The manager at the station does not know how to handle it. What's more, they are a lot more than just a matter of time. I worked exactly 21 hours during the 36-hour period without thanks. This
created a friendly work environment for me. I don't want to come to work and feel like someone's talking behind me. It was very stressful and I couldn't enjoy my job. When I asked how I could update the news director, I didn't know how to help you. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: additional disorganized comments, negative,
toxic: If this is your first job, don't go here. If you fight, management can't help you, but they will speak behind you instead. Find a job where you don't have to worry about being bullied by an executive. Find the jobs you support to grow. I'm not in the news business anymore and don't know if I'll come back because of this experience. Reporter: Katherine
Bonfield, the best experience I've ever had. Katherine is fairly laid back with a level-headed experience and one of the men. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: organized, educated, open to creative control, plus, more fun comments: This station is the DOMINATE number one. It scores all the other stations on the COMBINED
market. Of camaraderie and pride The people I work with are clever, reliable, confident, laid back and everyone has a sense of humor. Laughing is the best part of the job: as well as it can be said about a number of departments in the building. I'm sorry to leave it behind, but to improve my career, shout out to Bob Ellis (GM), Katherine Bonfield (ND), John
Gahan (chief meteorologist) and Keira, for $100,000. Barnard (the funniest, most caring, open and revered HR woman I've ever met and probably the only one who should turn himself into HR) for being the best in the business. Reporter: Kathy Hobbs, plus, she is enthusiastic and knowledgeable, but often stretches some trying to meet the needs of the
organization, often she leaves the newsroom leadership role. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: no organized education, exposure to creative control, plus more fun: in the past it was toxic, but most bad apples had moved or let go. Sometimes it's not a mess, the station plays by certain stories, but that's primarily due to impairment.
Explain: Pay attention to each employee, judge strong news, experience. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: educational arrangements, exposure to creative control, plus fun, more opinions: the atmosphere is positive overall. The ability to shoot live is limited in addition to the morning show. Director: Tom Doure While working for
WINK, this person has experienced: gender discrimination, a toxic work environment overall, this person explains the newsroom environment as a whole. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: organized, positive, more fun comments: management is difficult to work for, but my experience with anchors and journalists is very positive.
Reporter: Veteran Marybeth Jacoby explains: Negative, while working for WVLT, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. Very cluttered. Management does not touch This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a disorganized news director, a toxic negative: Mike Rausch, Mike Rausch, Mike Justice and Good Idea, if
you're willing to work hard, then he'll develop your talents. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: education is open to creative control, more opinions: I have good work experience. If you put it to work, you will get fair treatment. No discrimination, you just have to do your job. I like working here, I learn enough to help me move to a
bigger market, just like any job you can get from what you put into it. This business is not for a week of heart. Mike is a great mentor and allowed. To have the opportunity to learn and move forward in my career goals. Reporter: Jenna Huff Experience Explain: As well as working with angry Bulldogs. While working for WGXA, this person has experience: an
overall toxic work environment, jenna pits people against each other and pushes good talent, you volunteer to help and get stuck with crappy or non-stop shifts for months at a time. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more toxic negative comments: Jenna, her pet Mallory Huff, had the same surname, but they were irrelevant. They
are two incompetent female peas in a pod. Stay away unless you like to get your job threatened every day and make peanuts for many years to get. Your Experience Reporter: Veteran Bob Walters explains: As bad as I used to be too much and inappropriate. While working for KWTX, this person has experience: a toxic work environment as a whole, ND
doesn't care if you're overworked or not. You should be able to cover five different things in one day and change one of them to PKG if possible. If you're a weekend producer, you should be able to take pictures because ND won't hire more journalists for you and set you up to fail. The digital at this station was reduced to one person, who also had to return to
photography and not follow his true strengths in the news. He eventually passed away after two years, which was just angry. ND because this poor man worked four jobs (digital, weekend co-producer, photog, photoie, journalist and sports personnel have left under him, so we all know that bosses up at Grey TV are not happy that he can't hold the crew.
What's more, gossip will convince newsrooms and managers just not to check in with the field crew about the status for breaking the story unless they need a lot of live hits for everything. The KBTX sister station has fewer employees, but it seems to have a better culture. Some of us envy them despite our great kit and bigger facilities. The deal also refused
to buy things like generators and new laptops for field crews, while #3 stations on the market have better editing software altogether. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized reviews, negative, toxic: KWTX #1ในขาว, but in the digital age they suffer, and morale is rock-bottom. Managing the newsroom is shoddy at
best, the worst nd disorder nowadays may be an experienced veteran, but he's a cat and prissy he wants respect but never gives it back. You can catch your butt all day in the field and rarely hear the compliments from him. He will destroy less experienced employees by forcing them to work dreadful hours and juggling more accountability. Just put the top
station in DMA 87 behaved like a sister KXII in Sherman, just 3 hours north. This is the crown jewel in Hilton Howdell Jr. It may use shine and otherwise to fix cracks. Reporter: Veteran Mike Rausch explains: Unfortunately, while working for KRDO, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. I always felt that Mike never had my back. In
addition, Cindy, the assistant news director, and Mike will deliberately create a hostile environment, turning colleagues into each other. It's very unfortunate because the people who work at KRDO are amazing and wonderful people, but the management is terrible. It's not worth it. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: negative
comments are toxic: do not work here until the entire management team is replaced. Director: Greg Shepperd Experience Explain: One of the worst things while working for KOAT, this person has experienced: the toxic work environment overall, Greg Shepperd and Melissa Williams, are both the worst people I've ever worked for. They made a bad and
constantly scary decision, which ended up putting the newsroom behind the competition. They freak out on the smallest things that don't matter. They have stories that run for weeks, and then after they ran in the first place because they ignored their own news. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized, negative
comments are more toxic: this is a very toxic work environment, I can not explain how bad this is. When people are joking about Today may be the day Greg and Melissa made me resign. You know it's not good. The turnover is amazing, people don't want to work here, both of them think they are the best in the world when that's the perfect opposite. They are
judges and treat their employees like scum. They also manage so small that things won't do or do twice because they need their hands on everything, making employees feel trustworthy and not rewarded. Yo, hearing the television, waking up and getting rid of these two, they have driven the station's morale and respect to the ground. It's the worst place to
work, I hope things are better. The new GM is great too! This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: organized, more educational comments: Roger had a wonderful news decision and wanted to help you succeed. I wish I could have him as my boss here in my current job. Director: Ally Berger Experience Explain: Pleasant ND to work with
This person explains the overall newsroom environment: Organized to control creativity KABC | TAMPA, FL DMA: 11 WJBK | SB 1 DMA: 17 KXTV | DMA 1 DMA: 22 KENS | Spartanburg, SC | HSB DMA: 37 News Director: Andy Paras Andy certainly cares about his reporters. He always had an agenda about what he wanted to cover, but of course. Room for
creativity This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: organize, no regulation, plus comedy, more comments: I have a great experience here, great people, but resources aren't always good, that's the only thing this station lacks. We have a great first work experience, open to creativity and the staff are amazingly compatible. There were only
three journalists and a sports journalist when the staff was full. For lack of resources, we really finished and our jobs were very competitive, if not better than other competitors in our market with better resources. No studio Our anchor is at a satellite station in Arkansas, but no one in the community really knows because we pulled it out. I think working hard to
pull a good product in this small market can push employees together because we're proud of what we've created with less. After all, I love my experience here, but of course I'm keen to step up. Director: Eric Gaylord Experience Explain: Stationary, while working for KRTV, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. My intention is not to
bash this station because overall, the people who work there, and it's a stepping stone to something bigger and better, but when it comes to the work environment, it's a very toxic environment. There's no direction when asked. There's no criticism when asked, always laying to the side and don't even let me start in a cliquish group there. The news director
has his favorites and it shows. He will verbally attack you when one of his favorites comes to him complaining about you. He won't sit you down in his office like a manager should and hear your side and try to spread the situation. All managers need to be trained on how to deal with problems at work. Unfortunately, not everyone gets the same treatment, but
the good thing is that the news director understands most of the time, so if you want to leave early or want a holiday, he will give you. Now, when it comes to vacations, others have been given priority because of their liking. There certainly is no leadership there. GM isn't going to get any better. You can not go to him with any problems because he will find a
way to make the sound, you are blowing it out of proportion. He has his favorites as well. Back to the same news director. He never solved any problems, he said he would, and the same problems often continue. It's not the best place to learn after a while, the workflow is sluggish, but as I said before, people as a whole are good, if you want to move forward
in a business that you've done on your own and learn, don't expect any comments, but for favorites, they get help and all the advice makes others feel isolated and not changed. It is particularly discouraging to those new to business and right out of college. In addition, the notes on the side, everything is confidential, media, substance. It's terrible. When a
new employee is hired, it's a rush. The station is for sale and the current employee finds it from another local news agency, rather than a partially grown general manager, and tells his staff. If you want to start your career in a small market, beware of this station, you will not get help. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a
disorganized news director removed the poison: Marlene Speas. I worked at the office, so I worked for assistant news director Andy Groves. He lets you do your own thing, if it suits you, it's a good situation. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: no organizing, more creative control, more opinions: there are times when things are
wrong here, but mostly what you do it. Reporter: Eric Walters, Eric Walters as the much-needed remaining leader. He seemed to have no news verdict to make the necessary calls to bring the local newsroom to success. I see him often diving after stories to make the first page of readers digest and scoff in stories that are incredibly important to the
community. While working for WBTW, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment, Walters assigned regular decisions to more actors of managers who, in the years since buying Nexstar, have grown only hostile to news and journalism less than traditionally. This often manifests in many solid pitches being torn apart for lack of irrelevant
details, or because management/producers don't know enough about the subject/region to offer feedback at all. Communication is terrible. Blame is often provided. Emotional support/career or praise is hardly ever, just a negative place to try and start in an already tough industry. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more unorganized
comments, more toxic negative studies: I flick my head while I tick the education checkbox. I see/hear some colleagues berated for their story choices, producers see the story break down into gotcha tales searching in vain for no controversy, and alien journalist sources, just because they want to click on social media. The deal is negative and disorganized,
and this is why - WBTW is over 60 years old, they're trying to make serious old-school news on Myrtle Beach and are falling into the cracks they make themselves. Director: Greg Shepperd Experience Explained: toxic, condescending, poisoning While working for KOAT, this person has experience: a toxic work environment as a whole. I don't know why I
wrote this, Hearst Television Corporate seems to ignore these things, but Greg Shepard is one of the worst people I've ever worked for. The attitude and the way he treats people is terrible. During the news, he often yells at us in the booth to do something different when the picture is not ready. He treats his news staff even worse. He makes bad decisions all
the time. I've seen the same story on TV for weeks, it seems he's afraid to do reports other than that he's in court or arrested today or Stories from last month we can follow, even if nothing new or updated. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a disorganized news director minus the poison: Jack Acosta. He has a short attention
span, but generally it's good. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: no management, exposure to creative control, plus fun, negative, toxic additional comments: a pretty fun environment and a family as a whole, but we need to work in organizations across the board. Director: Bruce Barkley Awesome experience – being the worst
boss I've ever had. He threatened to sue me for pursuing other options while working for WYFF. Executive producer, racial and gender discrimination with me. It's a terrible working environment. I want to be desperate to go out and I would advise everyone I care about not signing with WYFF, it is one of the stations that makes good people meaningful. There
is also no work-life balance. I used to work at other TV stations. And this is the worst thing! Reporter: Susan D'Astoli's experience explained: a nightmare. While working for News 13, this person has experience: racial discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. All blacks at the station work overnight and on weekends. Whether they are senior or not.
Of course, white producers/journalists can see more favor. Morale is very low and management seems to be doing things to keep morale down. Very toxic environment. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized reviews, negative, toxic: this station pays the least on the market. Reporter: Steve Simon while working for
KDAF/CW33, this person has experienced: sexual harassment, racial discrimination, gender discrimination, toxic work environment as a whole. Scary place. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: The director of negative and toxic news: Jeff Lenk. He's great, Sinclair. Not much This person describes the newsroom environment as a
whole: no education is organized. Fun news director: Philip Bruce, astonishing news director Really bothered to make good news and his field crew. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: no education organizing, exposure to creative control, plus fun, this person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: The News Director plus
Fun: David Lowell A really good guy, but he's lazy and rarely watch news or give constructive criticism while working for KMID/KPEJ. There's a lot of gossip. People who don't work hard are rewarded and those who care get too hard. The station is always underwater. The administration doesn't take this seriously. This person describes the newsroom
environment as a whole: unorganized, open to negative creative control, more toxic comments: Odessa/Midland is very expensive because of the oil field. Unless you make 50,000+ dollars, you're broke news director: Jon Jens, he's shouting and very violent. He creates a tense environment and sometimes you hate yourself, but he truly cares about the news
and wants the best to force you better at what you do. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: organize positive studies, enjoy more comments: Photogs are really good here, good staff, the only thing that is not positive is ND Jon Jens is very conservative and not open to creativity or out-of-the-box thinking. He looks at the news and
cares about a little mistake, which is good, it can be a very stressful environment, but you will learn a lot. Reporter: Melissa Luck, before ND (Jerry) as passive, Melissa walked around him. While working for KXLY, this person has experienced: a toxic work environment as a whole. The station was in its last place for more than a decade. The newsroom is
cliquey, this person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: no organized exposure to negative creative control, more toxic comments: ND Claiming not to like people who are too ambitious. People gossip and passive a lot instead of one-on-one solutions. The new director never watched the news. This is a reverse movement that will hurt your
career. Director: Bob Walters While working for KWTX, this person has experience: a toxic working environment as a whole. Yes, is it an easIer to be interviewed and have exposure/privilege because you are a community leader? Yes, the station has won and been specially accepted? This place can be toxic. The gossip here is bad. Some employees are
truly spiritual and difficult to work with. Management has overwhelming expectations compared to short-term employees and resources. High turnover rate If you are an MMJ, they will work too hard and anger you if you work overtime. I'm not. Axe to grind I don't want anyone to go through what I've done. I need therapy after I leave that place. None of my
friends made it work for them anymore. In fact, this work keeps some people out of the news industry together. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: it may be market 87, but it's like 133+ in disguise. You are crazy trying to find a story here and will always sell your soul covering garbage
vosots and accident chases just to fill the content. Not because you get feedback or counseling, but just because you do it alone every day. Reporter: Mark Ferrell is terrible! While working for KTEN, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. I feel that no matter what I do, they don't pay attention to my work. They change my schedule all
the time, I could be in the morning and then go to the evening show. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more negative comments are toxic: this station is bad for those who want to grow up and get feedback on their stories. They invest zero money to their journalists and offer zero feedback. Their news anchors are redneck and
unprofessional, and one of them has a strong prejudice against conservatives. Reporter: Austin Kellerman, station and great staff! Promote teamwork storytelling This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: educational arrangements are open to more creative control: stations need more diversity. Director: Chris Best Experience Explained:
Scary/Scary while working for WKRG This person has experienced: the overall toxic work environment, Chris Best is just a formidable news director. He doesn't care about his employees. He also has an obituary verdict. He doesn't care about your life outside of work and he calls you every day. He doesn't have the skills, we all wonder if he's in this position
in the first place. He's terrible and hopes he's not here for good. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: don't come here. If you have the option to work at other stations in the market. Avoid Chris Best and his ND assistants at all costs. Director: Greg Dawson Experience Explained: Well,
this person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: News director Mike Rausch explains: Poor, while working for KRDO, this person has experienced: gender discrimination, the toxic work environment overall, Mike Rausch and Cindy Dixon need to be fired. Cindy is unbelievable. And will smile to your face, but will tear you into a closed-door
conversation. They have a terrible problem in directing and lack of initiative to make KRDO a great station, in mike's LinkedIn profile, he claims to be one of the country's most successful TV news executives. But the news director is not an executive position and the ND of the market central station is not a top notch. I have never met a man in my life who has
a great ego and nothing to spare his talk. The producers hate him. His reporters hate him. Mike has a history of being a horrible man, but never responsible for the career he destroyed. If you make a few mistakes, be prepared to hear slander, lies and untrue things that say about you around the grapes, and we all know who's behind it. If you want to work for
kids and men, yes... Work for KRDO and the teams of Mike Rausch and Cindy Dixon but you would be wise to save your career and avoid this sh**hole. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more toxic negative comments: this place destroyed my love for the industry I once loved. While working for KTMF, this person has experience:
an overall toxic working environment. They work more than jobs under wages and under the appreciation of their employees. You won't get the infote, the opportunity to seize or be able to take care of yourself. They are known for their journalistic work with bones. Compared to NBC and CBS affiliates in the state, you have to open stories 3/4 times a day,
NBC and CBS often have to do 1 person, explaining the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized, toxic negative comments: You'll burn quickly at this station. Director: Greg Shepperd Experience Explain: Egotistical, confusing, judging bad news, two pages while working for KOAT, this person has experience: a toxic work environment that
includes Greg Shepperd and assistant news director Melissa Williams as both formidable managers. They made a terrible decision to come back horribly and destroy the plan. They both talk to us and try to dribble us with their small deal. If a good decision is made by subordinates, both managers are angry because the decision is not theirs and retaliates
with their own decisions (worse). If they both make bad decisions, they try to pin someone else apart from them so they can say they did. With a clean slate, Melissa Williams is one of the stupidest people I've ever met, she constantly throws others under the bus when she can't understand something and push stories that interest viewers. Just to find out
what only she is interested in because she doesn't want to do research. She sent a photographer to chase the wild goose that resulted in nothing missing. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: unorganized, negative, toxic. Comment: Television heard the need to get rid of the companies of Melissa Williams and Greg Shepherd Greg
has a proven track record of destroying the station he went to. Melissa Williams is helping him sink the ship, news director Mike Rausch explains: Bad, while working for KRDO, this person has experienced: sexual harassment, racial discrimination, gender discrimination, toxic work environment as a whole. Morale is very low and affects our products across
the board. Mike tried, but he couldn't help himself because he was a terrible man. He thought his words were well meaning, but they brought people down. However, he has a history of this at other stations and is not responsible. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: negative, toxic, more comment: It felt like Mike had never had my
back, regardless of the situation, and I was finally sick and tired of it. Mike also convinced our other employees to spot tears. This isn't how you bring the station. Director: Greg Shepperd Experience Explained: Scary, egotistical, While working for KOAT, this person experienced: the toxic work environment overall, Greg Shepperd is one formidable news
director. My experience of producing with him was terrible. He always talks to us, makes the atmosphere unprofessional. He'll call us stupid without being honest. He would blame someone else for his mistake, just so he would have a clean slate. He kissed the butt of the organization and threw a fake smoke screen to make it appear that everything here was
fine. It's not everything here is terrible. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: the organization needs to wake up and get rid of this man. His vulgar and fake attitude makes the place a joke to work [contact-form-7-id=4483 title=ask wagm]. He is new, so you have to kiss his butt. This
person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: no defragmentation, removes toxic, additional comments: KOB-TV A.K.A Kids on Broadcast TV Many children with little experience make us seem like a charming community access channel or a low market station. Of course, the payout is not consistent with market size, with the excuse for the area's
low cost of living. It's more clear how people dress and don't have money or aesthetic feelings. There's a new sheriff in town. The news director was so everyone was on edge when he started swinging the blades. This is not a great station, as it seems you can create stories with increased impact, which makes a difference and benefits the real audience.
Good luck creating the station's history to give viewers the best local news in New Mexico 555. With this news crew. The daily content is stupid. It's the same crap of news, the stupid destruction of shootings, car thefts and car wrecks, or Mexicans and liberals playing victim roles about illegals coming to the border and other mind videos to fill the show. Out of
town is a beautiful person to visit, however, poor quality of life is not safe with high crime that will make you mark every X day in your calendar when your contract ends. Director: Chuck Malden The best news director I've ever worked with is always ready to chat, answer questions in person or over the phone. Suggestions when necessary and when asked
Ethics is his number one priority. Indeed, he truly cares about his employees. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: no education management, exposure to creative control, more positive comments, fun: a slightly disorganized table. We miss a few events and sometimes you don't find that you're working on your regular holiday until a
few days before, and the newsroom feels like a family, Chuck, a producer and desk is very helpful and collaborative. Ethics is important – Chuck always asks if the public has a right to know. He always opened the newsroom as best as possible, putting our staff and safety first and the content was excellent in the air. You're never going to shoot live alone,
MMJ from time to time, organization more than death and destruction, Chuck for president, news director: veteran Mike Gonzalez explains: Amazing. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: no organized, open to creative control, positive and fun news director: Roger Seay. They can't treat employees because they claim they can't
afford it. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more educational reviews: do your two years and go. Avoid performing any special duties because they will not pay you extra. Reporter: Veteran Jessica Laszweski explains: Negative, while working for WMTV. This station is trying to do more consistently with less, and it hurts the quality of
the news they generate. Promises and expectations are made for journalists when they start and nothing follows. People are retiring and management just decides not to fill them. Everyone is constantly stressed and without leadership. Jess is well-intentioned, but not visionary and inconsistent. Sometimes you get an email back about ambiguity while you
may not get the answer for something really important. She thinks communication solves everything, but no continuous and thorough communication can compensate for resources. Expectations are high, but not clear, and there is no solution for how to achieve the goal. Gray's running another station into the ground, it's embarrassing to work. Especially
when you go to the story and the leader feels bad for you and looks down at you and your station when other stations. There are constant butt kicks and never miss a beat because they have the resources. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: a disorganized news director removes toxic: Mike Rausch's experience explains: Poor,
while working for KRDO. Over the last two years, we've been affected to the point where producers like ourselves have worked too hard to the point where some people have produced as many as 16 times. When he was director of news for WFTV, ratings dropped by 39 percent. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: negative
comments are toxic: the people who work at KRDO are great, but the management is extremely scarce. Don't work for KRDO until Mike and his colleagues get boots. Make the same mistake that everyone else has, working elsewhere, news director: Mike Rausch, while working for KRDO, this person has experience: a toxic work environment as a whole.
Reporter: Sam Eaton, Sam is a good man, but the first ND Matt Rist is a nightmare, while working for KOSA, this person has experienced: sexual harassment, racial discrimination, an overall toxic work environment, being sexually harassed by Forex. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: no deal, exposure to negative creative
control, more toxic: awesome companies (gray TV), station scary, always short about budget, deal-swapping, time cards and overtime hours, where employees actually work, some members of management engage in negative talk, behind emoloyees and gossip. This was the worst year and a half of my life. I saw so many talented and passionate young
journalists being abused and overworked to the point where they were out of the station and business altogether. I have never suffered and depressed at the station in my life. Don't repeat, don't go to KOSA CBS 7 News Director: Lena Sadiwskyj Lena's doing a great job. If she's upset about something, she knows when to drop it. She's funny, but can also be
very serious at the same time. She works in a large market and likes to treat Dothan like one. While working for WTVY, this person has experience: gender discrimination, a toxic work environment overall I. Work here only if you're from here. They make serious promises too and make you seem about going out and buying out is nonsense for what you pay.
This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more unorganized reviews, more toxic negative studies: micro-management, lack of communication, if you excel at what you do, a lot of work falls on you. Lazy employees seem to be rewarded for being lazy. Director: Jeff Fitzgerald In general, he lied a little bit to give me an interview, the timing
box he needed most, and again to make the working relationship between people look more positive. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: educational arrangements, exposure to creative control, plus fun, negative, toxic additional comments: overall, it is a very good learning station. Most people here are team players, but
unfortunately there are a few bad eggs that work hard and don't require much effort to get started and management can't or are unwilling to deal with it. News and sales have been of great importance over other departments, bad money and apartments, not cheap, or if they are, they are not a good place to live. The device isn't always in the best position. But
the request quickly passed. It's fluffy. In general, we are a visible community calendar, but it's a great place to make mistakes and grow. Overtime for news employees is not the most frequent, but when it happens, it is often not a problem with management. Reporter: Experience Ashley Hall explains: negative leadership style, amalgamation, and aggression
while working for KDRV. If they treat people with respect and pay a living wage, people will live longer. Overall, employees overworked, exploited and brought into constantly unsafe situations, MMJ rarely receives fooks even at night in unsafe areas when they express themselves that they do not feel comfortable. News directors and general managers are
extremely aggressive and lack basic leadership skills and understanding of what their employees do and what is realistic. It's very hard to want to work here. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized, negative comments are toxic: a newsroom that is not very organized. They struggle with treating people because they
are treated so badly. Many people choose to leave the TV business completely after working here. Expectations as far as daily workloads are completely unrealistic, and they value quantity versus quality. In my time it is normal to work as mmj, change two packages on two different topics per day and live for each without a photographer. The quality of the
work has suffered greatly due to these expectations. It also makes it difficult. Just as employees are doing a good job because of this workload. If you are new to the business, I suggest you look for employment elsewhere if you plan to stay in tv biz, because this place will make you want to change career path as soon as possible. Reporter: Stuhirsh, terrible.
I don't respect him and he's severely disqualified for his position. While working for WFFT, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. Salaries are not good, and despite the overall good camaraderie in the newsroom, our news director and general manager do nothing to promote a positive work experience. The retention rate is low, so
turnover occurs at the end of almost every contract. Bosses value the bottom line and money rather than collecting good products. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: no defragmentation, positive, fun, negative, toxic comments more: there is a zero photographer here, and we have one show a day. Bosses claim to be working to
advance, showing more, higher scores and more staff, but will not use the money needed to make these changes take effect. Our cameras are obsolete to the point where they can't get replacement parts. The video will look better than that coming from your mobile phone. If any device needs to be fixed, they will look at the cheapest route possible, rather
than trying to fix the problem. They use band-aid methods, hoping that the problem will heal itself. Without any promotions to promote our employees, we can not get our printers at work and technology is lacking in all departments. Director: Stew Hirsch There are health problems that inhibit his ability to do his job. While working for WFFT, this person has
experienced: sexual harassment, gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. The former producer made only inappropriate sexual jokes, hired female anchors and was informed that women were better suited to the job. When applying for a very cluttered management position No communication and lack of resources This person described
the newsroom environment as a whole: no organized negative newsroom director: Experience Jess Laszewski explained: Relax while working for WMTV This person has experienced: sexual discrimination. She is a strong woman with high expectations but is willing to listen and plan if you need help or want to change something. She has a vision and tries to
make it an innovative station on all platforms, but quite orderly. Eye roll, if you ask a question and do not understand what it is like to work in the field, AM chief, PJ and EP have a clear and often discouraging bias. Experienced anchors know well the benefits and provide scary feedback to manufacturers and journalists. A good starting market for someone
from college with strong experience from an internship or a college job (dayturns, liveshots, policies and court knowledge). Wages are too low for second market jobs. Many people like the station city and colleagues, but leave because they are not forks cash to them. Overall, if you have a good attitude and work hard and can handle some BS, you will love
the station city and your colleagues (except the manager) news director: Curtis Jackson. However, leadership skills and management are not good. While working for KIFI/ KIDK, this person has experience: a toxic work environment as a whole. The news director was supposed to be a leader, but he was very lacking. There are too many people trying to take
responsibility. A terrible decision, too. Decisions are usually made at the last minute and do not communicate through the newsroom (which is inexcusable because it is small). Journalists are not well treated and think it is less important if we are not Mormons or if we don't have children and families. This person explains the newsroom environment as a
whole: additional unorganized comments: there are a few good things: taking photos for live photography, forex and promotion departments are happy to go out with you if you wish. There are some very helpful ones, it's unfortunate that the overall environment is toxic due to a lack of leadership and Real Boss, Director of News: Crysty Vaughan Experience
Explain: Deceptive, while working for WOLO, this person has experienced: racial discrimination, gender discrimination, toxic work environment as a whole, this person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more unorganized comments, negative, toxic: avoid. Director: Janis Harper Experience Explain: Nothing special, while working for KTVA, this
person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. The main female anchor is hard to work with, bullying and condescending a lot. The women who work there gossip and do not support each other. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more toxic negative comments: Working elsewhere, the news director Mike Rausch
explained: bad - like prison, while working for KRDO, this person experienced: sexual harassment, racial discrimination, gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole, Mike Rausch is an experienced and well-thought-out news director, but the way he presents himself is very arrogant. This person describes the newsroom environment as a
whole: more toxic negative comments: some good days, others are disastrous. Turnover has been very high lately, as employees have been poorly treated. Many departments have gone understaffed for years because management doesn't know how to treat people, and they haven't made any attempts to change their demeanor. However, this has long
gone that any changes will not seem genuine. Reporter: The experience Mike Rausch explains: bad, scary, vulgar, unprincipled, just cares about himself while working for KRDO. The newsroom has been living since then. We have a feeling that this kind of environment will come to us after a report from the Los Angeles Times said in 2002 that Rausch, as



news director at KATU, agreed to have one of his reporters speak at a funeral for two women who were kidnapped and murdered in Oregon, Oregon, while a video of the ceremony was posted on the company's website. They report stories, which are meant to exclude opinions - not that Rausch is interested in ethics, a term not registered in rausch's (DOR)
dictionary, the management team at KRDO also agreed to send out drones to receive special coverage of the 117-point wildfire, which caused the weather to drop. Flying drones close to firefighting aircraft is not only dangerous for pilots, but when the aircraft is grounded due to safety violations, firefighters on the ground are also compromised, and firefighting
aircraft can not protect nearby homes and property. KRDO has issued a statement regarding this matter. Previous fires in the same vicinity this year, with no TFRs in place, TFR, meant temporary flight restrictions. Translating that text means that we assume there are no restrictions. The flight was temporary because there was nothing for the other fire that
happened in the same neighborhood. It sounds like a dog eating excuse for my homework that never worked, Rausch has shown that he has a long history of ineligible. He ignored his staff in the newsroom and obviously he didn't care much about the lives of our first responders as well. Mike has once carried a proud station into the ground, ran out, many of
whom were capable and intended to tear down many of our producers and reporters, many of whom were often tearful, often with problems that did not require such a reaction. The least he can do is treat his people like a person and not get rid of rubbish. Mike also pinned the reporter with one another. A simple misunderstanding almost results in physical
changes, because people are so traumatized that they almost missile each other. It is the most toxic work environment I have ever experienced, and others who came out of this place do not deserve a medal in my humble opinion. I grew up in poverty and I'm much happier living in the ghetto than I work for KRDO. I'm happier than I work here, that tells you a
lot about what Mike did to this glorious station. Look at the man's LinkedIn page. He describes himself as a catalyst for success and is one of tv news executives. Top 100 in the United States The ratings of this station and Rausch's history speak otherwise. The editor in the newsroom may be able to use some of the tasks. The corrective team has been
unfairly blamed for many problems and can be solved if KRDO invests in better equipment. They have money for it. It's a lacklustre initiative. The producers worked too hard and some people had trouble getting out of bed in the morning because they were so afraid to deal with Mike. All producers are on a salary, so there is no overtime and some work for up
to 14 consecutive days without holidays, there are four months from the year where you are not allowed to have holidays, and comments from the audience are absolutely awesome. The least I would ask is the support of Mike and his assistant Cindy Dixon, who are nothing more than a woman. Yes, man. People have also been forwarded for promotions and
are opting out because they don't see room for progress. yes, it's short. This place needs a lot of work. I have received several calls from former colleagues who applied for KRDO for employment. I have told them that they are better to work elsewhere because their love for this industry will be destroyed if they end up here. Mike's an idiot. If that's how Mike
came out on the phone, believe me, it's much worse on my own. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negatives, toxic: I think I've said enough. Please, please, ask everyone to read the review here. Explained: Scary, egotistical, While working for KOAT this person experienced: racial discrimination,
gender discrimination, the toxic work environment as a whole Greg Shepperd caused so much unrest at this #1 station. Everyone used to be proud to work at KOAT until Greg came in. Since his tenure began, the ratings have bucketed many of the talent and excellent staff have left behind. Greg forces people to follow what he says. If you disagree with his
decision, he will threaten you until you agree. Greg is a constantly overworked story where no new content turns its back on the audience. He doesn't listen to his staff and he ignores them. Hate confrontation and people are so upset with him that he will make a decision after he leaves office. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole:
more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: until Greg leaves the station, this is not something that needs to work. While working for KULR, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment, this person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more unorganized comments, removes more toxic: this market is 170, so be prepared to do
everything on their own without help. It's a deal like this that pushes the talent pool to dry, so they turn to job fairs with people who don't have a college degree because everyone is leaving. Every supervisor cares about getting content as fast as they can, regardless of good quality. I was sent out in cold weather below myself for the sake of a live shot, even if
it added value to the story. Many journalists leave KULR early and make their contracts due to the terrible management of the company and poor wages. He's a completely deceitful and incompetent man. He has 10 meetings a day in his office, but doesn't seem to be able to do anything right. He always wanted to do a story that KGW (our competitors) had
already done. While working for KOIN, this person has experienced: sexual harassment, gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. Nowadays, he tries to hit a new journalist and it's obvious to everyone that he's creeping. He treats women around him like crap and he tries to connect with men through sports knowledge. Talk about toxic
masculinity. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: If you're thinking of Portland, don't go to KOIN, news director: Matt Templeman, Matt spends a lot of time because he's also the main anchor. He cared and tried his best to fix the problem at the station, but sometimes was limited by what
the organization and GM didn't allow him to do. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: the study is open to more creative control: Matt appears to be supporting men's aerial abilities over women. There are some people who want to move up the ranks but get a pigeon hole. However, I have seen some people get promoted. The news
assistant has a witch and shouldn't work in the newsroom, but I've heard that she's gone, hoping things will look up again, as long as you're a team player and focusing on yourself, you'll have a better time there! There are many people there who will take you under their wings and make you feel as comfortable as Anchors Renee and Sean. Reporter: Chris
Best experiences. A: Scary while working for WKRG, this person has experienced: sexual harassment, gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. Working here will certainly do nothing to help your career. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a more disorganized review, a toxic negative: I left the only positive
review of this station (in the direction of ND Chris Best) and wanted to withdraw it. Hard work, no one cares. What does it do other than slack off sexual harassment or discrimination against female colleagues? No one cares. Director: Tom Bell He's also new from our brief interactions, he looks like a real journalist, hoping that he can change this place. I don't
know how we landed him, but thank God, while working for KVVU, this person has experience: sexual harassment, a toxic work environment as a whole. The news director is entering turmoil, so he's trying to get a handle on where everything is as an organization. This is not a reflection of him, but the desk of the assignment is very mismanageed. The
assigned desk manager made inappropriate comments to photographers who were afraid to go to HR because they didn't want things to leak on social media. She also pushed most of her work on the overworked MMJ and asked MMJ to put herself in a dangerous position, such as knocking on a single murder door (which was supported by an ND
assistant), without giving any suggestion, and one EP that the station never read, working journalists, just admitting that there was no suggestion for growth. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negatives, toxic: people are not at this station for ego-driven reasons/refers to the lazy young managers of
young reporters, and most have asked lawyers to look at their contracts early. Director: Nic Moye Experience Explain: Terrible management, bad, select favorites. While working for KTVZ, this person has experience: gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. General manager is highly discriminatory, treating employees like children,
employees are not happy overall. The manager spoke badly about the staff with other employees. There is no room or opportunity for growth. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: it is a bad place to work. Director: Dave Parker Great N.D. Truly mind the narrative. Positive, helpful, create
a happy newsroom environment. Be happy to teach and help you achieve your goals in and out of the newsroom. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: positive education, fun, more reviews: a great place to learn. Great storytelling, highly recommended, director: Morgan Shabab Our news director is amazing. She's new to the position,
but it's not new at the station. of everything and willing to help in a moment's notice. There are times when I call her at 10pm wanting advice. Everyone gets the job done efficiently and on schedule. The newsroom is a good environment and the new director's door is always open, WAND #1ดวยเหตุผลบางอยาง. Here are just a few amazing things about this
station. Reporter: Veteran Mike Rausch explains: Awesome while working for KRDO, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. News stations are completely and disorganized, there is hardly any communication between managers and employees, and when there is a problem, they won't let you know for five weeks and carry on grilling
you more than the previous mistakes you made. There was no encouragement from the manager. On the other hand, our colleagues are great, we pump each other, while Cindy Dixon and Mike Rausch will demean your character and call you a nasty name until you can no longer work. And they have the courage to question why you feel so bad. This person
described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: Mike Rausch. He describes himself as one of the top 100 TV news executives in the country, but has yet to get a mid-level TV station halfway. He is a fraud and the story concept that comes out of this old and boring dump. The station is great apart from Cindy
and Mike, but the onions are too much to bear. They are killing you is a passion for this industry because they can't stand their own pathetic life. Avoid Press Director: CJ Hoyt CJ is a completely toxic, rude and overworked manager, his staff. The worst manager I've ever had while working for WHTM, this person has experienced: gender discrimination, racial
discrimination, sexual harassment, an overall toxic work environment. A female reporter called women's fat slobs and silly by managing a new GM station told women that they couldn't wear sleeveless dresses, which meant we had to pay for a new wardrobe, but he bought a new man's relationship. One of our main anchors today is the gender discrimination
lawsuit filed against GM and the station. GM has made inappropriate sexual and racial jokes. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: don't come to this station, even if you're desperate. It was a great station before Nexstar bought and brought an awesome manager. The news director is
like a slave driver. He has MMJs doing a couple of stories a day, then writes and cuts different versions for each show. We're cutting five to 12 different things a day. No one can work with quality anymore. MMJs are not allowed to be swept. In the year nexstar took over, it was like being in the 180 market, please stay away! While working for WABG, this
person has experience: an overall toxic work environment, this person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: a disorganized news director minus the poison: Janis Harper. It can seem hand-off at times, but respecting hard work and making training/learning opportunities for everyone is important. This person describes the newsroom environment
as a whole: organized, educated, open to creative control, plus, more fun comments: This station is #2 on the market but owned locally and has the resources behind it to control the market from competitors owned by Gray Television. Opportunities here include state travel and more (reporters have visited villages in rural Alaska, Afghanistan, Greenland, etc.
for stories). Time to work on special projects and stories you won't find anywhere else in the world. People come here to work and often in Alaska. If you don't embrace adventure (think glacier hiking, northern lights, mushing dogs), this station is not for you. There is no perfect newsroom, and KTVA comes with the usual daily disappointments, but the staff
here are fairly compensated in a newsroom environment where harassment and discrimination are not tolerated. News Director: Tim Ryan Experience Explain: Scary while working for KVUE This person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. Management doesn't seem to care about employees. This person described the newsroom environment
as a whole: disorganized, negative, toxic news director: Karen Arasia. She has very bad news decisions and bad decisions of the character. She worked too hard and overwhelmed her staff. She had no exhaustion and burnout, her morale was incredibly low and it didn't get better. While working for WCSH, this person has experience: a toxic work
environment as a whole. You'll come in with ideas and energy and be punished for this. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: I don't blame Tegna, but there is no secure communication to the top that can avoid these problems. Reporter: Matt Cummer, Matt Cummer, first impression. I
remember how lucky I was to score a job with this new director – he was smart, smart and simple. Matt Cummer promised that he couldn't, or wouldn't keep it. As a reporter, your pitch is worthless, why did she tell that story (you lost your pitch to nothing, then several days later he threw that exactly? The story, as if it was his own great idea.) As the
manufacturer of your nesting is incorrect. Your lead is weak – if he bothers to look at the summary. Often he sends an email to the newsroom saying we need to get this! His work as a news director was worthless, we were a sinking ship without a captain, and don't let me start his schedule. He will close your day according to will without telling you. You'.m re
daytime? Are your family flying on Christmas holidays? Don't worry, you work overnight all week, do you work at 2.m on a regular basis? It comes at 11.m a.m., according to the announcement of the moment. If there is some confrontation you will not hear from him, you may receive a passive aggressive email that will destroy your soul. But he won't say
anything to your face. Good job or get appreciated for the way you bust your For your news director, it's not a director at all. While working for WBAY, this person has experience: gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. I'm a smart guy who happens to be a woman. Coincidentally, a female journalist brings our newsroom to the highest
annual awards and gets our station inside the information before other stations. Most have it, but because I have some body parts categorized me as a woman, I believe my news director struggles to talk to me. He may be awkward with men, but with women it's a completely different story. He'll walk straight to your desk and say nothing, but emailing you
everything you've done wrong in the story, it's just as uncomfortable as it gets. But here at WBAY your hard work will be unnoticed because you can produce, shoot and report it? You're not precious. If you have a good work ethic, you will work to bone change the story for as many shows as they can find a place for you. Many of us face metal uncertainty due
to this newsroom. - But there was never a time for decay. You'll be treated as a number, you fill the role, but you're not a person. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, toxic negatives: this station is scary with communication. I know that's our pitch, but for some reason, we're lacking in that department,
you're a journalist and there's breaking news? Management will decide whether you live in 4:00, 5:00 and 6:00 — and don't tell you. They didn't even tell you you switched to that. You don't know that your journalists have been turned into stories either! Suddenly you should be leading with this new information, but you don't know. No situation at hand, no
email, the phone has been made. You should know about this change amazingly. Recently our station was bought by Gray and has been cut several times. Our news director didn't sit down at all and explain the corporate downsides, but instead he sent an email. Oh, and by the way, you're all MMJ now. Journalists say they should be fired for other
journalists, perhaps a fresh shot of themselves. The manufacturer is pulling the second page, the editing page produces and may help the web. The remaining five photographers were pulled out in 100 directions as each journalist needed help with their installation stories. The morality of the story is this: our station is a legacy. We've been number one and
number one for years, but it doesn't feel like it anymore. We're gradually seeing it fade, and to be honest, the way we're treated. We don't care. Explain: Scary, vulgar, unreliable, egotistical while working for KOAT This person experienced: racial discrimination, toxic work environment as a whole. He chooses favorites in the newsroom, but even if you are a
favorite. He was on two fronts and trying to bring the staff to face each other. He doesn't care about the personal lives of his employees. His verbally abusive attitude caused a large exodus from the station. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: disorganized news director, toxic negative: Experience Tom Doerr explains: Short and no
contact at all, while working for WINK. Long Story Short... I had to go to rehab for continued trauma after being forced to work well through my shift to stare at the dead corpse so that the producers could have eyes at the scene, even after all the information was reported and they wanted to confirm that the scene was clear. They are killing a good story for
something a little like a car accident. The only station I've ever gone to when a 21-year-old producer has more power than nd's own, all with their minds set up in blood and devastation over actual news coverage. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, more toxic negatives: after we had an editorial
meeting, all positive story concepts were shot down for. Vulture news knocked on the door in the gang district to ask if they knew who was shooting up the house next door. Producers constantly think of themselves as detectives rather than journalists of facts. If you are asked to come early or in the closing days and say no, you are betrayed, make no
excuses why. One word explains this station....Hell Director: Matt Kummer The most incompetent, lazy and awkward man I've ever met in my life. Meanwhile, For WBAY, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. This is the number one station on the market, with many prominent veteran journalists working there. However, since news
director Matt Kummer took over the past few years, it has gone downhill. He had a hard time separating what he found interesting from what the story should have been protected. New journalists rarely work with photographers. Producers will have their shows rearranged, rewritten or have new liveshots added without being told. People will have their work
changed according to their wishes. Have you been hired as a web producer? We need an editor. News directors regularly lie to candidates to keep them in the door. I've seen him promise new journalists that they will have photographers every day and the opportunity to fill the anchor and then never deliver. I've seen him promise the producers that they will
do a single item and then change their mind on the first day of work. The news director is also awkward on the issue, he avoids talking to people whenever possible and has never thought about what people actually cover or do throughout the day. He spends most of his time in his office watching baseball, watching Google Maps (for some reason). Shopping
online and having a loud private conversation with his wife by opening the door. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a disorganized news director, minus the poison: Rob Cartwright. He's smart and knows what he's doing. Organization is what gets in the way of bad content. While working for KEYE, this person has experience: racial
discrimination. A lot of people in the newsroom feel very comfortable saying racial insensitivity, including an ND assistant, if it's ever reported to HR. Not sure that journalists can fairly trust reports when they are clearly prejudiced against certain groups of minorities and can't control what comes out of their mouths. This person explains the newsroom
environment as a whole: no organizing, exposure to creative control, more opinions: Rob is fine as an ND, he's clever. Nd assistants are the ones you should be aware of. He had a bad news judgment, couldn't decide to save his life (especially during breaking news). He's definitely a favorite player. If you can avoid interacting with nd assistants and do your
job, you are in good hands. In addition, the editorial meeting is dead and can be left off the rails for an hour. Good luck! Director: Greg Shepperd Experience While working for KOAT, this person has experienced: racial discrimination, gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. I've never worked under such a bad deal. EP often makes
mistakes which interfere with our personal lives, but they don't care. These adults often find someone else to blame. Talented people have left because of toxic work environments and negativity. People don't feel good working in this newsroom. I find more pleasure running fast food! That seems to tell you something about KOAT and HEARST, this person
explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative toxic: we don't get any comments, it's just when you don't do what they want you to do, you'll hear about it. You can't make this place. They tell you what they want your story to be. Now that everyone has jumped ship, the deal finally begins to appreciate a few still
around. Most would say that with chaos comes to an opportunity, but it feels like I'm doing business with fakes. I want to work where people care and appreciate from the beginning. Reporter: Andrea Stahlman, Andrea is the best ND I've worked for. She wants the newsroom to be a really good experience. The newsroom has a problem, but it's not perfect by
any means. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: positive, fun, negative, toxic, additional comments: it's not a storytelling station, so if that's what you're looking for, you shouldn't work here. If you want to live no matter what and change the hard news stories every day, this is the place for you. Frustration comes from the idea that
quantity is better than quality. Journalists work very hard. You usually get infote, but it's not an NPPA station at all, Director: Greg Shepperd Experience While working for KOAT, this person has experienced: the toxic work environment overall, Greg Shepperd has pushed a very good talent because of his appalling and inappropriate management style. He
likes to hide behind the clock and ignore his employees and ignore them. I've seen him force people to work from 4 a.m. to 11 p.m. the same day in a row because he can't be a newsroom employee. He is more concerned about what is happening nationally than letting journalists do corporate matters. He wouldn't let a reporter make a local reporter. He has
a bad news judgment and shouldn't be a news director. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, toxic negatives: newsroom staff are left horrified at trying to gather good products, but often encounter greg's stupidity. Don't come here until Greg's not at the station anymore. Don't let him fool you during the
interview as well. Reporter: The experience Jeff Nelson explains: Scary while working for WDAY, this person has experienced: gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole, very belittling. The environment is: no defragmentation, delete, more toxic comments: does not work here. News Director: Dan Wilson Experience Explain: Okay. This
person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more unorganized comments: the main reason these stations can't get out of their own way in the morning show stage is because of the leadership they have in charge of the morning show. Reporter: Jeff Sailor, a very strange person, not an honest person, while working for wofl. This place has great
staff and we get along really well. The management was truly bad, we had 4 ND was three years old and the final ND did his job because he was the last person to stand. Most journalists and team members leave the station due to the toxic environment. I was warned by a former colleague not to go to WOFL a.k.a W-Aweful, she was right, former news
director Bob Clinkingbeard, who was fired about a year ago from WTSP in Tampa as a thug. He told a African-American reporter before he hired her. I know you've heard bad things about this station, but you can call a few black women that I hire and they'll tell you that I'm fair and not racist. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: no
organized studies, exposure to creative control, more negative reviews are toxic: this place you should avoid. There are other stations in Orlando that run smoothly. With EP Melissa Medilie, she's another nightmare. Now she's AD and parrot for Jeff Sailor. News Director: Matt Stein Experience Explain: Many studies demand and suggestions. This person
described the newsroom environment as a whole: organize a positive study, fun, more comments: a friend just told me about this site and the latest rankings. Almost all of us hang out after work or on weekends. We had fun and no one was doing any backstabbing, it wasn't my fault that the producer couldn't spell it and I didn't want to have a problem with
something I didn't do. We also have a group of people on the second and third contracts. I have a bad boss on TV and the manager here is not bad. If you get to know them, they'll have fun. Director: Nate Smail The experience explained: terrible. Very bad While working for WDTV, this person has experience: a toxic work environment overall, Smail is a
dictator. He had a zero-sum news verdict when talking to local news, and he once sent a reporter out. The situation came on the phone at the local lion. He posted a story on the site saying there were no police there and the police would not confirm if anything had happened. How's the news? A friend gets WIRED for any sunny weather, and although it's
sunny for too long, he makes a big deal about it. He's acting like he's acting like he But as soon as the sales representative was angry about the story, he blamed the journalist. Didn't introduce his staff to a late-night meeting. Try to avoid confronting a person by sending a lot of emails instead of sitting down. It's the worst employment manager in all the news.
This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: the person you work with outside of Smail is the best. Everybody's dealing with his garbage so everyone's so close. I never exchanged my time there because I grew up, but don't have to thank him. If she's new from college, get your year in and get
out. Director: Ashley Hall Unmanageable, uninteresting, out of touch with what our job requires us to do while working for KDRV, this person has experience: a toxic work environment as a whole. Leadership and feedback don't exist unless the organization comes down. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: no organizing, exposure to
creative control, negative toxicity, more comments: the market starts great, but you're giving your soul. Reporter: Jamie Foster trusts what he says about workers more than they actually do. His newsroom has a history of backing up, and if your colleagues don't like it, make sure to get him before they do. He relied on the first person to complain over whether
the complaint was correct. He is also rude to people he doesn't like and feels confident in his ability to shout at his subordinates while condemning them if they make others feel uncomfortable. I yelled at him that I was tired of people lying to him: his response was, I don't care what you're tired of hearing. He shouted loudly enough that the entire newsroom
could be heard through the door off his office. While working for WATE, this person has experience: racial discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. I went into the newsroom with the most experience and education and knew that my time at this station would be uncomfortable from the first day I walked through the door. Jamie pretended to feel
sad when I told him the last day I never felt welcome there. But it was his poor management as a news director who supported lying by my colleagues. The main complaint is that I wear a lot of my headphones. There are not many complaints about the quality of my work but I am often called lazy and insistent by colleagues who report what I say on my social
media pages but get pats on the back for the threats they make about me on their accounts. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized, negative comments are more toxic: stations are scoring hungry... and bad journalists on a daily basis. They actually brought a mentor to teach their producers how to write to make
their copy more reliable: it's news. I find that disgusting. There have been a few times where we have been introduced to new technologies that I have experienced before. When I say I like technology, it has found scoffs and giggles of disapproval. One man said to me that he hated the program. I think the worst part about my experience is that people tend to
believe him more because he's a news director and doesn't care if he's chasing someone he doesn't like to suck people he likes: his staff doesn't respect him, he tells him one thing in front of him and one thing behind him. But they know he's easily manipulated. Director: Greg Shepperd Experience Explained: Poor while working for KOAT, this person
experienced: the overall toxic work environment Morale sank after Greg arrived due to his appalling and disrespectful attitude. We know what's coming because there's an Arkansas website that has so many opinions about his reign of terror at 40/29 in Fayetteville, the former assistant news director here, left 40/29 for Albuquerque because of Greg and left it
here within a few weeks of Greg's arrival to get away from him again. A similar story of his staff treatment is happening again here and we lost some good staff who no longer want to deal with him. He brought the former Minnesota-based minion to his assistant news director. She's more than just a woman. Yes, man. People have also been forwarded for
promotions and opted out because they don't see room for progress. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: many of those left behind during the Greg era moved to the top 25 markets. Most journalists, producers, photographers and other employees are still here, hard-working people who
do their best to make this station a success. There are good stories to tell here. The market is very large and KOAT has a helicopter that can be used to break the news far from Albuquerque. Greg's three-year retirement this year will be up in August, hopefully he'll move on and this station can go back to the place where people want to work. Reporter:
Veteran Jack Acosta explains: A really good boss, this person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: the study is open to creative control, more positive and fun comments: I disagree with the latest reviewers. Jack is a great boss and news director. He made me feel happy and valued since I came here. I think he's destined for even greater things,
like being a GM news director: The experience Ashley Hall explains: It's easy to work with support. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: the study organizers positively enjoyed news director: Greg Sheppherd, unfortunately, other comments were correct. He's a boss who doesn't like to say he is. He gets the manager under him to
deliver hard. And tell me the bad news. He's afraid of being prosecuted for everything. He killed a good journalist out of fear. His mistrust and trust has pushed out great staff. While working for KOAT, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. The newsroom was managed by several managers who feared Greg's decision. Ratings are
slipping, morale is terrible and people are leaving stations and industry. Avoid this station at all costs until Greg Sheppherd is out. He destroyed a brand that was once proud. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: Toxic negative news director: Nate Smail Experience Explain: Horror while working for WDTV This person has
experienced: an overall toxic work environment. The news director does not know how to bring the newsroom. Morning meetings are not productive and feel like he judges you more than to introduce you while pitching stories. Focus on the national story mostly and want you to translate it in a very exciting way. He mostly wants MOS in every story, he sends
the MMJ to a local mall or Walmart parking lot to find people. This example: He commissioned a national story or a story published by a state online newspaper and demanded a local reaction. He also decided to change your story while you were halfway through the day's interview and not let the producers know about those changes. He didn't read people's
work before the show, but if there was a mistake as he seized, he would communicate with you with thousands of emails or texts rather than manually. He tells the story of the weather in drama. He has no experience in other markets. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized, negative comments are toxic: the
management of the station knows about all this, but do not do anything about it, but they protect him. Besides that, the producers and other MMJ were fantastic and we all tried to survive. Most will count the days until their contract ends. Reporter: Nate Smail Experience explains: Horny, this person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more
disorganized comments, negative, toxic: the news director doesn't know how to do his job. He came to work at 11am, departed throughout the afternoon and ran into the studio while shaving five minutes before the airtime. He doesn't give you any useful skills or tips to further your career. He always chooses new journalists and makes them feel they are
stupid. His idea of the news was to let his reporters interview people in the Wal-Mart parking lot. Cameras, newsrooms or cars never work. He's obsessed with weather-related stories. If there is a little rain outside, he urges us to go into extreme weather mode and all the stories must be about the weather. He makes everything look dramatic and likes to scare
our audience. He may be a good guy off the job, but he doesn't know how to work. This is the only station he's ever worked on in his entire career. News While working for KDRV, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment, this person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: Disorganized news director minus toxic: Matt Stein
Experience Explain: Complete and severe disaster/lack of positive/toxic leadership while working for WAAY This person has experience: a toxic work environment as a whole. A very toxic work environment with poor leadership. The manager offers a few suggestions, so you are forced to speculate on how to improve. Even if you ask for more comments, they
will not take. Matt Stein picks favorites that aren't based on performance But more about what he can be kidding with, this person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized, toxic negative comments: work here if you're desperate to get your feet in the door. The station has a bunch of backstabbing people that you should avoid. After
working here, a lot of people will end their contracts first or out of business because they feel that all stations are bad. Few people stay to move to a better market because the station is like an unorganized and stressful military boot camp. Reporter: Scott Nichols, I worked for two news directors there and under a horrible and misunderstood GM. GM is
George Kays, two NDs: Len Stevens and Scott Nichols, all three men were relentlessly bullied and harassed. While working for WSET, this person has experienced: sexual harassment, gender discrimination, an overall toxic work environment. I'm not going to detail it here, but it's a daily attack of harassment, bullying, retaliation targets for reporting such
illegal behavior, and one of the worst places I've worked, and I've worked for a couple of years, Sinclair Management seems to be signing off on illegal harassment against many women. Despite repeated attempts to report the behavior of the management There is no doubt that the hostile work environment I promoted by the administration to include EPs
and lower-level anchors is illegal. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: by far and far one of the worst places I've ever... Ever worked I have PTSD from the horror I suffered there. George Kays is a Trump toting misogynist and is only interested in hiring managers to follow his lead there.
Just like a bad writer with a laugh and a fact checker. That runs the gossipy, bully-fest of the newsroom and retaliates against everyone who stands up to them. Most never work anywhere. Even if you think you need to find a job on TV, don't come here, you won't learn anything except how to dodge bullets flying at you every day. I was warned not to work
here... I should listen to the press director: Janis Harper. Silent, not engaged show While working for KTVA, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. The rejection favor refers to a girl. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more negative comments, more toxic: rejection, verbal abuse anchors, gossip, referring
to the women's club News Director: Jayne Ruben She supports real journalists and deals with problems when you bring them up against her if you provide a solution. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: educational arrangements, exposure to creative control plus fun. There is a good family atmosphere. There's a great mix of people
who've had a while and new ones. The workload for the MMJ is very reasonable, it is generally one matter per day. This station has experienced photographers who deal with breaking news and vosots for the most part. They are usually available for live photography. The newsroom is organized and the communication between producers/management and
between people in the field is not perfect, but better than your average newsroom. Real journalists and lead stories are preferred here. If you don't want to change the story, the silly features every day and want to cover important news, here's a good newsroom for that. Shreveport is a great news city, not the best thing from a resident's point of view, but a
gold mine for news stories KSLA has the same problem as every news room, but overall I recommend working for KSLA news director: Scott Nichols, it was satisfying at first, and then a dynamic change when I spoke out against what I felt was racist. While working for WSET, this person has experience: racial discrimination, a toxic work environment as a
whole. I chose racial discrimination and a toxic work environment because of what I experienced. I am the only Latina in the newsroom who has an opinion on the story of immigration. There are stories I find to be racist and my news director, as well as my morning show producer, doesn't understand why I feel the way I feel. In the end, I was blamed for
speaking and being accused of being biased and racist, according to one of my producers. This will lead me to describe my toxic working environment, WSET is a toxic place. I found zero support from my colleagues except for production. The fear of running is nonsense. The most unprofessional place that everyone knows about your business. This person
describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: just stay away from this station. They are not open to change or help well. The most stressful four months of my life. Your talents are not appreciated. It was very toxic, my health declined. Reporter: Scott Fitzgerald while working for KRNV. If I knew now I knew
anything, I wouldn't sign a deal with the news. This is the most toxic and evil environment and newsroom I've ever worked with. Everyone talks about people horribly (even friends). I saw less drama, backstabbing, and hostility in my high school. No one is responsible for themselves, their actions or their mistakes. They are always looking to blame others.
Colleagues are very ignorant and closed-minded people who have no sympathy for those who don't like them. Managers are incompetent and unhelpful when asked and then irritated when things aren't done their way, the station is and has always been understaffed so employees are expected to work at least 3 different people. Manufacturers are getting a
lot of work inappropriately and not getting resources to succeed. If you get a call from the news director here, don't listen to the words he says about the number of thriving stations, no, and no one who works there because we're all burned and miserable, and we're just trying to keep our heads down, work as best we can and get out. Avoid 4 news at all costs.
This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: do yourself your sanity and your career a favor and don't work here. Believe me, Director of News: Chris Best Experience explains: Negative while working for WKRG This person has experienced: sexual harassment, a toxic work environment as a
whole. It was an extremely toxic work environment and the news director blamed the staff, but in the long run a good employee was leaving, but he didn't get the message. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized, negative reviews are toxic: the station cares more about squeezing as many jobs as they can from you
for the little wages you can earn more than you really achieve. They will run you down to the ground and if you complain they talk to you, it's not a business fit. It's a shame because it was once an amazing station, but it lost its solid reputation. Managers want a good narrative, but they also want to cover up all the breaking news. The staff can handle a lot.
Reporter: Jack Acosta, the news director, is good enough, but totally clueless. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: no organized, open to creative control, plus fun, negative, toxic additional comments: no direction and no overall vision. The station doesn't actually make news, just fluff, so they can get a view and like Facebook ND is
a good guy, but don't know what he's doing. The rest of the managers are ok with some helpful and good ones in their job, and others almost clue as nd the newsroom as a whole is quite positive and fun, but if you're looking to work seriously. Improve yourself, it can be quite negative and toxic. If you don't care about that, but it's the place for you, because
ND doesn't care anything except trying to please his corporate boss and what kind of food to order for most producers. Reporter: Nicole Hogensen this person describing the newsroom environment as a whole: Director of news classified: David Williams This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: organized, educational, positive, fun news
director: Bruce Barkley one of the most favorite humans you've ever met. Dozens of people went on in ~8 years he was there. While working for WYFF, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. If it wasn't for ND, everyone would be happy. People have been there for decades. The people who were there for decades when he came in.
This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: organize additional comments: avoid all costs. Director: Greg Shepperd Very arrogant, lack of judgment, news, constant harassment of employees. While working for KOAT, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. There is no communication between manager Greg and
his assistant, ND Melissa. If you do anything that one asks, the other shouts at you for not doing what they say and vice versa. They have a management style that is very much like bully, they pay very little attention to their staff and have a tremendous turnover. They tend to be in meetings with each other and can't actually work. They often leave before
eating in the company's dime since Greg Shepherd took over there, with more than 30 people coming and disappearing from the newsroom, and he doesn't seem interested in hiring open positions. Nothing is his fault, even if the idea is his, he is to blame others. For his mistakes and never responsible for anything. He makes employees feel very discouraged
and keeps morale low all the time. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negatives, toxic: as long as Greg Shepperd and Melissa Williams are at this station, don't come here, news products suffer because of their bad decisions. The staff do not want to stay and are not constantly happy. Another look at
the news director: Anna Velasquez She came out fun and supportive, but over time the façade was thin and you saw that she was about herself. She's a former ND transition journalist because of a lack of work in the area, she takes great stories from journalists, while working for KLEW. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole:
unorganized, educated, open to creative control, negative, toxic additional comments: this is But it's not every bad day and ND will push you to your limits and force you to learn (which isn't necessarily a bad thing), although leadership isn't the best here, but my journalists, anchors and production staff are amazing and help me be sober. Lewiston is a
wonderful place to start. Local law enforcement and emergency responders are excellent and easy to use. If you can get around the lack of leadership, I recommend starting here, and if this thing says KLEW is market 73, it's not! His way or the highway. There are the best journalists and photographers. While working for WKOW, this person has experience:
an overall toxic working environment. No one feels motivated to try because you are treated badly every time. Morale is at an all-time low. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: don't take a job there. Reporter: Matt Griffin scary walking on eggshells to please him. While working for kxii
this person has experience: a toxic work environment overall. Big deal. In the morning, MMJ, I learned from a wonderful morning crew, half not there anymore. Griffin is a terrible leader, mentor and communicator. If he's not happy with what you're doing, he won't pull you to the side for a private and constructive conversation, he'll look you in the eye and be
frank with you — no, but he'll make anger and/or passive aggressive comments to the newsroom, all narrow enough to embarrass singles. This station has wonderful people who are passionate about their work and help the little news. But Griffin is a nightmare. If you get a job at this starter station... Get on your feet wet, learn from more experienced
colleagues, build that reel. ... and go out. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: Toxic negative news director: Kelley Dickens Safety concerns ignored, dismissed and avoided While working for WBND, this person has experience: a toxic work environment as a whole, it is an incredibly difficult place to work, especially as an MMJ. The
biggest problem: Safety! Live footage while driving to show bad weather is quite normal as well (in the car alone, there is no photog to help set up the driver or fix the live gear... All this while you're trying to navigate the icy/snow road and try to listen to a good halfway sound with viewers warning the TV about unsafe driving conditions). Poor leadership, the
management doesn't accept. They have little concern about the well-being of their employees. Many people, if not all mmjs I work with, often feel agonising or sometimes depressed due to the working environment. The newsroom's a mess. They're in crisis mode. continuously. There is no attempt and it is really something that should go. Every news has a
glitch in the infamous spelling, graphic problems, technology problems. The person who made the call has a questionable ethic, which is known to get the story wrong. ABC 57 is not respected by other stations. in the market or by many people in the community. Sometimes this can make things difficult when you want to get a voice from someone who gives
you a bad reputation of the station. I can go further and on and on ... but this is the bottom line. All newsrooms have their problems. The first mmj job was all difficult. When hired at ABC 57 MMJs will be reminded the experience will be like boot camp. This isn't a joke. It will destroy you physically, emotionally and mentally every day. Please use my words for
it: it doesn't have to be this hard. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negatives, toxic: I heard that WBST was hiring a news director: Greg Shepherd. A proven track record of being a bully and a poor man. While working for KOAT, this person has experience: the overall toxic work environment, How
Hearst allowed Greg (and Melissa) to remain an inappropriate management model in the market after the market is not real. When Greg worked in New Orleans as an Asst. The same agreement in NW Arkansas, his tough and disrespectful and toxic management style led to the mass exodus of many long-time employees, both front and behind the camera,
including Asst ND, who moved to KOAT to escape (only to be under Greg's leadership again). The chief meteorologist is a long time, both a morning anchor, an entire sports department and a producer. Reading comments from current colleagues here shows that nothing has changed. Greg has once proudly ran the station into the ground, running away,
many of whom are talented. He cares little about people or products. Look at ratings His only focus was dressing his cat in his Starbucks drinks costume, venti his wine/dining in the company's dime and blaming others for the failure of his manager, and because he was unlikely to turn into a person. Avoid KOAT as long as Greg is in charge. Remember that
the devil wears puma. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized, negative, more toxic: consider yourself a reminder. It's unlikely. Reporter: Darryl is bigger, terrible. A complete clue about what just aired in our news, it cuts anchor/journalist ideas and plans regularly. And behind the talent, because of previous
relationships in the market, or just because he likes them better. It doesn't depend on charisma or journalism at all. While working for WACH, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. The main sports anchor who threatens a female sports anchor and is not fired, although the entire station knows about it. The threatened employee
resigned and they just had hr read the policy, opening the door to the meeting. The sports anchor continued to work there to this day like nothing happened. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized, more toxic negative comments: the station had passed, like 2 Gms and 4 news directors in 2 years, GM finally resigned
after choosing to quarrel with a local towing company after they towed her car and she forced a reporter to run into them to bring the news to 10pm. The newsroom environment is terrible, lacking broken stories on both the left and the right. There is no sense of planning or direction by management, all MMJ and journalists since 2013 have left it in 2 years or
less. Hard work by no-awards reporters, instead of political maneuvers, by less talented people, has been promoted. In general, Wach FOX is good for walking in the door early in your career. If you consider working here, please know that not all places like wach fox are stupid like no other. Micromanager with exotic ideas Melissa Williams is equal, while
working for KOAT, this person has experience: a toxic work environment overall, very low employee morale, both Greg Shepperd and Melissa Williams, working well at micromanaging employees, not offering criticism that really helps grow. Greg's better about it. There are lots of meetings during the day that are pointless and can be emails. If you want to feel
annoyed while working, you should apply now. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: negative, toxic, more comments: both greg Shepperd and Melissa Williams love smiling at you while forcing you to work on your 6-12 day shift holiday, not unusual here. Reporter: Tom Bell is quiet and derogatory, not sure if he'll even know my name
if we pass each other in the hallway. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: additional comments that are not organized: desks are always a problem. The strongest desk staff have been picked up in the big market. If they were to get a solid desk in that newsroom, and nd and AD more accessible, morale would rocket to the sky. I also
want to know any location you've hired, has been comfortable, hardly ever promoted from within the news. Experience Ashley Talley explains: disgusting. While working for WMBF, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. News director promotes negative work environment She is curt, terse and sudden when she talks to you. When
you get photos to take photos with you, such as sweeping or special parts, they forget to do basics like using light in an interview or getting important images, which makes it difficult to write a video and create a story. Operations managers don't do much in technical or relationship aspects when problems arise. This station spends too much time on
backwoods-backwaters crime, with no take away for a view of value and benefits. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized reviews, negative, toxic: just because the station is by the ocean in a tourist attraction does not mean that beachside living is part of a benefit package. Paying is awesome and not a place to grow
and hone your skills. Director: Greg Shepperd The best news director I've ever worked for. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: educational organizers are open to creative control, plus more fun: Greg Shepperd is a genius manager. Director: Darrell Adams Experience Explain: Not good, while working for WBBH, this person has
experience: an overall toxic work environment. Unless you're gay or kissed goodbye, you'll be treated badly. He's never been around... his minions are just as bad. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: be prepared to open at least 2 pkgs per day. If you have no experience of seizure,
this is the perfect place for you. It is only a matter of time before journalists take live pictures of themselves. Reporter: Mike Snuffer, he was an idiot while working for WSIL. He's up the butt of gm, this person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, toxic negatives: one live truck, but never used for news. Poor equipment
often breaks down. Wx guy thinks he knows everything he has to live there because he sucks. Reporter: Darrel Adams, unless you're gay or kissing it, sucking it. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more unorganized comments, more toxic removal: be prepared to shoot your own things. You expect to change things for 4, 5, 6,
sometimes two pkgs a day. It's a very clique-ish place like high school, poor news judgment. Director: Greg Shepperd Experience Explain: chaos is toxic, unsatisfactory. While working for KOAT, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. They work too hard, but they are not satisfied. The morning meeting went on. For too long, and
sometimes they are not helpful to us, because things are still being ruined. The management will throw you under the bus if something goes wrong. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: no organizing, education, positive, fun, negative, toxic additional comments: During the week we have at least 5 managers working a day, but still,
this place is orderly and management can be reckless about how it interferes with our day. It was the same photographer and journalist who created a special project of sweeping pieces. Overall, it's not a fun place. Reporting by Mike Rausch; Editing by Mike Rausch explains: Demeaning, tearing you down while working for KRDO This person has
experience: an overall toxic work environment. When I was young, I dreamed of being a journalist or anchor for a major news network one day. I know it's not easy, but I'm ready to work. After studying for four years, getting several degrees and running my tail off in a horrible shift, I can honestly say that I lost my passion after working under Mike Rausch and
Cindy Davis while giving constructive criticism. Their expectations are unrealistic and exaggerated and they overwork their staff to where we lost so many people last year. Look, i'm This industry is hard. We work awesome hours weekends, nights, mornings. We never stopped on holiday, there were four months where we couldn't take off, paid horribly,
couldn't see our family and received terrible comments from the audience. I hope at least we can get the support of our manager. When you don't want to get out of bed because you hate coming to work, the line gets crossed. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a disorganized news director, minus the poison: The Matt Griffin
Experience. Explain: His nightmare is toxic. While working for kxii, this person has experience: racial discrimination, gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. Working at kxii is a nightmare. I always go home and cry. Matt Griffin likes blonde journalists and will give better stories and more live images. He does not give a positive criticism and
will call you into his office if it tells you that you did something wrong. Dan Thomas is the anchor of the night. He's just bad, if not worse. He is amalgamating, demeaning and racist. If it wasn't for his way, When you complain about him, Matt and GM siding with him and saying your evidence isn't good enough, kxii is toxic. Maureen is the only person I can
honestly say has taught me everything. Without you, I would have broken my contract a long time ago. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: additional disorganized comments, negative, toxic: therefore. Wonderful stories out of this area, but if you're not blonde, you won't get to cover it. Director: Cristi Jessee Experience Explain:
Judging the terrible news. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized reviews, negative toxic: this is the cheapest station in Las Vegas. It's a disgrace to Meredith. If you want an ice cream sandwich or a set of homeless toiletries for Christmas, instead of a rising or fair wage, choose GM's Todd Brown! news director:
Experience Bruce Moore explains: Brown Nose. While working for WREG, this person has experience: a toxic work environment overall, station morale is lower than the rankings (we really #2 now at 5 &amp; 6, despite the promotion) and carry on the culture of fear. No one feels free to speak in their hearts. The upcoming takeover by new ownership is just
making things worse around. Here ND prides himself on the number of detailed notes he keeps in all employees and likes you if you are one of men or women. Yes, though some people, especially anchors making big bucks, can be very good at pretending. He likes to bring up the Bible, but he will stab the man in the back and be very aggressive. His #2 son
had no clue and often left the door by 6:20 and didn't know how his desk was a joke. He had only his job because he never stood up for the newsroom and had figured out how to brown every nose over him. - From GM to consultants or organizations Turnover is very high unless he traps you under contract. He never leaves his shell or reaches out to a
community other than his suburban bubbles. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negatives, toxic: we all know we hold on just because we have anchors who know that the community and CBS are very strong. Reporter: Ryan Hawes, he's the best part of the station, but out of touch with what's
happening in the newsroom while working for KBOI, this person has experience: a toxic work environment as a whole. No management, lack of communication, lack of team environment and overall ethics in news practice. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: No negative studies are organized, additional opinions are toxic: it is not
recommended, especially if you are looking for a mid-market/second jump after the station starts, news director: experience Joe Skurzewski explains: control in all aspects. If women are asked, they will go to men immediately after their thoughts. If you are a woman, you will like your GM better if you are blonde. This person explains the newsroom
environment as a whole: additional unorganized comments: this is a great station to wet your feet in business, but not worth staying longer than necessary. A meteorologist here, you don't get the right equipment to do your job properly, and overall it puts you behind. I've been told many times over a year and a half that we're going to get a new graphics
system and we never do. I don't think they will do that either. You get your experience in front of the camera, but you don't learn much. Director: Jenelle Shriner This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: educational arrangements, exposure to creative control, more positive reviews, fun: KPLC is a great place to work, whether you're
experienced or brand new, ND Jenelle, let's try something new and promote creativity. News Director: Veteran Dan Schillinger explains: Positive. Direct communication, hands off. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: education is open to creative control, more positive and enjoyable comments: a wonderful team spirit. A good starting
point for many journalists. There are a few people who work hard, but you learn a ton. The work environment is positive and always tries to make young journalists better. Reporter: Veteran Phillip Hickman explains: positive but not orderly, while working for WTAP, this person has experienced: sexual harassment, a toxic work environment as a whole. Sexual
discrimination is rampant at this station and it is brushed under the carpet. They also use and abuse their employees. I must say that the station is a million times better than when the new GM took office in March 2017. He may be too busy to teach all the entry beginners. You'll learn more from journalists who've been there longer than you. This person
explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized negative reviews are toxic: I'll find a station that will give you more direction and respect, but it's hard to find anywhere today... While working for WVII/WFVX, this person has experience: gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. It's a scary station to kill your passion. They
treat employees without disrespect and do not comply with the list of contracts. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative toxic: not working here, you'll regret it. No one is happy, but as gm's main anchor is, know that it's all that rips you apart in weekly meetings. If something goes wrong, the news
director will be beside the main anchor before others are prepared to fall several times. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: no defragmentation. Toxic News Director: Perry Boxx Is Absolutely Awesome He is an amazing leader, talent developer and mentor. This person describes the overall newsroom environment as: organize.
Education, Opening To Creative Control, Plus, Fun News Director: John Peterson Mostly friendly, but aggressive emailing, don't stick up for employees when it comes to problems with the audience, avoid conflicts and not make suggestions about work unless it's bad. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: organized, educated, open
to creative control, negative, toxic, more opinion: no problem with other abilities. If you work for a station, the delegation editor may be difficult to work with. Her work makes her leg up and sometimes demeaning overall, don't pass on your contract. Learn and get out. Paying better than many start-up markets, higher on the DMA news director list: Stew Hirsch
While working for WFFT, this person has experience: the overall toxic work environment, other anchors and former producers often shout at each other, everyone talks about all the high demands from management, but the device breaks constantly. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: additional uncategorized comments: it is a
good place to learn. We are the least paid news director on the market: Greg Shepperd is very inferior, not sure why he didn't do this job. While working for KOAT, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. Most of the toxicity comes from news directors and assistant news directors. They both lacked judgment. They both don't know
how to manage or talk to their employees, you'll always be tagged as insubordinate if you ask a question or cause concern if there's a problem. They care more about being prosecuted than compiling good quality stories. They love national news rather than covering local news and making it more important than local. The news director and assistant news



director prefers to do stories in old news rather than new corporate stories. They constantly discourage employees from throwing good ideas and talking to them mostly while trying to find reasons to always anger you. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, toxic negatives: all journalists, photographers
and anchors were wonderful and were the best people I've ever met. News directors and assistant news directors are not necessarily in the position where they are. They both took the past #1 and respected and drove to the ground where viewers no longer relied on the station for local news. Reporter: Rob Elmore on putting back when they come. Want to
make subtle changes within the context of saving money? This person explains The newsroom environment as a whole is: plus, more fun comments: This company changed for the better when CapCities and ABC merged in 1986 and made even bigger changes when Disney bought CapCities/ABC in 1996. This company goes out to promote fairness and a
non-toxic workplace. In 37 years, the station has only five news directors. The stability of the newsroom is a hallmark of how the ABC station owns its operations, although the latest changes indicate the state of the business rather than the health of the company. This is a place where everyone in the city wants to work. Better equipment, the privilege of being
a Disney employee. The downside of photos is that they don't hire photographers anymore. All new employment is free, making NABET wages the same as employees, but never sick, receiving disney vacation time or benefits. Director: Brad Ginsburg A good man has a lot on his plate and things can make it cluttered. He's a good guy and wants the best for
the entire newsroom. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: organized, educated, open to creative control, plus, more fun comments: The station is number one for the year, and it deserves ratings. They were good to all staff and gave journalists time and freedom to learn and hone their craft. Monroe is a good news market. A lot of
administrative staff have been here for a while and are open to new ideas and provide fair and constructive feedback. As an anchor, there are plenty of opportunities to get better and work with some gifted minds. For the default market, this is a good starting point. Highly recommended for anyone who wants to get started in business. Focus on the changes
that profit from Calkins as Raycom rather than aerial content. Decision left to managers (e.g. senior producers) This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more educational comments: the newsroom is a mixture of experienced staff and young employment provides a great opportunity for developing skills. The reluctance of owners (before
and now) to invest in newsrooms means broadcasting remains in SD, the devices are getting older, and many are tasked with performing their duties in addition to their job descriptions. Reporter: Matt Brown, the best news director I've ever worked with. Frequent suggestions are good and bad. He was an anchor/journalist and understood both sides. This
person described the newsroom environment as a whole: organized, education news director: Jesse Christie. No quality control While working for KVVU, this person has experience: a toxic work environment as a whole. Low GM constantly boasts about how much money the station is doing, but very little to go to the newsroom. This person describes the
newsroom environment as a whole: no organizing, exposure to negative creative control, more toxic comments: this is a station for reporters in their second job looking for a stepping stone. No veteran journalist. Only children have zero supervision. It's a shame because the capabilities that are already available at FOX5 can be focused and controlled if
management takes a focus on product quality. Other stations on the market laughed at fox5's reputation as a news director: Crysty Vaughn Crysty was absolutely incompetent and had little understanding of how the newsroom worked. While working for WOLO, this person has experience: gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. Things go
back here, it's hard to maintain any positives, pay too harshly, I don't know how people will live on their own. The people who get the most money don't care about quality and don't judge any news at all. Of incompetence and hardly understanding how news works. There has never been enough people to conceal anything, God forbid any big news breaks, the
station has only 3 journalists at full staff. Often when reporting something and often very wrong. Mostly, no one cares what makes the air good or true, as long as something is in the air. No one cares about quality, Crysty and her assistant news director are as smart as a pile of bricks. Their news judgment is terrible. It is impossible to get any criticism from
people who should be held accountable because no one knows anything. Most of the staff are excellent, but the people in charge are terrible at what they do for life. The company is also incredibly cheap, director: David Springer. He's a good guy, don't take any effort there to get a salary, not to be the best he can be. While working for KAAL, this person has
experience: gender discrimination. I've been treated differently for being gay. This station loves religious anchors. GM is very religious. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, fun posts: GM is way too old school. Not open to new things or time. He placed one anchor on the pedestal because they shared
religious beliefs. She was allowed to influence the performances she worked with. The news director is nice, but he's in the wrong position. Anyone in a leadership position should not be someone in a lower-level position, working very hard, but winning a little. They are the ones who push for the number one priority, but it won't happen because of bad
management. Reporter: Rich Kurtz barely knows him or what he does. While working for KOIN, this person has experience: gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. Women's opinions are reduced and ignored. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: Nexstar Owned by
the present and is a clever and stupid pound. We're losing people and they're paying less and offering less. Director: Perry Boxx The greatest news director you've ever had. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: organize a positive study, more fun comments: one of the best television families I know... Although it is often a revolving
door with employees for personnel issues (because employees do not need to be because of supervisors),. A place where you can trample, but the staff will be behind you to bring you back to your feet. Excellent news directors, producers and anchors who support learning MMJs, an encouraging place to work with people who just get it. The family owns
(Quincy Media), so there is no pressure from companies that push political agendas like Sinclair, Nexstar and others. They were always there to listen and give confidence. Director: Ernesto Romero Worst experience I've ever had with a boss. While working for KYMA/KSWT/KECY, this person has experience: gender discrimination, a toxic work environment
as a whole. I've never worked in a place that's frustrating, demeaning and scary overall in my life. Do not use here, this station will destroy you. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: don't use it here. It's hard because Ernesto is a good man, but an inadequate boss like this, you will hate
him no matter how hard you try. Hr is also a joke, this woman should not be allowed to interact with people for work, let alone work, HR department. Director: Brooks Blanton Polite and respectful of most employees, but often becomes the opposite when there is important breaking news. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more
disorganized reviews plus fun: the day-to-day of the station usually runs smoothly, but there have been some questionable decisions made by management over the past year. The volume of stories is often prioritized rather than polishing good stories, including sweeping stories. New employment in almost every position is not trained for several months at a
time and often lacks sufficient experience. The new GM has made it clear that the photographer's position will be mmj's favorite, and usually parenting is not given to hourly employees. Communication is the biggest problem, since data often falls through the cracks between morning shifts, daylight and evenings. Field crews and in-house producers are
wonderful people who are passionate about their work. Most of them are very easy to talk and bounce ideas off. Overall, this station is a great stepping stone for those who want to move out of the small market, but not a good place to live long term. Director: Darrel Adams Experience Explain: Not good. While working for WZVN, this person has experience: a
toxic work environment overall, unless you are kissing or gay, you are not good. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: disorganized, open to creative control, negative, toxic, more opinion: you expect to turn into a lot of pkgs per day, and you have to shoot your own thing. Reporter: Chris Turner is terrible unless you're his favorite.
While working for WJTV, this person has experience: racial discrimination, gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole, this person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: a disorganized, negative and toxic news director: The Kevin Roseborough Experience. Explain: Smooth This person explains the newsroom environment as a
whole: organized a positive study, more fun comments: a good station to work if you are a photog/editor, I have worked for several nightmare stations, but WJBK FOX News 2 is a sniff of fresh air. Most people who work at this station come from space, there is no room to move up in terms of being the chief photographer we don't have. I can truly say in the
15 years I've been in the news business, this is the best job I've held. There's no stupidity that most people deal with on a regular basis, no journalists or executives shouting. The respectful working environment is very peaceful. Some may complain that they work here, but they never work anywhere they are here in their entire careers. They don't work in
sweat shops that pay enough for you to get to work next week. If you get a freelance job here, the wage is 29.00 per hour and the maximum pay is 34.83 per hour, you make about 72k per year without overtime. No management, lack of resources, ignore your security. I found myself doing a solo life at 5 .m nothing to show just for the sake of being alive and
at 10.m pm during an active crime scene. Whenever I bring up security, I've been informed that it's the resources we have and later feel guilty for fighting for my safety. Women's Head Trond This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: no negative studies are handled, additional opinions are toxic: the cost of living in this area is very high
(oil, middle money). Don't let the ball low on you. If you don't fight for yourself here, One will. Director: Matt Weesner broke. Not instilling a young journalist. While working for KHGI/KFXL, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. Management did not mention the concerns that employees put forward. They just listen and do nothing.
This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: additional unorganized comments: never repaired with forex. Director: Greg Shepperd An artist's news director with an incomprehensible news verdict. While working for KOAT, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. There has been a high photographer reversal because
Gregg has created a hostile work environment with verbal abuse, reaction and his small management style. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized, negative reviews are toxic: Hearst Argyle Let this guy fail through the company ranks, destroy and demote a single race station? Director: Cynthia Thompson She's a
formidable boss and mentor. She does not have the best interests of major news stations. While working for WJMN, this person experienced: sexual harassment, a toxic work environment as a whole. The chief executive knew the problem, but never did anything. The news director is lazy, selfish and a woman who is disrespectful to the right. She could work
nearly 4 hours a day and all she did was show and criticize the stories and tasks we've been doing all day without engaging with the news at all. Instead of being a good leader and role model to our station, she continually reduced our staff and efforts. The general manager never cared about the success of our station because he would come from Green Bay
maybe a couple of times a year. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: it is a news station that fails in that market. They don't do enough promotions or ads for people in the area to know they exist. Reporters and anchors work hard to bring 6 &amp; 11 news together without help or
advice from the news director. After my two-year contract ended, I left my own terms and she tried to ruin my reputation by calling the place I applied for and telling them illegally not to hire me. It's quite sad because the ability of the rest of the staff is constantly overshadowed by the bad media of news stations. Director: Greg Shepperd Experience Explain:
Scary, stupid, arrogant, condescending. While working for KOAT, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. The news director must be one of the worst people I've ever met. He talks to people constantly and doesn't seem to have a clue what's going on. there are News judgment scarcely allows corporate stories. He went out of his
way to take care of everything. His assistant news director is dumber than a brick sack and just follows what he says in the smallest detail. They both made terrible decisions. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: other employees and other managers are the best people I've ever met.
Everything went wrong and the morale that was terrifying in the newsroom boiled down to the news director and assistant news director. It's a great station to get the experience because there's a lot of breaking news, but both have to move on if the station wants to continue to succeed. Reporter: Warren Stewart scary. The worst person I've ever met. While
working for KJRH, this person has experience: gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. The news director initially tried to turn the station around, but the organization fired him so he didn't move fast enough, and then he brought Warren in, and he ran to the ground in a hurry. He treats people like play. People are on bail from this place as
soon as possible! This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: no negative studies are organized, additional opinions are toxic: the station has a long history of high turnover. To make sure there are really great people in the newsroom, but the deal is terrible. It starts at the corporate level and goes down from there. I would say that I have
learned a lot of awesome in this place, most things that should not be done. It forced me to grow more than my previous station. It will also make me appreciate the next job even more! Director: Joe Radske He doesn't respect it. He was fired from his job as a former news director while working for KVRR. The colleagues were great, but the management was
terrible. The new news director is expelling their good journalists. He calls his subordinates names like Dyke and Stupid in a way that's not always joking. There are three bays, shared edits for news and sports combined, not edited at your desk. Morale is at an all-time low, pay lower than the competition. This person described the newsroom environment as
a whole: no organized negative studies, more toxic comments: I would be surprised if it continued to carry the news in two years. Joe Radske is driving the KVRR into the dirt. He served as an assigned editor and script editor because he was reluctant to hire anyone else to do so. Good story ideas from journalists are mostly shot down, but he often complains
about the lack of good story ideas and blames reporters. In addition to those duties, he spends most of his time watching watch, making crossword puzzles. Written in his journal. Working here feels like being at number three. The worst news director I've ever met. While working for KOAT, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment,
constantly threatening employees. I don't know how to treat employees. When the complaint was filed against him, he confronted the man who filed it. He wants to micro-manage everything and blames the staff for what is his fault. There are very low thresholds for breaking news (fending and tweeting is breaking news). Judging bad news, more concern
about what competition is more than our own story organization. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, more toxic deletions: he and his assistant news director had to go, they were both very bad, and they knew how to treat or approached the staff. He may not have other support managers as he
constantly chooses them. The news director has caused a huge turnover that people don't want to live in because he took over the ratings, too. Other colleagues at the station were great at work, too, just in a bad situation. News Director: Veteran Steve Coles explains: Positive. While working for WWMT, this person has experience: an overall toxic work
environment, difficult to move towards meaningful storytelling or growth opportunities. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: no organizing, education, exposure to creative control, plus, more fun comments: This is a great station to work. Management is solid in both ND and AND, they constantly try to choose the best employment
and invest in what they employ. They are in market 2, but they do not compete directly with other stations because they are in Grand Rapids, while WWMT is in Kalamazoo. Maybe once a month it covers something interesting. But if you like breaking news, this is the station for you, because that's what they do, making it harder to grow and get better. But
station management, especially GM, believes that is the source of the ratings, gear is a new and good equipment, news director: Audrey pryWITCH, this news director must be one of the most hated things on the market. PryWITCH (also known as Titler) has worked very diligently to crush the union and spirit of those things under her reign. With Lame one by
her side, they find new ways to inhale creativity and a willingness to act sometimes. While working for KTVI, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. Venom doesn't start describing the gulag by landfill, but it's not even a general decency to give sympathy to anyone of the inmates who might be. Related problems or family problems
due to long hours, they are forced to endure every day. While shoveling a slope into the news tank for your nighttime intake, the crew is sent to hostile and dangerous situations regardless of their safety. Who's Ferguson? I watched live as my ex-colleague was driven by rubber bullets and was under all the tear gas in the name of live TV. Some people will
figure out who this is. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized reviews, negative, toxic: this newsroom under ND used to be the envy of the market narrative. Now, slaves to grind every day to feed the starving monsters that once became under Titler and Lame Ass (sidekick delegation), creative stories tell creative
stories, as well as stories of the past. Many of the really talented people still live in gulag, from editors and folk to the staff behind them, even if their spirits are crushed, but they are forged. Reporter: Jennell's shrine experience explained: Great! This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: organized, educated, open to creative control, plus,
more fun comments: it's a great place to start. It makes a lot of sense to the family, which helps a lot when you're far from home. If you want to move up in a company, they help you in every way they can. News director: Mike Rausch while working for KRDO, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment, working under Mike Rausch and his
worst management team. Mike created a very friendly environment. He often talks about the greatness of journalists he has failed to make his talents better. The newsroom is a vengeful hole that has existed since he became ND (October 2016), his hiring is his favorite, and it's clear Mike is BAISED and urges all reporters to review the Drudge report before
the morning meeting. Cindy Davis, the assistant news director, treats all journalists like. She was very ungrateful and was never satisfied with anyone's efforts. The assigned editors like to gossip about everyone. Many people wonder why he's there! Reporters have only forex (except AM reporters) for live photography and more work. Attempting OT approval
at KRDO is impossible. KrDO has an amazing journalist, but they are pushed out or contracted. Working under Mike Rausch and his management team is difficult, uncomfortable and frustrating. Mike makes you want to lose your passion for storytelling !!!!!!!. Working at KRDO when he was not ND, this person described the newsroom environment as a
whole: more negative comments were toxic: producers, reporters, photographers, all the amazing. That provokes each other when feeling discouraged (sadly often) the news director: Jayne Ruben. I rarely see Jane outside her office. The only time you really interact with her is if you do something she feels is wrong or brief for a morning editorial meeting. I
found that she showed a favor to black employees and women. While working for KSLA, this person has experience: racial discrimination, gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. The overall toxic environment comes from only a few people in the newsroom. The problem is that at least two of them are managers and have a huge
influence on the mood in the building. During the reign of an ND assistant in particular, I was afraid to come to work every day. There are also long-standing journalists who still work there, which is an absolute snake in the grass. He seemed to be good ahead, but believe me, he has only one person in his mind, and that is himself. He will deliberately cause
drama and go out of his way to make your time in the work as crazy as life. He had a big problem, despite being called out in a public press conference by the local sheriff's office, but still working there. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: organized, positive, fun, negative, toxic, more opinion: people there apart from the few people
I've talked about making the station almost as a family-like environment. That's why I choose fun and positive as an option. However, each day, as I have an overall feeling, is negative and toxic. I put a lot into that station, but in the end left it because of the hard work and passion not won by ND News Director: Rachel Somerfeld. It's nice to be in the team. I
hope the news director becomes more like her. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: open to creative control, plus, fun news director: Ed Kosowski While working for KETK, this person has experience: a toxic work environment as a whole. When the station began to be revamped it became super toxic. The staff spoke negatively about
each other (journalists mocked other aerial capabilities), people looked crazy 24 hours a day. But there are photos for live photography, the manager removes that, so journalists take live pictures of themselves taken away from their creativity and poor quality because people are rushing to get things done. People don't seem to like the most assistant news
director, the staff talking about not liking him every day. It is also the least diverse station in the market for air capabilities. It was known as a more conservative station under the old ND, but Ed seemed to turn it to be more fair. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: no negative studies are organized, a toxic additional opinion: invest in
employees by paying them better, because Increase in workload Take the time to train the remaining few photogs (managers won't trust some who have assignments because they feel they're not good enough skills). The station's new kit is amazing, but it takes more time for employees to work there. Reporter: Veteran Matt Griffin explains: Frustrating while
working for KXII, this person has experienced: gender discrimination, toxic work environment, overall ND likes and favors male journalists and female journalists w/blonde. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more unorganized comments, more toxic negative studies: moderate reporters don't help better here, and good journalists
are running into the ground. This station doesn't care about professional development/goals in your career - you are used to replenishing air time. If a story negatively affects an advertiser, you won't see the weather. If the story can frustrate PIO, it won't see the air, ND doesn't want to burn the bridge, this is a place where you can practice your skills
(reporting, writing, photography and editing), but not anywhere to learn the art of storytelling or make hard-hitting pieces. You are also expected to work overtime frequently and then shout for overtime every two weeks when the time card is due. There are nice and kind people in this newsroom – but it is not enough to make a bad deal. Reporter: Mike Rausch
is absolutely awesome, he plays favorites and has been pushing out almost everyone who wasn't hired by him. Disrespect people's personal time. He is also very condescending. While working for KRDO, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment, unless you are hired by a news director, then you feel that your job is always at risk. If you
are hired by a news director, you will be better treated, the staff left to a certain extent. Whether you are constantly torn apart for your work after working a 12-hour shift without a lunch break. If you decide to sign a salary, you will benefit completely. There are also problems with almost every department under impairment, some of which have been there for
almost a year. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a disorganized news director, a toxic negative: Travis Sherwin Travis. There's a good eye for news, but it seems to dominate in his new role as news director, while working for WPBF. The management was absolutely awesome with communication and planning. For example,
during the last hurricane season. They lack simple logistical planning for journalists, housing and stocking up on food for employees. Finally, during the holiday season, air capabilities did not find their schedule in a timely manner. If it wasn't for the anchor, expressed frustration with the station's general manager. Our assistant news director will It's the Grinch
this Christmas. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: believe me, when I tell you that they live their brand, local, late at night, not a narrative market, just turn and burn. Newsrooms were severely affected. Half a dozen journalists, both stations, have doubled. As a result, journalists are
forced to work absurd shifts, ex-.M,T,W: 3:30 am – 12:30 pm (am shift) T&amp;F: 9:30am-6:30pm (day shift) You come in on Saturday and work from 3:30 am to 9:00 am, go home and try to sleep and go back to work, shift from 6pm to midnight, and do it again on Sundays. Try doing that for a few months or a year! Reporter: Mike Rausch, Mike Rausch is a
misunderstood. He had a good idea, but executives, they were in the most degrading way. While working for KRDO, this person has experience: racial discrimination, gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole, this person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: unorganized comments, more toxic removals: This place will make you
want to leave the news business. Stan's an ND that's okay. He's not big on constructive criticism. In my opinion, he would point out the problem without lending a solution. The biggest problem I have is that he lacks planning. ND also schedules just 2 weeks in advance, which is bad if you want to plan a vacation or plan on what should be your holiday. This
person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more reviews on unorganized education: WBBJ is a good start, make your time and get out, you won't make much money, but that is, normally, overall work in Jackson is good. The people are good people, civil servants are easy to work with. When it comes to news coverage, WBBJ is not the best
proactive reaction station. Scheduling is scary and lacks consistency, even if you request a holiday in advance, you may not be confirmed until the month of the request. You'll be MMJ even in live shots with two photogs, but they are usually on vosot patrol every time, and while they are running a live shot, WBBJ is a good station to work on your own better,
get a solid foundation, but the product won't blow your socks off. Reporter: Bruce Carter, a positive experience working with Bruce Carter, the assistant news director, is someone you need to be careful about. While working for WLEX, this person has experience: it's not a toxic newsroom, but it's not the greatest either. Some managers can treat employees
with greater dignity or respect. The simple things learned to manage 101 assistant news directors can be very polished and derogatory. She drove a lot of people to other places because She created This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more educational comments: In addition to a few weasels in the newsroom, most people are not
bad. Just do your job and keep a low profile and yes!! I gather all this as an intern! Director: Veteran Andrea Taylor Explains: Disengaging While working for KTVT, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. The last station is nowhere. People who have been here for many years are satisfied and are not enabled to do the least to earn
a salary. The newsroom is very understaffed, which makes it difficult to compete when the opening position is eliminated or never filed. There are not many opportunities to think and fabricate stories that add up. The female news director and the female assistant news director has no personal connection to the area and does not understand the news that
matters to Texas, which shows when you bring outsiders from other parts of the country, you do not improve the level of performance in your news. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: unmanaged news director: Mark Kraham While working for WDVM, this person has experience: a toxic work environment overall, this person
describes the newsroom environment as a whole: no more toxic negative organizing: News director Mark Kraham is the worst news director I've ever worked with in my entire career, which is why he's worked in small television news for more than 20 years. He has a dry sense of humour and a lack of sympathy for people. The hr director is a joke. Then again,
the station is a joke. Do your 2 years and get out! The only good thing about the station is that it is the beginning. Reporter: Lawton Dodd, be careful. He has a reputation for doing something shady. Get everything in writing. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: additional unorganized comments: excellent start/market stations, but
they pay you in the sunshine. Reporter/Fodog All good people Management has settled into a comfortable misery because there is virtually no competition for scoring. Director: Jane Reuben She never came out of the office, even during breaking news. Play Favorites Show only favor to people of the same race as her. While working for KSLA, this person
has experience: racial discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. The news director gives someone a management position, only 6 months experience or a special project. The news assistant director feared confrontation and forwarded the problem. Their current 5 pm producers were fired from the competition station because his writing put the
station at risk. News director fires digital content manager after 15 years of loyalty Can you help? Climbing to second place in the company on social media, and Ray on, is certainly not small. Still, she was fired and replaced by someone with two years of experience. Don't work here... unless you're black, you'll be fine if so. This person described the
newsroom environment as a whole: additional negatively disorganized comments were toxic: one reporter committed several ethics violations (including using his work email to set up an account for Ashlee Madison and making a factual mistake). He remained there while the people who worked brilliantly were forced to leave because the wrong person was
rewarded or accepted. Also, when people go out after their promises. You have to interview your direct supervisor directly, which is contrary to the company's policies. Director: Ed Reams Condescending, While working for WKOW, this person has experience: a toxic work environment as a whole. Good market, station with good resources, many talented
staff. News directors and executives, above all, scare everyone. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more toxic negative comments: it is not recommended to work for this management group. Reporter: Matt Stein tough, but fair, pushing for quality, if you listen, you'll grow. Tough actions have a good heart. This person explains the
newsroom environment as a whole: more educational reviews: The station has made a lot of improvements, added a lot of people and seems to want to do really well. Past owners and news directors have a kind of o run into the ground. News Director: Mark Krathum, Director of Good News! Good man! The comments don't get/give, but you'll hear from him if
you do something wrong. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: no organizing, exposure to creative control, more comments: a good place is close to D.C Sometimes you're on the scene with .C D A good place to get your feet in the door and get out after 1.5 years. Never worked with Fore. If you are a bureau journalist, you must be
very independent and everything is at your discretion. You'll hear from management if you do something wrong and rarely have any good compliments or suggestions. While working for KTVI, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment, easily the most worthless, useless and unfulmist, a team of news directors I've ever had dissatisfaction
with anyone at work. There is no appearance of leadership or vision for how to conceal local news, which is sad. It is broadcast journalists who know the 101-depth genre in which they lack the ability to recognize and reward journalists, and the talent of photog is almost impossible. That's if the news director and her flukey didn't intimidate them out. If the
failure to communicate effectively with employees is not bad enough, the inability to organize news staff equally. Any success at the station stems from the consciousness of others in the newsroom who know (A) how to treat people and (b) cover news. If the station's top executives hope to improve their products and aerial ratings, they must consider finding
a non-micro-mansion news director, aliens divided, bully, threaten, threaten, lie, kill morale, and treat responsibility for the work as a consequence. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a disorganized news director, minus the poison: Matt Stein. He wants it because he wants the best. This person describes the newsroom
environment as a whole: more educational comments: it's a great place to learn, you're pushed for the better every day and they want you to deliver. Director: Greg Shepperd Experience Explain: The worst thing, while working for KOAT, this person has experienced: an overall toxic work environment. This place will tear you apart. The news director is a
complete fool, not everyone who likes or supports him. Define stories that viewers ignore or chase ongoing competitions and are afraid to take risks. His nd assistant pays attention to all his desires and is spineless. They both like to anger employees for the smallest things, when you ask questions about how I can do this better, they classify you as
insubordinate, the news director has verbally harassed people at the station and driven people away because of the name, calls and rips the staff he doesn't like. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: if you want to come here, don't. Wait until the current news director leaves. Everything
has gone downhill since the organization assigned him here. This station has great hard-working colleagues. The most beautiful person I've ever met. The director of the news must be sacked. Director: Kirsten wolff This person has experience: racial discrimination, this person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: additional unorganized
comments: good people, excellent ratings, 9.5/10! If you are a white woman in this newsroom, expect to be treated like crap. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: think twice first. There are a lot of toxic people who like to keep the chaos in full. Press Director: Kay Norred While working
for WRBL, this person has experience: racial discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. News directors and producers, except for the producers, 11 a.m., spoke to reporters like they were rubbish. Journalists hardly conceal the stories they're throwing. News director Kay Norred never took control of her newsroom. The news director expressed his
gratitude to some people. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: unorganized, negative, toxic news director: Audrey Prywitch/Joe Lamie a terrible experience. While working for KTVI, this person has experience: racial discrimination, an overall toxic work environment. Employees who are considered a threat are bullied and forced to
leave. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a disorganized news director, a toxic negative: Steve Asplund. A wonderful consultant who truly cares about the station and his staff. If you are a hard worker, he will realize that and will help you grow exponentially as a journalist. This person describes the newsroom environment as a
whole: no organizing, education, exposure to creative control, plus, more fun comments: This station has all the common problems you will find in any beginner market. Older cameras, inadequate help, lack of hard news and overworked staff. However, it's an amazing place to get your feet wet, if you're new to business, you'll be able to make mistakes
without using a lot of cogs, and since you have to do most things yourself, you'll learn to report, write, edit and produce. For the 180 market, it actually produces a lot of successful talent in a much bigger market after just two years. This station also designed/upgraded a large set and (finally) Convert to HD, which has made the status of the top station in all
the upper peninsulas. If you can handle a long winter, long drive (sometimes 3+ hours travel to the story) and long hours, you'll be fine. Director: Kay Norred Experience Explain: A scary and toxic working environment. While working for WRBL, this person has experience: racial discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. There is no room for growth.
The news director would rather seize and then give other journalists a chance. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, toxic negatives: scary stations to work. Not to anyone who wants to grow up as a journalist, news director: Mike Schram, he is nd power-hungry and takes zero ownership for his mistakes.
During the interview, he was warm and friendly, but when you were hired, he was cool, emotional and calculating. He treats his assistant news director badly and demeans her in front of others if you don't kiss him. Very uncomfortable. If you're pushing you will fit in. A positive result? And although he is single, he understands when employees are facing
personal familial problems while working for WEYI. While working for KTNV, this person has experience: gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole, this person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: No organizing, removing toxic news director: Rhonda LaVelle WORST I EVER DEALTH WITH While working for WXYZ, this person
has experience: The overall toxic working environment Rhonda has poisoned 30 people out of the station since she started. Try to be nice, but come across this individual condescending describing the newsroom environment as a whole: no defragmentation, negative, more toxic comments: I'm not sure reams are good people or bad people... He seemed to
be trying but lacking leadership skills. He has a little respect for the staff. No one will follow him into battle - except for his other dedicated managers (because he will protect them). Director: Deana Reece Toxic, non-nourishing, demeaning, Play favorites, micro-manage like no one I've ever seen before. While working for WTWO, this person has experience:
an overall toxic work environment. This station is perfect for a college class that wants to break into a business but is prepared to hate your life while there (and covers sales-driven content). The news department has one M-F reporter. There is no defined schedule. No creative control Pee judges bad ethical news #2/2 and is perfectly good with that, ND runs
from ruffled feathers, with major players in the market, leaving numbers from other stations at least 4-1 teams have no desire to learn. Having trouble going on holiday to learn other skills, no overtime (will be sent home to avoid paying). This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: employees
openly talk about this place in a negative way. Upper management allows development (when there are some) In the dark until the last possible moment. You promise to grow as a professional, but to fight with silver plate employees who get operations at 80%, while others have to work at 110%, you have to do more without being accepted. Corner offices
pay attention to sales only. Never heard of nd unless you're angry, it's not recommended unless your desperation is over. Press Director: Currently available while working for KTMF, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. Not good. The station let you down. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: unorganized,
negative, toxic news director: Ed Reams Condescending. While working for WKOW, this person has experience: a toxic work environment as a whole, this person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: disorganized, negative comments are more toxic: news directors lack vision, and stations continue to make poor ratings and worse morale. Then
the news director complains to employees about other managers complaining and constantly frustrated by colleagues, as well as any TV station with a disturbing pay gap. Breaking news is weak due to a lack of leadership and communication. Press Director: Liz Haltiwanger Very supportive, good leadership, attentive about station products and staff. This
person describes the overall newsroom environment as follows: educational arrangements, exposure to creative control plus fun, more reviews: great stations to do that! The management really cares about their employees, and the parent company is great as well. They don't claim too much from your part-time work and it's a very professional and fun work
environment. Can walk quickly, sometimes during breaking coverage. But everything is well managed. Reporter: Brad Ginsburg working for KNOE. Assigned manager Richard Somers is a bad apple in the newsroom. He was there forever and incompetent, without the background of a real journalist, and treated a new journalist in this startup market like the
stupidest man alive. He will believe you and insult you personally in meetings. He does his job and has a clear bias in the community. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: in and out. Don't take more than you want in this default market. Reporter: Anthony Knopps does not work under
the current ND. While working for WTOL, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. I've never worked for a station that has turned over so much. Most people are unhappy and leave quickly. The deal was terrible, every reporter was an overworked MMJs and tank scoring was constantly blamed on talent rather than poor leadership
from management. You don't want to work here, go to abc affiliates in town. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: no deal to remove the toxic news director: Scott Saxton. It's hard to communicate with, but he's keen to let people try new and growing roles (from producers to photog reporters to reporters, reporters to anchors, etc.).
That operates like a small market. Crappy equipment and low-paid cars and very young talent/inexperienced mistakes make mistakes in the air often but it's a great starting market and Wilmington is a great coastal city to live in. Sometimes a clue for judging the news, but as a good person, while working for WXII, this person has experience: an overall toxic
work environment. The newsroom is a mess. No organization There is no drive to chase the hard news. We tend to shy away from difficult news stories. Journalists must do two stories a day, often lacking a key element in one story. Competition in the market has one journalist for a single story. They have bigger staff than ours – incredibly bigger, and their
news content is ace compared to what we leave. We don't have a nightly reporter right now, only one M-F reporter. Weekend anchors helped during the week. The manufacturer is overworked. Sometimes make 1.5-hour news every day. The show looked awesome and the script wasn't good. Our dress looks terrible. The light never looks good on the anchor.
If you look at it from home, they can be different shades in a single show. I heard them complain about it, but nothing seems like it's going to change. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: this place is crumbling. Reporter: Matt Stein, this station is rubbish, the last news director running to
the ground. She (Jennifer Hardy) is miserable in her personal life and it is reflected in her work ethic. The station was toxic and the gutter assigned was only for the foke last year. She's scary and rude, no fock, sharing fear. The list continues... While working for WAAY, this person has experience: a toxic work environment as a whole, this person explains the
newsroom environment as a whole: disorganized news director, negative, toxic: Matt Weesner. While working for KHGI, this person has experience: gender discrimination, male ability and producers are paid more. If you are single and have no children, you take advantage of the timing and expect to be there (do less at the local grocery store). Even if you
are scheduled to close This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: no organizing, education, plus, fun, negative, toxic, additional comments: If you do your job, beware! Don't get me wrong, there are good people here, but lack of leadership and good staff are often exploited. The news director wants you to do more work than discipline his
employees. They pay you above the amount to qualify you for food stamps. After struggling to make ends meet here for many years, they will not let me out of my contract for even a month. Luckily, my current station can wait for many of the shifts that are ruining my health. Don't recommend the news director: Lisa Lovell Experience Explained: It's like having
6 root canals made without novocaine while working for WATN. This woman has failed through a system that has been here for years. She can't access it and sits in her glass office by closing her doors and back with you. She plays favorites and reunites with them. She is shy and can't say hello or make eye contact with you. Sitting in the morning or
afternoon listening to her talk like listening to Tony Montana, she couldn't string more than five words together without using an F-word that sounded like a vocabulary or english conversation at a cocktail bar. The station lacks direction and branding and can't make a difference in the market, distorting the ghetto audience and pointing to her leadership and
G.M.never happily leaving Green Bay. The narrative is boring. With g.M and nexstar cheap, they won't hire talented journalists, people come to Memphis to hate the city and leave town because they cover too much crime and lack franchise stories or are scary places to live. Team I is nonsense and wants more than a haul, or just get rid of haggard
journalists, WATN won't allocate resources that cover important stories and send people home if they do the next day because they won't pay overtime. That's why other stations are competing and winning every day, while WATN will always be the third biggest loser on the market. When number 4 is always number 4, this person describes the newsroom
environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: Don't take the job here, you'll hate the newsroom culture and the culture of Memphis. Reporter: Dennis Milligan is very positive. Try to familiarize yourself with all employees, even in the field of production. Greet and treat all employees equally in the morning. Pay close attention to the
efforts and involvement of employees. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: organize a positive study, enjoy more comments: In my time at WBTV, I started as an intern and was hired to fill the news content specialist position and finally fill the secondary role, producer, writer, promotion and booking ability for weekend shows. I The
gap is filled briefly. In the digital department with morning press notifications and posts to the web. The WBTV management team was amazing during my years there, ND-Dennis, Asst ND-Kim and AM EP-Molly were kind, accessible and constantly available. Production manager Baron encouraged his team to learn new roles and spread their skill sets.
Advancement opportunities are supported and facilitated when initiated. The morning atmosphere is professional, positive. The on-air team always treats the production with kindness and respect. Teamwork and collaboration are embraced and implemented. Sadly, it must be removed from WBTV, but can be recommended to prospective candidates.
Director: Russ Poteet He was great and tried hard to teach and bring out good things. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: unorganized, educated, open to creative control, plus, more fun comments: love working faithfully for Russ. Don't like GM Eric Thomas way too much meddled and get in the way of a good story. We all work
hard with very limited resources that are often separated, like everything that collapses... Even in the middle of the show, the news director: Joe Spdia, a ship that sank without a lifeboat while working for KMTV. The overall toxic working environment Director Joe Spadia There is no complete clue when it comes to judging the news. He sat in his office and hid
all day for Meetings &amp; Just to make a rare appearance when something unusual happens. He also doesn't seem to understand what's going on with smart news in the market and obsessed with spot news like a car crash, given the real concerns about employee safety. Don't come to this station if you hope to get advice or learn more. The producer goes
over the script and turns a word or two – but that's it. You will not receive any advice or advice on how to improve your aerial presence or writing. If you ask a question about how to approach something or advice, you'll be labeled negatively as asking too many questions, best or worse, as incompetent, very cluttered in the newsroom. Too busy. No one
knows what's going on The deadline is crazy. It is expected that journalists will write and edit the package in less than half an hour. Producers are reluctant/unable to move the story around on the show, although the deadline is virtually impossible. Other stations will send nightly crews to cover the same story with KMTV, but KMTV reporters are expected to
live at 4pm and have a pkg by 5. The KMTV motto is about being the first, whether all the information is available or not. This, according to the news director, doesn't care about quality. Newsroom Storage Management I don't know what happened. Switching around, displaying the removal of anchors, adding anchors, etc. without letting anyone know. This
person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized, negative comments are toxic: everyone in the newsroom complains, criticizes and generally talks s**t about each other constantly. The manufacturer talks to the remaining employees. There are some people in the newsroom who work to make this place a better station, but
honestly it feels like a sinking ship. News Director: Experience Jessica Laszewski explains: Plus, this person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: Organize more educational opinions: A lot better since taking over as the new news director. I read other comments from the MMJ... that person's experience is uniquely negative. Honestly, the
complaint here is that you will find at any station with poorly paid MMJs, but it is a great city to work with experienced consultants and learning resources. Pregnant employees are treated like burdens. People are overworked, underpaid and unhappy. All our top executives and photographers are men. This person explains the newsroom environment as a
whole: more unorganized comments: I can say that the problem begins with Nexstar, but buying the general media only makes things worse. Reporters work with old and unreliable devices: cameras, trucks, etc. So some journalists and photographers don't report their overtime or not for lunch breaks. Our most senior weather forecasters have been forced to
work double shifts on weekends for several months for some reason. Our news director is inconsistent with what he expects from us and how he treats us. He will give the exact direction one day and change his mind all a week later if he remembers his conversation with you at all. He thrives on confrontation and can be a bit of bullying. He's going to walk
through the mutant newsroom about us. He and our GM seem more interested in saving money and promoting themselves hopelessly than in a talented and cohesive newsroom where employees feel valued. The upper management does not communicate well with each other or with the rest of the newsroom, and many people do not have the local
knowledge of which stories are important. No wonder people are going out and/or looking for other jobs. Liz is not a word hack, but friendly and effective. A smart leader who wants to help find out where she can be. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: no organizing, exposure to creative control, plus more fun: things move fast, but do
it right. Good work with a team that cares about producing good content, important information and a continuously positive environment. People are ready and willing to give advice, but don't push with style options. The bottom line is, people treat you like your family here right away from the bat. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole:
organize additional comments: You're asked to work hard and do things every day. Work hard here and you will reap the rewards. Do a good job and you will travel and do the stories you are passionate about. Press Director: Ernesto Romero While working for KYMA/KSWT/KECY, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. If you're
looking for an orderly, supportive and innovative newsroom... Look elsewhere, apart from the lack of competition (all affiliates are under the same roof, don't ask me how allowed it is). Often, imperfections and disrespect are found in this newsroom, even from the management. Showing concern to HR does nothing. This person describes the newsroom
environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negatives, toxic: plus: there are wonderful stories waiting to be found in this market. If you can handle complete independence, then give it a shot. Reporter: Mike Mickle while working for WHBF, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. Management has no clue about how to run
the station and fear the organization. Nexstar was asked to do more consistently with older devices that were less crappy, a way to have lower staff compared to increased competition, performances, but not people or offered more compensation. Avoid all costs. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a disorganized, negative and toxic
news director: Mike Truett, he'll take you down. He's never been wrong. While working for WICS, this person has experience: gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. People are working to get out of the station, they're willing to sell you off. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized, negative
comments are toxic: people constantly gossip and say they have to work a lot of work, but they will assign their work to others. Director: Kevin Wuzzardo Working for him was an incredibly negative experience, while working for WWAY, this person experienced: gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. Often men and women receive very
different treatment in the newsroom, including regular insensitive comments about women, as well as jokes. Demeaning and inappropriate comments about appearance You will be pressured so hard through the day without a news director shouting or cursing. He does not promote employee growth and is difficult to communicate with in general. This person
explains overall. The environment is: no organized, negative, more toxic comments: Many employees, including myself, left in the last two years simply because of the news director. Director: Curtis Hancock While working for KMIZ, this person has experience: gender discrimination, it is borderline gender discrimination, it feels like men are treated better than
women. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more reviews for unorganized education: morning journalists are always paired with photogpher. They like to promote from within, director: Curtis Hancock is mostly good, can be organized, but mostly good, a beautiful boss, at least for me. This person explains the newsroom
environment as a whole: more educational comments: We are a very difficult news station. If you like shaggy, this happy thing is not a station for you. It was an amazing first start for a real tough journalist. It's hard to move up sometimes to the anchor table but if you want to truly learn a lot it's an amazing start. News Director: David Springer Explains:
Excellent Teachers and Mentors This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: a positive study, more fun: a great starting market. The station moves to a new building with new technology. News directors, coaches, journalists and new photoc to grow rapidly. Most people get a good market jump when their contracts are up. Fun Anchors GM's
hard to read, but he knows his stuff, likes to work in Rochester, Minnesota... The house of the Mayo clinic, but get ready for the winter! News Director: Michael Schram, one of the best news directors I've ever worked for. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: organized, educated, open to creative control, plus, more fun comments: a
good medium-sized market with lots of news. The management does a lot of morale-boosting activities. It focuses on storytelling. We do stories at other stations, we don't do a lot of special production stations. They are allowed to travel, while other stations on the market are not. Lots of comments from newsroom managers, the stations look the best in the
market, new technologies, new studios, new buildings. Journalists and photographers work together every day. Anchors have been in the market for decades and there is not much space for filling opportunities. Many newer manufacturers and forex producers with not much experience and learning. They hire the best talented people out of the competition.
Any negativity comes from people who have never worked in a bad newsroom and don't know it's going to be this bad. But they work best and better than WNEM or WJRT WEYI and WSMH are Sinclair stations, so you have to run the national business of the organization, must carry the story, not the perfect station, but the staff. GM and news director all the
way to the latest employee care about great work. Reporter: Ed Reims is terrible. While working for WKOW, this person has experience: a toxic work environment as a whole. No one is so happy, don't stop complaining. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a disorganized news director, minus the poison: Roger Seay Experience.
Explain: Good people, while working for KFVS, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. A solid newsroom, but some of the younger journalists/producers/photographers are cliquish, immature and very unprofessional. I'm not the only one who feels this way. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more
unorganized comments: management seems to treat people fairly, not too rough. Roger's a good guy. I didn't work for Scott Picky when I worked there. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: no deal is open to additional creative control comments: it is often a revolving door at WOAY, because wages are below average and contracts
are essential for the main anchor, weather and sports talent. I like the fact that this station belongs to a family and does not belong to a large company. Recently they invested in a new weather system, a new site and a new studio suite. Reporter: Keith Bliven Keith is a good man but not good at leading his team. He was not very organized and the
communication between the newsroom and the production was poor. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized reviews, more toxic negative studies: the production department is excellent here. The newsroom is very orderly and lacks leadership. The management at the station was terrible. All they do is serve
themselves and never for the people who work for them. There was no communication between the departments, the director of the news was terrifying to inform the production of what was going on or what he was thinking. Because you may find the market getting better elsewhere, but this station is educational and you will learn. Production/engineering
department is good at giving you constructive criticism and help if you have questions. Reporter: Jim Morris, Jim's a good guy. He was funny and helpful. He has a lot on his plate because he also seizes, so he has not much time for criticism. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more educational comments: It's a very good place to
start your career. You'll learn a lot if you embrace the experience and ask questions of veterans in Director: Greg Shepperd Experience Explain: Scary while working for KOAT This person has experience: a toxic work environment as a whole. He and his assistant destroyed the station. He probably won't have a supportive manager. He won't listen to them.
He is the donkey kiss of an organization that is more concerned about being prosecuted than doing something that tells a wonderful story. You work sometimes two weeks straight, sleep very little. His criterion in what is breaking news is so elementary. I don't know how many cars I was chasing when I was there. This person described the newsroom
environment as a whole: no organized, negative, toxic news director: Donna Bell Experience Explain: Well, this person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: no organized education plus fun, more opinions: there are times when the deal may be unrealistic with story assignments, and urgent things that shouldn't be a day to change. Management
may not be good for communication. The people who work here are fun and nice. It's okay to make a mistake here. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: education is open to creative control, more comments: great experience, news director: Phillip Hickman While working for WTAP, this person has experienced: sexual harassment,
gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: they were sued by several former employees, including the news director. Reporter: Tammy Phillips unprofessional, shouting, lying, not reality, patronising. Of course not. Play one role with
the other. While working for WMC-TV, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. There are good people working here, our ND is not one of them. She was full of hate but checked in her church on Facebook so everyone could see as if she were trying to prove to the world that she was a really good person despite some people's best
efforts to succeed, she tears them down. Recently, some of our best ones on and off the news desk have left. That trend continues with a lot of people who want to leave every day, the new GM makes things worse. A terrible place to work WMC made me decide to leave the TV all together. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more
disorganized comments, negatives, toxic: no one here is happy, and it's not just a case of people complaining when things aren't. We all need to let each other know that today is a good or bad day to avoid or avoid eye contact with ND, everyone I know who moves forward is happier, even in a place with their own problems. Director: John Peterson He was
very rude and treated us like we were children. He's making him Frustrating work. He acts like he knows a lot, but knows very little about cameras, editing software, etc. while working for KOTA. They never give feedback unless you're not working well, you should fix the error, but you should let us know what you want us to do better. Awesome
communication from management This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: no toxic negative management, additional comments: Mike Power ancho main is useful and very good. In addition, other colleagues make the work intolerable. Jane Blake, an assigned editor, treats you like you're stupid and throws you under the bus before
claiming her own guilt. If you have the opportunity to work here, you'll have to look for the first job elsewhere. Director: Val Thompson One of the best things in the business. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: educational organizers are open to creative control plus more fun: Charlottesville is one of the best start-up markets to work.



When you come here, you get a great real resume. Many alumni end up in the top market in just a few years. Everyone here works as a team. News directors are involved in every aspect of everything you do and want to set you up successfully. I highly recommend this station to anyone looking for a wonderful first job. Reporter: Nate Smail Experience
explains: Scary while working for WDTV, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. Pull the story off constantly to go to the ambulance to chase the accident. Pointless fire News directors usually leave immediately after the morning meeting and do not return until the show time. Focus on national feelings rather than reporting local
stories that people really care about. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, plus fun: in addition to the news director, I met the best people in the business that I'm still friends with today! Honestly, North Central WV is one of the best start-up markets when it comes to networking. Director: Rick Moll
Experience Explain: Good people, bad leaders. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more unorganized comments, more toxic removal: leadership is questionable at best. The bounty ran rampant and it was constantly understaffed, but because few people picked it up, it served. Director: Keith Bliven While working for KTIV, this
person has experience: the overall toxic working environment is very hostile. The deal is quick to ridicule the moment you did something wrong. Profits are more important than treating employees like humans. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized, negative, toxic: morality is very low, and neglect is a big problem.
Expect to work a very long time to get money for yours only. Every day, everyone has a small deal. Nothing you've ever been good enough, no matter how hard you try. Don't work at this station unless you really want to sell your soul to the devil. Try to be closer to the organization. While working for KOAT, this person has experience: an overall toxic work
environment. The management did nothing to try to improve the ND, seemingly ignoring the employees. The workload is above water. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized, negative reviews are toxic: this is a good station to work if you want to work your skills, work quickly and efficiently with a difficult workload.
The market is good because there is always breaking news and you will get a comprehensive experience, but things need to change in the newsroom because there is no morale. Steve is a great news director and easy to use. I felt as if he wasn't always in control of his newsroom. While working for WGCL, this person has experience: an overall toxic
working environment. It's a very ego-driven newsroom: I've seen talented producers and directors show slowly and fail to do their jobs with little to no impact because they're considered untouchable by management staff. There has been constant turnover both on the air and behind the scenes as a result of low ratings and tension among employees. Those
in the management position are livable and easy to compatible and will give time to the day if you want to talk or report a problem. However, they are not very organized. Director: Rob Tompkins Experience Explain: Complete mental torture while working for WFXR This person has experienced: sexual harassment, gender discrimination, an overall toxic work
environment. Awesome working environment Unnecessary stress and zero drive to do any actual news. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: additional negative clutter comments are more toxic: if you see an open job here, do not use it. The management is terrible. The news director had outside violence and intimidated reporters
and producers. GM doesn't know what she's doing and thinks everything's going to work. HR isn't even an option, the organization is blocking complaints. The level of incompetence is astounding. It's a miracle that the place remains open. The anchor is vindictive and impossible to work with. This is the worst place I've ever worked. News Director: Experience
Ed Nightmare Reams explains: Completely negative, while working for WKOW. For men, especially interesting ones. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: many managers and very few for them to do. They manage to fill their time by suffocating creativity and punishing innovation. At the
same time, managers like to explain simple concepts, but leave you alone for things you are not trained in. There is a complete lack of respect for anyone who does not hold executive names. Reporters, folk, and meteorologists were constantly questioning their commitment to the station but the deal gave us no reason to want to stay. Awesome place to
work. Director: Jenny Martinez She wasn't there much for family medical reasons. While working for krgv, this person has experience: racial discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. The station is run by El Gordo Twins, two men who weigh more than 450 pounds because they have no clue altogether. The morning meeting can pass at 11:30 a.m.
and doesn't leave the door for an hour trying to set up an interview. You will then hurry to pick up the story in 30 minutes before your slot. There are always short cars that take time to repair and fix equipment. And if you're white and don't speak Spanish, you'll feel racial discrimination because your colleagues and management, who are mostly Hispanic, will
speak Spanish in front of you and keep you out of the loop. Very friendly, play favorites, micromanages staff while working for WJRT this person has experience: a toxic work environment overall. Most of the staff here are sometimes set up on their way and complain about the lack of direction from station management. Most are just holding for retirement and
complaining about how far the station has fallen. Newer hires are rarely well-assigned and are expected to fill the time for a lot of news, taking into account a little good storytelling. Lack of creativity by producers or photographers The station is located in one of the worst parts of the city. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: Toxic
negative news director: Audrey Prywitch The worst news director I've ever worked for. While working for KTVI, this person has experience: racial discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole, loving to be a boss, but hating work. She was the last person in and the first one out every day. She was totally intimidated by people with experience and talent,
so she cleared the newsroom and now surrounds herself with inexperienced people. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole. This person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. The group's news director told us to simulate our central Illinois coverage of hurricane coverage in Florida. Often, only one daytime journalist, as
many MMJ, resigned because of the deal both in the air and off the air. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more unorganized comments, negative, toxic: really can't get over the political propaganda that needs to be taken from Sinclair News Director: Julie Eisenmann. Leaders from the top onto the inefficient, lack of spine. While
working for WLTX, this person has experience: a toxic work environment as a whole, the former ND bullying everyone in the building from GM to sell. A reporter living outside ramen noodles, the veteran foke hardly made more than 100,000. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, toxic negatives: the
newsroom worked as us with their environment, some of whom were on nd's favorite list and couldn't make mistakes, while most others turned on crap items. Lack of respect: Chuck Malden is great. Chuck cares about his people and helps them grow. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: education, exposure to creative control, plus,
more fun comments: KOLR10 employees have the same challenges as everyone who works on TV, however, they have news directors and management teams who care about them and want them to succeed — something most newsrooms lack today. It's not a perfect place, there's no perfect TV station, but it's a great place to grow and learn among the
good people who do fair and ethical journalism. I look back on my time there very fondly. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: no education is organized, more open to creative control: this is my first job out of school and a great market for beginners. The top 20 markets are less than 2 hours away and many influences can be seen in
our work. With that said, it can be exciting. A lot of people are burned with the way ND acts, it's probably the top complaint, many of them fresh shot. However, the focus on photography here is particularly important, because the chief photographer has been here since the age of 70, he may have the best influence you can find, and the MMJ is easier with his
tips in my back pocket. It's all a good station to start with, but it's not a good station to be in, director: Tom Lewis, Tom wasn't there when I left, but I heard he was a great leader and did a great job in the newsroom. I met him a couple of times and was happy. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: organized, educated, open to creative
control, plus, more fun comments: the station is a great starting station. A lot of people I've worked with are working in the top 50 markets. The anchor is a great teacher with a lot of knowledge to spread. Reporter: Kimberly Wyatt, chaotic, disorderly and directionless. There is no system to assign tasks, and God forbid, if things change at the last minute. This
person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negatives, toxic: this is a great station with a lot of potential, it never takes a full chance to improve. Leadership is highly disorganized, with tensions between anchors and news directors. While working for WOAY, this person has experienced: sexual harassment, racial
discrimination, gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. Women are paid less than men, and all non-white people are treated poorly. Walk through those doors every day, test whether you are human and how long you let people be treated in that way before speaking up. I left within a few months. They also hire a guy who is mentally
unstable, he has several manic episodes, just adds to the hostile environment. They will benefit from a background check system. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negatives, toxic: if you think you're coming here to 'learn', you're wrong. Oh btw, journalists start at 16,500, they pray for young people
in the industry who don't know anything well and tempt them with lies. Director: Brad Kessie Experience Explain: This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: organize a positive education, more fun comments: I have a great experience working here. As long as you have a good attitude, there may be one or two bad apples in the newsroom,
but that's in the newsroom where WLOX is a bad freaky good guy. Reporter: Tom Lewis, he used to work for another station in the city, so his only goal every day was to crush them. Can't translate well to the audience when your focus is not in focus. He's also very rude and employs only one type of person. Just look at their current slate and you'll see what
I mean, this person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more unorganized comments: overall, it's okay for the default market. A good place to make mistakes, but it is definitely a default market. And if you're good, they won't reward you, you just take advantage of you. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: the study is
open to creative control, additional positive and enjoyable comments: The station has a family environment among all its colleagues. A great stepping stone station, you'll grow into any position you work at KERO. A terrible communicator. While working for KVUE, this person has experience: the overall toxic working environment, Kvue has downhill. This one
station is struggling to address number 2, this person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: no defragmentation, exposure to creative control, negative toxicity, more toxic comments: stay clear, you've been warned. Explain: Scary while working for KTVI, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. Country Club Type of Boss The
last one in and the first person out of the office every day. Lock yourself in her office and help her manager do all the heavy lifting. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a disorganized, negative and toxic news director: Sinan Sadar. Interesting, i'm He's smart, but sometimes he lacks empathy, drinking too much can be scary. This
person described the newsroom environment as a whole: There was no organized education news director: Denise Vickers. Love working for Denise, she's strong, but it's warm and real. I learned a lot. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more educational comments: Never heard of new (2017) and the purchase could change things.
Passive/aggressive people don't like conflict. While working for WDVM, this person has experience: sexual harassment. The overall toxic working environment The former truck operator, who lacks serious news judgment because he doesn't have a degree in journalism and spends time in Pennsylvania state prisons, has been jailed for life. The way he was
hired on television stations was a crime that was condemned as a mystery. The delegate editor likes to think that he's running a show in a newsroom and having a corner in the bay, editing before putting his hand on people like the slanderous ones. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negatives, toxic:
while I believe that my time at this station is beneficial to my career, the general manager is not a person and will go out of his way to point out that you are wrong and do not support you. The news director, even though he is a good man, is not in control of the newsroom, so why does no one live there over more than one long contract? Both verbal and
sexual harassment was directed to the news director and ignored it. While working for WKYT, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. No gossip organization bullying leader from top management This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: negative, toxic, more opinion: a good place to get two years. And move on,
don't expect any advice or advice that you are on your own to learn and grow, not the atmosphere of the team. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: open to creative control, plus, fun news director: Sheryl Barnhouse understands a lot of expectations/claims for the best from you. This person described the newsroom environment as a
whole: organized, open to creative control, plus, more fun comments: excellent stations. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: dishonest management with employees. There was an incredible rejection from most leadership at the station. He cares and overall is a really good boss. This
person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: educational arrangements, exposure to creative control, plus fun, more opinions: a lot of women, a kind of small grief, but as long as you're yourself, it would be a good place to be a news director: Mike Schram, he's hard to read, hard to work with, and never has anything positive to say. While working
for WEYI, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. There is an overall sense of dissatisfaction with the deal. Nothing good or noteworthy. Ground worship news director Bill Harris walked on but that's it. They don't like the employees and people they hire. I learned a lot while I was there. But that comes from other field employees, and
not general manager NDs are probably the best in the state. He was full of good things to say, truly convinced of his staff, and a gift of truly warm energy to bless that station. From what I've been told by other station staff, it's the best thing to work in the tragic Flint-Saginaw market. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: no negative
studies are organized, additional reviews are toxic: it is Sinclair, so that also the news facility is the state of the art, it is only one year old and everything is brand new and well maintained. Director: Liz Hawltiwanger Not good, very generous news director. While working for KKTV, this person has experience: I feel picked and separated almost every day. I've
been blamed for a lot of things I'm not involved in. No one's just doing it for me. News directors talk to most newsrooms like we are children or we don't know how to do our job. The news director was a little shady. She has adopted many of my story ideas for Tomorrow, and give it to other reporters in the day before I do. There's also not much space to move
up in this individual company explaining the newsroom environment as a whole: organized, negative, toxic, more opinion: there's never been a story field. Reporter: It's a story to give. We rarely do a package. There was never enough cameras or equipment, so things were taken from other pockets and whether broken or never returned, and the problem
never seemed to go away, no matter how many people complained about it. Director: Greg Sheppard The worst I've ever worked with. Create a toxic environment Pay little attention to the staff and pay more attention about the way he looks at the organization. While working for KOAT, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. Look
for reasons to bring you down and always anger employees, overwork, employees, 10-12 days of work, continuous stretch. There are no prizes for compiling great stories. No, good job at the end of the day. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negatives, toxic: it's a great station to go because it helps
people grow and there's a lot of news in this market, but the news director has to go. Not only his employees, about his ego. Director: Greg Shepherd He's the worst ND to work. You idiot who doesn't know too much about micromanagem. Stupid ideas that we get in trouble when they fail. His assistant was worse and very stupid. While working for KOAT, this
person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. You can expect to be shouting for the smallest things every day, ND focuses on things that don't matter and doesn't let us corporate stories, so worry about us being sued and chasing stories where competition is more than coming up with our own ideas. Not the only one who likes the current
news director. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negatives, toxic: as long as the current news director is here. Don't mess with work here unless you like small management and verbal harassment. Few news managers are interested in their employees. The news director doesn't seem to care at all.
Director: Sandy Boonstra She is the best ND I've ever worked with in my career. She is a mess, treats us as people and knows we have a life outside of work. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: open to creative control, more positive and enjoyable reviews: work here is rewarding and enjoyable. This person described the
newsroom environment as a whole: a study while working for NBC, 15 of whom experienced this: a toxic work environment as a whole, low morale, overwork with low wages. The priorities of strange stories focus on investigative stories and a low willingness to invest in creativity that requires more resources. This person describes the newsroom environment
as a whole: negative studies are toxic while working for WKYT. This is the worst station I've ever worked on. The news director is not professional and very inexperienced. He looked at the assistant news director who was passed on for the ND job for advice on everything, while the ND assistant talked about him like a dog. The main anchor is also passing
someone he is near 50, still complaining that he can't get an anchor job in DC or New York. The people there are bitter. While working for KCEN, this person has experience: racial discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole, this person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: there is no negative regulation, this person describes the
newsroom environment as a whole: education organizer, plus fun news director: Kenny Bols. Joe can be a tough guy to get along with, and if he has an opinion on you, it's hard to change. While working for KLTV, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. Most of them are from the assistant news director. If something is not right, he
will come into the newsroom and shout, criticize people individually and speak badly about other employees. That attitude has disappointed other managers. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: negative studies, more toxic comments: You will learn a lot at this station. There are some people who have been in the business for some
time, some of whom work in the main market. But I'm not going to spend too much time here. The great thing about this station is that you won't have a very long contract or contract if you're just a journalist so you can strengthen your reels and move on. Just be prepared for a tough manager. Reporter: Jack Caudill, Jack is a scary man. Really interested in
his journalist, but always got too much on his plate to pay attention and give feedback. This person describes the overall newsroom environment as: no organized, open to creative control, plus more fun: this station has a wonderful, dynamic newsroom, but the lack of feedback often makes you feel lost and don't know how to work. However, you can learn
everything in this newsroom and move the rankings quickly. Director: John Petersen No spine What to expect is perfect, but never engage in your work until it airs and will tell you everything is wrong with it in a non-creative manner. He worked only 9-5, never was there to break the news or weather outside of those hours. While working for KOTA, this person
has experience: racial discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole, this person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: no organizing, positive, fun, negative, toxic, more toxic comments: every day is a drag, but other reports are what makes things fun. The management in this place is a mess. For the default market, there is better. In order
for you to learn while working for WPTA, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. The newsroom and studio are approximately 600 square feet in total. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: unorganized additional comments: it can be summed up with 'we always do this way'. News Director: Veteran Jeff Nelson
explains: Excellent. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: organized, educational, open to creative control, plus fun, this person describing the newsroom environment as a whole: Education News Director: Kenny Bols I feel that this station is not interested in your personal development unless you are an anchor. They can care less if a
journalist is on camera or how to do it in general, unless you're a anchor, avoiding this place. While working for KLTV, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. They make you feel like you don't know anything. There is no trust for young journalists. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: organize, unregulated,
remove toxic news director: Jon Levy Experience. Explain: Well, this person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: education is open to creative control, more opinions: a great place to learn! Only those who don't try unsuccessfully. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized reviews, plus fun: good stations,
but there was a lack of leadership in the newsroom. The staff were very friendly and helpful. Director: John Petersen It's not pretty, it doesn't help at all, with the newsroom rude to reporters not intervening when the editor assigns a vulgar to the reporter while working for KOTA. They treat journalists like they don't know what they're doing. Recently, an
assigned editor told me that I should choose a different career because I don't have a traditional idea, even though I give the story concept every day. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized negative comments are toxic: they will hire you and don't give you any suggestions about how you do it and make it harder if
you want to leave the station. Don't expect fundraising. Seriously, this person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: no organizers are open to more opinions about creative control: green reporters. Very capable anchors when they report Unorganized tables Colleagues are generally good to work with. Everyone is underpaid. Reporter: Terry Koep-
Walton isn't around here, hearing from her when things aren't good. The overall feeling is that the station is a sinking ship and everyone is jumping. There's almost no veteran journalist left. Crappy old equipment The employee is not supported. The administration has to go. While working for WRTV, this Experience: Overall toxic working environment Not
supported Not allowed to grow professionally Hard-working employees were treated poorly compared to those who didn't pull their weight. The news director plays favorites. Management will put all employees in the dark about the upcoming changes. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic:
avoid if you are an experienced journalist. If you want to jump from a small market into a large market, this place will take you to the next. Don't expect to be treated well. They like to overwork their employees, especially those with salaries. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: this person is unorganized, explaining the newsroom
environment as a whole: Exposure to creative control news director: Beth Jensen Experience Explain: Old Hard School While working for KELO, this person has experience: gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. Women get significantly less respect. News directors don't actually run things, the assignment editor does negative attitudes,
disrespects without the need for bullying, and unnecessary comments make rude (never related to a story or a real job). This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: organize, remove, toxic, additional comments: they are offered to pay you a lot. Everyone is there forever. It's number 1 for some reason... but for the 109 market... they're
unnecessarily rude. Passive aggression in almost every direction. Work here if you want to test yourself. The payout was really good, that's what got me going. Director: Erik Breon Experience Explain: Very good. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: no organizing, exposure to creative control plus more fun: This is probably the best
news environment I've worked on. Most of my colleagues and managers are friendly and approachable. The payout is not good, but it's market 68 news director: Aaron Williams let me do anything. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: education is open to creative control, more opinions: you have to do a lot of work on your own and
be left on your own to figure it out. There are a lot of people there and they want to see a station that can go. Director: Nick Genty Excellent news directors are very engaged in the newsroom and station products as a whole. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a positive study, more fun: the best newsroom I've ever worked. Most of
the people are easy to use and have a very relaxing atmosphere. Despite all the fun, I learned a lot here. People went to work there and stayed there for a long time. While working for WKTV, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. If Don't get out for yourself and cut a lucky neck everywhere. People will step on you to make
themselves look better. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: No negative education organized toxic news director: Sally Ramirez. She's a cheerleader for her people. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: exposure to creative news director: Gary Wordlaw While working for WVLA, this person has experience:
sexual harassment, sexual discrimination, toxic work environment overall GARY IS A MEAN SNAKE. However, they are half the size of the workforce, the same as the others. Gary will stab you in the back, he has a newsroom mole to tell in all your movements. Gary, lie! He once told our newsroom that he sent David Moore to 9/11, which opened David's
career. David and Gary weren't at the same station on 9/11, Gary lied, lied, his fish was 5 pounds, but here he says it's 50 pounds, it makes time for a good story, but they lie, he'll tell you to do something and then change it after PKG AIRS doesn't approve the script, here they let you work on what you want. Aaron EGGLESTON is defacto-ASST ND, EP,
assigned editor; they don't have an active assignment desk; they rely on competitors to break the news, and then they make final appearances with the story. One police scanner for all markets is always closed. This person describes the overall newsroom environment as: no organized, open to creative control, negative toxicity, this person describes the
newsroom environment as a whole: open education, creative control, plus fun, more fun: the market starts well, can learn the most and make mistakes without thorough scrutiny. Reporter: Dutch Terry patience, but not good with news judges, while working for WDEF. My advice is to go there if you want to market 89 in your résumé, but expect to feel like you
work in 189 markets, excellent news, there are breaking news every day, but this station is not covered and without resources. The Dutch will give you cover almost everything you want, but expect not to be on the pitch. You can go live in your studio and pkg front almost every night. They don't have live trucks, they shoot all their lives as the MMJ on the
iPhone, not even in a backpack; these are reserved for photogs that change pkgs with Dave, chief fock knows about him, but he changes the pkg per day himself, so he doesn't always have time to work with you. Ashley Henderson is a ffok there. He's a politician, he's a Republican. But he won't treat you just because you're gay, even if he talks about
transgender people as sick and moles. He's a good guy, and you can always call him for help. Overall, if you can file a bad wage without overtime (you'll work OT but don't get paid), then go! This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a disorganized news director, minus the poison: Scott Fitzgerald. The worst boss I've ever worked for.
While working for KRNV, this person has experience: gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. I've never been in a more toxic work environment than at KRNV, where news directors try to pit employees against each other. Of course, he has his favorites, and if you're not one of them, he'll make your life miserable (and most of his favorites
are men in the newsroom). This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: a bad, negative comment was more toxic: I wouldn't recommend even my worst enemy to work at this station. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: additional unorganized comments: they will give you overtime and don't ask questions. They
have set the bay, modified and assigned equipment, including cars for every MMJ, they treat you well. Director: Matt Griffin He's amazing. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: educational arrangements, exposure to creative control plus fun, more comments: My love of time at KXII Maureen will help you become a better writer.
Amazing overall experience! While working for KAVU, this person has experience: sexual harassment, gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole, ND is very aggressive and tries to fight with other employees. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized reviews, more toxic negative studies: be in a great
city and GM is a good person and the production manager is amazing. Many individuals often make their promises. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: education, exposure to creative control, plus, more fun, comment: This is my first job out of college and I can't land in a better spot. I worked under a different news director before
Mike, so I can speak now about my relationship with the current anchor, journalist and production crew. I truly love my job. Each and every one has to give for a question and can counsel me. I feel that the company is doing an incredible job of investing in me and making sure I can absorb as much information as possible. Everyone is very accessible and has
no restrictions. To learn, yes - sometimes we have to stay and not get paid overtime, but that's the standard for salaried employees. It never bothers me. I've since moved to a higher market and I miss the camaraderie at WTVA. Will come back. Reporter: There is currently no person describing the newsroom environment as a whole: more educational
comments: a solid station to start your career. In general, MMJs are only 1 pkg and 1 vosot on the same story day, but demand is starting to grow... You will be working overtime! Director: Mikel Lauber Easily influenced by other male employees. While working for KOLN/KGIN, this person has experienced: racial discrimination, a toxic work environment as a
whole, this person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: no organized, negative, toxic while working for KFYR. Working at this station is an absolute nightmare – I will tell everyone that the environment is extremely toxic. The news director screams and shouts in his office every day, with a bizarre thaw, seemingly irrational. Other members of the
newsroom management witness these dissolved, offensive and quietly managed to be very sexually belittling and talking to women in the newsroom. News Director gives PTO Unlimited Close the book to some journalists who claim that, well, you work really hard, spend an additional few hours here, others are SOL, male members of other departments within
news stations, sending sexually suggestive messages to members of the newsroom. Very friendly environment to be a woman. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: there is absolutely no news here. It's very difficult to reel when every story is similar to Breaking News: coffee shops are
open. Dealing with police departments is impossible – they refuse to provide any information that will reflect badly on the police department or make people believe - gas has actually had a crime night in the well ol' NoDak rarely has live images, if there are no, they are not interactive because you may go solo. There are only one or two forexs that have
worked there for decades and don't know what they're doing. Every time they get a new customer, they force a reporter in the newsroom to do it. Pkg properties in business can hardly go through beyond commercial. The newsroom is very cluttered. Managing a newsroom doesn't know for sure what's going on in the community or what the real news is.
Director: Bryan McGruder He's a relaxed news director and a pretty hands-off. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: unorganized, positive, fun, more comments: Branding makes it difficult to present stories that don't hold people accountable, there are many interesting and informative topics to talk about without blaming someone.
Branding limits the station's creativity when it comes to storytelling. Director: Janis Harper Be quiet unless you disagree with her. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: through some important changes. Assistant news director and desk man. There's been plenty of turnover lately, there's
no room for voice feedback or ideas on how to make things work better, a great story to cover, though, the news director: Barry Fulmer, the hard press director. Participate in daily newsroom decisions, reach out. Open Door Policy This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: organize plus fun, more comments: overall, it's a very good place to
work. Not a lot of NPPA storytelling stations, but there are plenty of opportunities to do longer pieces and get creative. They have drones, which is awesome. While working for WFXG, this person has experience: a toxic work environment as a whole, this person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: no organized, negative, toxic, this person
explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, more toxic: I hope I won't be here, but it's too late now. I just got the experience I wanted and went out. Director: Athan Campos is amazing. One of the smartest and most forward-looking people I've ever worked with in local TV news. Pay attention to producing
outstanding solid journalism from the rest of the market. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: organize, no regulation, education, plus fun, more opinion: through management changes in recent years that took the wind out of the boat for this organization. The station loses a lot of talent during a protracted period, but the manager who
is the best at fixing the damage is in a position to do so. Director: James Warner With my best interests, always support you in what this person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: open to creative control, more opinions: Raycom. Don't give a clothing allowance, press director: Tim Ryan Experience While working for KVUE, this person has
experience: an overall toxic working environment. I have watched KVUE go down hill during my rental. Now we have a GM who cares more about her dress and then she runs a newsroom oops I forgot that she doesn't know how, it's ridiculous! Our news assistant is ok, but she plays favorites, and now she's my favorite as a journalist that no one likes to work
with!! Our news director was very weak, helped people run over him and didn't communicate well with his staff. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: disorganized. More toxic comments: Stay away if you can: Director: Akili Franklin Nothing matters positively or negatively. Don't really care about photography. Pay more attention to live
photography and breaking news than telling a good story. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized, positive and enjoyable comments: union marketing for photographers. New Orleans's bizarre combination puts attitude back on the general news station, a high-stress situation. Very bad communication, there is a
constant problem that arises because no one thinks to communicate with one another and no one sees this as a problem. The turnover is quite high. There are definitely no narrative stations, but only one person on the web who runs online, many fall into the rest of the newsroom. While working for WTVM, this person has experience: racial discrimination, a
toxic work environment as a whole. This station is a #1 featured. I learned a lot and made life a long friend. Some of my colleagues, I believe, were racist but good God moved them out quickly. I heard that the new ND is a hot mess and as racist as possible. It's sad to see the once-lively station rapidly lose its standing. You'll learn a lot and get the chance to
cover all sorts of stories. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: organized, open to creative control, plus fun, negative, toxic, more toxic, commenting: it's toxic just because some colleagues, but one of them is left to be a teacher (lords help those kids) and the other can't hack it. They're like mean-spirited women clicking, but they
haven't hung around for long. Explain: Toxic, Mischief, Covert While working for WIAT, this person has experience: racial discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. Lack of higher mobility, of course, many favors, and a lack of logical common sense decisions. The shop has reacted a lot with low morale. This person explains the newsroom
environment as a whole: open to creative control, negative, toxic comments more: a good market that will propel you to where you want to go next because the news in this market is outstanding for the mid-sized market, but this outlet will try its best whether intentionally or not intending to kill your dreams, if you can survive, you will be alright. All this about
your idea of this shop is not for the faint of heart. Director: Linda Miel I've never seen her all the time there. I don't even know what you look like. While working for WHDH, this person has experience: gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. I was discriminated against for being part of the LGBT community, although there were two gay
male anchors at the station. My boss is happy to work, but his boss is an evil man named Ted Ted, a lazy ass that rarely does. And don't care if you're happy. I'm in the special program/investigation department. I enjoy it, but it's not that I do all the work for the department every Thursday because they have four interns who don't do any work. In the previous
day and a half, Most apprentices are generationals who aren't very interested in being there. Most apprentices do not know that there are hours until the orientation day. I lost my internship there by traveling back and forth. The anchor on the weekend morning at the time was not a good woman and she would force me off my desk so she could have it, but it
wasn't her desk. The absence of a desk makes it harder to work and requires a work desk with a phone farther away. Many poisonous places have left even after they lost NBC. The station was stressed at work and I was grateful to be gone. Venom is not the first word I use, I use disrespect a few long timers of the kind there. This person describes the
newsroom environment as a whole: organize, open to negative creative control, more toxic comments: don't go there. It's not worth the drama, the flash and the trash, being part of a seven-man news team is a long dream, but for me it's been a nightmare. Go somewhere else in the Boston market. Director: Sam Cohen Experience Explain: Well, this person
explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more open to comments about creative control: The station has undergone a lot of changes since early 2016. If you're the kind of person who likes freedom without guidance, here's the station for you. The station is open to a lot of ideas and not a stressful environment. While working for WCJB, this person has
experience: an overall toxic work environment, pressure and no help. The staff would rather see you bump and burn and then to help out. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: I would not recommend this station even as the first market job. Director: Matt Weesner This person explains
the newsroom environment as a whole: no organized education plus fun, more comments: I won't come if you don't open your mind. This is the middle of Nebraska and we are mostly small towns, so not a lot of restaurants and shops, but if you want a good place that loves you and has your back, no matter what, then this is the place for you. Director: Denise
Vickers The best boss I've ever had. Dedicated to the station and committed to her employees and growing in the industry. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: organized, educated, open to creative control, plus, more fun comments: finding a central market station that provides a lot of space for growth and rare creative adventures.
I'm not. The way NEXTSTAR is going to buy will affect the newsroom, I hope it doesn't - but my experience is nothing but positive and we do really good television. I'm proud to tell people what station I'm working for. While working for WSET, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. The definition of a toxic newsroom They treat their
people badly, which is why their best people have already left or will not be there for a long time. High turnover is a major red flag and they have a lot. The stories are made to click on victims, reporters and MMJs regularly assigned unrealistic assignments. I'm sick of all the stress I have there. Glad I came out. This person explains the newsroom environment
as a whole: more disorganized comments, negatives, toxic: Don't come here, go to WDBJ or WSLS instead. Director: Mike Schram, Mike, good news director When he gave constructive criticism, he found it positive as well. He supports his staff and we have worked with Foate almost every day. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole:
organized, educated, positive, more fun comment: local management is good. Every month, local management activities are enjoyable for employees and high morale. There are large-scale photo staff, which makes reporting much easier. You learn a lot about storytelling best practices. The only drawback is sinclair's corporate leadership, they have a strict
way of producing news. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: organized, positive, fun news director: Jeff Zeller a very strange person. While working for WOFL, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment, you will work worth 80,000 and earn money in the sunshine. I've heard that new photographers are paid
less than 40k FOX O&amp;O benefits for good health. If you're not in one of the union shops, you'll get less money and poor treatment. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: further comments on education: as long as Jeff Zeller is an ND at WOFL known as WAWEFUL, stay away. This person explains the newsroom environment as a
whole: no organizing, more open to comments about creative control: I think this newsroom just has the general problem you expect in a small market news room. The silver lining is that you will make mistakes and learn from them. While working for KWTX, this person has experience: racial discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. The newsroom
is mostly white, and as the POC is in this newsroom, it is difficult for many reasons. First, employees, including talent, are not afraid of making derogatory comments about minorities. The administration places more emphasis on white journalists than minority anchors when it comes to filling in evening shows. In addition, the workload for the manufacturer is
unrealistic. The person described the newsroom environment as a whole: organized, negative, toxic, additional comment: Run for the hill. Director: Victoria Specco. Tough boss, but fair. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: organize, embrace creative control, plus more fun: I never thought to work for a TV station and haven't worked at
anyone else to compare. But I love this job and this station. I would recommend it to everyone, but if you are negative or lazy, this is not the place for you to work. While working for KFYR, this person has experienced: sexual harassment, gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. Women are not treated the same as men. It's a very negative
place to work. People are and are still afraid to say anything about it. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: not working there. Director: Kathy Hobbs Reitz, Plus. Support and look to make journalists better. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: educational
arrangements are open to creative control, more comments: I would say that our newsrooms are generally organized and people learn, not positive places or especially fun, even if ... it is not routinely negative or toxic. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: Additional unorganized comments: Sinclair owns the news director: Dennis Lortz
Experience Explain: Upbeat, chaotic, disorganized, local news-driven The previous news director was very toxic, but the new ND &amp; GM is moving the station in a new (positive) direction. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: unmanageable exposure to creative control plus fun more comments: WOWK Under new management
and things are improving. The station started hiring college scholars, but there was very little training due to staff and management. Previous experience will greatly improve a reporter's chances of success. A very fast newsroom with environment, sink or swimming. Reporters are starving for news and are expected to pitch and open many stories. A fun but
not very organized environment. Director: Mike Rausch He endured so much, never gave any positive feedback, and the journalists pitted against each other. While working for KRDO, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. Communication does not exist. The way the manager speaks to reporters is disgusting and very
disrespectful. We expect no life outside of work. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: there has been a lot of turnover recently, since the reporter was burned due to poor treatment. We're treated like we can change. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole.
Organized, open to creative control, plus, fun news director: Ian Rubin Awesome. Lack of judgment, news or any 100% sense to make money from your back while working for WNEM. I've never worked somewhere before, everyone hates the boss and talks openly about it to someone else. There are plenty of great staff here, but the deal is one of the most
tragic examples of words I've ever encountered. They say that the fish rot from the head down and the head of this fish is a rotting disappointment. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: don't work here unless you're desperate. Director: Julie Fries While working for WLOS, this person
has experience: a toxic work environment as a whole. There are a lot of people who work there because it's a job, not a passion or even a career, and treat it like this. There's no sense of camaraderie or teamwork, it's all men for themselves. The overall attitude of the station is very negative. No one is ever happy to be at work, managing collectively. In the
two years I was there, at least five journalists were out of business (although this was a medium-sized market) because it was intolerable. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negatives, toxic: if you are interested in working here, know that it will be frustrating and you will receive annoying and strict
orders from the management. Asheville is a beautiful city to live in and most colleagues are very welcome outside the event. Please note that this is an Sinclair station and an operation like this. Asked how many shots there were left under her leadership, she replied: Yes. While working for WESH, this person has experience: an overall toxic work
environment. This place looks great outside. I'm in a small market now with more wages. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: a terrible deal. They want change. They've been there too long. It's the reason why scoring is so bad. Director: Gene Kirkconnell A good attitude is especially
helpful, creating a relaxing and enjoyable work environment. Extensive knowledge This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: education is open to creative control, plus more fun: a great place to start learning and growing. The team is quite young, adapting is a must and a frequent rotation position. The only guarantee at this station is that
it will change! Again, a great place to cut your teeth. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: unmanaged, negative, toxic news director: Jessica Brovold lacked much, unengaged with what was happening in the newsroom, assigning all news directors. While working for KDLT, this person has experience: racial discrimination, gender
discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. I am a woman in my early twenties, I say I have to dress more conservatively than my old colleagues because of my body type. The management emailed me a close-up of my exposed knee and said it was unacceptable. On another occasion I was strictly advised that I had no situation, couldn't post a
picture of myself in a swimsuit (after I tweeted a photo from my vacation in Florida), but the guy at the station was allowed. On another occasion I was blamed for reporting my colleague after he insulted Muslims while we were working. I've been told I'm doing something harder than they need to confirm his behavior has been corrected. After these events
(and others), I consulted a lawyer and told them that I intend to sue if they do not allow me to break my contract without the consequences they follow. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: #3จาก 3 stations on the market. High turnover Low hourly wages without allowing overtime The
station has only 4 cameras that can be used. Reporter: Expected to be MMJ in each shift, Press Director: Tim Ryan Experience Explain: Poor communicators, while working for KVUE, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. Lack of quality leadership and poor day-to-day planning This person described the newsroom environment
as a whole: a disorganized news director removed the poison: Donna Bell Experience. Explain: Well, this person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more educational comments: Some days are positive and allow for creativity, other days unmanaged and management is overbearing, news director: The veteran Scott Nichols explains: Absolutely
scary. The newsroom manager is awesome, very toxic. There is no trust for anyone working in the field. Everyone has a small deal and awesome morale. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more toxic negative comments: do everything you can to prevent them from working here. This person describes the newsroom environment
as a whole: negative. Toxic News Director: Scott Saxton shakes hands to appreciate good resources This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: organized, educated, open to creative control, plus, fun news director: Craig Smullin The experience explains: Well this person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: organized,
educated, positive, fun, more opinion: This is a family operation, a good start. Even if you work hard, this is a good place to start well. The station may not be on top of the market, however. The first point is often difficult to get on the way from home bob GM, Patsy owner Craig ND and the main anchor will make you feel at home and help you get a good foot
on the ground in the biz, if Laryl the job manager is still there, he will be helpful as well. Medford's audience is also kind of encouraging you and doesn't make you feel bad for making those first mistakes. It's just a good newsroom and a great place to start. But I think this is typical of the first market. Director: Pam Vaught Experience Explain: Negative, while
working for KTBC, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. The management across the board was terrible. From ND, Asst. ND. It's really sad because it's a great team, nd assistants schedule and don't know what he's doing. It will be the day before and we are telling him that we have been made too little or not enough forex. One good
thing is Fox O&amp;O, so the benefits are good and you get a vaca 3 weeks. Those who cry and complain are rewarded with less work because they do not want to deal with them. They will go for those who are cheaper options, so be prepared for young people with less experience to be promoted or employed than those with more experience. It was very
frustrating and it hurt the quality of the ND news, it meant a lot and everyone was afraid to talk to her. She's cruel. Explain: The best news director I've ever had. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: organized, educational, positive, fun this person describes the overall newsroom environment as: open to creative control, plus, more
fun comments: low paid, conservative cities, heritage anchors have been there and will be there for years with a very low chance of moving up to anchor. The station is in Waco/Killeen and has a KBTX sister station in the college station, although the best part is the #1 station out of 4 on the market and by most. Reporter: Chris Best best replaced our former
news director after the Nexstar takeover and brought morality down and workload to miserable levels. While working for WKRG, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. When the best and Nexstar take control, WKRG becomes bleeding. Suddenly MMJs were asked to do several stories a day that tended to focus on car crashes, petrol
station robberies and shootings. You are treated like a load if you can't make your necessary sweeping parts during the free time MMJs get during their daily grind. The news director often goes back to the statements he's made before. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more toxic negative comments: Rush, News Director: Chris
Best. I would not recommend taking a position here under his leadership or lacking it. While working for WKRG, this person has experience: sexual harassment, a toxic work environment as a whole. Many photographers talk about women in ways that can be less than respectful. However, the worst thing about this station is that news director Chris Best
arrived when The Next Star took over. Chris Best replaced a respected, helpful and very encouraging news director named Mike Rashe. We are all sad but willing to get to know this new boss. He's terrible. A lot of people leave the station after just a few months of Chris Best taking responsibility. Reporters paid thousands to get out of his grasp. If you want to
only cover BLOOD/CRIME your headlines, there's nothing but clickbait to walk the truly fake news line to cancel your interview for a really good story (at the last minute) to switch to circulation on the interstate to be treated like dirt and working in a toxic environment, this is the place for you. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more
disorganized comments, negative, toxic: What else to say? Don't do it! This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: organize positive studies, enjoy more comments: put in the effort and be accepted. Good atmosphere and quality products of beautiful place to stay. Director: Rick Bagley He's the director of good news. The energy is really
high and works tirelessly on every show, even on weekends. While working for KFSM/KXNW, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment. The team is really talented, but there are a few bad apples in the bunch that thrive on rejection and taint the newsroom, making it a toxic wasteland. This person explains the newsroom environment
as a whole: no organized education, exposure to creative control, plus fun, negative, toxic additional comments: poor pay, so that people always go in and out, and they take time to rewrite. Most of the problems we dealt with last year were solved due to our new ND, but things are still a little neat and disorganized, which is a simple fix if people are really
responsible and training new people. Reporter: Bridget Lovey is so disruptive to talk about her staff. While working for KYTV, this person has experience: overall venom. Environment This station is under industry trends: CUTS It is the best station in the area to work for. Now, after many layoffs, there is no investment, only resources, a desire to save time and
money with the cost of the product. Reporters expect the MMJ to continue even if they feel unsafe. I feel like no one cares about me as a person, they care just about the bottom line and if the station makes money. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized, more toxic negative comments: GM, Brian McDonough. He
cares more about supplying his lake house with fancy TV than he does well of staff. Steer clear. I can't get out of there fast enough. Director: Dave Ciliberti Experience Explain: Difficult while working for WCMH This person has experienced: gender discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. Not supporting desks assigned by senior executives,
refusing to fill vacancies for years, refusing to properly change employee weekends when big events occur. Taking half of the work I agreed with (digital production) keeping editors assigned by women, for example, they were secretaries for editors assigned to a man. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: no organized, removing
toxic news director: Sinan Sadar Experience. Explain: Below average, while working for WJCL, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment, difficult to advance to meaningful narratives or growth opportunities. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: no more unorganized comments: negotiating on your contract.
Reporter: Eric Gaylord, Eric is great, but the content control administration is pushing journalists to shoot paid content instead of independent news stories. They discourage any journalists who put them in hot water with the businesses they have advertised with. While working for KRTV, this person has experience: racial discrimination, gender discrimination,
a toxic work environment as a whole. The manager told a dark-skinned employee that he would 'crack the whip' at her. Management called other women at the competition station 'too big, too ugly for TV'. We have a meteorologist who controls and produces our conclusions without asking our manufacturers. Many nasty rumors started by the same person in
this place, but management/human resources have done nothing since the audience loves his weather. There have been several complaints about this man against HR, but they fell on deaf ears. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more unorganized reviews, more toxic negative studies: it's still a good starting point. But there is little
to no training and journalists/anchors are punished with more rumors spreading for a try. Things or even make mistakes. There is no air to breathe around some people in my favorite newsroom, and it can be a very discouraging environment for all employees and especially new journalists. Director: Ed Reams Experience Explains: Principal/Student. While
working for WKOW, this person has experience: a toxic work environment as a whole. Morality is low, there is a problem with unfair scheduling. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: this person is unorganized, this person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: organize additional opinions on education: in trying to be a good
station... Director: Mike Rafflele Just don't understand the small news market while working for WTVA, this person has experience: this toxic work environment as a whole, this person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: the comments are more disorganized, negative, toxic: unless you want to work overtime without paying and running someone
else's, plus you move on. Director: Julie Morafchik is crazy but crazy. Want the best out of everyone. High expectations While working for WGBA, this person has experience: an overall toxic work environment. Some are very negative. It is a low-budget station and less staff. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: no organized
education, more open to comments on creative control: it's a good place to go because they're so low that you can get the best stories. Julie is happy to go beyond that, but GM Pete is very cheap. Julie makes you work a lot of worktime. Reporter: Bruce Barkley, nd driven by a lot of ego, has a little emotion to present himself now. I don't really care about his
people, he's just looking at the organization. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: organize additional comments: good people have been there for a while. The chief photographer is excellent and open to teaching the next generation. Great storytellers there, too, pay low for that market, but expect #37. Director: Sue Stephens I
enjoyed working for this station until Stephen arrived in the summer of 2015 while working for WVTM. Where do I start? The poisonous curse shouts at everyone. Unreasonable demands Demand out (cover) and then shout at you (producer journalist) because you follow orders. In this way, mgmt may say they didn't fire you, but it still encourages you to go.
This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more negative comments are toxic: I understand that there are other Hearst sprint stations that do not have this toxic environment or toxic manager. We're all adults. There is no reason to hurt an employee while working for WTXL. Experience: Sexual harassment, gender discrimination, toxic work
environment as a whole Everyone who works here will agree, it is only the sound of the station and the silence went on for a long time. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: unorganized, negative, toxic while working for KMTV. Reporter: Ryan Hawes is amazing. He is driven, encouraged, and appreciated. This person describes the
overall newsroom environment as: the study is open to creative control, plus fun while working for KEYE. This station doesn't know how to communicate with each other. They all work on passive aggression and they bully you. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, negative, toxic: it kills your soul.
Director: Shauna Ziegler Experience Explain: Excellent while working for KFOX This person has experienced: sexual harassment. Some of the men there will make lewd comments to this person describing the newsroom environment as a whole. While working for KRNV, this person has experience: an overall toxic working environment, this person explains
the overall environment of the newsroom: Toxic News Director: Sue Stephens Experience This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: plus more fun comments: This station is still going through the growing pains after being bought by Hearst three years ago, but going in the right direction. Reporter: Mark Krathum, plus excellent sources and
well-known journalists. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: no organizing, exposure to creative control, posting more fun comments: you can learn a lot while at the station. There's not a lot of live shooting opportunities. Every journalist is an MMJ, a great opportunity to learn, grow and step up. A lot of people who leave here after 2-3
years go to the market/bigger opportunities. Explain: Amazing. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: educational arrangements, exposure to creative control, fun posts, more comments: excellent staff, rare schedule changes, managers understand family issues, creative criticism remains positive. Director: Matt Stein He has very high



expectations with very little resources. Expect you to give everything you have, but willing to give very little. Judging While working for WAAY, this person has experience: gender discrimination, an overall toxic work environment (Stein has). It can bring morale in the newsroom to an all-time low. Get a chance from an employee based on his feelings rather
than what it deserves. This person described the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized comments, more toxic removals: no photog help news director: David Lee He's cool overall. While working for WTXL, this person has experience: I've been removed for a while so I'm not sure about the atmosphere at the moment... But it was toxic when I
was there. Too much leadership change. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: this person's mess explains the newsroom environment as a whole: no more organized, organized, more educational opinions: manufacturers move very slowly. Very slow, and the women in the web department are nice/nasty and annoying. She was
young and quickly climbed up the stairs, so she cares more about the name than growing up. Reporter: Steve Asplund, it was a great learning experience. He was a patient teacher and a good foundation. Good people at heart and want to see you grow. This person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: organized, open to creative control, plus
more fun, more opinions: good first market work, it's very small, but it's very learning. Director: Sarah Gray While working for WSAW, this person has experience: racial discrimination, a toxic work environment as a whole. There's a lot of negative energy in the newsroom. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized
comments, more toxic negative studies: I don't know about the current weather with the new news director, but I'll be careful when looking at this place. Reporter: Kenny Bols has never seen him interact only three times. He showed up to take photos and interviews. This person explains the newsroom environment as a whole: organize more educational
opinions: this station is run by very small employees, since leaving them to move the main anchor to Tyler and all the journalists working from Lufkin, it is a strange setting, but not bad, if you are familiar with the office station, you have contact with ND a little rare comment, you have to inquire about it, but if you break it, but if you screw it up. I'm going to give
this station C because you've learned to be a better journalist here, but as I said in the first place, since I left a lot of changes, I'm going to have to make a lot of changes. Reporter: Dutch Terry Dutch as a character. He's very small for women. If you're a man, you'll do well under him, obviously the sex and toxicity he repels under his management. He was
very aggressive and didn't know how to handle it. If you want to learn from a news director or want to Don't go to him. Honestly he's not a great manager but given the opportunity you don't get anywhere else idc your brand new in business and can handle the drama then by all means going forward. While working for WDEF, this person has experience: an
overall toxic work environment, this person describes the newsroom environment as a whole: more disorganized, negative, toxic: don't come here if you're looking for a good wage in the top 100 markets.
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